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ABSTRACT 

This thesis focuses on how business social responsibility is constituted and enacted in New 

Zealand. It comprises a case study of Hubbard Foods Limited, using rhetorical analysis to 

examine the business texts related to the company, many of which are produced by and 

about owner-manager Dick Hubbard, a key exponent of business social responsibility. 

Three distinctive approaches to rhetorical analysis are used in this study: role analysis, 

dramatism and cultural analysis. Role analysis examines how business social responsibility 

is constituted through the central communication tool of Hubbard Foods Limited, 

Clipboard. Application of Beason' s ( 1 99 1 )  framework enables exploration of how Hubbard 

attempts to persuade others, through the written text, of his own credibility and his vision of 

business social responsibility. Dramatistic analysis (Burke, 1 969a) examines text as drama, 

focusing on a company event - a staff trip from New Zealand to Samoa. Analysis of the 

drama reveals how staff members are cast as co-actors engaging in a public enactment of 

business social responsibility. Cultural analysis is  used to compare and contrast the 

narratives of Dick Hubbard and counter agent Roger Kerr, Executive Director of the New 

Zealand Business Roundtable. Points of compatibility between Hubbard and Kerr are 

apparent in both the basic assumptions upon which their positions are founded and in the 

images and archetypes they draw upon to legitimise their claims about business social 

responsibility. In particular, analysis reveals that both actors draw upon religious imagery. 

Rhetorical analysis of Hubbard Foods Limited business text extends current conceptions of 

business social responsibility in a number of ways. The findings suggest a blurring of the 

business and society distinction, as Hubbard's  rhetoric constitutes business as part of 

society. Analysis of textual strategies reveal aspects of the transactive process associated 

with business social responsibility, highlighting the importance of managers' personal moral 

engagement with the implications and consequences of their business decisions, thus 

challenging contemporary tendencies to objectify social responsibility. The case study of 

Hubbard Foods Limited serves to draw attention to the centrality of trust to conceptions of 

business social responsibility and to the way Hubbard humanises the idea. 

The thesis proposes a 'definition' of business social responsibility in New Zealand whereby 

it is characterized as a process of negotiation that accommodates inconsistencies and 

contradictions. It identifies implications of this finding for managers and for business and 

society research. Finally, it urges business and society researchers to acknowledge the value 

of interpretive approaches to complement and enrich the current scholarship. 

i i i  
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CHAPTER ONE: SCOPE OF THE RESEARCH 

This thesis examines business social responsibility as it is associated with a New 

Zealand company, Hubbard Foods Limited. 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

Business ethics and business social responsibility share something in common with 

reality TV, military intelligence and marketing theory. All have come in for similar 

flak and been lampooned as [oxy ]moronic. 

New Zealand of the 1 980s and 1 990s certainly presented a number of cases of 

business irresponsibility and unethical management practice. New Zealanders 

experienced the deregulation of the economy in the wake of the 1 984 election of a 

reformist Labour government. They weathered the financial crash of 1 987 and were, 

by 1 990, beginning to suppose that the lack of trust, previously reserved for 

secondhand car dealers and politicians, could now be extended to the entire business 

community. 

Memories were sti l l  strong among the public, particularly among small investors, of 

both the optimism that had preceded the collapse of many finance and property 

ventures, and of the cynical exploitation of the deregulated system by a few people. 

Those who had sunk their life savings into now collapsed companies were 

disil lusioned with business's inability to self-monitor. Freedom from regulation so 

business could prosper seemed to have been all too often interpreted as freedom to 

engage in illegal activity if it could lead to financial gain. 

Parallels were easily drawn between the corporate excesses of New Zealand in the 

1 980s, exemplified in the management of �ome 'high-flyer' companies, and the 

behaviour of the US ' robber-barons ' of the late 1 9th and early 20th centuries. For 

example, by 1 996 Graeme Thompson, the Managing Director of Fortex and one-time 

exporter of the year, had been convicted on 1 2  counts of fraud and imprisoned 

(Corbett, 1 996; MacFie, 1 996). Thompson 
'
was renowned for his innovative practices 

in the meat freezing industry, for his public relations hype and, later, for his 
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accounting practices. In 1 989 the registrar of companies attempted to have the CEO 

of Pacer-Kerridge, David Phillips, banned from running a company (Dey, 1 995). 

Although acquitted of fraud charges, Phillips was eventually imprisoned for charges 

relating to his dealings as an undischarged bankrupt. Ray Smith, boss of GoldCorp, 

was in 1 993 serving a prison term having been "convicted on 1 5  of 30 charges laid 

under the Insolvency Act and the Companies Act" (Riordan, 1 993, p. 5). Allan 

Hawkins, CEO of Equiticorp, was imprisoned in 1 992 after being found "guilty on 

seven charges involving $87.99 million"; these crimes were committed during the 

1 980s (McManus, 1 995, p. 1 4). When asked to consider what social group was 

proportionately most strongly represented in New Zealand prisons in the mid- 1 990s, 

people joked that it was not the notorious gangs that came to mind but, rather, the 

select New Zealand Business Roundtable, a group advocating free market economics. 

Associated with economic reform was an increase in bankruptcies (the rate doubling 

between 1 987 and 1 988), rising unemployment (Crocombe, Enright & Porter, 1 99 1 )  

and the associated burden on a shrinking social welfare system (Kelsey, 1 993). 

One might imagine that this was hardly a time to go into business, in the wake of a 

major financial crash and in the midst of a recession. But into this environment 

walked Dick Hubbard, a man who came to exemplify the old-fashioned virtues of a 

'mum and dad' family enterprise. In 1 988 Hubbard and fellow entrepreneur Ed 

Franken set up as breakfast cereal processors in South Auckland under the company 

name Winner Foods. After a difficult start-up phase, and with the business on the 

verge of financial collapse, Hubbard acquired Franken's  stake in the business. In 

partnership with his wife Diana, Dick Hubbard set out to revive the business as 

Hubbard Foods Limited. Although the early days were rocky, as the firm teetered on 

the brink of insolvency, eventually hard work, staff commitment, and some 

innovative management practices enabled Hubbard to develop the organisation into 

the thriving business it is today. That, at least, is how company legend has it, and it is 

a story that is widely known and recounted in New Zealand domestic, business and 

academic spheres. 
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1.2 HUBBARD AND BUSINESS SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 

Why should the New Zealand public be interested in the history of a medium-sized, 

private, cereal manufacturing company? Simply put, Dick Hubbard and his business 

philosophy captured their attention. Hubbard quickly became a household name 

associated, almost synonymous, with both Hubbard Foods Limited and a notion he 

refers to as 'business social responsibility ' .  Hubbard, with compatriot and fellow 

businessperson Stephen Tindall of the publicly listed Warehouse group, became a 

standard bearer in the New Zealand business social responsibility 'movement' .  He 

has come to epitomise, for New Zealanders, what the concept of business social 

responsibility means in practice. 

Hubbard 's association with the concept of business social responsibility has been 

communicated through a number of channels: newsletters addressed to customers, 

speeches delivered to business and social groups, events his company sponsors such 

as the Concerts for Kids and the Outward Bound outdoor pursuits centre, and the 

media coverage these receive. More recently Hubbard has participated in mentoring 

programmes, some of which were captured in the television series Trouble Shooters, 

adding to his reputation as a business person who cares. Much of Dick Hubbard's  

personal renown has come from his apparent eagerness to challenge conventional 'big 

business' views on social responsibility espoused by members of the influential 

Business Roundtable and to defend and promote his 'alternative' way of doing 

business. 

The difficulty of defining the abstraction of social responsibil ity, combined with a 

sense that people passionately adhere to a particular view of it, led me to consider 

how the public imagination could be captured by the idea. Thus, although my inquiry 

began as a simple case study to establish how management in one company exercised 

social responsibility, I became increasingly intrigued by how the concept of business 

social responsibility was represented in the New Zealand context. In particular, I was 

interested in how Dick Hubbard managed to excite the imagination of the media and 

the public so that many were attracted to his business philosophy, to his speeches, and 

to his product. Encouraged by recent calls for alternative approaches to business 

social responsibility and business ethics inquiry (Crane, 1 999), my focus moved 

toward exploring persuasive strategies through rhetorical analysis .  

3 



This case study of Hubbard Foods Limited uses different critical perspectives to 

analyse the data in an attempt to convey the richness and better comprehend the 

complex phenomenon of business social responsibility. Intellectually the thesis draws 

upon the broad areas of general management theory and rhetorical theory, the two 

fields coalescing around the notion of business social responsibility. So there are two 

l iteratures: one relating to business social responsibility, and the other relating to 

rhetoric and rhetorical theory. 

1.3 RESEARCH QUESTION 

The question driving this study is: 

How does rhetorical analysis help us understand how business social responsibility is 

constituted and enacted in a New Zealand business? 

There are three related objectives: 

1 .  to explore the way business social responsibility is represented in New Zealand; 

2. to supplement the theoretical debate into social responsibility in business and, 

more generally, social issues in business, through applying rhetorical analysis ; 

and 

3.  to add to the body of interpretive studies of organisational phenomena. 

1.4 STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS 

The thesis is structured along the following lines: 

Chapter Two looks at the historical ideas about the role of business in society, and 

directs attention to business social responsibility through ideas of business ownership 

rights and obligations. The chapter is largely dependent on the established literature 

on corporate social responsibility, referring to public companies where ownership is  

more widely distributed, complex and ' fluid' than in privately held enterprises such 

as Hubbard Foods Limited. The academic literature largely relates to the United 

States and United Kingdom understandings of the business social responsibility 

concept but I raise the major issues and introduce relevant New Zealand studies 

which relate to business ethics or social responsibility. Issues of business social 

responsibility give rise to examination of stakeholderism, the notion that a variety of 

groups are affected by a company, have a stake in its well-being and need to be 

considered alongside the shareholders. I conclude this chapter by presenting a 
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construct that contributes to recent developments within the business social 

responsibility field, corporate citizenship. 

Chapter Three focuses on rhetorical analysis, the method I will later use to scrutinise 

the texts through which Hubbard conveys his distinctive notion of business social 

responsibility. This chapter incorporates a brief historical overview of developments 

in the field of rhetoric ,  a section I include as background for those I anticipate to be 

my first and primary audience : management scholars. Rhetorical analysis, I argue, is 

an apposite approach for this study of business social responsibility in New Zealand. 

Not only is it an alternative, interpretive approach, but rhetoric has also long been 

associated with ethics. 

Chapter Four sets down the research design. In addressing methodological issues 

underlying this business social responsibility case study, I outline the features of the 

case study as a distinctive framework for investigation. Finally, I introduce the 

specific critical perspectives I will apply: role criticism, dramatism, and cultural 

criticism. 

In Chapter Five I formally introduce Hubbard Foods Limited and its owner-manager 

Dick Hubbard. I also familiarise the reader with Clipboard, the newsletter that serves 

to convey the general business philosophy of Dick Hubbard and is, thereby, a major 

vehicle for his message of business social responsi bili ty. 

Chapter Six analyses Hubbard's business text. I use Beason's ( 1 99 1 )  framework, a 

form of role criticism, as a basis for rhetorical analysis of the persuasive appeal of the 

Clipboard. Through an analysis of Hubbard's rhetorical strategies, I demonstrate how 

he establishes a sense of stakeholder dialogue and trust and how he conveys a 

distinctive impression of his understanding of business social responsibility and 

attempts to gain the confidence of the reader. 

Chapter Seven employs a different method of rhetorical analysis, dramatism. 

Attention in this chapter is centered on a symbolic act of social responsibility - a 

company event that occurred in 1 998 when the staff of Hubbard Foods Limited went 

on a picnic to Samoa. Burke's ( 1 969a) dramatistic pentad facilitates an analysis of the 
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picnic in terms of act, scene, agent, agency and purpose. Here I attempt to come to an 

understanding of what might have motivated such a display of goodwill. 

In Chapter Eight the attention moves to a public debate 'between two players: Dick 

Hubbard and Roger Kerr. In their respective official capacities as Managing Director 

of Hubbard Foods Limited and Executive Director of the New Zealand Business 

Roundtable (NZBR) the two engaged in an ongoing exchange about the meaning and 

value of business social responsibility. The analysis uses the perspective of cultural 

criticism within a narrative frame. It highlights the visions of business social 

responsibility held by each of the main characters and some of the rhetorical 

strategies employed in their debate. 

Chapter Nine combines discussion and conclusions, reflecting on the research 

question and drawing together major themes from the study. Among the concluding 

comments is a definition of business social responsibility in New Zealand. 

6 



CHAPTER Two: BUSINESS SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

Ideas about business's relationship with society run the gamut from a dichotomy 

between the two (Friedman, [ 1 970] 1 995; Wicks, 1 996; Wood, 1 996) through to claims 

for the necessity of viewing business and society as inextricably connected (Frederick, 

Post & Davis, 1 992). These positions are reflected in explorations of the founding 

assumptions of the business and society field of study (Buchholz & Rosenthal, 1 997) 

and in discussions on whether, for example, we should consider it business and society, 

or business in society (Carroll, 1 994). In these discussions academics and the wider 

public question whether business is an institution that exists at the behest of society; the 

extent to which the existence of business ' gives value' to society through providing 

employment as well as goods and services; and the extent to which business can be 

considered an anti-social, destructive institution characterised by short-term 

perspectives, self-serving management and a generally irresponsible stance towards 

society. 

Not surprisingly, in this ferment of oppose� but genuinely-held beliefs about the nature 

of business, research carried out on the moral dimension of business enterprise still 

shows fundamental disagreement about what it means to be a 'good ' business. 

Descriptions are often couched in terms of either 'pro' or 'anti '  business postures, the 

former presenting a case for 'good' business equating with profitable business, the latter 

claiming that, to be a 'good ' business, an organisation should be providing much more 

benefit to society than merely products and services, employment and financial returns. 

Indeed, there are accounts of successful business enterprises that apparently gain success 

from embracing ethical practice - 'doing well by doing good' .  The growing ethical 

investment movement, the promotion of cause-related marketing, triple bottom l ine 

reporting and the current interest in sustainable business are all examples of business 

responses to perceived social demands. 

The chapter begins with a brief retrospective account, focusing mainly on the 
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development of British and North American conceptions of business social 

responsibil ity. It continues with an examination of terminology associated with the 

phrase ' business social responsibility', including the more recently coined ' corporate 

social responsibility' and 'corporate social performance' .  I comment specifical ly on 

New Zealand research into social responsibil ity. This is fol lowed by observations about 

evolving thematic constructs associated with business social responsibi lity: stakeholder 

management and corporate citizenship. 

2.2 HISTORICAL CONTEXT OF BUSINESS SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 

2.2.1 The Spirit of Free Enterprise 

The origins of contemporary discussion about the nature of business social responsibility 

can be traced at least back to the late 1 8th century and 1 9th century period of 

industrial isation in Britain. Political changes influenced by Adam Smith's laissez-faire 

economic theories (Smith, 1 937) coupled with technological innovation, enabled the 

creation of industrial hardware that provided the means for mass production and 

stimulated economic growth. Correspondingly, Bentham 's util itarian phi losophy, with 

its endorsement of individualism, provided a rationale for a move to free market 

economics and the spirit of enterprise (Brown, 1 975). Capital accumulation from 

increased internal and overseas trade coupled with increases in profit levels led to 

opportunities for investment in agriculture, manufacturing and mining (Vaizy, 1 980). 

These developments contributed to the identity of an era later to be termed the Industrial 

Revolution, a period characterised by entrepreneurship, intense growth of industry and 

the associated movement of population from rural craft-based economies to urban areas 

where the normal production method was machine-based . 

2.2.2 Social Reform 

During this era, despite considerable optimism associated with the success of 

entrepreneurial enterprises, concerns came to the fore about the misuse of business 

power through exploitative practices. Some British intellectuals, industrialists and 

politicians (e.g. John Stuart Mill , 1 806- 1 873; Robert Owen, 1 77 1  - 1 858 ;  Lord 

Shaftsbury, 1 80 1 - 1 885) argued for the social ly disadvantaged, cal led for more humane 
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business practices and lobbied for legislative changes to ensure that employers provided 

safe, reasonable working conditions for their employees. Unfettered capital ist enterprise 

was seen as exacting a serious tol l  on the social and natural environments. Wide-ranging 

publ ic  discussions about perceived problems eventually led to legislative reforms to 

enforce minimum standards of employer responsibi l ity. In the United Kingdom, the 

Factory Acts abol ished pauper apprenticeships and restricted working hours for 

apprentice children (1 802). Later reforms d isal lowed the employment of chi ldren under 

n ine years old and made it mandatory that all children between 9 and 1 3  were educated 

for two hours per day (1833) and, later sti l l , reforms l imited the working day for women 

and children to ten hours ( 1 847). 

A number of writers have argued that technological revolution brought with it a social 

revolution (e.g. Hammond & Hammond, 1925; Marx, 1999). Prior to industrialisation, 

they claimed, people were born into an establ ished social order with defined roles and 

responsib i l ities (Hammond & Hammond, 1925). With industrial isation, these implicit 

social ru les were undermined and people no longer understood their  social role. The new 

industrial ists were not obl iged by trad ition, as was the feudal lord, and so no code was in 

place to guide the employer-employee relationship. Workers became increasingly 

al ienated from their work and the dominant capitalists subordinated them to their own 

ends (Marx, 1999). 

In spite of those claims, Cannon (1992) points out that the period now known as the 

Industrial Revolution did not necessarily mark as dramatic a break from establ ished 

relationships, systems and processes of production as we are led to imagine by some 

commentators. Many customary structures had been el iminated, and government 

increasingly bowed out of all but "defence, prevention of oppression or injustice and 

certain public works" (Cannon, 1992, p. 9); yet the traditional arrangements persisted, 

although the p layers had changed. Cannon cites evidence that a number of influential 

industrial ists did have strong paternal istic bonds with their workers, a relationship 

approximating the trad itional domination of a feudal lord over his vassals .  
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2.2.3 Religion and Paternalism 

In Victorian Britain, rel igion was a powerful influence both on the rise of certain 

entrepreneurial fami l ies, and in shaping these entrepreneurs' attitudes toward social 

issues. Previously socially marginalised as ' non-conformist' because of their rel igious 

beliefs, Quaker fami l ies such as the Darbys (iron), the Wedgewoods (ceramics), 

Barclays and Lloyds (banking), Cadburys and Rowntrees (confectionery) and Players 

(tobacco) found upward social mobi l ity through enterprise (Windsor, 1 980) .  They had a 

strong sense of community, and their rel ig ion preached pacifism, economy and self

restraint. 

Across the Atlantic in the 'new world' industrial isation evolved differently, yet there 

were some paral lels with Britain .  Chandler' s ( 1 962) analysis of American industrial 

enterprise serves to establ ish that professional management in the US only came to the 

fore in the 20th century, weakening the paternalism so characteristic of the early 

entrepreneur-led enterprises of the 1 9th century which had tended toward strong l inks 

with a particular ' local' community (Cannon, 1 992). 

Nevertheless, paternal istic ventures that had been a feature of large fami ly-owned 

enterprises persisted in both nations wel l  into the 20th century. In The UK and the US, a 

number of business leaders took it upon themselves to ensure that workers' social needs 

outside work were provided for. Today in the UK, remnants exist of social programmes 

establ ished by Cadbury and other wealthy Quaker businessmen (Cannon, 1 992). 

Akin to the many overseas examples of paternalistic fam ily-run enterprises, New 

Zealand's early history has many examples of social concern on the part of owners. The 

New Zealand sweating commissions of the 1 9th century resulted in publ ic exposure of 

unscrupulous and unsafe work practices. The commissions also served to highl ight 

responsible practices, eventually provoking a legislative response to curb uneth ical 

business. Family firms such as retai lers MacKenzies (John Robert Hugh MacKenzie, 

1 876- 1 955), Smith and Caughey (Marianne Smith, 1 85 1 - 1 938), and Farmers' Union 

Trading Company (Robert Alexander Cookston Laidlaw, 1 885- 1 97 1 )  were strongly 
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affiliated with Christian principles. Philanthropist Robert Laidlaw was one of 20th 

century New Zealand's most influential business people .  He p ioneered ideas of social 

responsibi l ity in New Zealand, advocating "honesty and square deal ing" and "trust" in  

h i s  business dealings. In 1 9 1 6  Laidlaw wrote to  h i s  customers suggesting that they, l ike 

many others, could choose to send in a b lank cheque and place their confidence in the 

company to "fil l  in the amount when we have the invo ice completed" (Hunter & 
Lineham, 1 999, p. 1 23). 

In the U.S.A. Henry Ford ( 1 863 - 1 947) created programmes designed to support the 

recreational and health needs of his workers, and to 'Americanize' the new immigrants 

who sought work in his plants (see Meyer, 1 996; Lacey, 1 986; Coll ier & Horowitz, 

1 987; Wulfson, 200 1 ) . Some industrial ists invested in worker education programmes 

and even created 'company towns' for their employees. The efforts of these early 

businessmen have been wel l  documented. However, their  paternalism, which was hai led 

in  its day as progressive, sometimes masked other agendas such as Ford 's  anti-Semitism 

and his anti-union stance (Meyer, 1 996; Martin, 2002). 

2.2.4 Philanthropy 

Particu larly in the U.S.A., some business people sought to enhance thei r  public images, 

often upon retirement, through large donations to charitable funds (e.g. Carnegie, 1 835-

1 9 1 9; Rockefel ler, 1 839- 1 937).  This practice ostensibly separated their civic 

responsibi l ities from business but nevertheless some profits were channel led back to the 

community. Education was a major focus of these 'post-game' phi lanthropic ventures 

(Windsor, 200 1 b) but health and housing were also recipients (Cannon, 1 992). 

By the early 20th century business was widely perceived as becoming too big and 

powerful, and gui lty of questionable social practices. Despite grandiose phi lanthropic 

gestures on the part of some business people, many of those who were previously the 

heroes of enterprise were now vi l ified as having profited from the labour of others, and 

having been prepared to sacrifice others through market speculation, insider trading and 

exploitation of the tax laws (Sobel, 1 972; Wren, 1 994) . The 'robber barons' included 
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Joseph Kennedy, John Rockefel ler, Alfred Sloan and Andrew Carnegie. Rockefel ler was 

described as "the supreme vi l lain of his age" (Tarbel l ,  1 904 cited in Cannon, 1 992, 

p. 1 8), and Andrew Carnegie's  biographer, Winkler ( 1 977) stated that for Carnegie "the 

end was money and yet more money" (p. 58) .  The late 1 920s saw the col Japse of the 

world economy and advent of the Great Depression. Legislative changes to curb 

corporate power in the United States and the United K ingdom included antitrust laws, 

changes to the Companies Acts, banking regulations, and consumer protection laws. 

2.2.5 Calls for Business Restraint 

In the 1 930s, United States business commentators such as Barnard ([ 1 938] 1 968) and 

Berle and Means ([ 1932] 1 968) were overtly declaring the need for businesses to adopt a 

more sociaIJy responsible stance. Later, in the wake of World War n, further changes 

occurred in business ownership trends from family proprietorship toward domination by 

a few powerfu l  commercial enterprises (Crossley, 1 999). Issues of ownership and 

responsibi l ity became more diffuse and complex and, by the 1 950s, business social 

responsib i l ity was firmly on the United States business agenda. In particular, corporate 

social responsibil ity was the focus of some spirited debate. 

Management writer Peter Drucker ( 1 955) claimed that, in granting l im ited l iabi l ity, 

society had forfeited something valuable to business, which business must in turn 

acknowledge :  

Society has been forced to grant to  the enterprise what i t  has always been most 

reluctant to grant, that is, first a charter of perpetuity, if not of theoretical 

immortality, to the ' legal person ' ,  and second a degree of authority to the 

managers which corresponds to the needs of the enterprise. 

This, however, imposes upon the business and its management a responsibi l ity 

which not only goes far beyond any traditional responsibil ity of private property 

but is altogether different. It can no longer be based on the assumption that the 

self-interest ofthe owner of property wi l l  lead to the public good, or that self

interest and publ ic good can be kept apart and considered to have noth ing to do 
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with each other. On the contrary, it requires of the manager that he assume 

responsibil ity for the publ ic good, that he subordinate his actions to an ethical 

standard of conduct, and that he restrain his self-interest and his authority 

wherever their exercise would infringe upon the common weal and upon the 

freedom of the individual . (pp. 454-455) 

Yet Drucker' s contemporary, Theodore Levitt ( 1 958), rejected corporate social 

responsibi l ity as bad for both business and society, founding his argument against social 

responsibi l ity on the bel ief in radical p luralism. Society, as it is expressed under a free 

market ideology, is made up of various functional groups, each of which should l imit its 

activity to its own sector of expertise. Business, under this model ,  is effectively insulated 

from social responsibi l ities. Moreover, "even if its outlook were the purest kind of 

goodwi l l ,  that would not recommend the corporation as an arbiter of our l ives" (Levitt, 

1 958 ,  p. 44). 

2.2.6 Ownership and Agency 

Discussions in the United States of America about the responsibil ities of business, in 

particular those of the corporate sector, accelerated in the 1 970s. While issues covered 

ranged over concerns such as the firm's moral obligations, individual managerial 

responsibi l ity, the financial ' necessity' to be seen to be doing good and the status of 

business as a social institution, tensions between the economic and duty-based 

perspectives often hinged on the nature of the firm. The question of legal ownership as 

distinct from some broader based rights, was grasped by some as a central concern. The 

former position, built on the rationale presented by neo-l iberal economists such as 

Friedman and Hayek, claimed that any business enterprise existed to generate profits. 

Furthermore, managers had no legal rights to disperse profits from business, as they 
, 

were 'agents' for the owners, the 'principals'. In what is, arguably, the most quoted and 

provocative passage with regard to the "fundamental ly subversive doctrine" of business 

social responsibil ity, Mi lton Friedman wrote: 

There is one and only one responsibi l ity of business - to use its resources and 

engage in activities designed to increase its profits so long as it stays within the 
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rules of the game, which is to say, engages in open and free competition without 

deception or fraud . ( [ 1 970] 1 995, p . 1 4 1 )  

The manager, as agent, has a fiduciary duty to act i n  the interests of the owner(s) who is  

assumed to wish to maximise profits. The argument that to  do other than act to  maximise 

shareholder wealth is irresponsible, sti l l  prevai ls among some commentators (e.g. 

Sternberg, 1 997; Barry, 2000), even in the face of claims that a ' sharemarket' focus 

encourages management away from long-term th inking and toward short-term 

management practices. Also morally relevant is the issue that smal l shareholders have 

l ittle power to influence strategy even when a large number actual ly wish to forfeit some 

profit to achieve a more ' responsible' posture from the firm (Estes, 1 996). 

Although, it may be argued, the owner-manager is a special case in that they are both 

agent and principal, the typical ownership pattern of the business corporation itself raises 

ethical issues. To begin with, the notion of l imited l iabi l i ty, which shields owners from 

ful l accountabi l ity, is unique to business. Additional ly, responsibil ity can be discarded 

because the ownership rests primari ly with institutional investors (Handy, 1 994; Keynes, 

1 936). Handy l ikens these investors to "punters or speculators", not "owners in any real 

sense" ( 1 994, p. 149). 

2.2.7 Privatisation 

Pol itical developments during the 1 980s transformed the relationship between 

government and business. In New Zealand, as elsewhere in the world (USA, 1 980; UK, 

1 979), privatisation saw government exit many activities traditional ly considered its 

domain, and surviving government departments reinvented along 'business' l ines. Free

market advocates presented a picture of a prosperous global future in a deregulated 

global economy. Since governments were being pressured to reduce regulatory barriers 

and cut taxes in order to free up money for investment, they moved away from welfare 

provisions (Kelsey, 1993, 1 999). As a coro l lary, business was increasingly being looked 

to for the provision of social as wel l  as business solutions. The ideological context cal led 

for ' more market' and the traditional division became evident in the social responsibil ity 
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debate between those who defended the independence of business from social concerns, 

and those who cal led for greater social, environmental and moral accountabi l ity on the 

part of business. Friedman ' s  position, frequently referred to as representing a 

' fundamentalist ' ,  'traditional'  or 'classica l '  position with regard to corporate social 

responsibi l  ity (e.g. Buchholz, 1 99 1 ;  Carrol l ,  1 998a; Klonoski, 1 99 1 ), is one extreme on 

an imaginary continuum where at one end business's economic interests prevai l ,  and at 

the other, social interests. 

When, in the 1 980s, large US corporations were found to be involved in such practices 

as insider trading, defence procurement anomal ies and foreign pol itical payoffs, the 

business community responded to the perceived 'problem' by promoting the widespread 

introduction of codes of conduct, a fashion taken up throughout the Western business 

community (Behrman, 1 988 ;  Newton, 1 995). The academic community not only 

introduced more business ethics programmes into its curricula, but also in itiated research 

into a range of topics within the broad area of business and society (Arlow, 1 99 1 ; 

Carrol l ,  1 994; Wood, 1 996). 

The effects of broad social and political changes also impacted upon the attitudes and the 

business practices of managers. Moves to promote family-friendly workplaces evolved, 

largely in response to pressure from the feminist movement and the increasing 

participation of women in the paid workforce. Human rights and EEO pol icy were 

legis lated for and affirmative action programmes put in place by some companies to 

enable underrepresented groups to gain participation at higher levels in business. 

2.2.8 New Zealand Changes 

Al l  of these movements had their effect in New Zealand, which had its own internal 

cultural and pol itical circumstances impacting upon society. In particular, New 

Zealand 's  resurgence of interest in the notion of business social responsib i l ity could be 

seen to have emerged in the wake of the 1 984 election of a market-oriented Labour 

government. Under 'rogernomics' (a term coined to represent the economic pol icies 

promoted by then Finance Minister Roger Douglas), 'deregulation' was the catch-cry. 
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The New Zealand Business Roundtable (NZBR) came to exert cons iderable influence 

over government pol icy and its implementation (Cronin, 1 997; Kelsey, 1 993; Jesson, 

1 987, 1 999; Roper, 1 993). Some of today' s  biggest corporations emerged from the 

privatisation of the state sector, including Telecom and New Zealand Post. 

The 1 980s saw the rise of l iberal conservatism under what was termed the 'New Right' 

(Jesson, Ryan & Spoonley, 1 988;  Kelsey, 1 993) and the growth of corporate power in  

New Zealand. Taxpayers' assets such as public util ities were sold to private enterprise, 

subsidies to certain sectors were reduced or el iminated, labour markets underwent 

reform and publ ic responsib i l ities such as resource management were devolved from 

central to regional government. The financial crash of 1 987 served to obl i terate some 

fortunes. However the New Zealand corporate sector, and New Zealanders in general, 

had been exposed to a free market phi losophy of competitive individual ism and business 

practices that chal lenged many New Zealanders' belief in a caring society. Business, free 

of its former legislative constraints offered the all ure of freedom to pursue enterprise and 

the requisite l ifestyle rewards. This contrasted with the other observed effects of the 

decl ine of the state sector, especially the social welfare system (Kelsey, 1 993). 

Voluntary service agencies were cal l ing for more restraints on business, and some 

business people tried to address social problems such as increases in unemployment and 

poverty. In the 1 990s, Stephen Tindal l ' s  Warehouse Group establ ished the Tindall 

Foundation, a phi lanthropic trust aimed at channel ing some profits back into local 

communities. By the early 1 990s Dick Hubbard, manager of Hub bard Food Limited, 

was speaking out on the need for business to act more responsibly. 

On one hand, New Zealand had a powerful lobby group for big business in the New 

Zealand Business Roundtable.  On the other hand, it had a number of influential voices 

cal l ing for both restraint and compassion in business, with some high profile business 

people refusing to align themselves with the Business Roundtable. 

2.2.9 Commentary 

Questions of business social responsibil ity are clearly not a recent development, but 
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have been with us in various forms throughout the last two centuries. Over time the 

dominant form of enterprise changed from family, craft-based enterprise to the large, 

paternal istic, family business (entrepreneurs) and eventually to the modern corporation 

in a global marketplace. Against this picture of big business and global isation, it has to 

be acknowledged that smal l  and medium-sized businesses cannot be excluded from any 

d iscussion of business social responsibil ity. Whi le today large corporations exercise a 

great deal of power, most economies sti l l rely to a large extent on smal l and medium

sized enterprises. Companies with fewer than 10 employees account for 93% of New 

Zealand business entities and provide 3 1  % of total employment (February 2002, 

Statistics New Zealand). 

As this survey ofthe emergence of ideas shows, business social responsibi l ity is not 

l inked only to philosophical eth ics. Putting these ideas into practice also depends on the 

influence of pol itical and economic developments, on the individual impulses of 

company managers, and the nature of the enterprise and its ownersh ip. There are ethical 
, 

i ssues surrounding ownersh ip of the modern Western enterprise and its legal form and 

questions about the nature, r ights and obl igations of ownership divide factions in the 

business social responsibi l ity debate. Tradit ional views cal l attention to legal and 

economic interests of investors as owners, and the requirement that the manager should 

represent those interests in performing the managerial ro le. Within this model, ethical 

arguments as to business' social responsibi l ity are rejected as irrational and untenable. 

Business is not qual ified to do social work and can best serve society 's  interests by 

excel l ing at business. This fundamentalist position, grounded in law, assumes a type of 

' objective' or ' rational ' moral high ground, underpinned by the assumption that laws 

define the l imits of business obl igation, encapsulate the ethical mores and values of a 

society, and reflect their expectations. 

An alternative view is that business is part of society and should operate in the interests 

of that society. The next section extends this discussion and highl ights maj or themes 

relating to notions of business social responsibi l ity. I take the view that the whole area of 

business social responsibil ity is c�aracterised by an increasing emphasis on the rights (as 
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distinct from duties) of the company, and by a diminishing focus on the responsibi l ity of 

the individual . This emphasis is apparent in definitions of business social responsibi l ity 

and in the recent adoption of practices associated with business social responsibi l ity : 

stakeholder theory and corporate citizenship. 

2.3 BUSINESS SOCIAL RESPONSmILITY: DEFINITIONS, 

TERMINOLOGY AND SOME NEW ZEALAND RESEARCH 

2.3 .1  Diverse Understandings of Business Social Responsibility 

Whi lst examples of business irresponsibil ity might become apparent and be measured 

against some societal standard, business social responsibi l ity is notoriously difficult to 

define. It is not that writers are reluctant to attempt definition, but the concept is a 

remarkably sl ippery one. 

Business soc ial responsibil ity has, over the last century, been strongly identified with a 

range of other terms and definitions, most particularly, corporate social responsib i l ity, 

corporate social responsiveness, corporate social performance (Epstein, 1 987) and, in 

recent times, stakeholder approaches and corporate c itizenship (Windsor, 200 1 b). 

Examples of definitiC?nal problems are apparent in perusal of the mainstream 

management l iterature in wh ich commentators conflate business social responsibil ity, 

corporate soc ial responsibi l ity, corporate social responsiveness, corporate social 

performance and corporate citizenship (Wartick & Cochrane, 1 985).  Others l iken social 

responsibi l ity to 'cause' marketing, issues management, public relations, and business 

ethics and, even when distinctions are apparently drawn, some writers treat the terms 

synonymously (e.g. Friedman, [ 1 970] 1 995). There can be l ittle doubt that the terms are 

conceptual ly related and even overlapping. However, they can be somewhat delineated 

in the l iterature, most immediately by noting the historical emergence of the various 

concepts (Carrol l ,  1 999). 

Some commentators have remarked on the terminological diversity and confusion 

surrounding definitions of business social responsibil ity (Bain, 1 995; Friedman, [ 1 970] 

1 995;  Reed, 1 999; Sethi, 1 975 ;  Votaw, 1 973 cited in Clarkson, 1 995). Perhaps such 
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diversity is unsurprising as commentary and investigation has been undertaken by 

researchers from a range of discipl ines, including applied philosophy (e.g. de George, 

1 986; Velasquez, 1 983), economics (e.g. Friedman, [ 1 970] 1 995), accountancy (e.g. 

Estes, 1 996; Gray, 1 987; Mathews, 1 993) and management studies (e.g. Carrol l ,  1 979; 

1 999; Frederick, 1 960, 1 986, 1 994; Swanson, 1 995, 1 999; Windsor, 200 1 a, 200 1 b; 

Wood, 1 99 1 ) . Scholars from different discipl ines bring with them d ifferent assumptions, 

diverse conceptions of what 'business' is (or should be), and may be unaware of cross

disciplinary insights. Furthermore, the development of a shared understanding of 

business social responsibi l ity is hampered by the separation thesis (Freeman, 1 994; 

Werhane & Freeman, 1 999), a distinction promoted by some scholars and mainstream 

business groups, whereby: 

The d iscourse of business and the discourse of ethics can be separated so that 

sentences l ike, ' x  is a business decision' have no moral content, and 'x is a moral 

decision' have no business content. (Werhane & Freeman, 1 999, para. 5) 

By thei r  very nature ' business' ,  ' social ' ,  and ' responsibi l ity' are somewhat elusive terms 

in that each has potential for a range of interpretations. The Concise Oxford Dictionary 

of Current English (Thompson, 1 995) offers eleven different meanings for business, 

seven meanings for social, and two meanings for responsibi l ity, the latter term drawing 

on the s ix meanings l isted for ' responsible ' .  Common usage and scholarly debate 

compound the issue. When three vague terms are brought together, obviously their 

interpretation and application wil l  vary and ambiguity may prevai l .  And, as Park ( 1 997) 

points out, superficial acceptance of the terms can also mask other complexities. For 

example : 

A difficulty arises because the term 'business' is not a very useful  construct to 

summarise the variety of organisations to be found in the marketplace. There are 

large and ponderous multinationals. There are also fragile local garages and small 

corner dairies fighting for survival . Differences in size point to d ifferences in 

effect. (p. 9) 

Most commentators do agree, however, that ' responsib i l ity' carries with it a principle of 
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moral reflection (Carrol l ,  1 979; Epstein, 1 987; Friedman, [ 1 970] 1 995;  Wartick & 
Cochrane, 1 985 ;  Wood, 1 99 1 ) .  In a neoclassical sense this may represent the 'moral 

minimum' espoused by law and custom - an approach emphasising "negative duties (the 

thou-shalt-nots) of the corporation" (Sethi, 1 975, p. 6�), thus circumscribing managers' 

moral engagement with their decision processes. Alternatively, notions of business 

responsibi l ity may put obl igations on all stakeholders as part of a "moral community" 

(Bowie, 1 997, p. 1 03). 

The duty theme manifest in many definitions of business social responsibi l ity, is 

captured in Frederick' s  ( 1 994) suggestion that: "The fundamental idea embedded in 

' corporate social responsibi l ity' is that business corporations have an obligation to work 

for social betterment" ( 1 994, para. 5) . Obligation was related to the considerable power 

that business was seen to wield in society, a power that was not balanced by 

responsibi l ity (Bowen, 1 953;  Wood, 1 99 1 ) .  Davis ( 1 973) expressed this as the ' Iron Law 

of Responsibil ity' which held that business social power should be used responsibly or 

society would withdraw that power. 

2.3.2 Corporate Social Responsibility 

As previously noted, much of the academic l iterature on business social responsibil ity 

has been dominated by the term corporate social responsib i l ity [CSR] (Carroll ,  1 999), a 

phrase that even in the 1 970s had, according to Sethi ( 1 975), "been used in  so many 

different contexts that it has lost all meaning. Devoid of an external structure and 

content, it has come to mean al l  things to all people" (p. 58) .  It has also engendered 

debates which high light its multifaceted and controversial nature (Klonoski, 1 99 1  ). Yet, 

despite this controversy, corporate social responsibi l ity is sti l l  regarded as a "core 

construct" for today's business and society researchers albeit that it "yields to or is 

transformed into alternative thematic constructs" (Carroll ,  1 999, p. 268). 

Numerous definitions of business social responsib i l ity and corporate social 

responsibi l ity have been devised and articulated. Almost al l examples and definitions are 

of United States origin, accenting a feature of the social responsibi l ity debate: it has been 
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largely carried out in North American context, emerging from both academic and 

management sources (Windsor, 200 1 b). 

Early definitions resound with the paternal istic bel iefs and practices of managers' 1 9th 

century and early 20th century forebears. They emphasise the role of the businessperson. 

Carrol l  acknowledges earl ier references, such as Barnard, Clark and Kreps, but, for him, 

the 1 950s "marks the modern era of CSR" (Carro l l ,  1 999, p. 268). Bowen' s  ( 1 953)  

seminal work highl ights a central question that forms the focus of social responsibi l ity 

discussion (Carroll ,  1 999; Windsor, 200 1 b).  Bowen asks, "What responsibil ities to 

society may businessmen reasonably be expected to assume?" It is around interpretation 

of the word ' reasonably' that discussions of business social responsibi l ity d iverge. A 

reluctance to be more specific is implied by Davis 's  tentative definition of business 

social responsibi l ity : "businessmen's  decisions and actions taken for reasons at least 

partial ly beyond the firm's  direct economic or technical interest" (Davis, 1 960, p. 70). 

Among the various descriptions of social responsib i l ity posited are those which position 

the company as a community member - a participant in the wider social arena: 

Perhaps the best way to understand social responsibi l ity is to think of it as 'good 

neighborl iness. ' The concept involves two phases. Of} one hand, it means not \ 

doing things that spoi l  the neighborhood. On the other, it may be expressed as the 

voluntary assumption of the obligation to help solve neighborhood problems 

(Ei lbert & Parket, 1 973, p .  7 cited in Carrol l ,  1 999, p. 278) .  

This two pronged approach consists of both prevention and cure, and the latter cannot 

compensate for fai lure to fu lfil the former. People might expect that business should not 

spoi l  the neighbourhood. Many, however, would not assume that business had an 

obl igation to solve neighbourhood problems. Yet it may be precisely this stance that 

sets people l ike New Zealanders Dick Hubbard and Stephen Tindal l apart from other 

managers. They, like An ita Rodd ick of Body Shop fame, advocate a much more active 

role for business, placing business firmly in the context of society. 
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Another interpretation of the term business [corporate] social responsibility, is a broad 

definition by Epstein ( 1 987) who asserts that: 

Corporate social responsibility relates primarily to achieving outcomes from 

organizational decisions concerning specific issues or problems which (by some 

normative standard) have beneficial rather than adverse effects upon pertinent 

corporate stakeholders. (p. 1 04) 

Despite its vagueness, the definition does highlight several key themes that emerge as 

important aspects of the business social responsibility discussion : outcomes, norms and 

stakeholders. ' Outcomes' implies the possibility of other than financial products from 
-

the organisation. 'Norms' points to the ethical dimension of business social 

responsibility. The final term, ' stakeholders' ,  indicates the range of constituencies 

associated with any organisation. 

When questions arise as to whether any manager has a right to spend shareholders' 

wealth on initiatives that are of no direct economic benefit to the owners, proponents of 

stakeholder theory argue that managers must also consider other individuals and groups 

who have a ' stake' in the enterprise - a stake that might even exceed the fi nancial 

contribution of individual owners (Estes, 1 996). In contrast, displays of discretionary 

social responsibility are considered by some business theorists to be inappropriate, -

immoral and probably i l legal ,  as they effectively steal from shareholders (Sternberg, 

1 997; Barry 1 99 1 ) .  Nonetheless, those who endorse the latter position are also likely to 

concede, as does Friedman ([ 1 970] 1 995), that there may be sound business reasons for 

engaging in apparently social ly responsible activity. These reasons might include actions 

intended to enhance the fi rm's  reputation, its public image, and thereby its financial 

profitability. Similarly, in a case where management has the majority shareholding, a 

business decision or action may appear to be motivated by altruism, but the owner is 

able to choose to forgo shareholder dividends in return for the personal satisfaction of 

' doing good' .  In such a case, managerial discretion could be said to have no restrictions 

apart from those imposed by the individual who owns the company. 

The 1 960s and 1 970s saw a shift in business ethics from personal to corporate 
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responsibil ity (Reed, 1 999). Accordingly, social responsibil ity themes that emerge from 

many writers highlight the social responsibi l ities of managers in their formal 

organisational roles and the need for corporations to go beyond legal and economic 

obl igations to  consider the impact of thei r  decisions on society (Carroll ,  1 979, 1 99 1 ,  

1 999; Epstein, 1 987; F rederick, 1 960, 1 986, 1 994; Friedman, [ 1 970] 1 995; Jones, 1 980; 

Preston & Post, 1 975 ;  Sethi,  1 975; Swanson 1 995, 1 999; Wood, 1 99 1 ) . One example of 

this tendency toward depersonalisation of the business agent in social responsibil ity is 

Sharpl in 's  ( 1 985) definition in which he suggests that corporate social responsibi l ity is :  

"the impl ied, enforced or felt obligation of managers acting in their official capacities, to 

serve interests other than their own" (Sharplin, 1 985 ,  p. 25). Sharpl in clearly establ ishes 

the management role as the locus of responsibi l ity, thus distancing the individual in a 

personal capacity from moral responsibil ity for decisions that might impact adversely 

upon society. 

Jones' ( 1 980) definition of business social responsib i l ity represents an example of 

definitions that move the emphasis even further away from the people who make 

organisational decisions. He impl icitly highlights aspects of Car rol l ' s  ( 1 979) model, 

distinguishing between social and economic aspects of the firm and asserting that: 

"Corporate social responsibi l ity is the notion that corporations have an obligation to 

constituent groups in society other than stockholders and beyond that prescribed by law 

or union contract" (Carrol l ,  1 979, pp. 59-60). Some argue that, through emphasising the 

contractual relationship of managers and their roles as agents for the shareholder owners, 

the moral responsibil ity has been transferred from people to an obligation to achieve the 

overarching goal of profit maximisation for absent owners. Kang and Wood ( 1 995 cited 

in Wood, 1 996, p. 1 2 1 )  claim that managers have an economic responsibi l ity to 

shareholders, but this should not come before their moral responsib i l ity to people and 

society. Increasingly, however, the moral focus becomes the organisation rather than the 

ind ividual, fueling debate as to whether corporations are moral entities and even as to 

whether a company can have a "conscience" (Goodpaster & Matthews, 1 982). 
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2.3.3 Models of Business Social Responsibility 

One way of i l lustrating concepts is through models that visual ly depict key elements and 

processes. Exactly what are or should be the responsibi l  ities of business, and how they 

could be assessed, have been captured variously in models of corporate social 

responsibi l ity (Carrol l ,  1 99 1 ), corporate social pol icy process (Epstein, 1 987), and 

corporate social performance (e.g. Carrol l ,  1 979; Sethi,  1 975 ;  Wartick & Cochran, 1 985 ;  

Wood, 1 99 1 ;  Windsor, 200 1 b) . 

One of the most well-known attempts to represent social responsib i l ity is that proposed 

by Carrol l  ( 1 979, 199 1 ) . His model is one of a number that graphically depict the nature 

and ' composition' of corporate social responsib i l ity. The abstraction was made 

' concrete' with the development first of a "three-d imensional model" of corporate social 

performance (Carroll ,  1 979) in which the dimension 'principles of social responsibi l ity' 

is complemented by two other d imensions: 'practices of social responsiveness' and 

'pol icies of social issues' .  Later Carrol l  ( 1 99 1 )  portrayed the social responsib i l  ity 

d imension as a 'pyramid' of social responsib i l ity (Figure 2 . 1 )  highl ighting, as he had in 

the three-dimensional model ,  the four components of social responsibi l ity : "the 

econom ic, legal, ethical and discretionary expectations that society has of organizations 

at any given time" (Carrol l ,  1 979, p. 500). 

In the first instance, Carrol l  argues, the economic imperative must be met. Then, we look 

to the law as the deciding moral authority. Levels one and two thus represent the 
I 

' required' aspects of social responsibi l ity. Up to this point the model is in tandem with 

Friedman 's  claim that the obligation is to work within economic and legal constraints to 

maximize financial return to the owners. But laws are made and unmade, and the next 

two levels allow for moral responsibi l ities that transcend those transitory standards, and 

can be regarded as 'expected' and 'desired ' .  Further, the distinction suggests that ethical 

responsibi l ities are not simply d iscretionary, although discretionary responsib i l ities 

could presumably embrace these. 
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Figure 2. 1 Carroll's Pyramid of Corporate Social Responsibility 

Philanthropic 
Responsibilities 

Be a good corporate citizen. 
Contribute resources to the community; 

improve quality of life. 

Ethical Responsibil ities 
Be ethical. 

Obl igation to do what is right, just, and fair. 
Avoid harm. 

Legal responsibilities 
Obey the law. 

Law is society's codification of right and 
wrong. 

Play by the rules of the game. 

Economic responsibil ities 
Be profitable. 

The foundation upon which al l  the others 
rest. 

From "The pyramid of corporate social responsibil ity: Toward the moral management of stakeholders", by 
A. B. Carrol l ,  199 1 ,  Business Horizons (July-August), p.  42. 

The image of the pyramid may work on a subconscious level to imply an increasing 

moral refinement, and is particularly evocative of Maslow's 'needs hierarchy' ,  implying 

prepotency of each lower leve l .  However, Carrol l  maintains that the model is not 

intended as an example of a moral hierarchy (Carrol l ,  1 99 1 )  and it al lows for 

d iscretionary responsib i l ities that are, in fact, prudential (Wartick & Cochrane, 1 98 5) .  In 

so far as Carrol l later amended the top of the pyramid to 'philanthropic' (Carrol l ,  1 998a, 

1 999), and also claimed that it encompassed corporate citizenship (Carrol l ,  1 99 1 ,  

1 998b), we get a sense o f  d iscretionary responsibi l ities as a fairly broad catch-al l 

category. 

Widely acknowledged as a watershed in models of corporate social performance and 

corporate social responsibi l ity (Swanson, 1 995; Wartick & Cochrane, 1 985;  Wood, 

1 99 1 , 1 996), Carroll ' s  model also forms the basis of several social responsibi l ity 

research initiatives. Aupperle ( 1 984) was the first to develop a measurement instrument 

based on Carro l l ' s  framework. He and others have used it to examine, among other 
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variables, the relationship between social responsibi l ity and profitabi l ity (Aupperle, 

Carrol l  & Hadfield, 1 985), social responsibi l ity orientations (Pinkston & Carrol l ,  1 996), 

gender differences (Burton & Hegarty, 1 999), cultural comparisons (Maignan, 200 1 ), 

and economic and environmental performance (Stanwick & Stanwick, 1 998). 

However, Carro l l ' s  model has been criticised on a number of levels. First, it reinforces 

the business-society d ichotomy in that the two base categories are distinct from the 

'h igher' ' social/ethical' categories (Wicks, 1 996; Wood, 1 996). Second, whi lst certain ly 

not d ismissing Carro l l '  s model out of hand, Wicks, ( 1 996) suggests that: "a good deal 

more needs to be said to i l lustrate the connections and to show how they are rich and 

persuasive" (Wicks, 1 996, para. 1 3).  Third, Carro l l ' s  categories "can be viewed as 

domains within which principles are enacted, but not as principles themselves" (Wood, 

1 99 1 ,  p. 695) .  Fourth, Windsor (200 1 b) claims that there are five aspects rather than 

four, since moral ity infuses each of the levels. 

Carro l l ' s  model is recogn ised as the basis for developments such as the models proposed 

by Wartick and Cochrane ( 1 985), who toyed with corporate social performance [CSP] as 

a paradigm for the business and society field of study, and Wood ( 1 99 1 )  who argued 

strongly for corporate social performance as an integrative framework for the field. 

Wartick and Cochrane attempt to rectify perceived shortcom ings in Carro l l ' s  model by 

positing principles of corporate social responsibil ity, processes of corporate social 

responsiveness and pol icies of issues management through which corporate social 

responsiveness processes are operationalised. But, l ike Carro l l ' s  model, Wartick and 

Cochrane's  work has been criticised for being "driven by a dichotomy between the 

firm ' s  social and economic objectives" (Wood, 1 996, p. 1 20). 

Wood ( 1 99 1 ), in her acclaimed article (Carrol l ,  1 994), identifies three structural 

principles: legitimacy (Davis, 1 973), public responsibil ity (Preston & Post, 1 975) and 

managerial d iscretion (Carrol l ,  1 979). She argues that corporate social performance can 

provide a broad, integrative framework for the field of business and society and proposes 
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an extension to Wartick and Cochrane ' s  model whereby CSP is :  

A business organization 's configuration of principles of social responsibility, 

processes of social responsiveness, and policies, programs, and observable 

outcomes as they relate to the firm 's societal relationships. (Wood, 1 99 1 ,  p .  693, 

original emphasis) 

Wood argues that this definition and her model address a number of perceived 

shortcomings in Wartick and Cochrane's approach , including the abi l ity to identify 

potentially complex moral di lemmas. Specifical ly, it also "permits CSP to be viewed as 

a static snapshot or as a dynamic change-fil led sequence" (Wood, 1 99 1 ,  p. 693). The 

capacity to convey, accommodate or acknowledge change is something missing from 

many of the models of business social responsibil ity. 

The increasing refinement to Carro l l ' s  model of corporate social performance appears to 

offer the opportunity for a more hol istic understand ing of corporate social performance. 

However, the conceptual developments may serve to de-emphasise the importance of the 

moral underpinnings of social responsibil ity, relegating social responsib i l ity to a 

motivator or driver, thus di luting its significance to a position of ' equivalent' status to 

the other d imensions. This qual itative concern is, i n  part, addressed through Swanson's  

( 1 995) reorientation of Wood ' s  CSP model (Swanson, 1 995, p. 43) .  For Swanson 

corporate social responsibi l ity principles represent the crux of the problem in business 

and society field. She affirms Wood ' s  claim that: 

The principles of CSR . . .  should not be thought of as absolute standards, but as 

analytical forms to be fi l led with the content of expl icit value preferences that 

exist within a given cu ltural or organ izational context and that are 

operationalized through the pol itical and symbolic processes of that context. 

(Wood, 1 99 1 ,  p. 700) 

Like most models, Wood's model fai ls to promote an organisation's  or manager' s 

positive duty, nor does it advocate the moral motivation of respect (Swanson, 1 995) .  

Swanson ' s  work cal ls for a reformulation of organ isational decision-making in terms of 

social processes and,  in turn, of social processes as ethical and value processes. These 

she categorises in Frederick's ( 1 995) terms of economizing, power aggrandizing and 
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ecologizing. I mportantly, she proposes a conceptual framework for research that might 

develop insight into possible theoretical i ntegration of economic and duty-based 

perspectives. This study moves toward such integration. 

2.3.4 Profits as Cause or Effect of Corporate Socia l  Responsibility 

Driving economic or managerial perspectives of business social responsibi l ity is the 

imperative of the financial bottom l ine. From a management perspective, questions 

surrounding the relationship between doing good and doing wel l  (financial ly) are 

especial ly  interesting. Indeed, Nichols ( 1 969 cited in Crane, 1 999, p. 243) points to the 

apparent difficulty managers have in expressing moral views regarding work without 

recourse to pragmatic arguments of enl ightened self interest. Recently, the social 

responsibi l ity debate has become somewhat separated from an emphasis on moral 

debate, to become one of balancing achievement in three areas: social, environmental 

and financial. Despite the apparent equ ivalence and complementarity of these 

d imensions, researchers and managers impl icitly promote an economic orientation by 

arguing for business social responsibil ity on the grounds that it ' pays' . 

This pragmatic, wealth-friendly orientation is commonly associated with corporate 

social responsiveness [CSR2] (Frederick, [ 1 978] 1 994). Although most often identified 

as a complement to corporate social responsibil ity [CSR 1 ]  (Carrol l ,  1979, 1 99 1 ;  Wartick 

& Cochran, 1 985;  Wood, 1 99 1 ), social responsiveness has been presented as a more 

practical alternative to corporate social responsibil ity (Frederick, 1 994). The rhetoric of 

self-interest is not only apparent in much of the social responsiveness l iterature, it is 

expl icit in terms such as 'enl ightened self interest' . Studies have linked financial 

achievement with social justice and environmental achievement (Gray, Owen & Adams, 

1 996). Furthermore, advocates of social responsibi l ity have employed slogans such as 

'doing wel l  by doing good ' ,  and 'business sustainabi l ity' as enticements to better 

business practices . 

An  instrumental relating of business social responsibi l ity to profit is a position that, 

accord ing to Jones ( 1 996), "makes the entire concept of social responsibil ity redundant 
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with good business practice and thus unnecessary" (p. 29) . At the very least, the idea that 

acting in a socially responsible manner wi l l  lead to financial benefits for the organisation 

impl icitly supports the fundamentalist position and fai ls  to capture the potential 

complexity of business social responsibi l ity. However, the currently fashionable triple 

bottom l ine reporting (Elkington, 1 998) does provide 'evidence' of some sort of social 

commitment. Triple bottom l i ne reporting has emerged largely from a pract itioner base, 

specifically promoted by consultants to executives as a tangible means of 'proving' their 

commitment to a range of environment and social issues. Apparently social and 

environmental performance counts, yet the parameters are unclear. Thus: 

Before responsibi l ities can be assigned and before corporations and their 

managers can be held accountable for the resu lts of their actions, it is necessary 

to develop a systematic method of determining what is and what is not a social 

issue for a corporation. (Clarkson, 1 995, para. 43) 

The tendency toward measuring and systematising management pract ices has spawned 

yet another development in the business social responsibil ity field. It has been postulated 

that corporate social performance wi l l  in turn be developed into total responsib i l ity 

management [TRM] (Waddock, Bodwell ,  & Graves, 2002).  Advocates propose that 

TRM deal with "the new imperative" of responsibi l ity in the way that total qual ity 

management [TQM] dealt with qual ity issues. TRM would be a systemic approach to 

responsibi l ity management, stressing corporate integrity, continu ing dialogue with 

stakeholders and a standards-based auditing process . 

2.3.5 New Zealand Research into Business Social Responsibility 

New Zealand business managers and scholars are subject to the same confusion with 

respect to defin itions as the ir overseas counterparts. However, in New Zealand, the term 

business social responsibil ity has taken precedence over the term corporate social 

responsibi l ity. This is largely due to the influence of manager D ick Hubbard, who 

expl icitly promotes the concept. In the pub l ic arena Hubbard's main opponent from the 

business sector is New Zealand Business Roundtable [NZBR] representative, Roger 

Kerr, who presents an argument for the l im its of corporate social responsibi l ity. Yet, the 
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more embracing ' business social responsibi l ity' influences the perception of the publ ic 

toward what constitutes the parameters of the debate. Kerr ( l 996b), by emphasising the 

term ' corporate' ,  l imits the response to that arena. By contrast, Hubbard extends the field 

to include both owner-operated and corporate entities. This enables him to critic ise as 

narrow and heartless the moral bas is  of the traditional view of social responsib i l ity. 

Whi lst there are strong strains of 1 9th century paternal ism in Hubbard's  message, he 

appears able to project his own philosophy as something novel and visionary. 

Although business social responsib i l ity is a recurring topic in the New Zealand business 

and popular press, there is a dearth of New Zealand research and narrative accounts 

prevai l .  These are sometimes reported with a ' business ethics' focus but, more typical ly, 

they are presented in terms of business leadership. Business social responsibi l ity 

emerges as a theme in profiles of prominent business people, under titles such as A new 

Generation of Business Leaders (Holdsworth, 2000), and The Hero Manager: Learning 

from New Zealand's Top Chief Executives (Jackson & Parry, 200 1 ) . 

Although a number of contributors to the business social responsibi l ity and related fields 

are writing from New Zealand, few of the studies have a specifical ly New Zealand 

focus. Sometimes comment on the New Zealand situation is subsumed under an 

"Australasian" perspective (Mi lton-Smith, 1 997; Smal l ,  1 995) that assumes essential 

s imi larities between Australia and New Zealand business cultures and environments 

rather than seeking to identify un ique aspects of each. Additional ly, although a range of 

academic special isms are represented in edited business and society texts (Deeks & 
Enderwick, 1 994; Monin, Monin & Walker, 1 999), New Zealand business social 

responsib i l ity or  business ethics research has been dominated by researchers within the 

fields of accounting, finance or economics (Alam, 1 993, 1 999; Gowthorpe, Blake, & 
Dowds, 2002; Mathews, 1 993 ; M ilton-Smith, 1 997; Spi ller, 1 999, 2000; von Tunzelman 

& Cul lwick, 1 996). However, published works range widely, including descriptive 

overviews of the ' state of the [business ethics] field' (Enderwick, 1 994; Mi l ton-Smith, 

1 997; Singer, 1 997); survey findings (Alam, 1 993, 1 999; Gowthorpe et aI . , 2002; 

H iggins, 2002) and qual itative analysis of structured interviews (von Tunze lmann & 
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Cul lwick, 1 996). Topics span business ethics, including those emphasising decis ion

making (Alam, 1993 , 1 999; Frey, 2000; MacDonald & Pak, 1 996; Okleshen & Hoyt, 

1 996); triple bottom l ine reporting (Spi I ler, 2000); corporate volunteering (Quirke, 1 999; 

Lee & Higgins, 200 1 )  and business social responsibi l ity (Walker & Monin, 200 1 ). 

Although positivist studies prevail ,  interpretive studies include narratives (Mon in  et a I . ,  

1 999) and rhetorical analyses (Walker & Monin, 200 1 ;  Walker & Olsson, 200 1 ) . This 

research draws on a number of the themes addressed in former studies, but with in an 

interpretive paradigm. 

Probably the most acknowledged business study into New Zealand corporate social 

responsibil ity is von Tunzelman and Cul lwick' s ( 1 996) Social responsibility and the 

Company: A new perspective in Governance, Strategy and the Community. This is a 

research-based analysis of organisations closely affi l iated with government and b ig  

business, sponsored by business consultants Ernst & Young and the Institute of  Pol icy 

Studies. The authors ' definition of corporate social responsibi l ity is clearly wealth

oriented, presenting corporate social responsibi l ity as an ' investment' : 

The distinctive contribution a company makes actively and voluntarily to the 

advancement of society or alleviation of social concerns, usually through some 

form of investment in partnership with the community which may include 

government. (von Tunzelmann & CuI lwick, 1 996, p. 1 07, original emphasis) 

In summary, the dominant themes emerging from publications with a New Zealand 

perspective are those that al ign primari ly with an economic orientation to business social 

responsibi l ity - either a concern with ethical accounting and auditing pract ices or an 

emphasis on how social responsibi l ity might contribute to company profit. 

2.3.6 Commentary 

The sheer array of definitions of relevance to business social responsibi l ity makes 

generali sation difficult. However, a crude categorisation is possible by placing the 

approaches into two broad groups: those that focus on the moral engagement of 

managers, and those that highl ight the maximisation of return on financial investment. 
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The moral argument positions business as part of society (business in society). These 

definitions and associated constructs attempt to capture notions of the manager's  

will ingness to  base their business decisions on some moral sense of what is ' good ' or  

'r ight' - to view their responsibi l it ies or  sense of duty in  a personal, engaged sense. The 

obvious problem associated with this position is the lack of objective proof as to what 

ethical motives drive a decision. Questions arise as to the degree of altruism or self

interest practised by a manager and as to whether such perceived altruism is in fact a 

form of self-gratification (as in the appeasement of guilt), and even as to whether 

altruistic acts can be damaging to society. 

The economic argument reflects a positioning of business and society, as if they are 

separable, perhaps complementary, entities "roughly co-equal in their relationship to 

each other" (Buchholz & Rosenthal, 1 997, para. 8) .  In this category I include the 

practitioner driven 'corporate citizenship' and ' triple bottom l ine reporting" constructs. 

These might be al igned with ' enl ightened ' business practices aimed at wealth creation. 

Business or  the 'corporation' is positioned as an amoral entity, yet selectively 

personified in the rhetoric when business advantage is to be gained. To the extent that 

the organisations del iver positive outcomes to society and do not engage in i l legal 

activity, they can be considered ' responsible' .  The business and society category focuses 

upon outcomes, which can be observed and measured and ' reported '  to the public. 

Because in New Zealand some high profile business people have attempted to engage 

their so-cal led stakeholders in discussion of social responsibil ity, it is important to 

present a background of the current emphasis. In the next section I present in more detai l  

some of the constructs and practices that today appear to be on the ascendant in the 

business social responsibi l ity field, and wh ich might run counter to moral engagement in 

management decision-making. 
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2.4 CONSTRUCTS ASSOCIATED WITH BUSINESS SOCIAL 

RESPONSIBILITY 

Among the "alternative thematic constructs" ident ified by Carrol l  ( 1 999), are some that 

act as surrogates for, complements to, or extensions of, business social responsib i l ity. As 

such, they have become influential aspects of the business social responsibi l ity debate, 

offering alternative expressions and thus influencing our perceptions toward acceptance 

of more wealth-oriented conceptions of business social responsibi l ity (Windsor, 200 1 b). 

Here I wi l l  examine two of the most prominent constructs: stakeholder management and 

corporate citizenship. The first, stakeholder management (Freeman, 1 984), is more 

theoretically debated and develop�d. The second, corporate citizenship, is a broad, 

relatively i l l-defined practitioner-driven movement that is coming under increasing 
• 

scrutiny (e.g. Andriof & McIntosh, 200 I ) . 

2.4. 1 Stakeholder Management 

Closely al l ied to the concept of social responsibil ity, the term stakeholder is now a 

pervasive feature of management discourse. Conceptually, a stakeholder approach goes 

beyond business social responsibi l ity to chal lenge the very notion of the firm as 

traditionally understood . Stakeholderism rejects the orthodoxy that the business 

organisation exists primari ly to serve the owners' i nterests. Instead, it envisages the 

organisation as interacting with a range of stakeholder constituents which all, to a greater 

or lesser degree, affect or are affected by the organ isation. The manager's  ro le is most 

often portrayed as one of realising the existence of the constituencies, and then 

'managing' them - balancing the potent ial ly confl icting interests of those constituencies. 

A play on the word 'stockholder" (Carrol l ,  1 99 1 ), the term ' stakeholder' is general ly 

used to denote an ind ividual or group that has an interest or ' stake ' in a business (Evan 

& Freeman, [ 1 988] 1 995).  Implicit i n  this association of terms is the idea that the 

trad itional emphasis on an organisation's shareholders is being cal led into question 

(Freeman, 1 999). The term tends to embrace both legal and moral claims, and has even 

been extended to include al l  those with "a stake, a claim or an interest in the operations 

I In New Zealand 'shareholder' is the more common term. 
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and decisions of the firm" (Carrol l, 1 99 1 ,  p. 43). 

Freeman ( 1 984) i s  normally credited with having popularised the notion of stakeholders, 

although the origin of it can be traced back at least to Chester Barnard and Herbert 

Simon (Nasi, 1 995). According to Freeman, the term 'stakeholder' first entered the 

North American management arena through an internal commun ication at the Stanford 

Research Institute in 1 963 (Freeman, 1 984, p. 3 1 ) . As observers present it, the focus of 

the stakeholder approach is essentially managerial (Donaldson & Preston, 1 995 ;  

Freeman, 1 984; Thomas, 1 999) since i t  " i s  about groups and ind ividuals who can affect 

the organization, and is about managerial behavior taken in response to these groups and 

individuals" (Freeman, 1 984, p. 48) .  lones ( 1 995) acknowledges that, "Although top 

managers are technical ly stakeholders, their primary role is one of contracting on behalf 

of the firm (directly or indirectly) with other stakeholders as wel l  as with themselves" (p. 

4). Hence he prefers to regard "top managers and the firm . . .  [as] a single entity", 

envisaging them as being at the centre of a "hub and spoke" relationship, and chooses to 

focus on the "bilateral relationships between managers and stakeholders" (lones, 1 995, 

p. 4) .  Several other commentators ' views on the status of managers in respect of the 

notion of the stakeholder reflect those of lones, the manager variously characterised as 

"referee" (Aoki , 1 984 cited in Donaldson & Preston, 1 995; Thomas, 1 999) and 

"legislator" (Thomas, 1 999). 

A number of critics have remarked upon the shortcomings of thi s  ' hub and spoke' 

conceptual isation (Frooman, 1 999; Rowley, 1997; Wood, 1 996) in which "relationships 

are dyad ic, independent of one another, viewed largely from the firm's  vantage point, 

and defined in terms of actor attributes" (Frooman, 1 999, para. 4). Rowley ( 1 997), 

arguing for a new representation, nevertheless places the manager at the centre of his 

network. Due to the complex, but potent, set of roles management plays in this 

ostensibly inclusive process, Thomas has claimed that stakeholder theory "has become a 

crude means of manipulation which provides a surface gloss to managerial 

decisionmaking but leaves fundamental inequal ities unchanged." (Thomas, 1 999, p. 1 ) . 

However, even in a network representation, the problem of management domination is 
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not addressed as the centrality of the organisation is maintained. Wood ( 1 996) suggests 

that this  can be addressed if we consider that "stakeholder management approaches 

[relate to] managing b i lateral relationships for the firm' s  benefit, and stakeholder theory 

approaches [relate to] managing mult i lateral relationships for society's  benefit" (p. 1 2 1 ). 

In turn, Calton and Kurland ( 1 996) attempt to address the 'problematic' nature of 

modern theories of stakeholder management. They suggest a postmodern approach that 

reconceptual ises stakeholder management in more democratic terms, asking us to 

"decenter" the manager and consider management discretion in terms of "stake holder 

enabl ing" whereby the manager becomes a faci l itator (Calton & Kurland, 1 996). 

Clarkson ( 1 995) asserts that stakeholder theory is superior to the conceptual vagueness 

of social responsibil ity. And Carroll ( 1 99 1 )  hints at a more humane characteristic of 

stakeholder theory, suggesting that: 

The concept of stakeholder personal izes social or societal responsibil ities by 

delineating the specific groups or persons businesses should consider in its CSR 

orientation. Thus, the stakeholder nomenclature puts "names and faces" on the 

societal members who are most urgent to business, and to whom it must be 

responsive. (p. 43) 

This personal ising aspect is arguable since individual stakeholders tend to be grouped 

and categorised by managers according to their perceived shared attributes and status 

with regard to the organi sation . Typical ly they are customers (or consumers), owners, 

suppliers, and employees. However, broad interpretations can include the natural and 

physical environments, generations unborn, and even (of particu lar importance in a New 

Zealand context) ancestral issues. Additional ly, although individuals might feel some 

association with an organ isation, others are possibly unaware of their perceived 

' stakeholder' status, and might not experience any direct communication or 

identification with others who are perceived to be in the same 'stakeho lder group ' .  

Furthermore, Monin ( 1  999a) h ighl ights a n  inherent paradox whereby: 

The ' stake' . . .  in a particular enterprise may not be voluntarily placed . Our 

qual ity of l ife may be affected, without consultation or without our 'permission ' 
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by the presence and activities of a particular enterprise in our midst. (p . 3 8) 

One could argue that one of the weaknesses of stakeholder theory for practitioners is that 

it does not go far enough in determining an appropriate business strategy, a shortcoming 

that Mitchell ,  Agle and Wood ( 1 997) address in their model for "who and what real ly 

counts". This rational model can also be seen as a response to the manager's subjective 

assessment of stakeholder entitlement that reflects not just organisational interests, but 

potentially very personal values and priorities. M itchell et al.' s ( 1 997) model captures 

three important attributes of a stakeholder's claim :  urgency, power and legitimacy. But 

pragmatism might outweigh ethics in this approach. A manager might have a far more 

compell ing reason to respond to, for example, a stakeholder with considerable power 

and some urgency to their claim, rather than to a stakeholder with 'merely' a strong 

legitimate claim. 

Theory development has tended to fal l  into two related categories : defining the concept 

of stakeholder, and identification and classification of stakeholders (see, e.g. Carrol l ,  

1 998a; Donaldson & Preston, 1 995;  Freeman, 1984;  Mitchell et a I . ,  1 997). An 

instrumental focus is also to the fore in much stakeholder research. Jones ( 1 999), for 

example, explored "the institutional determinants of social responsibil ity as the latter 

man ifests in the practice of stakeholder management" (p. 1 76 my ital ics) . In fact, 

evidence suggests that, l ike the economic and citizenship approaches, stakeholder 

models overwhelmingly emphasise an instrumental interpretation of ' responsibil ity' 

(Windsor, 200 1 b, p. 248) and have greater affinity with ideas of social responsiveness 

than with social responsibi l ity. 

Stakeholderism is now firmly incorporated into the strategic management discourse 

(Thomas, 1 999), despite evidence that there is sti l l l im ited agreement as to the 

legitimacy of the stakeholder view of the organization and as to what stakeholding 

means, what stakeholder theory is, and how it might be appl ied (Jones & Wicks, 1 999; 

Thomas, 1 999). Many attempts have been made to interpret and modify the concept, and 

to apply it in a management context. By the mid- 1 990s, Donaldson and Preston ( 1 995) 
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estimated that at least 1 00 articles and a dozen books had already been written dedicated 

to the stakeholder concept. The number of articles and books has continued to grow. 

Thus, stakeholder theory offers a way of addressing the business-soci ety d ivide in that it 

appears to give people, the environment and other interested parties a voice in the 

management of the organisation. It also offers scholars an opportunity to rethink their 

assumptions and provokes varied and vigorous debate on a controversial and evolving 

concept - debate exemplified in the April 1 999 issue of the Academy of Management 

Review which centres on a contribution that sought to bring about a ' convergence' of 

two h itherto d ivergent strands of stakeholder theory: the normative and the instrumental 

(social science) approaches (lones & W icks, 1 999). 

Despite the identification and acknowledgement of several "cracks in the conceptual and 

empirical foundation on which it rests" (Weiss, 1 995, p. 2), stakeholder theory and its 

associated terms continue to be debated and developed. Stakeholder management can be 

viewed as either negative or positive, and variously as : 

a dangerous and i l legitimate chal lenge to shareholder interests . . .  ; as a route 

towards more fundamental change which promotes more equitable and more 

social ly  responsible organization ; and . . .  [as] a more pragmatic, ' managerial ' 

m iddle course [that] sees stakeholding as a route towards more effective and 

efficient organization and increased plural ism. (Thomas, 1 999, p. 7) 

Although the in itial polarity of views has persisted, the stakeholder idea continues to 

gain popularity and momentum with both practitioners and theorists. In his longitudinal 

study of Canad ian businesses, Clarkson ( 1 995) chose to reorient h is framework from 

Carrol l ' s  ( 1 99 1 )  corporate social responsibil ity framework to a stakeholder frame. 

However, there are sti l l  those who argue, on the grounds of legitimate property rights, 

the inappropriateness of such a prescription (e.g. Barry, 2000; Friedman, [ 1 970] 1 995). 

Others, after Freeman ( 1 984), grasp stakeholder theory as an opportunity to reth ink the 

dominant paradigm of business (Calton & KurIand, 1 996). Commentators continue to 

draw attention to the plethora of articles published and the growing acceptance by 

business of the stakeholder discourse. 
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2.4.2 Corporate Citizenship 

Sitting comfortably with notions of stakeholder management, corporate citizensh ip is the 

most recent chal lenger to, or substitute for (Wood & Logson, 200 1 )  business social 

responsibi l ity. It has become al igned with other strategic management in itiatives aimed 

at sustainable capital ism (Birch, 200 1 ), usual ly  associated with reduction of the negative 

impacts of corporate activities on diverse stakeholders. 

Carro l l  ( 1 99 1 )  used the term corporate citizenship in relation to the philanthropic ' apex' 

of his pyramid of social responsibil ity, but now frames it in terms identical to his model 

of corporate social performance, claiming that the "four faces" of corporate citizenship 

are economic, legal, ethical and phi lanthropic (Carrol l ,  1 998b). However, corporate 

citizenship has other meanings, partly as the term "citizenship" itself  evokes powerful 

associations. 

In common parlance, ' c itizenship', is normal ly understood to have civi l ,  pol itical and the 

social d imensions. Citizenship refers to a relationship between an individual and the 

state, that relationship being defined by the law of that state. Certain freedoms are 

conferred but with correspond ing duties or obl igations. A number of categories of 

citizenship have been identified, each emphasi sing different social statuses, levels of 

activity and expectations (Heater, 1 999; Ichi lov & Heater, 1 999) and there is now 

evidence for the emergence of another category - multiple citizensh ip (Held & McGrew, 

1 999). 

Some researchers are in no doubt that it is appropriate to "[draw] a paral lel between the 

individual citizen and h is  or her responsibi l ities and rights as a member of a community 

and a company, which although made up of many people, acts as if it were an 

individual" (McIntosh, Leipziger, lones & Coleman, 1 998, p. xx). For others, 

transferring this terminology to business by way of the tag 'corporate citizensh ip' i s  

problematic as  the expression lends itself to  ambiguous interpretation. Yet it may be 

precisely this ambiguity that forms its appeal . Corporate citizenship i s  used variously to 

refer to business-community partnerships (Andriof, 200 1 b; Zadek, 200 1 ), to the general 
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'posture' of a business organisation in society, and, at the level of the ind ividual, to the 

degree to which an employee conforms to desired 'corporate' behaviours (e.g. Kaufman, 

Stamper & Tesluk, 200 1 ;  Swanson & Niehoff, 200 1 ). But Matten, Crane and Chapple  

(2003) suggest that we should focus more on the political aspect of citizenship. They 

argue that corporations are gradually rep lacing governments as "the most powerful  

institution in  the traditional concept of c itizenship" (Matten at aI . ,  2003,  p. 1 1 7) .  This  

process i s  aided by an education sector that i s  reproducing the dominant culture (Jarvis, 

2002). Moreover, corporations are "engaging as faci l itators ofthe citizenship process, 

regardless of whether they are expl icitly setting out to be ' good citizens '"  (Matten at aI . ,  

2003, p. 1 1 7) .  

In the 1 990s corporate citizenship gained prominence as  a practitioner-based movement 

(Matten et aI . ,  2003 ; Windsor, 200 1 a, 200 1 b). Today corporate citizenship, total 

responsib i l ity management (Wad dock et aI . ,  2002) and similar ethical accountabi l ity 

initiatives are strongly associated with standard setting and the development and use of 

reporting guidel ines and operational 'tools' such as triple bottom l ine reporting 

(Elkington,  1 998;  Hol land & Gibbon, 200 1 ). Moreover, business consultants have 

spurred the rapid adoption of the term corporate citizenship, publ ic espousal by 

companies of certain 'citizenship' behaviours such as corporate volunteering (Tuffrey, 

1 995), and the development of other social or environmental aud iting procedures (e.g. 

van der Wiele, Kok, McKenna, & Brown, 200 1 ) . In their dependence on reporting 

frameworks, these function to objectify the way in which members of the public and 

businesses interact with social issues - something Bauman refers to as the 

"instrumental ization of moral ity" (Smith & Higgins, 2000, para. 4 1 ) . 

Part of the appeal of the term corporate citizenship is that, in an increasingly global 

marketplace, it goes beyond a community focus (so often associated with corporate 

social responsib i l ity) to embrace the possib i l ity of operating in a range of host countries 

as a good ' citizen' and good neighbour. While the manager who advocates corporate 

citizenship may well be motivated at some level by altruistic feel ings, the justification or 

business rat ionale is instrumental. Donations, partnership activities and associated 
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activities are l inked to benefits for the organisation 's  bottom l i ne. An overt d isplay of the 

actual dr ivers behind corporate c itizenship is evident in the fol l owing banner promoting 

a recent article in  the influential Harvard Business Review titled "The virtue matrix: 

Calculating the return on corporate responsibi l ity" : 

Most companies want to be good corporate citizens. But at what price? A new 

tool pinpoints when it' s smart business to do the right thing - and when it's not. 

(Martin, 2002, p. 5) 

Martin states that he wi l l  refer to corporate responsibil ity "as if it were a product or 

service" and treat it as "an artifact subject to market pressures" (Martin, 2002, p. 5). 

Such an expl icit relegating of 'doing the right thing' to the background in c ircumstances 

where the firm wil l  not directly profit, is consistent with Friedman' s position. However, 

usually the public rhetoric is of a somewhat more restrained nature . It is this pragmatism, 

and the absence of a reflective orientation toward moral d imensions, that positions 

corporate citizenship as an extension and elaboration of Frederick's  ( 1 994) corporate 

social responsiveness (CSR2) orientation. 

W indsor h ighl ights the extent of the differentiation from tradit ional notions of business 

social responsibil ity, viewing corporate c itizenship as "a managerial and philanthropic 

ideology; it is a strategic doctrine and movement evolved by practitioners" (Windsor, 

200 1 b, p. 238). Corporate c itizensh ip, according to Windsor, in effect: 

substitutes a different conception, as wel l  as a language, for responsibi l ity. The 

substitution is less a recognition of the vagueness of the responsibil ity construct 

than an effort to transform obligation into rights conceptually whi le focusing 

resource allocation on strategic reputation enhancement activities. A "citizen" 

has rights as wel l  as duties. The citizenship language places corporations on the 

same constitutional plane as the individual citizen. At law, the corporation is an 

artificial person and acqui res certain privileges, including freedom of speech and 

pol itical activity in consequence; but a citizen has constitutional rights that only 

transfer to the corporation through the circumstance that it i s  a collectivity of 

such citizens. (200 1 b, p. 239) 
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Swanson and Niehoff expl icitly contrast the relatively "outward-looking" corporate 

social responsibi l ity with the "more micro-oriented" corporate citizenship, the latter 

focussing more narrowly on the interests of the organisation rather than societal impacts 

(Swanson & Niehoff, 200 1 ,  p. 1 1 0).  

L ittle wonder then that the alternative contemporary understanding of corporate 

citizenship rests in the attempts of transnational corporations to mould their employees 

i nto ' good corporate citizens' .  In programmes evocative of h istorical attempts to 

' Americanize' new immigrants (Meyer, 1 996) transnational corporations now educate 

new employees, using the discourse of c itizenship, to become corporate [rather than] 

national citizens (Meister 1 998). The discourse is duplicitous i n  that it masks the intent 

to get employees, as good citizens, to act as if they are the owners of the business. Yet at 

the heart of the undertaking is a desire to enhance conformity. Indeed, as a result of 

thei r  analysis of empirical research into organisational citizenship as employee 

behaviour, Swanson and Niehoff present the d imensions of employee citizenship 

behaviour as: " interpersonal helping, compliance with or obedience to organisational 

rules or norms, demonstrated loyalty to the organisation and active participation in 

organisational governance" (Swanson & Niehoff, 200 1 ,  p. 1 08) .  However, whereas the 

active c itizen seeks to work for the ' good' of society and the common good, the 

corporate citizen works for the corporate good and individual gain .  The same researchers 

point out that "the main tenet of employee citizenship is that constructive behaviour 

among employees is positively correlated with measures of organisational efficiency and 

effectiveness, including work quality, customer service and group-based performance 

ratings" (Swanson & Niehoff , 200 1 ,  p. 1 09). 

Moreover, within the discourse of corporate citizenship, conventional understandings of 

citizen are displaced. The ind iv idual ' citizen' i s  replaced with the individual as 

'consumer' ,  reducing the rights of the citizen to, "the right to be satisfied with a service 

suppl ied, or the r ight to complain". This takes precedence over the idea that, as 

individuals or groups, they also may assume responsibil ities independent of business 

(Smith & H iggins, 2000, para. 3 2) .  
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Corporates occasional l y  make resources available toward the common good but, 

bolstered by the rhetoric of wealth creation and individualism, this tends to be the 

exception rather than the rule. Corporate citizenship in it iatives are strategical ly  driven 

with an eye to the bottom l ine. Moral causes are frequently presented through 

programmes framed in terms such as cause-related marketing, reputation management, 

and social issues management. It is argued that, with in these programmes, concerted pre

testing of issues ensures that the chosen causes wi l l  be "unthreatening" and "in tune with 

the consumer' s existing predilection", offering "a quick response to immediate gui lt" 

(Smith & Higgins, 2000, para. 38) .  Thus moral alleviation happens without any real 

moral engagement on the part of organisational actors . By "absorb[ing] charitable giving 

within a preexisting act of exchange, it i s  then provided with a cosmetic moral ' face' 

through various symbol ic and rhetorical strategies" (Smith & Higgins, 2000, para. 28) 

2.5 CONCLUSION 

At its extremes, social responsibi l ity reflects either an economic, market-driven system 

or a democratic theory system. From the discussion above one can deduce that ideas 

about the concept of social responsibil ity and social responsibil ity theory are varied and 

complex. Over time the d iscourse has moved from one of personal and business 

responsibi l ity to one of business rights. Social responsib i l ity and stakeholder theory 

come together around the notion of to whom or to what the organisation has a duty, and 

what that duty might be. However, business social responsib i l ity, as operational ised by 

management practitioners, often emphasises an instrumental, economic orientat ion 

rather than a moral focus . 

Despite developments, business social responsibil ity and its progeny corporate social 

responsibi l ity are 'core constructs' of the business and society field (Carrol l ,  1 999) and 

cannot be dismissed as outmoded or irrelevant. F lexible and ambiguous as the term 

business social responsib i l ity is, it has proven to be " an extremely resi l ient concept" 

(Wartick & Cochrane, 1 985 ,  p. 767), enduring in the discourse of business largely 

because it is so accommodating. It endures despite attempts to redefine or marginalise it. 

The fact that contemporary practitioners sti l l  refer to it, form organ isations around the 
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concept (e.g. Businesses for Social Responsib i l ity), and use the term to guide business 

decisions, is testimony to its robustness. 

I have argued that theoretical development of the social responsib i l ity construct has 

moved away from the moral basis for debate, towards an increasing objectification of the 

idea. This  has occurred in two ways. First, the main scholarly advocates of social 

responsibi l ity have moved towards communicating the ideas in more tangible ways, 

through v isual models (e .g. Carrol l ,  1 979, 1 99 1 ) .  Second, scholars and practitioners have 

developed and endorsed measurement instruments (Clarkson, 1 995;  Waddock et aI . ,  

2002), thus signifying a move towards fragmentation of the ideal into measurable 

components that help to objectify the construct of responsibi l ity. 

I have also argued that the discussion has been largely appropriated by practitioners who 

reinterpret the fundamental ist view of social responsibi I ity within new discursive frames 

(Windsor, 200 1 b) includ ing those of stakeholderism and corporate citizensh ip. They use 

rhetoric to mask wealth creation strategies under the gu ise of social responsibi l ity, a term 

noted for its vagueness. 

One of the key assumptions driving these trends is that the manager is the arbiter of 

relations. Power is therefore not evenly spread . Business and business interests maintain 

centrality and society is  relegated to a mere 'd imension' under a stakeholder approach, 

or assumes the status of ' other' in the business and society relationship. 

Another assumption that underlies the business case for social responsibi l ity is that of 

self-interest, either 'plain' or amel iorated by the descriptor ' enl ightened ' .  The focus is 

instrumental, and ultimately any social responsibil ity activities are rational ised in terms 

of maximum financial gains. This thread runs through the social responsiveness, social 

performance and corporate citizenship l iterature, is impl icit in the stakeholder l iterature, 

and is defended strongly by pragmatists who claim to know how business works (e.g. 

G ioia, 1 999). So, if the normative arguments are so difficult to sustain in the ' real world '  

of business, why have we such an array of terminology, attempts at theory building and 
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'practical models' of social responsibi l i ty, social performance, corporate citizenship and 

stakeholder theory? Presumably i t  is more than mere academic theoris ing. They are 

important concepts for managers, not least because they represent a means by which to 

promote a positive image of business. 

There is a tendency in discussions and models of business social responsibil ity and business 

social performance to overlook contextual dimensions and the dynamic nature of the ideas 

surrounding the construct. Whilst a few theorists have acknowledged this and even 

attempted to address it, l ittle research has been done to explore that dynamism or how those 

external to the organisation might formulate their views of business social responsibil ity 

over time. 

One approach is to regard business social responsibility as other than 'just' moral 

principles, and/or policies and/or practices, but also as a process whereby fragmentary and 

multiple understandings are constituted and reconstituted in the discourse through a process 

of negotiation. This change moves our attention toward those in ' business' and in ' society' 

(outside particular businesses) who are involved in the transactive process, as persuaders 

and as participants in a shared enterprise . 

In Chapters Three and Four I introduce rhetorical analysis, a methodology that might 

faci l itate new insights into and generate different models of business social responsibility in 

a specific cultural context. In New Zealand we are exposed to the rhetoric of opposing 

views of business social responsibi l ity whereby Roger Kerr and Dick Hubbard each 

attempts to 'persuade' the public to his own stance. Rather than focussing on refining the 

elements of business social responsibility, rhetorical analysis enables us to explore the 

contradictions, complications and 'texture' of how business social responsibil ity is socially 

constructed and enacted. 
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CHAPTER THREE: 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

THE RHETORICAL TRADITION 

Proponents of social responsibi lity are concerned with gaining support for an 

abstraction, and abstractions are expressed in language. For this reason, the words and 

symbols used by business people l ike Dick Hubbard need to be scrutinised to see how 

they help constitute ' meaning' around the concept of business social responsib i l ity and 

attempt to persuade others to thei r  view. Rhetorical analysis offers such an approach. 

Over a decade ago, Eccles, Nohria and Berkley ( 1 992), talking about the way we 

understand management, urged readers to "take rhetoric seriously". They claimed that: 

To view management from a rhetorical perspective is to recognize that the way 

people talk about the world has everything to do with the way the world is 

ultimately understood and acted in, and that the concept of revolutionary change 

depends to a great extent on how the world is framed by our language. (Eccles et 

aI . ,  1 992, p. 29 original emphasis). 

For all this, "there have unti l  recently been relat ively few attempts to examine how 

rhetoric works as part of the process of meaning construction in and around 

organizations, especial ly when organizational meaning itself ' goes public '" (Linstead, 

200 1 ,  p. 2 1 9) .  

This  lack of understanding of rhetorical analysis within organizational contexts was not 

always so. At one stage rhetoric was recognized as a crucial element of the way that 

people communicated. It was taught formally, formed the centre of whole educational 

curricula, and was widely understood. Today, rhetoric is sti l l  practised and it sti l l  has an 

impact on the way we construe the world, but its presence is often undetected. To better 

comprehend the way rhetoric functions today, and how it can be used as a research tool, 

it is helpful to briefly examine its historical development. ' 
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In this chapter I present a range of definitions of rhetoric, trace the origins of 

contemporary ideas about rhetoric, introduce selected issues in rhetoric, discuss elements 

of rhetoric and introduce the role of the rhetorical critic. 

3.2 DEFINITIONS OF RHETORIC 

People's  attitude toward rhetoric tends to be dismissive and terms l ike 'empty rhetoric' 

or ' mere rhetoric' (Hami lton, 1 997) serve to disguise the fact that rhetoric is immensely 

powerful in the constitution and negotiation of ideas. 

While rhetoric is associated pejoratively with expression that is false, superficial, or 

manipulat ive, it also encompasses the use of language, both for eloquence and 

persuasion. Derived from the Greek pr)'tOpEtU, rhetoric originally referred to the art 

('tEXVll) of speech, a generic ski l l  that permeates spoken communication. Simi larly, 

today rhetoric is regarded as a "primari ly verbal art" (Covino & Jol l i ffe, 1 995, p. 6), yet 

the meaning of rhetoric has expanded beyond the written and spoken word to a broader 

realm including the persuasive effects of actions, visual images and non-verbal sounds 

(Burke, 1 969b; Covino & Jol l iffe, 1 995 ;  Kennedy, 1 995). 

Because it has a long history as a term, rhetoric is d ifficult to pin down in a single 

definition. Although persuasion is fundamental to rhetoric, definitions vary in emphasis 

and scope. Richards, for example, views the study of rhetoric as the "systematic study of 

the inherent and necessary opportunities for misunderstanding which language offers" 

(Richards, 1 955,  p. 74 cited in Foss, Foss, & Trapp, 2002, p. 24). A lternatively, Foss et 

al.' s defin ition represents rhetoric in very broad terms as "the human use of symbols to 

communicate" (Foss et al. , p. 1 ), a definition resonant of Burke 's  characterisation of man 

as "the symbol using animal" (Burke, 1 966, p. 3) .  Humans make "symbolic choices" 

through which they construct their real ity. Burke ( 1 969b) writes that rhetoric 

is rooted in an essential function of language itself, a function that is wholly 

realistic, and is continually born anew; the use of language as a symbolic means 

of inducing cooperation in beings that by nature respond to symbols. (p. 43 

original emphasis) 
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In  spite of his use of the term "language", Burke recognises rhetoric as including non

verbal elements or non-symbol ic conditions that "can themselves be viewed as a kind of 

symbolism having pervasive effects", as in a d isplay of mi l itary might that does not 

involve combat ( 1 969b, p .  1 6 1 ) . 

For Burke, rhetoric is also associated with identification and something he terms 

'consubstantial ity' ; as without identification, persuasion is not possible .  "You persuade a 

man only insofar as you can talk his language by speech, gesture, tonal ity, order, image, 

attitude, idea, identifying your ways with h is" (Burke, 1 969b, p. 55). I dentification 

extends the idea of persuasion, often associated with the al ignment of interests or 

motives through expl icit appeals, to an unconscious level whereby one can "feel 

energised or uplifted by our association" with someone (Blakesly, 200 1 ,  p. 1 5). 

Energy is  also referred to expl icitly in Kennedy's  ( 1 995) definition of rhetoric, and 

impl icitly by Covino and Jol l iffe ( 1 995) when they distinguish rhetoric from content 

areas such as the sciences which have a "definite body of knowledge" .  Instead, rhetoric 

can be regarded in terms of its roles in shaping and featuring content (Covino & Jol l iffe, 

1 995, p. 4). This description of the 'art' of rhetoric picks up on its classical origins 

conveying a sense of its creative, multifaceted nature. Covino and Jol l i ffe also introduce 

a number of key themes that typify both the concept and the ongoing debate as to what 

constitutes rhetoric: "Rhetoric is a primarily verbal, situationally contingent, epistemic 

art that is both philosophical and practical and gives rise to potentially active texts" 

(Covino & Jol l iffe, 1 995, p. 5 original emphasis). 

Hart ( 1 997) has a different way of explaining how rhetoric works, defining rhetoric as 

"the art of using language to help people to narrow their choices among specifiable, if 

not specified, pol icy options" (p. 2).  By portraying the "realm" of the rhetorical he 

focuses attention on the wide relevance of rhetoric. Hart asserts that ' the rhetorical' has a 

distinctive character that draws upon, but is distinctive from, a number of domains 

which include the scientifically demonstrable; the artistically creative; the 

philosophical ly reasonable; and the socially concerned ( 1 997, pp. 9- 1 1 ) . Under this  
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view, rhetoric can simultaneously be regarded as central and peripheral, a connotative 

breadth intimating that rhetoric may be considered by some to be a panacea, by others to 

be a 'parasite' ,  both extremes that open rhetoric to criticisms. However, this scope might 

also represent its strength . Rhetoric draws its proofs from all of  the domains identified 

by Hart, but does not have to argue its proofs in the same way as a scientist or 

phi losopher does, relying instead on ' commonsense' assessments of acceptabi l ity. This 

notion is captured in Hart's explanation : 

Because it borders on so many worlds, the realm of rhetoric is powerful.  The 

rhetor draws on each of these worlds and yet steps back from each 

simultaneously, seeking to become a poet, but a poet of practical consequences, a 

scientist, but a scientist unencumbered by footnotes. The persuader also becomes 

an easy-going logician and a social worker with an eye on the bottom l ine. ( 1 997, 

p. 1 1 ) 

This view is in part a legacy of Kenneth Burke's  understanding of the term ' rhetoric' . It 

suggests theatrical ity, an element of performance and the necessity to play out various 

roles in attempts to persuade. For Burke, humans exist in an action-world, a realm 

exclusive to the symbol-using person. They have the un ique abi l ity to plan action 

conceptual ly before acting (Burke, 1 989, pp. 53-55). Importantly: "For Burke, l ife is not 

like a drama. Life is a drama" (Griffen, 1 99 1 ,  p. 276). We are a l l  actors playing out roles 

in dramatic contexts, but we are not just l imited to motion, as are other animals. And 

different roles and actions call for different symbol use, or language. It is this 

perspective that is at the heart of my interpretation. 

Burke ' s  exploration of rhetoric led him to develop a number of notions that became 

central to his perspective and that have come to influence other rhetorical critics (e.g. 

Hart, 1 997). In particular, these include ' the negative', 'hierarchy', and 'perfection' ,  all 

of which will emerge as reference points at various stages of the ensuing chapters of this 

thesis. The first term, ' the negative' ,  is exclusively a product of language as it cannot 

exist in nature (Burke, 1 96 1 ;  Foss et al., 2002). Furthermore, "Without the negative 

impl icit in language, moral action based on conceptions of right and wrong behavior 
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(such as law, moral and social rules, and r ights) would not exist" (Foss et ai . ,  2002, p. 

205). Thus laws or commandments, the ' thou shalt nots' are dependent on language. 

Similarly, the negative operates rhetorically through contrast to h ighl ight certain 

'desired' qual ities. 

The second term, 'hierarchy' ,  refers to a ranking system that occurs i n  many aspects of 

l ife. We d ifferentiate hierarchical ly on the basis of age, education, social status and so 

forth. Under the principle of hierarchy, Burke claims that people are e ither striving to 

attain h igher positions, or struggling not to slip down in rank. Those at the top fear being 

surpassed, and may reject those they j udge to be on a lower echelon in order to bolster 

their own status. Burke claims that human beings are "rotten with perfection", sul l ied by 

the need to accomplish the ideal, the conception of an "Ultimate stage" underlying each 

stage of the h ierarchy (Burke, 1 969b, p. 1 1 8) .  Consequently, although each hierarchy 

discriminates and segregates members, it also, paradoxical ly, "uniflies] its members 

through the perfection embodied in its ideal" (Foss et ai., p. 207). Thus, at the heart of 

hierarchy are the twin ideas of identification and division. Moreover: 

The drive to perfection - Burke calls it ethical striving or mounting - is set in 

motion and fed by the impulse to abstraction, for transcendence is impl icit i n  

language-using and language i tself provides (or constructs) the hierarchy of 

values which one must mount in order to achieve or even approximate 

perfection. Heavens are built of symbols, and language, that great purgatorial 

agency, provides man [sic] with a means of ascent. (Rueckert, 1 982, p. l 37) 

Thus, some assume rhetoric to be a self-conscious form of persuasive communication; 

others assume it is an inevitable aspect of communication. Others stress the creative 

aspect of rhetoric, and many theorists have helped build vocabularies and frameworks 

for analysis. Undeniably, rhetoric is a form of communication that attempts to change 

the audience so that their understandings, beliefs, actions or disposit ions are in some 

way altered. 
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In  this thesis I focus on how rhetoric is used in business communication to construct 

particular views of business social responsibi l ity ' reality' .  I treat business 

communication as a form of theatre, drawing on critical perspectives from contemporary 

rhetoric to explore business social responsibi l ity. 

In order to contextual i se these notions and, in turn, develop the discussion to include a 

range of ideas about rhetoric, such as those associated with truth and aesthetic value, I 

wi l l  briefly review how the field developed. I am mindful of Jarrett' s  plea to "re-vision", 

"re-group" and "redefine", "resisting the impulse to fit historical materials into a neat, 

continuous l ine from beginning to end" (Jarrett, 1 995, p. 1 73). But an historical sweep, 

although inevitably broad and selective, does serve to emphasise some key themes and 

help convey the scope of rhetoric. While I present it as a flow, the story is actually 

fragmented, but my objective is to highlight the work of rhetoricians who have been 

most influential in contributing to the way that we see rhetoric from a contemporary 

perspective. 

3.3 DEVELOPMENT OF RHETORIC 

3.3.1 Rhetoric in Antiqu ity 

Contemporary Western notions of rhetoric are informed by a tradition handed down by 

the ancient Greeks who understood and respected rhetoric, granting it a central place in 

their social and pol itical systems. Among the subjects of classical Greece's education 

system, philosophy and rhetoric were the most h ighly institutionalised, but rhetoric was 

accorded greatest prestige and it was associated with both l iterature and with civic 

affairs. Classical Greek and Roman philosophers and educators, communicating abstract 

ideas and arguments, had to be masters of eloquence, wh ich required the abi l ity to use 

rhetoric. A tru ly cultivated Greek or Roman male would continue to refine the art and to 

deepen his knowledge of rhetoric throughout his l ifetime. 

In the latter half of the 5th century BCE the Sophists were to emerge as the main masters 

and proponents of rhetoric. But as rhetoric gained status among the intel lectual pursuits, 

it was not without critics. Plato (427-347 BCE), frequently cited as an opponent of 
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rhetoric, fueled a growing perception of the Sophists as amoral opportunists. Knowledge 

of rhetorical techniques could only serve to corrupt, as it was a one-way form of 

communication aimed at persuasion. One could not get to the objective 'truth' as one 

would through d ialectic. 

Notwithstanding the apparent contempt for rhetoric held by Plato and the Platonic 

Socrates, philosopher-educator Aristotle (384- 322 BCE) affirmed it, countering with a 

claim that, " if  it is objected that the abuser of the rhetorical facu lty can do great 

mischief, this, at any rate, appl ies equally to al l  good things except virtue" (Aristotle, 

2000, p. 1 45) .  If one learned the ' tricks' of persuasion, one could see through them and 

would not be duped. Aristotle further claimed that civil ised l ife and free government was 

only made possible ifpeople argue and have the means to argue freely. Greek (and later 

Roman) students of rhetoric were encouraged to consider how they could act in order to 

convey an impression of publ ic spiritedness, truthfulness or good intentions. 

Other teachers of rhetoric, such as Isocrates (436-338 BCE), spent time compil ing the 

' rules' of rhetoric, and as the discipl ine of rhetoric developed it was further formalised. 

Practitioners and scholars developed a precise technical vocabulary and made attempts 

to classify it. Drawing on the work of their  Greek antecedents, Roman rhetoricians such 

as C icero ( 1 06-43 BCE) and M. Fabius Quintil ian (c AD 35-95) imitated and expanded 

the arts of legal sophistry and pol itical demagoguery. The noted Roman citizen-orator 

Cicero c laimed in De Oratore (55 BCE) that rhetoric was an art that was useful for 

deal ing with practical affairs and his emphasis on exploring and developing the notion of 

style has been attributed to his own oratorical ski ll (Foss et aI., 2002, p. 7) . According to 

Cicero, rhetoric was to be studied for a moral purpose - to persuade men to the good 

l ife. The rhetor had certain 'duties' whereby elegance, power and virtue were to be 

fused. 

The Roman lawyer Quinti l ian continued to refine these ideas, and selectively drew upon 

existing theories of rhetoric. In his major work the Institutio Oratoria, regarded by some 
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as the most influential education text ever written, Quintil ian emphasizes the moral 

d imension of rhetoric - the 'good' man speaking well (Quint i l ianus, 2000). 

3.3.2 Middle Ages - Renaissance 

Principles and practices of Greco-Roman rhetoric were carried on into the Middle Ages 

(400 - 1 400) providing inspiration for medieval Christian learning. Rhetoric, closely 

associated with preaching, letter writing and poetry (Herrick, 200 1 ,  p. 1 3 1 ), was part of 

the scholastic trivium, along with grammar and d ialectic (logic). An early attempt to 

combine rhetoric and textual i nterpretation, St Augustine's (353-430) On Christian 

Doctrine, represented one of the first rhetorical treatises for the Christian orator. 

Interest in rhetoric as a formal discipline waned during the M iddle Ages, but the 

Renaissance witnessed a revival, aided by the Italian poet Francesco Petrarca, known as 

Petrarch ( 1 303- 1 374). He out l ined a programme of classical ly  oriented stud ies which, 

drawing on the classical ideal of eloquence, once more unified rhetoric and philosophy. 

Whereas Aristotle and Cicero had seen poetics as separate from rhetoric, Quattrocento 

humanists conflated the two, conceiving l iterature as "having its own persuasive and 

formative powers" (Kahn, 1995, p. 235). Humanist scholars included grammar, rhetoric, 

poetry, moral phi losophy, and history among their l iberal arts, and educated people were 

schooled in al l  of these. 

Post-Renaissance, training in rhetoric sti l l  found a place and ,  under the influence of the 

French phi losophers, Petrus Ramus ( 1 5 1 5- 1 572) and Rene Descartes ( 1 596- 1 650), 

rational ism emerged as a dominant theme in theories of rhetoric (Foss et ai . ,  2002). For 

the rationalists, rhetoric became subordinated to philosophy and science. The scientific 

approach to the study of rhetoric was furthered in Francis B acon 's ( 1 56 1 - 1 626) 

extensive writings, although rhetoric was not a focal theme of his work. Like some of his 

early intel lectual predecessors, Bacon saw a relationship between ethical and rhetorical 

concerns. He professed that the "duty and office of rhetoric is to apply reason to 

imagination for the better moving of the wil l" (Bacon, 2000, p .  497). 
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Simi larly, Ital ian phi losopher Giambattista Vico ( 1 668- 1 744) drew not only on reason,  

but  also on imagination to comprehend human sense-making. He argued that the 

' commonsense' of rhetoric could temper the rational ist encouragement of skepticism and 

doubt and was of more use in our everyday l ives (Brummett, 2000) . According to Vico, 

insight into the nature of human thought, language and experience could be enhanced 

through the exploration of poetry and mythology. To this end, Vico proposed a theory of 

rhetoric based on four l iterary tropes: metaphor, metonymy, synecdoche and i rony. An 

Ital ian humanist l iving in the early Enl ightenment, Vico also drew freely upon the 

classical rhetorical tradition, seeking to revive the 't07t0l. (argumentation strategies) of 

classical rhetoric as tools to aid decisive thinking. C icero was probably the inspiration 

for Vico's conception of the heroic orator - "one who spoke or wrote wisely and 

eloquently for the benefit of the whole society" (Herrick, 200 1 ,  p. 1 72). 

3.3.3 18th Century - 19th Century 

By the 1 8th century, the study of rhetoric had diverged into three identifiable trends -

epistemological, bel letristic, and elocutionist (Foss et al . ,  2002). The first approach, 

epistemological rhetoric, was associated with the Scottish minister, George Campbel l 

( 1 7 1 9- 1 796), one of the most important rhetorical theorists of the Enl ightenment. 

Campbel l  describes rhetoric as, "that art or talent by which discourse is adapted to its 

end" (Campbell ,  2000, p. 544) . The epistemological movement was also influenced by 

Faculty Psychology, an empiricist theory of the mind whereby the mind is understood to 

be composed of relatively independent categories (faculties) such as fee l ing, judgement, 

memory, intel lect, perception, duty, and knowing. 

The second rhetorical trend,  bel letristic, i s  referred to as the 'bel les lettres' movement 

and its origins have been traced to France. Emphasising aesthetics, the approach 

"focused on reception, not production" ( Warnick, 1 993, p. 34 cited in Herrick, 200 1 ,  

p . 1 78). Proponents of bel les lettres broadened the conception of rhetoric beyond that of 

spoken d iscourse to literature and writing general ly, contributing to contemporary ideas 

regarding l iterary and rhetorical criticism (Herrick, 200 1 ). Hugh B lair's ( 1 7 1 8- 1 800) 

Lectures on rhetoric and belles lettres presented such an insight into the l inks between 
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rhetoric, l iterature and criticism, and also focussed on the idea of ' taste, '  or "the natural 

sensibi l ity to beauty" (Blair, 2000, p. 6 1 2). 

The third rhetorical trend, the elocutionary movement of the 1 8th century, focussed 

attention back on the classical preoccupation with rhetoric as performance, stressing 

' scientific' study of del ivery styles of preachers, lawyers and other publ ic  figures. The 

technical guidel ines developed by such proponents as Thomas Sheridan ( 1 7 1 9- 1 788) 

were highly detai led, but a grander agenda, rhetoric as a 'path to personal refinement' ,  

influenced the project (Herrick, 200 1 ). 

3.3.4 20th Century Developments in  Rhetoric 

The 1 9th century brought with it a decl ine in the prominence of rhetoric as a scholarly 

discipline. Herrick suggests that "the twentieth century opened in the Western world 

with interest in rhetorical theory at perhaps its lowest point since the systematic 

discussion of rhetoric began in ancient Greece" (Herrick, 200 1 ,  p. 1 95). Yet rhetoric in 

the first part of the 20th century was in evidence, taking the form of popular rhetorical 

theory di spersed largely in the form of public speaking advice to ordinary people. 

Typical ly, women were targeted through books on etiquette, and men through advice for 

business people. Dale Carnegie's ( 1 93 6) How to Win Friends and Influence People may 

be the most famous example of this type of publ ication. Advice offered routinely 

highl ighted del ivery and aspects of style as in Amy Vanderbilt 's Complete Book of 

Etiquette ( 1 952) and Wi l l iam Hoffman's  ( 1 93 1 ) Public Speakingfor Business Men. The 

burgeoning publ ic relations and advertising industries also spawned popular rhetorical 

theorists (Brummett, 2000). 

Notwithstanding the 1 9th century decl ine, there has been a revival of attention to rhetoric 

amongst contemporary scholars. We can, in part, attribute the resumption of interest to 

intel lectuals such as Kenneth Burke ( 1 897- 1 993), Ivor Richards ( 1 893- 1 979) and 

Richard Weaver ( 1 9 1 0- 1 963), al l of whom helped in separate ways to put rhetoric back 

on the scholarly agenda. However, the resumption in interest is also due to the change in 

perspective toward what Fish ( 1 995) refers to as a new form of Sophism, 
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accommodating the view that real ity is a social construction, and language is  a means by 

which we construct and legitimate meaning. 

Rhetoric as a separate field of study, formerly accommodated within university 

departments of Engl ish or Phi losophy, has also been developed within North American 

speech communications departments and has become formal ly integrated into many 

academic curricula. Interdisciplinary studies that draw upon the apparently diverse fields 

such as mass communications, anthropology, phi losophy, l iterature and psychology have 

added to the resurgence of interest in rhetorical studies (Foss et a I . ,  2002). 

Scholars in a range of disciplines, such as sociology, anthropology and history, have 

long embraced the notion of a socially constructed world in which language defines our 

real ity. Over the last 20 years these methodo logies have made an impact upon 

management studies. Studies with a language bias include organisation as metaphor 

(Morgan, 1 986; 1 997), organisation narratives (e.g. Barry & Elmes, 1 997; Czarniawska, 

1 998), d iscourse and organisation (e.g. Grant, Keenoy, & Oswick, 1 998); organisation as 

theatre (e.g. Czarniawska-Joerges & Wolff, 1 99 1 ;  Mangham, 1 990; Mangham & 
Overington, 1 983;  1 987), and story-tell ing in  organisations (Boje, 1 995; Gabriel, 1 995;  

1 998 ;  Salzer-Morling, 1 998). Rhetorical analysis has also been increasingly used in 

management scholarship (e.g. Case, 1 999; Fincham, 1 999; Grint & Case, 1 998;  Jackson, 

1 999;  Jackson, 200 1 ;  Symon, 2000; Watson, 1 995) .  

It i s  this legacy that informs my study of business social responsibi l ity in New Zealand. 

In particular, in the human sciences, the so-cal led ' rhetorical turn '  (S imons, 1 990), refers 

to a recent movement whereby alternatives and chal lengers to the dominant positivist 

approaches have emerged as legitimate research options. The rhetorical turn i s  

associated with others identified by Rorty ( 1 967) as the ' l ingu istic' and ' interpretive' 

turns, all emphasising language as the fundamental vehicle through which we construct 

our understanding of the world and which are sometimes collectively referred to as 

' interpretive' approaches (Fish, 1 995). 
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Attesting to the ubiquity of rhetoric is the fact that a range of authors, not j ust 

rhetoricians, are identified as contributors to the development and understanding of 

modern rhetorical studies. In fact, Gaonkar ( 1 990) points out with some d ismay that 

rhetoricians have contributed l ittle to the ' rhetorical turn' .  He argues that writers such as 

Kuhn, Lacan, Derrida and others "whose texts bristle with rhetorical concepts and 

terms", are at best only marginally aware of, for example, Burke's  work (Goankar, 1 990, 

p. 362). However, Foss et al .  (2002) point out: 

Whether or not the scholars in these discipl ines use the term rhetoric to define 

thei r  interests, they share a concern for how symbols function - personal ly, 

social ly, and epistemologically - i n  the human world. They formu late theories of 

rhetoric that investigate the possible relationships between thought and discourse 

as wel l  as pragmatic theories that explore what humans do with d iscourse. 

Whatever aspect of the rhetorical process receives attention, there is a 

recognition that rhetoric is both the use of symbols and a "mode of approaching 

the phenomena of discourse". (p. 1 4) 

Contemporary rhetorical theorists have bu i lt on and extended the traditional body of 

knowledge, recently expending considerable intel lectual energy on restoring the 

' respectabi l ity' of rhetoric as a formal discipl ine. Importantly too, there i s  a mounting 

emphasis on the role of the audience or reader, as an active interpreter and constructor of 

the text. Modern appl ications, in a departure from classical rhetoric, have also 

increasingly focussed on ' everyday' rather than el ite or exemplary texts (Hart, 1 997; 

Symon, 2000). 

There are a number of issues emerging from the preceding discussion that are of 

relevance to the enquiry into business social responsibil ity. These include 'truth' and 

rhetoric, the ethical status of rhetoric, and its legitimacy as a discipl ine, each of wh ich I 

address in the fol lowing section. 
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3.4 ISSUES IN RHETORIC 

3.4. 1 Rhetoric and 'Truth ' 

A popular indictment against rhetoric is that it does not lead to ' truth ' .  Historical ly, Plato 

saw rhetoric as a means by which the ideal 'truth' can be concealed and Aristotle 

countered with a defense of rhetoric as a way of ascertaining 'truth' .  Yet truth i s  a 

contested concept, with many connotations and meanings. Drawing on sources such as 

Derrida and Foucault, contemporary scholars tend toward the latter, more flexible notion 

of truth as it pertains to rhetoric. To Hart ( 1 997), for example, rhetoric is both a social art 

and a social transaction, rel iant for its ' truth' not on some absolute, but on the j udgement 

of a majority, however s l im, as the test of 'demonstratedness' : " rhetoric never produces 

True Truth. It produces partial truth, truth for these times and these people" (p . 9). 

Correspondingly, Covino and 10l l iffe ( 1 995) point out that rhetoric is "located in the 

realm of uncertainty and probable truth, i n  which conclusions are arguable rather than 

incontrovertible" (p. 8). 

Figure 3 . 1 sets out the matrix in which Cherwitz ( 1 995) compares truth in rhetoric with 

truth in science and dialectic, differentiating them according to the categories of: the 

nature of certainty; the process of ascertaining truth; the veh icle for ascertaining truth 

and the methodology. 

Figure 3. 1 Conceptions of 'Truth ' 

SCIENCE DIALECTIC RHETORIC 

Nature of 
Empirical certai nty Logical certainty I ntersubjective certainty 

certainty 

Process of 
Discovering truth Synthesizing or deducing of truth Evoking truth 

ascertaining truth 

Vehicle for 
Observation Syllogism Persuasion 

ascertaining truth 

Methodology Correspondence Entailment 
Adherence 
(I ntersubjective validation) 

From "Rhetoric as 'A way of knowing' : An attenuation of the epistemological claims of the 'New 
Rhetoric"', by R. Cherwitz, 1 995, in Rhetoric: Concepts, definitions and boundaries, W. A. Covino and 
D. A. loll iffe (Eds.), (pp. 452-460). Boston: Allyn and Bacon. 
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Cherwitz suggests that rhetoric deals with " intersubjective certainty" by "evoking truth" 

through "persuasion" to achieve "adherence (intersubjective validation)". The 

intersubjectivity refers to a tacit agreement or understandi ng that is often based on 

experience or 'commonsense' .  In turn, a Foucauldian perspective shifts the focus away 

from what truth is or what truth i s  understood to be, toward the consequences of the 

belief that something is true - the "truth effects" (Jeffcutt, 1 993). 

Offering another conceptualisation, Rorty ( 1 982) suggests that the relationship between 

truth and real ity can be considered in two ways: as direct ( ,vertical ')  representation or as 

an iterative ( ' horizontal ') process of negotiated truth, the "re interpretation of our 

predecessors' reinterpretation of their predecessors' reinterpretation" (p. 92). 

F ish ( 1 995) also explores the notion of different types of truth occupying d ifferent 

dimensions. He impl icitly chal lenges Aristotle's efforts to demonstrate an al l iance 

between rhetoric and truth, suggesting that they emanate from different worldviews. Fish 

draws on Richard Lanham' s  distinction between homo seriosus and homo rhetoricus. 

The former, serious man, "possesses a central self, and irreducible identity. These selves 

combine into a single, homogeneously real society which constitutes a referent real ity 

for the men l iving in it." (p. 1 27). In contrast, rhetorical man "is an actor; his reality i s  

publ ic, dramatic" (Lanham, 1 976, p .  1 & p. 4, cited in  Fish, 1 995, p. 1 27) .  I fwe wish to 

ascertain which ofthe two represents the ' right' view of human nature, we must do so 

from within one or other worldview. Citing Lanham, Fish points out that "from serious 

premises, all rhetorical language is suspect; from a rhetorical point of view, transparent 

language seems dishonest, false to the world" (Fish, 1 995 p. 1 28). As such, positivism 

and interpretivism are 'worlds apart' . The homo seriosus v iew is apparent in the 

commonly used subtitle to academic articles, "rhetoric versus real ity" (Symon, 2000). 

Whatever the details of perspectives, there is agreement around the notion that rhetorical 

truth is different to accepted rational approaches. This lends support to Hart's contention 

that the type of sense-making employed in rhetoric is different from trad itional forms of 

logic. For Hart, the guidel ines set down for logical, scient ific reasoning must be 
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rewritten under a "more indulgent" set of standards. Importantly, he points out that the 

logic of persuasion employs a different rational ity. It i s  credibil ity-driven, sal iency

driven, audience-dependent; a logic of association, and often a logic of emotion (Hart, 

1 997, pp. 84-86). Given these features, issues such as the audience's  wil l ingness to trust 

and the rhetor' s  trustworthiness (related to Aristotle's 'ethos') become relevant to 

perceptions of truth and therefore to the bel ievabil ity or persuasive power of a message. 

3.4.2 Ethical Status of Rhetoric 

Whi lst highl ighting the c lose association between notions of truth and rhetoric, an 

historical overview also serves to reveal the intimate relationship between rhetoric, 

ethics and the exercise of power. Traditionally, the term 'rhetoric' was used to signify 

"either ( 1 )  the use of persuasive resources (rhetorica utens), or (2) the study of the use of 

persuasive resources (rhetorica docens)" (Blakesley, 200 1 ,  p. 1 4), both of which are 

important to our understanding of persuasion in business. Together they have led to a 

second charge that has concerned rhetoricians and phi losophers since ancient times: 

rhetoric is  manipulative and therefore unethical . 

This indictment stems from the central ity of persuasion to rhetoric. Persuasion can be 

regarded as a form of coercion, and the oppressive exercise of power wil l  inevitably 

evoke moral questions. Homer ( 1 988) alludes to Plato 's denunciation of the Sophistic 

practices, in his comment that rhetoric "can be misused by the unscrupulous and the 

appearance of good character may in fact be only an appearance" (Homer, 1 988, p. 56) .  

To that type of thinking, Aristotle' s  rejoinder is that rhetoric empowers people to expose 

deceit and is therefore ' good ' ,  a l ine taken up in the 20th century by Burke, who referred 

to some sorts of rhetorical deception as "mystification", which "rhetorical analysis 

shou ld always be ready to expose" (Burke 1 969b, p. 1 78). Analysis reveals the strategies 

of rhetoric and provides a critical lens on what is c laimed. 

In short, rhetorical analysis enables us to examine and expose the verbal enactment of 

power. Herrick (200 I )  argues that, in broad terms, we can focus on personal, 

psychological, and po litical power in rhetoric. Training in rhetorical techniques, 
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effective public speaking and vocabulary bui ld ing, he suggests, can assist an individual 

to achieve personal goals. Through rhetoric too, the individual can influence the thinkin g  

o f  others, thus exerting psychological power that can b e  used to advocate and test new 

ideas and positions on issues, as wel l  as opinions and bel iefs. Undoubted ly this abi l ity to 

influence others al lows for the d issemination of destructive as wel l as ' good' ideas and 

its persuasive function can subvert the capacity to test or interrogate ideas. Yet, 

u lt imately, rhetorical crit icism offers an avenue whereby a range of views can be 

usefully explored. 

So whi le there is an argument to suggest that the exercise of power through persuasion i s  

potentially ' bad' ,  i t  is also potentially constructive and beneficial (Brummett, 2000). 

And that rhetors can exert such power appears, in turn, to be an argument in favour of 

the role of the rhetorical critic - someone who can expose the devices. 

The association between rhetoric and persuasion has caused commentators to question 

what ethical standards should guide rhetors. Yet even our personal relationsh ips are 

marked by persuasion. McCloskey's ( 1 998) claim that "no speech with intent is  

' nonrhetorical ' "  (p. 8) ,  appears to echo Burke' s  assertion that "wherever there i s  

' mean ing' there is 'persuasion ' "  ( l 969b, p. 1 72). One can reasonably argue that an 

understanding of rhetoric and engagement in rhetorical d ialogue offer positive 

opportun ities for participation in discussions about issues that affect our l ives, and equip 

us to make judgements about the morality of others' actions. 

The rhetorical critic can interrogate the arguments, thus  contributing to, and expanding 

these conversations. The critic can also expose the use or misuse [abuse] of the power of 

rhetoric. However, this raises another i ssue of power - the view that the rhetorical critic 

is selective and influential ,  bringing with her not only the ski l ls  at persuasion, but al so 

the added authority of the discipline (Dow, 200 1 ). Dilemmas associated with the ethics 

of rhetoric may not be eas i ly resolved. In this thesis I take the view that, as long as these 

shortcomings are recognized, the cautious rhetorical critic can make a positive 

contribution. 
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3.4.3 Legitimacy of Rhetoric 

When Hart ( 1 997) presents the realm of rhetoric impinging o n  so many areas, he 

impl ic itly draws attention to the i nd ictment that rhetoric is a ' supplement' rather than 

generative, depending on other d iscipl ines for its legitimacy. S ince traditionally rhetoric 

has been associated with establ ished fields of enquiry such as phi losophy, ethics, or 

polit ics, the fundamental question remains: ' What is the role of rhetoric?' With regard to 

this i ssue, Gaonkar ( 1 990) notes that Vickers has referred to the function of rhetoric as 

akin  to a "service industry" (p. 343). Indeed, rhetoric has been evocatively and variously 

described as "the harlot of the arts" (Condit, 1 997, cited in Dow, 200 1 ,  p.338), "a 

parasite" (Gaonkar, 1 990, p. 342) and a "bastard d iscipl ine in many eyes, continual ly  

searching to establ ish our legitimacy as  heirs to some tradition" (Dow, 200 1 ,  p. 337). 

Goankar suggests that 20th century rhetoric "can be read as a revolt against the 

' supplementary' tradition" (Goankar, 1 990, p. 347) impl ied by Vickers and Scott. This 

revolt may have led rhetoricians to assume too much for the art of rhetoric, provoking 

Gaonkar to suggest that "sometimes this 'parasite' becomes so deeply entangled with the 

affairs of an alien body . . .  it forgets its own nature and purpose and pretends to be a 

substantive entity" (Goankar, 1 990, p. 342). Others point to the ubiquity of rhetoric 

(Burke, 1 969b; Lyne, 1 990; McCloskey, 1 998), a view reflected in Brummett' s  ( 1 995) 

question as to whether indeed we can engage in another d iscourse without engaging in 

rhetoric. In this sense, rhetoricians stake a c laim to both the rational and interpretive 

positions, as when they subject ' scientific' texts to critical analysis and expose the 

rhetoric of objectivity (Ceccarel l i ,  200 1 ;  Kuhn, 1 970; McCloskey, 1 998). 

Under different interpretations, the art of rhetoric is cast severally as prostituting itself, 

indulging in an almost predatory existence by threatening to colonise other established 

d iscipl ines, or as insecure about its respectabi l ity. This incl ination to establ ish rhetoric as 

a separate, respectable identity tends to miss the point. In arguing against rhetoric, we 

may fai l  to see what it does do. Effective rhetoric goes beyond the rational to produce 

emotional adherence - as a suasory process it both exploits and engenders feel ings of 

understanding and agreement. Rhetorical criticism can help audiences to detect 
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m isrepresentation and advance counter-arguments and general ly show how the strategi es 

of persuasion work. 

3.5 THEMES IN MODERN RHETORICAL CRITICISM 

Notwithstanding ideas associated with truth, persuasion and legitimacy outl ined above, 

several add itional themes underl ie contemporary approaches to rhetoric and form key 

concepts in  the critic' s lexicon. For example, of particular interest to thi s  study are text, 

context, and issues surrounding the term audience. I represent the relat ionship as a triad 

in Figure 3 .2,  and I draw on these themes in later analyses. I begin with text. 

Figure 3. 2 Triad of Rhetoric 

text 

3.5.1 Text 

Everything is text. 'Text' in a rhetorical sense extends beyond conventional definitions 

that high l ight specific instances of oral or written language. In Derridan terms, "all 

human conceptual products" are text, and human attempts to impose some order on the 

world represent a 'writing' process undertaken by social actors (Westwood & Linstead, 

200 1 ,  p. 24). While not everyone would adopt this view, it is now widely accepted that 

text can consist of written or spoken words. Alvesson & Skoldberg (2000) refer to this 

d ifferentiation as "literal", or it "can also be figurative, in that social acts are regarded as 

meaningfu l  symbols" (p . 6 1 ) . A chairperson's report, a novel, a lecture, a poem or a 

newspaper article are al l texts, as are parts thereof, but the definition can be extended to 

include fi lm, art, non-verbal sounds and gestures. Indeed, Hart suggests that rhetorical 

critics are now initiating enquiry "into such seemingly unrhetorical areas as aesthetics, 
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science, phi losophy, and friendship-formation in order to witness subtler forms of 

persuasion." (Hart, 1 997, p .  1 1 ) .  This quotation demonstrates how ' text' has gained a 

broader connotation, partly because seemingly peripheral factors are increasingly 

acknowledged as contributing to the meaning of text. In this  thesis I am primarily 

interested in  verbal symbols used to persuade the public toward acceptance of a business 

social responsib i l ity ideal. 

Text has also been noted for the absences within its scope. The work of such writers as 

Derrida and Foucault focused attention on the issue that what is absent from the text is a 

matter of concern. The role  of the critic is to bring to the fore observations as to whose 

voice is privi leged, who has the power, and whose voice is not heard. Yet, taking the 

idea of the critic ' s  role in relation to text beyond that of ' discovery' of what is in the 

text, is to accept the poss ib i lity that the critic creates the text: 

When [critics] ' take up' a text, it becomes someth ing new and different: the 

production of the experiences we have with it, the language we use to talk about it, 

and, s ignificantly, the argument we wish to make about it. We do not validate 

some pre-existing text; we authorize the creation of  one. (Dow, 200 1 ,  p .34 1  

original emphasis) 

Thus, in my role as critic, in this thesis r am part of a process of constitution and 

reconstitution of text, which both adds to and negotiates the concept of business social 

responsib i l ity. 

A lthough text is only part of the framework needed for understanding the 

interrelationships that form the process of rhetoric, it is nevertheless the fundamental 

focus of analysis .  It is the written and spoken text that I probe. In it the visual has been 

verbal ised or textualised . But text is situationally dependent, gaining meaning from the 

t ime, place and circumstances in which communication occurs. Therefore context must 

be acknowledged and understood. 
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3.5.2 Context 

Context is not only associated with the idea of text, but inextricably bound to it (Dow, 

200 1 ), each implying the other (Hart, 1 997). If we return to consider Covino and 

lol l iffe' s  ( 1 995) c laim that rhetoric is a social and transactional art that is situationally 

contingent, then a concern in rhetorical theory i s  what part situation or context actual ly 

plays - whether, for example, texts respond to a situation (B itzer, 1 995), or whether the 

texts act to generate the situation (Vatz, 1 995). Hart presents a model that purports to 

capture certain 'dimensions' of the "rhetorical situation". On this model I have 

superimposed the 'rhetor' category with 'creative persona' - the mask donned, the role 

played, by the rhetor. Similarly, the ' crit ic' overlays the 'message ', indicating an 

additional interpretive layer (Figure 3 .3). 

Figure 3. 3 Dimensions of the Rhetorical Situation 
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Adapted from Modern Rhetorical Criticism (2nd ed.), by R. Hart, 1 997, p. 47. London: Allyn and Bacon. 

Useful  in identifying some ofthe dimensions to be considered, Hart's model is a view 

that presents context as a set of factors creating the circumstances in which rhetoric takes 

place. Unsurprisingly, according to the model, the rhetorical s ituation encompasses ideas 

of when and where rhetoric occurs. However, the message is also impacted upon by 

dimensions that include the audience, the med ium used, the topic and the 'persuasive 

field',  which "consists of all other messages impinging on an audience in a given 
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situation" (Hart, 1 997, p. 5 1 ) .  Thus the model 's  apparent clarity may serve to conceal the 

potential intricacies of the rhetorical situation. The boundaries in the diagram are 

notional, the various dimensions interact, and over time the effects of the rhetoric wil l  

change the situation. It is Burke ( 1 973) who best captures the nebulous fluidity of 

context in his well known metaphor: 

I magine that you enter a pari or. You come in late. When you arrive, others have 

long preceded you, and they are al l  engaged in a heated discussion, a discussion 

too heated for them to pause and tel l  you exactly what it is about. In fact, the 

discussion has already begun long before any of them got there, so no one 

present is qualified to retrace for you all the steps that had gone before. You 

l isten for a while, until you decide that you have caught the tenor of the 

argument; then you put in your oar. Someone answers; you answer him; another 

comes to your defense; another aligns himself against you, to either the 

embarrassment or gratification of your opponent, depending on the qual ity of 

your ally's assistance. However, the discussion is interminable. The hour grows 

late, you must depart. And you do depart, with the discussion sti l l  vigorously in 

progress. (pp. 1 1 0-1 1 1 ) 

So, like text, the notion of context is c lothed in ambiguity and complexity. Burke's  

description captures a sense of the ongoing process of rhetoric, and of the way humans 

piece together understandings of ideas and experiences. The inclusion of a space for 

temporal developments, of creative persona and changing circumstances compl icates the 

model, but also al lows for rich, evolving possibilities. Today rhetorical critics 

increasingly tend to regard contexts as "rhetorical and interpretive constructs and thus 

the text/context relationship emerges as mobile and negotiable" (Dow, 200 1 ,  p. 340). 

Simi larly, literary context acknowledges the ' interinanimation ' or mutual dependence of 

words within text (Richards, 1 936). Texts themselves provide contexts for other texts, 

forming "intertextual contexts" (Leff, 200 1 ,  Conclusion, para 3), as might be the case 

when the media passes comment on Hubbard's  business practices. And the critic' s  role 

is  not necessarily contextually neutral, but rather, a construction in which the critic 
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intervenes (Dow, 200 ] ). These views lead finally to consideration of the third element of 

the triad, the audience. 

3.5.3 Audience 

The audience is essential to the rhetorical act, since success is defined in terms of 

rhetoric's effect on an audience. Rhetorical theorists since Aristotle have recognised that 

the persuasive power of rhetoric depends upon establ ishing commonal ity between the 

rhetor and the audience - something Kenneth Burke refers to as ' identification' (Burke, 

1 969b, p. 2 1 ). Thus a recurrent theme in speech communication texts and books about 

rhetoric is the requirement to consider the audience's needs, interests, experiences, 

aspirations and abil ities, and to fashion communicative efforts accordingly (e.g. Brooks 

& Heath, 1 993 ;  Makay, 1 995 ; Sprague & Stuart, 2003). 

But the shift of emphasis from the communicator to the audience is a significant 

difference between traditional rhetoric and contemporary, or ' new' rhetoric. Latterly, a 

focus on the rhetor-audience relationship has emerged whereby members of the audience 

can be seen as co-actors, accenting the active engagement in both the creation and 

interpretation of the text (Dow, 200 1 ) . This is an important point, because the critic is 

concerned with the devices by which the rhetor attempts to persuade or manipu late 

'audience' . 

In contrast, the dictionary definition of ' audience' is essential ly passive, fai l ing to 

capture the intricacies of meaning incorporated into a rhetorical perspective of audience. 

Rooted in the word audire, to hear, the Engl ish word 'audience' refers to the assembled 

l i steners or spectators at an event, especial ly a stage performance or concert, or those 

people addressed by a fi lm, book, play et cetera (Thompson, 1 995, p. 8 1 ) . The d ictionary 

fai ls  to depict a sense of audience engagement or capture the way rhetoric is actual ly  

experienced by an audience, something addressed by ' reception stud ies' (e.g. Ceccare l l i ,  

1 998). So the seemingly straightforward term ' audience' in  fact raises some complex 

issues in any discussion of rhetoric. Whi lst it can, on a very simplistic level ,  be seen as 

some external 'other' with whom the rhetor establishes a relationship, both the audience 
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and the relationship can vary almost infinitely (Covino & Jol l iffe, 1 995, pp. 1 0- 1 4) .  

Further, Ceccarel l i  ( 1 998) suggests that the way a text is received can itself  function as  a 

rhetorical activity, with audiences, speakers and writers continuously influencing each 

other's texts. In this regard, Covino and Jol l i ffe highl ight the transactional nature of 

rhetoric in  thei r  emphasis on "potential ly active texts", drawing a d i stinction between the 

"intended potential activity ofa text and its unintended potential activity" ( 1 995,  p. 6), 

both of which, they argue, can generate an effect on an audience. 

Various d iscussions of the role and portrayal of 'audience ' in rhetorical studies have 

emerged, which also reflect a more or less active audience. Some refer to the rhetorical 

audience as a discourse [speech] com munity (Nystrand, 1 982; Swales, 1 99 1  c ited in 

Covino & Jol l iffe, 1 995, p. 1 3); others to an ' interpretive community'  (Fish, 1 995). 

Terminology has evolved to more c learly delineate audience types, terms includ ing such 

dichotomies as primary (immediate) versus subsidiary (mediated) audience (Covino & 

Jol l iffe, 1 995); universal audience versus particular audience (Foss et al . ,  2002); or mass 

versus personal audience. Questions also arise as to whether the audience is 'addressed' 

or ' invoked ' (Ong, 1 975); ' real or ' imagined ' (Lyne, 1 990; Herrick, 200 1 ); what part the 

critic plays in the relationship (Dow, 200 1 ); and the reader as reconstructor (Monin, 

200 1 ) . In this thesis the rhetor's rel ationship to the audience also takes account of the 

fact that audience need not be physically present. Much of the sou rce text is written and 

can therefore be read by anyone who has access to it, and at a time quite removed from 

the time of writing (Covino & JoI l i ffe, 1 995). 

The acceptance of a transactional i nterpretation of audience raises an issue of how the 

rhetor m ight 'create' or 'constitute' the aud ience. And if aud iences are created and 

'changed ' ,  the rhetor is also affected by the interaction, leading u s  to consider to what 

degree the rhetor adapts to or accommodates the audience, and to what extent can we 

sti l l  think of the audience as 'addressed' by the rhetor. ln the case of rhetorical criticism, 

the i dea of the audience as creation must also entertain the idea that both the rhetor and 

the critic create the audience and thus audience is, itself, a rhetorical accompl ishment. 

However, it is virtual ly impossible for the critic to ascertain the audience' s interaction or 
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' co-creation' (Brummett, 1 995). Hence, even as this thesis acknowledges audience as a 

powerful  factor, it concentrates mainly on the verbal strategies used to persuade an 

audience. 

Whi le rhetoric operates interpersonally, Burke also includes "self as audience". To 

exclude this possibi l ity would l imit the scope of rhetoric, since a person is quite capable 

of being changed by their  own rhetoric, whether intentionally or not (Burke, 1 969b, p. 

3 8). S imi larly, Cherwitz ( 1 995) concedes the possibi l ity of people communicating with 

themselves in order to persuade themselves of a view. 

So 'audience' is neither passive nor immutable. And c loser scrutiny of the term shows 

that text, context and audience cannot, in practical terms, be separated. Yet, as discrete 

conceptual categories, text, context and audience, serve as useful  focal points for 

investigation of rhetoric as I move my attention from broader aspects of rhetoric, to 

rhetorical analysis as an approach to qual itative research. 

3.6 MODERN RHETORICAL ANALYSIS AND THE ROLE OF THE 

CRITIC 

Today most rhetorical critics accept the ideas of transactional, negotiated truth and 

creative relationships between elements of the rhetorical triad . Nevertheless, as recently 

as the first half of the 20th century rhetoric was characterised by the primacy of l iterary 

based criticism. Later, in the second half of the 20th century, rhetorical analysis had a 

scientific focus, reflecting a more general Western preoccupation with science and the 

scientific  method, and the belief that theory would make the field respectable (Jasinski, 

200 1 ). Now, at the start of the 2 1  st century, a preoccupation with method sti l l  prevai ls in 

rhetorical criticism (Jasinski, 200 I )  but some trends in critical stud ies have been 

remarked upon. These include a shift towards theory-driven studies (Aune, 1 989, c ited 

in Jasinski, 200 1 ) ;  a move toward more conceptual ly driven studies (Jasinski, 200 1 ) ; and 

a move toward an art istic rather than scientific focus (Dow 200 1 ) . 
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A longside this perceived movement from method-based to more conceptual studies, i s  a 

marked change in emphasis away from the purely el ite texts associated with people in 

publ ic l i fe, toward the more 'ordinary' texts - a transition decried by Darsey ( 1 994) but 

defended by Hart ( 1994). In his defence of rhetoric in the everyday, Hart impl icitly 

endorses the possibil ities for rhetorical criticism around business issues. This  in turn 

provides a justification for the appl ication of rhetorical critical methods to expose 

rhetorical devices related to how business social responsibil ity is constituted and enacted 

i n  New Zealand. My approach is consistent with Leff s ( 1 980) suggestion that rhetorical 

critics should work toward Geertz's idea of conceptual ' thickening', which intimates 

there wi l l  always be more layers of meaning to be understood or observed. 

The critic 's  role is understood in  various ways. Hart ( 1 997) maintains that "The good 

critic magnifies without distorting, focusing on rhetorical characteristics that, whi le 

humble, may nevertheless be i mportant" (p. 24). But Dow (200 1 )  argues for a more 

i nventive angle and a more powerful  role. We should, she suggests, discard the 

vocabulary of science and embrace that of art. In so doing, "we should think of ourselves 

not as investigators of rhetoric but as creators of it" (Dow, 200 1 ,  P 339). Thus we 

"recognize ourselves as arguers and our critiques as rhetoric, and not simply to expose 

the inventive character of what we do, but to embrace a vision of what we do as whol ly 

and necessari ly creative and artistic" (Dow, 200 1 ,  p. 339). Th is position serves to alert 

us to the ease with which the critic can influence interpretation, but should not deflect 

from the usefulness of using rhetorical criticism to explore and clarify issues through 

exposing persuasive strategies. 

These issues, and the reasons for engaging in rhetorical criticism, may be as problematic 

and controversial as the phi losophical stances or the methodological choices. However, a 

summary of some features helps to establ ish a rhetorical approach as relevant to this 

study. In particu lar, Hart ( 1 997) notes the case-based nature of rhetorical criticism and 

the associated potential richness of analysis. I have reservations as to the extent that 

meaningful generalisations can be made from the particular, but I accept Hart's belief 

that the critic needs to respect and maintain the individual ity and integrity of a specific 
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text. Additionally, Hart notes that "[r]hetorical criticism documents social trends", 
. 

pointing out that this requires the abi l ity for the critic to "stand simultaneously in the 

m idst of and apart from the events experienced" ( 1 997, p. 24). The role of the critic also, 

according to Hart, is to produce "meta-knowledge" or "expl icit understandings of 

impl icit real izations". In other words, it i s  the critic 's  job to explain "how we know what 

we know" (Hart, 1 997, pp. 26-27). Lastly, Hart tel l s  us that "rhetorical criticism invites 

radical confrontation with Otherness", forcing us to consider how others "reason and 

behave" ( 1 997, p. 28). Inevitably, however, the task of a critic carries with it 

responsibi l ities. Accordingly, Hart lays out some "ground rules" that wi l l  help the critic 

deal with the outsider status and "foster an enl ightened sense of otherness" ( I  997, p. 29). 

Hart suggests that the good critic wi l l  be discerning, combin ing scepticism with 

imagination. In terms of values, the critic' s  role is to disc lose "the presuppositions 

embedded in a discourse, its unargued premises, and its taken-for-granted assumptions" 

( 1 997, p. 236). 

Others alert us to the pitfal l s  of rhetorical criticism. For example, S imons ( 1 990) tel ls us 

that rhetoric tends to undermine itself precisely because i t  can be viewed as self

referential and constituted by its readers. Drawing on Geertz's Work and Lives, Simons 

suggests that, l ike other discourse-analytic approaches, rhetorical criticism can be 

condemned for its tendency to "shift attention from ideas to words, and . . .  end up in 

endless quibbl ing, or in verbal seductions l eading to false consciousness, or in aesthetic 

preoccupations" ( 1 990, p. 1 5) .  He proceeds to defend rhetoric on the grounds that it is 

"first and foremost the art of persuasion and only secondari ly an instrument of discovery 

and sound judgement" (Simons, 1 990, p. 1 5) .  This is an important point, as the 

persuader employs verbal devices that can be analysed by the critic using approaches 

such as role criticism, dramatism and cultural criticism. 

Because of the transactional nature of truth in a rhetorical frame, I have suggested that 

one can, at best, work toward speculation rather than striv ing for certainty. This is not to 

be seen as a weakness. Rather, the critic should exploit ambiguity, not seek to resolve it, 

and she should ideal ly "use all there is to use" in the analysis (Burke, 1 973, p. 23). Of 
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course, thi s  assumes a certain  aptitude for language, and an understanding of the tools 

avai lable. 

In brief, by rhetorical crit ic ism I refer to the analysis of rhetorical strategies or devices 

that attempt to persuade an audience toward a certain view. In applying rhetorical 

criticism to this  study of business social responsibil ity, my intention is not to seek 

generalisabi l ity but, rather, to circumspectly explore a business and social issue. In 

particular, I wi l l  examine the rhetorical devices used to attempt to persuade an 

' audience' of views relating to the abstraction referred to as 'business social 

responsibi l ity ' .  Indeed the preceding discussion has demonstrated the futi l ity of a 

rhetorical critic hoping to undertake a ' representative' or  exhaustive enquiry. Unl ike 

scientific approaches, in rhetorical terms: "One practices criticism not by positing 

"meaning," but by demonstrating the possibil ities for mUltiple perspectives" (Covino, 

1 995, p. 3 1 1 ) . The readings in this study are mine, although the possib i l ities for 

interpretation and reinterpretation are myriad. 

3.7 CONCLUSION 

The noun rhetoric has complex connotations. Undeniably, the reputation of rhetoric has 

varied over the long history of the d iscipl ine, a history "replete with efforts to 

understand human values, identify factors prompting audiences to action, and to grasp 

the symbol ic resources for drawing people together" (Herrick, 200 1 ,  p. l 0). I have 

presented a story of the fluctuating state of knowledge, recognising the long history of 

rhetoric, its persistence on the scholarly agenda and the recent acknowledgement of 

rhetoric as a feature of an array of other d iscipl ines, including the more ' scientific' 

d iscipl ines (e.g. Kuhn, 1 970; Lyne, 1 990; McCloskey 1 998). Certain key themes, 

including text, context and audience, have been highl ighted and the background to 

rhetorical criticism discussed. 

The historical sweep also reveals that rhetoric, eth ics, and ideas about ' truth ' and 

' reality', are interrelated. As a rhetorical critic my assumption is that reality i s  

intersubjective and part of a discursive history. Truth is a negotiated truth, establ ished by 
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' majority' consensus, no matter how sl i m  that majority (Hart, 1 997). I al ign my analysis 

with the Burkean tradition, viewing l ife as drama and selecting and applying a range of 

approaches in  order to explore business social responsibi l ity differently, from a ' fresh ' 

perspective. 

The next chapter provides an outl ine of the design of the research. I present the 

background to this study of business social responsibi l ity in New Zealand, including the 

case study method and selection, the location of the rhetoric that forms the basis of the 

enquiry, and the broad critical frames I wi l l  draw upon. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

RESEARCH DESIGN 

Despite the controversies associated with rhetoric, its study and practice, a rhetorical 

analysis  has much to offer. As a research framework, rhetorical analysis is flexible and 

creative, al lowing for complexity rather than simplic ity, encouraging rich analysis and 

tolerat ing ambiguity. As business social responsibil i ty is an abstraction with no direct 

physical referent, it can only be known through the symbol ic order. Thus, I analyse the 

verbal text associated with Dick Hubbard for evidence of 'proofs' that constitute a 

particular interpretation or understanding of business social responsibi l ity. 

In this chapter I briefly outl ine the case study approach, describe why the single business 

case study was chosen as appropriate for this inquiry, and state how data were col lected 

and analysed. The chapter concludes with three perspectives of modern rhetorical 

criticism identified by Hart ( 1 997): role criticism, dramatism (Burke, 1 969a), and 

cultural criticism. These represent critical perspectives from which some of the 

possib i l ities for rhetorical analysis can be explored, and which wil l  be used in later 

chapters to examine business social responsibi l ity in New Zealand. 

4.2 METHOD 

Although social constructionism and other non-positivist approaches are now widely 

establ ished in management studies, positivism is sti l l  the dominant paradigm. Scholars 

continue to argue for more innovative approaches to research practice and to point out 

the fundamental role of language in creating our reality (Crane, 1 999; Symon, 2000; 

Wicks, 1 996). 

The orientation of this  study has been directly influenced by Crane' s  ( 1 999) article in 

which he argues that studies into business ethics and social responsibi l ity have been 

domi nated by those of the positivist paradigm, part icularly quantitative studies. Crane 

urges scholars to explore alternative approaches to studying the field.  Rhetorical analysis 

represents such an approach, providing increased insight via the case study method. 
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Rhetorical analysis locates the critic as "sampler", a potentially vulnerable position, 

which Hart defends on the grounds that "what the critic gives up in scope is offset by the 

power of insight made avai lable" (Hart, 1 997, p. 25). 

This enquiry focuses on one intrinsic case study (Creswell ,  1 998) by which I seek to 

explore, through rhetorical analysis, how business social  responsibi l ity is represented in 

New Zealand. However, I wi l l  clarify my particular use of the term 'case study' by 

putting it i n  context with other understandings of the case study method. 

4.2.1  Case Study Method 

Simons ( 1 996) maintains that it was in the 1 970s and 8 0s that the case study was 

increasingly employed by researchers as another form of research "both in its own right 

and as an element in large-scale research designs" (p. 225). By then the legitimacy of 

using that particu lar form of research was wel l  establ ished (Hammersley & Gomm, 

2000). According to these researchers, the term 'case study' is used for a particular form 

of inquiry that is distinctly different from such approaches as surveys and experiments. 

Yet researchers' ideas about the nature and l imits of the case study method vary. 

Yin's  ( 1 994) widely accepted definition of case study suggests that it is an "empirical 

inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real-l ife context; when 

the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident; and in which 

multiple sources of evidence are used" (p. 3) .  The purpose ofthe case study, according 

I to Yin,  is analytic general isation, and the same criteria common to al l  research methods 

are relevant to the case study method, namely construct valid ity, internal valid ity, 

external val id ity and rel iabi l ity ( 1 994, pp. 36-38). His concern with case study as a 

methodological choice which parallels quantitative, experimental research is at odds 

with the fundamental assumptions of those commentators who argue that the case study  

is  not a method but a research paradigm, "an epistemological alternative [way] of 

establ ishing claims to knowledge" (Simons, 1 996, p. 226). According to this 

i nterpretation, the case study is an alternative to positivism and can be "viewed as more 

akin to the kind of portrayal of the social world that i s  characteristic of novel ists, short 
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story writers and even poets" (Hammersley & Gomm, 2000, p. 5). It is thi s  latter view 

that informs my study. 

These two sets of arguments with respect to the case study have come about because 

social scientists sti l l  talk about the two types of research: verification-oriented and 

hypothesis-generating research (Donmoyer, 2000). This  is in spite of the fact that most 

researchers would agree with the proposition that the social world is complex and that 

researchers not only cannot provide "definitive answers to practical problems" but also 

must consider that "al l  research findings are tentative" (Donmoyer, 2000, p. 52). 

Donmoyer (2000, p. 53) argues that single-case studies can be more valuable than 

traditional approaches. He argues that this may have something to do with the lack of an 

"alternative language with which to talk about phenomena" which has "inhibited our 

rethinking the notion of general izabil ity and, consequently, our valuing of single-case 

studies" (Donmoyer, 2000, p. 53). Indeed, Stake ( 1 995) claims that: "We don't study a 

case primari ly  to understand other cases. Our first obligation is to understand this one 

case" (p . 4). 

Some commentators (Lincoln  & Guba, 2000) have tried to reconcile the dual notions of 

generali sabi l ity and uniqueness, drawing on Kosko 's ( 1 993) notions of ' fuzzy logic ' ,  

suggesting that we should be looking at 'fuzzy general isations' in case studies. The 

implication i s  that we should allow for flexib le interpretations of case evidence. 

Stake ( 1 995) agrees that case studies, by their nature, deal with "complex phenomena 

and issues for which no consensus can be found as to what real ly exists - yet we have 

ethical obl igations to minimize misrepresentation and misunderstanding" (pp. 1 08-9). 

For this reason he argues that even in the more interpretive dimensions, triangulation is 

appropriate, as "[w]ith multiple approaches within a single study, we are l ikely to 

i l luminate or nul l ify some extraneous influences" (Stake, 1 995, p. 1 1 4) .  Sources of 

triangulation include data source triangulation, investigator triangulation, theory 
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triangulation, and methodological triangulation. However, F l ick does make the point 

that: 

The stronger one's bel ief in constructed reality, the more difficult it is to believe 

that any complex observation or interpretation can be triangulated. For Denziri 

and many qual itative researchers, the protocols of triangulation have come to be 

a search for additional interpretations more than a confirmation of a single 

meaning. (Fl ick, 1 992 cited in Stake, 1 995, p. 1 1 4-1 1 5) 

It i s  this  latter view that drives my chosen approach to this study. I search not for 

validation through triangulation, but for the enriched understanding of business social 

responsibil ity that comes from analysing the text using different forms of rhetorical 

criticism. 

4.2.2 Selection of the Business Social Responsibility Case Study 

I chose Hubbard Foods Limited and its managing director D ick Hubbard as the focus of 

my case study for a number of reasons. First, in 1 998 when I commenced the study, 

Dick Hubbard was arguably the most h igh profile advocate of business social 

responsib i l ity in New Zealand. Hubbard and his company featured regularly in the press 

and Hubbard had been identified as one of New Zealand's " 1 0  top entrepreneurs" 

(Goulter, 1 997, p. 1 1 ) .  In 1 998  Hubbard Foods Limited was rated New Zealand 's third 

best-regarded company according to a "Strategic InsightlColmar Brunton survey of 500 

randomly selected Kiwis over 1 5  years and 1 00 businesspeople" (Russel l ,  1 998, p. 26). 

Reasons given for Hubbard Food Limited' s  status were : "qual ity; innovative; social 

responsibi l ity; values" (Russell ,  1 998, p. 26). A second reason for my choice is that a 

public written record of Hub bard 's views on business social responsibi l ity was already 

established through his numerous Clipboard publ ications and through the articles written 

about him. Third, Hubbard's position had been frequently contrasted by commentators 

with that of the Executive Director of the Business Roundtable, Roger Kerr, thus 

offering an opportunity to explore, by association and contrast, an establ ished 

' alternative' business view of social responsibi l ity (see Chapter Eight) . Fourth, Hubbard 

Foods Limited met the criteria for a ' typical ' New Zealand business entity. In the period 

under scrutiny, Hubbard Foods evolved from a small privately owned ' start-up' 
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enterprise to a medium sized company employing approximately 1 30 people. Finally, 

although a number of narrative accounts of Hubbard and his business have emerged as 

book chapters (e.g. lackson & Parry, 200 1 ;  Holdsworth, 2000), no systematic study of 

Hubbard's  enactment of business social responsibi l ity had been published. Chapter F ive 

describes Hubbard Foods Limited in more detai l .  

4.2.3 Data Collection 

My analysis spans the years 1 988 to 2003 . A primary source of data for the study is 

Hubbard Foods Limited' s  publ ication, Clipboard, which is described in Chapters F ive 

and Six.  I draw on issues 1 -62 of Clipboard and refer also to its companion publ ication 

Kidzboard. Other sources include newspaper articles, books, television footage, 

interviews and speeches. In investigating the highly publ icised debate between Roger 

Kerr and Dick Hubbard, I also util ise Business Roundtable publ ications and speeches. 

My use of publicly available, published data sources al lows for ready verification of 

source material . 

4.2.4 Ethical Issues 

There are various eth ical issues that arise associated with the quest to further develop 

ideas about rhetorical criticism and the critic 's  role (B lair, 200 1 ). In any research, 

whatever the method, the researcher will both influence and be influenced. It is 

important to acknowledge this phenomenon with respect to this study, as rhetorical 

critic ism recognises that in the research process I both interpret and create text. 

One eth ical issue relates to how sure I can be that my study identifies significant features 

of the rhetoric. Clearly I cannot claim that certainty, yet this point is addressed, i nsofar 

as the l imits of the study al low, by the method. Primarily I focus on what Hubbard says 

in  his role as managing d i rector of Hub bard Foods Limited, or what others say about 

him. Documents are public and open to review and reinterpretation. Additional ly, I use 

three different forms of rhetorical criticism, emphasising different situations and 

interpretive approaches, enabl ing me to cautiously corroborate significant features in a 

range of contexts and from a number of perspectives. Ultimately, however, as Dow 
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(200 1 )  explains, the rhetorical critic 's  "greatest obligation is not to render [an obj ect of 

scrutiny] transparent, but rather . . .  to 'th icken' it with critical impasto, to authorize a 

reading that makes it interesting in a way that it was not before" (p . 346). 

The method also requires me to acknowledge my personal preferences and potential 

'b iases' and locate myself in relation to the case that is the object of study - Hubbard 

and Hubbard Foods Limited. As a female, Pakeha academic I do not share much of the 

occupational or social background of my subject. However, l ike other New Zealanders I 

was made aware of Hubbard over time, and I had become aware of h is apparently 

'd ifferent' business philosophy. It is my role to be critical and analytical, to question 

rather than endorse, yet I acknowledge that in my deal ings with D ick Hubbard, I have 

found h im an engaging personality and consistently helpful and supportive in this 

proj ect. Staff of Hubbard Foods Limited have warmly welcomed me and been avai lable 

to me.  The choice of rhetorical analysis as an appropriate method enabled me to distance 

myself from some of the personal impact of interpersonal issues. 

I also acknowledge throughout the thesis the l imitations of my analysis .  Mine is but one 

interpretive voice analysing Hubbard's  text. As such, in Burkean terms, it wi l l  both 

reflect and deflect from ' real ity' and can only be seen as one of a potential myriad of 

possibi l ities for interpretations. The texts are publicly avai lable to examine and 

rhetorical criticism provides gateways to analysis. 

Lastly, there i s  the ethical question at the heart of rhetoric, as to whether this exercise is 

one of manipulating the reader - an attempt to make something of l ittle consequence 

matter to them. In response, rhetorical analysis enables intense critical scrutiny of text, 

and by giving insight into the rhetorical devices, the means of persuasion used, rhetorical 

analysis enhances understanding of some of the tools of power. I al so believe that 

bringing a new perspective and new methodology into the arena of business social 

responsibi l ity research may be useful in extending the business social responsibil ity 

conversation. 
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4.3 APPROACHES TO RHETORICAL CRITICISM USED IN THIS STUDY 

As already signaled, there are three rhetorical approaches employed in this  study: role 

criticism, dramatistic criticism and cultural criticism. These represent only a sample of 

the repertoire of possible methods by which to interrogate the Hubbard Foods Limited 

case study (see, for example, Jasinski, 200 1 ). Col l ectively the chosen methods serve to 

form the basis for an interpretation of the rhetoric surrounding the concept of business 

social responsib i l ity in New Zealand. The process of analysis involves the critic in a 

process of configuration and reconfiguration of text and context so as to "render the 

account, if not the phenome[ non], coherent" (Browne, 200 1 ,  p. 332). The approaches 

have in common a dramatistic aspect, drawing on theatrical themes such as role, actor 

and performance. Each analysis highl ights one aspect of the rhetorical triad of text, 

context and audience, as indicated in Figure 4. 1 .  

Figure 4. 1 Framework for Analysis of Case Study 

Methodology Textual 
Data Source (Critical Perspective) Strategies 

Role Criticism Persuasive 
(text) Devices! 

"signalled ethos" Rhetorical 
Hubbard Foods Ltd Conventions 

- Clipboards 
Dramatism Representations 

- Press - Imagery 

- Interviews 
(context) 

- Metaphor of 
" dramatistic pentad' 

- Other public - etc Business Social 
sources 

Pisteis Responsibility 
• Other (Kerr) Cultural Criticism 

(audience) (proofs) 

"narrative frame" 

I introduce each approach briefly below. Further discussion and an appl ication of each 

method is incorporated into ensuing chapters. Chapter Six (ro le critic ism) consists of a 

c lose reading of Hubbard' s  business text; Chapter Seven (dramatism) focuses on a 

symbol ic act in a particular business context; and Chapter Eight (cultural criticism) puts 
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under scrutiny a public contest between Hubbard and another New Zealand business 

leader, emphasising thei r  i nteractions with each other and their audiences. 

4.3.1  Role Criticism: Text 
Chapter S ix analyses the editorials appearing in the Hubbard Foods L imited company 

newsletter, the Clipboard, from the perspective of role criticism which relates to a self

conscious ' technical ' aspect of the rhetorical tradition that can be traced back to 

Aristotle .  As a critical perspective it is also aligned with Burke ' s  view that people are 

basical ly engaged in theatrical performance in everyday l ife. Rhetorical role  is "a 

regularized set of verbal strategies resulting in a d istinctive personal image" (Hart, 1 997, 

p .  2 1 0) .  In other words, rhetorical role involves the positioning of a rhetor within a 

discourse. Role is an adjunct to persona. A number of people might play the same role 

(e.g. lecturer) but the personae might vary significantly (e.g. a ' flamboyant' lecturer; an 

' aloof lecturer; an 'untrustworthy' lecturer). Thus the writer' s  or speaker' s  words 

interact, through the persona adopted, with an audience to create an understanding of 

'truth' or ' knowledge' . 

Neither rhetorical role nor persona are the same as the person behind the mask. Rather, 

we each have multiple parts to play in l ife. Accordingly, Hart ( 1 997) reminds us that we 

learn to play many roles from birth . To paraphrase him, these vary among our personal 

spheres, our working l ives and occupations, and our recreational pursuits. Every 

different situation evokes a d ifferent response: "Each stage of l ife brings its jobs, each 

job a cl ientele, each cl ientele a rhetoric" (Hart, 1 997, p. 2 1 1 ) . The emergence of  a range 

of rhetorics to suit each role and its audience impl ies the emergence of a number of 

rhetorical personae which, Hart suggests, spring from a variety of sources including 

one ' s  rhetorical h istory, ideological influences and institutional affil iations. 

Role criticism draws upon ethos, pathos and logos, the pisteis or 'artistic proofs '  

proposed by  Aristotle as persuasive devices to be invoked by  a rhetor. In ancient terms, 

ethos is the projected character, or credibi l ity, of the speaker; pathos is that qual ity in a 

speech that excites in  the audience such emotions as sadness, p ity or fear; and logos is 
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the appeal to reason. Logos i n  rhetoric i s  not j ust rationality, but the appearance of 

rationality, more l ike 'commonsense' ,  thus not requiring the same verbal proofs as logic 

per se. Ethos, or credibi lity, and the related concept of persona, are central to the 

appl ication of role criticism in this study. 

Uti l ising Aristotle's notion of ethos, Beason ( 1 99 1 )  has developed a framework that 

seeks to specifically highlight what he refers to as "signalled ethos" in business 

communication. The framework classifies the verbal strategies used by the rhetor, 

according to the fol lowing five character traits: deference, self-criticism, s imi l itude, 

expertise and the inclination to succeed. The approach has proved useful  as a critical too l  

i n  teaching communications courses and in  analysing pol itical debate (Ashwel l & 

Olsson, 2002; Olsson & Tremaine, 2002) but there are l im ited appl ications of it in the 

business management l iterature (Beason, 1 99 1 ;  Walker & Olsson, 200 1 ) . Beason's 

framework requires the critic to scrutinise the written text in order to reveal issues of 

credib i lity-bui lding around the concept of business social responsib i lity. So the spotlight 

in Chapter S ix  is on text. 

4.3.2 Dramatistic Criticism: Context 
The second critical perspective I wi l l  use i s  Burke's ( 1 969a) dramatistic criticism or 

dramatism. Chapter Seven focuses on a key company event that occurred in 1 998 when 

Dick Hubbard chartered a p lane and flew his employees to Samoa for a staff 'picnic ' .  

Burke developed his  dramatistic pentad in  the 1 960s as a ' grammar' (related to our 

understanding of grammar as the elements of an art or science) by which to explore what 

is i nvolved when we say what people are doing and why they are doing it - the motives 

underlying action. One of the methods identified by lasinski (200 1 )  as being al igned 

with the scientific impulse in rhetorical criticism, dramatism has been used to underpin 

many rhetorical analyses (e.g. Blakesley, 2002; Foss, 1 979). In the last two decades 

Burke's  pentad has also gained attention from communication scholars (e.g. Fox, 2002) 

and organisation studies scholars as an alternative qualitative method (e.g. Graham-Hi l l  

& Grimes, 200 1 ;  Mangham & Overington, 1 983;  Walker & Monin, 200 1 ). 
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According to Burke, the terms act, scene, agent;>agency and purpose that comprise the 

pentad, can serve as 'generating principles' of any investigation. An acknowledged 

strength of Burke is that he does offer 

coherent vocabularies to describe particular complexes of action . . .  Vocabularies 

such as the pentad are so vital because they faci l itate symbol ic  action. We might 

cal l them "meta-vocabu laries" because they are the vocabularies with which 

interpretation i s  interpreted. (Klumpp, 1 993, p. 9) 

In  terms of the rhetorical triad introduced earlier, Chapter Seven features context. With 

dramatism, the organisation is treated as a theatrical site and my appl ication of the 

dramatistic pentad enables me to formulate "an interpretation of the motivation of the 

rhetor whose act is the object of study" (Foss et al., 2002, p. 203). Hence, i t  serves to 

explore some of the key concerns of business social responsib i l ity - whether business 

behaviour might be driven by such forces as image-bui lding, altruism or paternal ism 

(see Chapter Two). 

4.3.3 Cultural Criticism: Audience 

The third approach to rhetorical analysis I wi l l  use is broadly categorised within the 

realm of ' cultural criticism' (Hart, 1 997). Cultural criticism accentuates features of 

culture including values (Rokeach cited in Lustig, 1 988), myths and fantasy themes 

(Bormann, 1 972; Jackson, 200 1 ). Language is part of a discursive history that taps into 

past narratives and archetypes, and from this perspective I draw on ideas of historical 

i ntertextuality or tradition. So under the category 'cultural criticism' I use rhetorical 

analysis to investigate a key public debate that served to help define New Zealanders' 

understanding of a business i ssue. Specifically, in Chapter E ight, I compare and contrast 

the narratives of Dick Hubbard and Roger Kerr, focussing on the use of i magery, myth 

and archetype in their representations of business social responsibi l ity. 

S ince myths and archetypes depend to a large degree on the col lective subconscious, 

Chapter Eight focuses on the shared cultural experience of the audience. It is the 

d iscursive h istory within a culture that helps to legitimise the ' tale' or narrative. My 
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focus wi l l  be on public and business storytel l ing, where multiple, fragmentary and often 

el l iptical narratives of the same underlying event may occur (Boje, 1 99 1 ) . 

4.4 CONCLUSION 

Rhetorical criticism is inherently case-based, and I have chosen Hubbard Foods Limited 

as the focal organi sation for my business social responsib i lity study. Rhetoric is the art 

of persuasion, and persuasion is composed of textual or verbal strategies that have an 

effect on an audience. While I cannot know what precisely that effect is, textual analysis 

can produce a plausible insight into how business social responsibil ity i s  constituted and 

enacted. 

In the next four chapters I wi l l  progressively introduce aspects of Hub bard Foods 

Limited and owner-manager Dick Hubbard' s  ideas of business social responsibi l ity. 

Thus I analyse how social responsibility i s  represented to a New Zealand public. As a 

background to my analysis  of the social responsibil ity rhetoric of Hubbard and those 

who portray him, the next chapter presents a portrait of Dick Hubbard and Hubbard 

Foods Limi ted. 
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CHAPTER FIVE : BACKGROUND TO HUBBARD FOODS LIMITED 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

Hubbard Foods Limited is a breakfast cereal processing company located in South 

Auckland, New Zealand. In 2003 it employs approximately 1 60 staff at its Mangere 

factory site. In the fifteen years since it was founded, Hubbard Foods Limited has grown 

from a small start-up business with zero market share to record $25 million in sales in the 

financial year ended 2002 , a figure incorporating sales of both ' Hubbards' brand items 

and various supermarket house brands. The financial year 1 998- 1 999 registered 23 % 

growth, and since then the company has grown by approximately 7% per annum. At that 

time Hubbard Foods Limited had 23 products (mueslis, cornflake, rice products and a 

range of specialty flakes) on supermarket shelves in countries including Australia, Fij i, 

Malaysia, New Zealand, the Philippines, Samoa, Singapore and the United Kingdom. 

Hubbard Foods Limited has approximately 1 4% of the New Zealand domestic breakfast 

cereal market share under the ' Hubbards' brand and another estimated 9% through 

private label products. Around 20% of sales are generated from Hubbard Foods 

Limited's export arm. About three quarters of these sales are to Australia. 

Broadly, this is the setting or context for the business social responsibility rhetoric under 

scrutiny in my study. This background chapter to the case study of Hubbard Foods 

Limited begins with a section that presents the evolution of the company with particular 

emphasis on its owner and managing Director, Dick Hubbard. Next, I present a section 

highlighting Hubbard's espoused business principles and practices. An overview of 

Hubbard Foods Limited's major marketing and direct communication device, Clipboard, 

precedes the brief conclusion. 

Much of the information for this chapter is gleaned from the privately commissioned 

memoir A very fruitful decade: An account of the first ten years in the life of Hubbard 

Foods Limited (OTM Memoirs, 1 999), Hubbard Foods Limited' s  Triple Bottom Line 

Report (Hubbard, 200 1 ;  Appendix ll) various press reports, and Clipboari (examples in 

Appendix III & Appendix IV). 

1 The abbreviation C followed by the issue number is used throughout this thesis when abbreviating 
Clipboard as a source. For example, Clipboard 3 is (C 3). 
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5.2 THE FOUNDER, COMPANY AND PRODUCT 

5.2.1 A short introduction to Dick Hubbard and Hubbard Foods Limited 

Dick Hubbard, founder of Hubbard Foods Limited, began his business career after 

graduating from Massey University with a degree in Food technology. After considerable 

experience in New Zealand manufacturing, and postings to aid projects overseas, 

Hubbard returned to New Zealand. In 1988, with partners E. Franken, D. K. Hubbard and 

K. M. Franken, Hubbard established Winner Foods, a South Auckland cereal processing 

company - Company No. AK3 83027. There was $50,000 of paid up capital and shares 

were equally allocated to partners R. 1. Hubbard, D. K. Hubbard, E. Franken and K.M. 

Speakman [Franken] . R. 1. Hubbard and E. Franken were Directors and K. M. Franken 

was the Company Secretary. Winner Foods Limited took out a 6 year lease on 1 3 3 

Captain Springs Road, Onehunga and began production of a range of muesli products. 

By 1 989 sales of Winner products had dropped to an almost negligible level but the 

contract to supply the Foodtown supermarket chain's house-brand mueslis proved vital 

for the recovery of the business. In 1 990 Winner Foods Limited showed its first profit 

and Dick Hubbard drew his first salary (OTM Memoirs, 1 999). In 1 990 E. Franken and 

K. Franken resigned from the partnership and R. 1. Hubbard (Dick) and D. K. Hubbard 

(Diana) gained 1 00% ownership of winner Foods Limited. D. K. Hubbard was appointed 

Director and Company Secretary. 

Dick and Diana Hubbard, despite some misgivings (OTM Memoirs, 1 999), launched the 

'Hubbards' brand in October 1 990. The "HUBBARDS" logo carried the subheading 

"Your proudly independent New Zealand company". Packs of ' Fruitful Breakfast ',  a new 

muesli product, contained the first issue of a brief introductory customer newsletter -

Clipboard. Both the product and the Clipboard proved a moderate success in the 

marketplace. 

With the increasing success of the 'Hubbards' brand, in 1 993 the company name was 

changed from Winner Foods Limited to Hubbard Foods Limited and ownership was 

transferred to the Hubbard Family Trust. Company capital was increased with the issue 

of 1 00 new 'A'  $ 1  shares to Diana Hubbard and Dick Hubbard and the original 50,000 

shares were converted to non-voting 'B '  shares and placed in the trust. The same year 

John Ashman was appointed as General Manager, releasing Hubbard from much of the 
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day-to-day management of the business. In 1 994, having outgrown the premises, 

Hubbard Foods Limited moved production to a new purpose-built factory in Mangere. 

About the same time Dick Hubbard opened a discussion in Clipboard 1 9  as to whether a 

company can have a soul. This would be taken up and expanded in later Clipboards (e.g. 

C 2 1 ;  30; 44) and become a defining characteristic of Hubbard Foods Limited. Hubbard 

also produced a recipe book featuring his company's  product and distributed it free in 

every 1 0th pack of 'Hubbards' cereal. 

Business expansion continued in the new factory, with extra staff and new products 

introduced. Diana Hubbard produced a second cookbook in 1 996, with all recipes 

personally cooked and tested in her home. Meanwhile, Dick Hubbard was acquiring 

prominence on the national stage as a businessman who cared about social issues 

(Bedford, 1 997; Corrigan, 1 997; Light, 1 995; Parker, 1 997; Riordan, 1 997). In 1 997 NZ 

Business chose Hubbard as one of the 10  outstanding entrepreneurs of the decade 

(Goulter, 1 997). 

Nineteen ninety-eight proved a significant year for the public profile of Hubbard Foods 

Limited and its owner-manager Dick Hubbard. Impetus for increased public attention 

came when Hubbard undertook to close the factory and fly his entire staff to Western 

Samoa for a company 'picnic' (Walker & Monin, 200 1 ;  Chapter Seven of this thesis). 

Heralded by the press as a progressive, socially responsible, businessman, in 1 998 Dick 

Hubbard delivered more than 1 00 speeches to audiences throughout New Zealand. 

Hubbard also committed $60,000 of his own money to successfully launch Businesses 

for Social Responsibility (Schaer, 1 998; "The power of the Wattie-style approach", 

1 998). 

Hubbard's  exposure as an advocate of business social responsibility was further 

enhanced when he faced New Zealand Business Roundtable Executive Chairman, Roger 

Kerr, in a celebrity debate organised by the Wellington Chamber Of Commerce. Hubbard 

and his team argued that the business of business was not just business (Du Fresne, 1 998; 

Robertson, 1 998; Steeman, 1 998; Chapter Eight of this thesis). Significant developments 

of the business included an extension of export activities with expanding Australian 

sales. Hubbard also established a website: www .hubbards.co.nz where copies of 

Clipboard were posted. The public standing of the company was acknowledged when 
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Hubbard Foods Limited was nominated one of the 1 0  most respected New Zealand 

companies in a Colmar Brunton survey of 500 New Zealanders (Russell, 1 998). In 

August 1 998 Hubbard Foods Limited sales topped $2,000,000 and sales for the calendar 

year topped $20,000,000 (OTM Memoirs, 1 999). 

Figure 5. 1 Dick Hubbard, Founder of Hubbard Foods Limited 

Talbolt, J .  (200 1 ,  August 29). Hubbard's triple bottom-line. The Dominion, p. 2 1 .  
Hubbard pushes for triple bottom-line. (200 I ,  September 3). Manawatu Evening Standard, p .  1 4. 

An active participant in industry-wide initiatives, from 1 980 to 1 982 Hubbard was 

President of the New Zealand Institute of Food Science and Technology. From 1 982 to 

1 995 he was Chairman of the Foods Standards Committee, advising the Minister of 

Health on food. More recently the focus of involvement has changed toward 

undertakings with overt social and environmental focus. In 1 999 Hubbard was invited to 

join the Executive Board of the New Zealand Business Council for Sustainable 

Development. In 2003 he continues to serve as a Board Member and is still Chairman of 

New Zealand Businesses for Social Responsibility. In 2002 he was appointed Chairman 

of the New Zealand National Parks and Conservation Foundation. Hubbard is a Board 

Member of Outward Bound New Zealand Trust, Food Sector Chairman for Competitive 

Auckland, Trustee for National Parks Conservation Foundation, Trustee for the Southern 
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Cross Foundation and Member of the Joint Task Force of the Institute of Management 

and New Zealand Qualification Association (Hubbard, 200 1 ). He also sits on the Massey 

University Council and is Chairman of the New Zealand Food-Grocery Council 

(previously the New Zealand Grocery Marketers' Association). Hubbard's  contribution 

to New Zealand business and technology was recognised in 1 998 when he received an 

Honorary Doctorate in Science from Massey University. Appendix I presents a 

chronological summary of developments relating to Hubbard Foods Limited. 

Through Clipboard and through innovative business practices carried out in the name of 

business social responsibility, Dick Hubbard has acquired a reputation as one of New 

Zealand's main exponents of social responsibility in business. Hubbard openly advocates 

a position whereby the businessperson acknowledges an obligation to contribute to 

society's  betterment, outside the business sphere. 

5.2.2 The P roduct: Breakfast Cereals 

Hubbard Foods Limited competes in a New Zealand breakfast cereal market dominated 

by the established Kelloggs and Sanitarium brands. From the beginning the 'Hubbards' 

brand was differentiated in the market in a number of areas. Products initially focussed 

on a variety of muesli products that stressed nutrition and healthy eating. Fruit was often 

a featured ingredient, and the product names such as 'Berry Berry Nice ' and 

'Bugs'n'Mud' had a quirky appeal that set them apart from others on supermarket 

shelves (Marks, 2002). In 1 994 ' Berry Berry Nice' came runner-up in the Carter Holt 

Harvey Food Awards; in 1 995 'Coco Morning' won the Carter Holt Harvey Food 

Awards Premier Award for the most outstanding food product of 1 995 (C 25); in 1 996, at 

the biennial International Food Fair in Paris, 'Berry Berry Nice' won the Sial d'Or for the 

best breakfast product in New Zealand (OTM Memoirs, 1 999). 

Several new products, including wheat-free, low-gluten cereals (C 33) and 'Organic 

Toasted Muesli ' (C 60), are responses to customer requests for certain foods. To help 

refine products Hubbard surveys customers through Clipboard, receiving feedback on 

such things as sweetness levels and whether to continue with peanuts in 'Oat Bran 

Muesli' (e.g. C 27; 28; 3 1 ). Table 5. 1 presents a summary of all Hubbard Foods 

Limited's  products launched, including some that have been withdrawn. 
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Table 5. 1 Products launched by Hubbard Foods Limited 

• 1 990 Fruitful Breakfast. 

• 1 991 Oat Bran Muesli 

1 992 Very Fruitful Flakes; Fruitful Porridge 

1 993 Berry Berry Nice; Fruit Fiesta 

• 1 994 Coco Morning ; Rice'n'raisins; Hubbets. 

• 1 996 Oranges Of St Clements; Fruitful Lite; Berry Berry Porridge; Honey Bumbles; 

Bugs'n'mud 

• 1 997 Very Very Lite; Outward Bound 

1 998 Hot Breakfast; Yours Fruitfully; Berry Berry Bubbles 

• 1 999 Tangs Very Much; Thank Goodness 

• 2000 Currantly Bran; Home Sweet Home 

2000 Forever Feijoa; Vortex; Light & Right - Apricot & Berry 

2001 Good As Gold 

2002 Hubbard's Gisborne Gold Cornflakes; Rice Pops; Simply Toasted Muesli; Organic 

Toasted Muesli 

• Ongoing: Supermarket house brand cereals for Foodtown, Countdown,  Pak'n Save & 
New World etc. 

I n  the early days the ' Hubbards' brand established a reputation for i nnovative packaging. 

Products stood out from those of competitors in terms of the graphic design of the carton. 

A novel ' window' through which customers could see the contents of some packets also 

attracted attention. Both of these features earned Hubbard Foods Limited design awards. 

5.3 PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES 

5.3.1 Company Ethos 

Hubbard positions his company firmly in the breakfast foods market, but his professed 

aspirations range wider. The Triple Bottom Line Report states that the company vision of 

Hubbard Foods Limited is  "to provide sustenance for the mind, body and soul". Food 

products will be "innovative, nutritionally responsible and responsibly p riced". Hubbard 

Foods Limited also commits to "provide hope and inspiration to all stakeholders 

associated with the company" and to "provide, through our activities, positive and moral 

leadership within the community" (Hubbard, 200 1 ,  p. 2). This social orientation is 

consistent with the historical orientation  of major breakfast cereal manu facturers, 

Kelloggs and Sanitarium. J .H. Kellogg became internationally famous for his 
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i nvolvement i n  social issues and Sanitarium is associated with the Seventh Day Adventist 

Church. Tacitly acknowledging the legacy, Hubbard presents his Clipboard audience 

with some "timeless advice" from "the real" Mr Kellogg: "Suggestions for one who 

wishes to hit the trail successfully, make the grade, play the game, and win" (C 22). 

5.3.2 Staff and Employm ent (Souls on Board) 

Employment creation, especially for the long-term unemployed, features as a key 

responsibility for Hubbard Foods Limited. Hubbard chooses to limit the i ntroduction of 

new technology in  some operations in  order to  provide employment in  the community 

(Hubbard, 200 1 ). Hubbard consistently refers to the vital importance of people to the 

success of his organisation (e.g. C 36; "Cereal king with a common touch", 1 998;  

Clarkson, 1 998 ;  OTM Memoirs, 1 999, p. 63) .  Jackson & Parry (200 1 )  report Hubbard' s  

view that "business de-dignifies people" b y  treating them as inputs and o utputs (p. 1 1 1 ) . 

I ndeed, staff should be thought of as "souls" rather than "resources" (C 44; Hubbard, 

200 1 ,  p. 7). 

Hubbard prides himself on upholding good relationships with his employees and 

maintains a first-names only policy in  the workplace. Open communication with staff is 

promoted in  a n umber of ways. Reportedly, Hubbard cut up  his tie when a staff member 

ide ntified it as a barrier to communication. As a consequence of the i ncident he resolved 

never to wear a tie in the factory (Marks, 2002). "KFC lunches" with Hubbard every 

three months keep staff in touch with business developments and are intended to 

encourage them to communicate openly about any issues they wish to raise (Marks, 

2002; OTM Memoirs, 1 999). The format for the meetings was established i n  the very 

early days of H ubbard Foods Limited. Hubbard and senior staff have continued the 

tradition of meeting with all staff, notwithstanding the logistical difficulties of doing so 

in the larger company with several work shifts per day. E ncapsulating H ubbard' s  

thinking on staff relations and communications, a sign i n  the Hubbard Foods Limited car 

park reads: 

This is a "no nonsense" management zone. No management excesses, corporate 

ego trips, committee decisions, inter-company memos, buck-pass ing, back 

stabbing, or other d ub ious management practices allowed on these premises. 
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Despite Hubbard's  emphasis on employment creation and his personal commitment to 

his staff, media coverage of Hubbard Foods Limited's  industrial relations record has 

been mixed. Hubbard received accolades in 1 998 for treating his staff to a long weekend 

in Samoa (Walker & Monin, 200 1 ; Chapter Seven of this thesis). Yet in 1 999 he became 

the focus of a pay dispute that presented him as an exploitative employer (Hill, 2000b; A. 

Hubbard, 2000; "Model employer' s workers protest, 2000; Mulrooney, 2000a). Hubbard 

sees one outcome of that dispute as being higher staffing levels, leading to "medium rates 

of pay". He warns that future developments may mean that "manning rates will tend to 

drop as a percentage of turnover" (Hubbard, 200 1 ,  p. 2 1 ). 

In 2000 Hubbard Foods Limited instituted a profit-sharing scheme for all employees, 

distributing 1 0% of "pre-tax profit as a 'dividend' to employees on a six monthly basis" 

("Cereal king hands out 1 0pc of profit to staff', 200 1 ;  Hubbard, 200 1 ;  Mulrooney, 

2000b). Hubbard Foods Limited has also established an independent Board of Directors 

charged with protecting stakeholder interests, including those of employees (Hub bard, 

200 1 ,  p. 6). 

5.3.3 The Hubbard Family 

According to the Triple Bottom Line Report, "The central core of the Hubbard Foods 

Limited business philosophy is a recognition of the concept of stakeholder theory . . .  

These stakeholders are the shareholders, employees, customers, suppliers and . . .  

community" (Hubbard, 200 1 ,  p. 2). 

The image of the family dominates Hubbard's  conception of what it means to be a 

stakeholder. The metaphor extends from the stakeholder family of staff and Clipboard 

readers (Chapter Six of this thesis), to the "extended family" of agencies associated with 

Hubbard Foods Limited (Hubbard, 200 1 ,  p. 1 1 ) and even to the product l ine itself. For 

example, the importance of employees' own families is recognised through their 

inclusion in all Hubbard Foods Limited company outings (Hubbard, 200 1 , p. 7). New 

products are welcomed into the Hubbard family (e.g. C 30; 3 1 ), referred to as the latest 

"baby" (e.g. C 52; 6 1 ), and one Clipboard even carried a "birth notice" for "non-identical 

twins . . .  Berry Berry Nice and Fruit Fiesta" (C 1 6). A recent presentation in Clipboard 

presented the Hubbard product "family" (Figure 5.2). 
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Figure 5. 2 Clipboard Representation of the Hubbard Product 'Family' (C 6 1) 

7if�t; ., :--.� �;-----..--. "-� 

H��� 1iImHf-l 
LOTS OF ORGAN1SA nONS HA YE A TEAM PHOTO TO SHOW OFF THElR 
TEAM. We have t\ staff or team photo taken here at Hubbard Foods every 

year but J am going to show you 11 team photo with a difference I You see, 
J am going to show you a photo of our team of Hubbard products. I do 
like to think of them as members of the HubblllU family. 

As I hear from customers and talk to customers, one of the tIlost common 
refrains 1 hear is ", d idn't know that you made that," or ." have never scen 
that product before� This is often because our products end up at different 
places on different supermarket shelves. So 1 am going to take the liberty 
of showing off the whole Hubbllrd family and introduce them to you. 

To show you that we provide " a one -stop shop" range of cereals, 
, have broken them up into their various groups: 

Mueslis 
Fruit/ul Breakfast 

Ol1tbran Muesli 

Berry Berry Nice 

FrUitful Lite 

Oranges of 
St. Ciements 

Simply M uesli 

Yours FrUitfully 

Organic 
Natural Muesli 

Toasted iv)uesli 

Porridges 
FruitfUl Porridge 
Quick Cook Dais 

Serious 
Body Fuel 
Outward Bound 
Cereal (With sac per 
p.Kkct 5upporting 
Outward Bound) 
·'rwty Flakes 

Very Very Lite 

Vel}' FrUitful Flakes 

Light & Right 
- Apricot or Berry 
(brdnd ne\v!) 

Particularly 
Kiwi 
Forever Feijoa 

Home Sweet Home 

Special  
Dietary Needs 
Thank Goodness 
(Gluten-free) 

Childre n's 
Cereals (0/10 tor the yOWlg 
at heart!) 
Bugs 'n Mud 

Honey Bumbles 

Berry Berry Bubbles 

Traditiona l  
Cornflakes 
- ,oog 3" d soog 
Rice Pops 
- 300g and 500g 

, " t  it?1 That's quite a lme up, zsn , . 

This Clipboard is printed on recycled poper using soy-based inks ond citrus "eoners 

5.3.4 Social and  E nvironmental Concerns 

H ubbard Food s  Limited i s  actively associated with a number of social causes (Tab le  5.2) .  

Several of these demonstrate Hubbard' s  loyalty to i nstitutions that have i nfluenced h i s  

own development. For  example, Hubbard openly promotes Massey University ' S  Food 

Techno logy degree by writin g  about food technology as a career (C 1 7) and by offering 
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young people study opportunities (C 58). By 1 992 Dick Hubbard was offering to sponsor 

customers to Outward Bound courses (C 8) .  Hubbard attended Outward Bound as a 

young man (C 8) and he frequently extols the personal development benefits of Outward 

Bound (e.g. C 9;  1 7; 23; 24; 25; 59). In 1 997 Hubbard Foods Limited brought to market 

' Outward Bound Cereal ' ,  gifting 50 cents per package to Outward Bound New Zealand 

in Anakiwa. From time to time, customers are reminded of how much they contribute to 

this cause (C 33 ;  5 1 ) : "On current sales of the 'Outward Bound Cereal' this amounts to 

approximately $9,000 per month . . .  Not bad for a little Kiwi breakfast cereal !"  (C 5 1 ). 

Clipboard 23 carried entry forms for the 1 0  free places offered in 1 995. Concerned to 

minimise costs to customers, Hubbard's  postscript suggests that "To save postage you 

can accumulate entries if you wish and send them in one envelope". 

Hubbard has also formally assisted struggling businesses through his involvement in the 

television mentoring programme Trouble Shooters. In 1 999 he and The Warehouse's  

Stephen Tindall undertook to try to save KT Footwear, a company originally set up with 

a strong social agenda: "Hubbard in particular, helped to set up a rescue committee . . .  to 

help steer KT Footwear in the right direction" (Scherer, 1 999). Hubbard wrote to 

customers of the motivation behind assistance he had given to a business that was "going 

through a tight patch" (C 3 9) .  

Table 5. 2 Causes Supported by Hubbard Foods Limited 

Business recovery, KTs Shoes 

• Kids for Kids' Concerts (with singer Suzanne Prentice) 

• Massey University Food Technology Degree 

New Zealand Businesses for Social Responsibil ity (BSR) 

• New Zealand Business Council for Sustainable Development 

• Outward Bound New Zealand 

• Riding for the disabled 

• School breakfast clubs (eight schools) 

• School scholarships 

• Spirit of Adventure Sponsorships 

• Numerous donations of Hubbard cereals to everything from 

Kindergartens to trans-Atlantic rowers 

• Donations to political parties 
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Although most of the social programmes and issues that Hubbard embraces ten d  to be 

non-controversial, his novel approaches and willingness to challenge the b usiness 

establ i shment have ensured a press profile for Hubbard and Hubbard Foods Limited. 

' Hubbards '  publications act as forums for a wide range of social and environmental 

i ssues, especially those related to business social responsibility. Topics range over 

business ethics (e.g. C 26), triple bottom l ine reporting  (e.g. C 5 5), companies with soul 

(e.g. C 1 9; 2 1 ;  30), business social responsibility (e.g .  C 34; 3 5 ;  45), genetic modification 

(C 4 1 )  and sustainability (e.g. C 45 ;  49). In the Triple Bottom Line Report Hubbard 

i dentifies a number of "dilemmas" the company faces i n  trying to attain a balance 

between business and social concerns. Thus customers are freq uently reminded of the 

challenges of maintaining stewardship of the business social responsibi lity ideal. 

5.3.5 Public Relations, Promotion and Advertising 

Organisations u se a number of means to engage the attention of maj or stakeholders. It 

might be expected that H ubbard Food L imited's immediate customer (the trade customer 

or retailer) would be singled out for particular attention. Instead, Hubbard has established 

a novel d irect marketing approach. Through the use of regular Clipboards - b i-monthly 

newsletters that are included i n  each packet of product (Figure 5 . 3 ;  Appendix I l l ;  

Appendix I V )  - Hubbard interacts with each consumer o f  his product. These newsletters, 

written by Hubbard himself and always commencing with an editorial, construct personal 

l inks between the company, the manager and individual customers. At the same time, 

they constitute Hubbard' s  public representation of himself, his management approach 

and his company. Clipboard is now acknowledged as the key to Hubbard Food 

L imited' s marketing strategy (Hubbard, 200 1 ;  C 24; 50) .  Thus, via the cereal packet, he 

constructs a 'b i lateral relationship' between himself (the managing d irector) and h is  

customer-stakeholders (lones, 1 995) .  
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Figure 5. 3 The Clipboard Newsletter 

CAl� A COMPANY HAVE A SOUL? 
HOf C:Qur�c not OH I.h.t.l I!. (01 pC')pl� ' WOI.;JJ probr'lUl:.-' � the .. Wid, {and 
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But Clipboard is not the only promotional tool. Product packaging typically features 

colourful artwork of wholesome, healthy fruit and grains that are associated with the 

product .  The ' Hubbards' logo features prominently on all packets. Each cereal pack 

contains a Clipboard and carries Dick Hubbard's  personal product endorsement on the 

outside: 

This product is my own. I have developed the formula, I have tested it and I have 

manufactured it. I am proud of the product and I unreservedly stand behind it. If 

for any reason at all you don' t  share my enthusiasm for this product, please let me 

know and I will be willing to honour my guarantee. Dick Hubbard. 

A signed ' seal' on the carton carries Hubbard's  personal pledge that there are: "No 

artificial ingredients. Honestly there isn't". The package of one "truly family-friendly 

cereal", ' Home Sweet Home' ,  resonates with themes of patriotism and family, themes to 

be explored in greater depth in subsequent chapters of this thesis .  Colourful graphics 

depict a map of New Zealand superimposed with outdoor scenes of skiing, fishing, 
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biking, sailing and beaches. According to the "treacly marketing blurb" (Marks, 2002, p. 

5 1 )  on the back of the packet, 'Home Sweet Home' is: 

Just the thing for families living in one of the best little environments in the 

world, the place that we can proudly call Home Sweet Home. Just the thing for 

our New Zealand heroes of the future, and the hardworking people who help them 

get on in the world every day. 

Thus, ' Home Sweet Home' is brought to customers in the spirit of "great pride in New 

Zealand, and all that it stands for". 

Hubbard Foods Limited will not advertise on television as, Hubbard contends, money 

spent on advertising is money withdrawn from more worthy recipients such as staff and 

customers. Accordingly, he discusses the policy in Clipboard under the headline "WHY 

YOU DON'T SEE US ADVERTISE ON T.V." (C 22). Dick Hubbard's editorial makes it 

clear that television advertising is ultimately paid for by the customer and "quite frankly I 

think we can give you best value at the moment by spending it on higher fruit levels, 

Outward Bound Sponsorships, Recipe Books, Employment Creation etc." (C 22) .  Every 

so often Hubbard's own choices appear to contradict his professed principles and 

television advertising offers one example. Although Dick Hubbard' s established stance 

on television advertising is not to invest money in it, he has appeared in television and 

print advertisements promoting another company's telecommunications products ("Dick 

Hubbard on grains, brains and calls to mobile", 2000, pp. 1 1 8- 1 1 9). 

Several years and thirty-two Clipboards later Hubbard reflects on the stance taken on 

advertising. Referring back to the earlier discussion, he points out that at Hubbard Foods 

Limited: "We are not anti-advertising . . .  I believe it is legitimate to persuade you to buy 

our products" (C 54). Hubbard commits Hubbard Foods Limited to an advertising 

charter :  

• Our advertising will be aimed to inform and not create unrealistic or irrelevant 
images. 

• Our advertising will not play on anyone's conscience, fear, weakness or 
worrIes. 

• We will not advertise directly to children and we will not invoke "pester
power". 

• Our advertising will not use "continual repetition", or "irritation" as a 
technique. 
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• Our advertising will not promote the concept of " instant gratification" or 
"instant fix". 

• Our advertising will not denigrate our opposition and we will  not u ndertake 
"comparative advertising" as seen i n  the U.S.A. and now i n  Australia .  

• Our advertising will  respect your values and we recognise that they could be 
d ifferent to ours. 

• We will spend your money wisely and responsibly. (C 54;  Hubbard, 200 1 ,  p .  
1 2) 

Adherence to the code i s  apparent i n  a tongue i n  cheek print advertisement that declares: 

"Creat ing the perfect cereal takes ages, so I ' ll leave the ad to you" (F igure 5 .4). 

Figure 5. 4 Hubbard Foods Limited Magazine Advertisement 

Creating the perfect cereal takes ages, so I ' l l  leave the ad to you. (200 1 ,  August). [Advertisement] . 
New Zealand Gardener, p. 1 I .  
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Despite Hubbard's  stance on television advertising, Hubbard Foods Limited makes 

active use of the print medium, largely through the free publicity gained from creating 

newsworthy stories. Newspapers, church publications and TV documentaries have 

endorsed his business philosophy (Chapters Seven and Eight of this thesis). Media hype 

surrounding the staff trip to Samoa (Chapter Seven of this thesis) was supplemented by 

Hubbard' s  apparent challenge to the established business heavyweight the New Zealand 

Business Roundtable (NZBR) (Chapter Eight of this thesis). New Zealand Businesses for 

Social Responsibility (BSR) was widely regarded as an 'alternative' Roundtable (Brock, 

1 998 ;  "Businessman plans to set up rival to Roundtable", 1 997; Carr, 1 998;  "New 

venture mounts challenge to Roundtable", 1 998). 

Additionally, Dick Hubbard has drawn attention to himself and his business by 

purchasing full-page spreads in major daily newspapers to promote issues or innovative 

business developments. One example was the publication of a version of Hubbard Foods 

Limited' s  Triple Bottom Line Report under the jokingly provocative headline "Dick 

reveals three bottoms" ("Dick reveals three bottoms", 200 1 ,  p. 8). Another example was 

an unconventional appeal to fellow New Zealanders. In September 200 1 Hubbard placed 

a personal full-page newspaper advertisement calling upon all patriotic kiwis to fall 

behind the struggling national airline carrier, Air New Zealand. The banner read "Calling 

all Patriotic Kiwis" ("Calling all Patriotic Kiwis", 200 I ,  p. 7) . Hubbard proposed that all 

New Zealanders resolve to "fly Air New Zealand wherever possible as a nationalistic 

cause". He undertook to personally forfeit 1 00,000 airpoints, challenging his compatriots 

to voluntarily surrender 1 0% of their own. The close drew attention to Hubbard's self

definition: 

This is my contribution as a passionate, patriotic and compassionate Kiwi. Will 

you be one too? Dick Hubbard (not just a cereal maker) . ("Calling all Patriotic 

Kiwis", 200 1 ,  p. 7) 

5.4 THE CLIPBOARD 
5.4. 1 General background 

From the start Clipboard became a crucial part of the 'Hubbards' brand identity 

(Hubbard, 200 1 ). The idea to produce the news bulletin came from something Dick 

Hubbard had seen in North America and he even appropriated the name - it was to be 

called Clipboard (OTM Memoirs, 1 999, p. 24). Customers now expect a copy with their 

cereal and will let the company know if they have missed out. Acknowledging customer 
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concerns about the omission of Clipboard from some cereal packs, Hubbard adopts a 

tone of exaggerated formality, parodying a court oath: 

"I, Richard John Hubbard, do solemnly vow, declare and promise that from now 

on there will be a Clipboard in every packet of cereal . The Clipboard will, from 

now on, be regarded as an ingredient like all the other ingredients in our cereal. 

No Clipboard, no production!". (C 24) 

The children's  market is recognised through the parallel publication, Kidzboard which is 

distributed in the packages of those cereals known to be most appealing to children. 

5.4.2 Format of Clipboard 
The visual format of Clipboard is almost ostentatiously 'anti-design' ,  having undergone 

several minor changes but continuing to feature a range of font styles and sizes and 

unsophisticated graphics. Upon initial impression, Clipboard is similar to any 

promotional pamphlet or religious tract. However, in tone it assumes the intimacy of a 

personal letter. There is no strident ideological ranting or table thumping, rather a low

key, courteous but affable ' letter' .  Any overt ideological appeal is followed by a self

deprecating, somewhat anticlimactical close. For example, an appeal for Kiwi pride 

closes with: "Enough of that ' heavy stuff" (e.g. C 1 6) ;  and a plea for a long term vision 

is brought down to earth with: "I have been thinking of this for a while and waiting for a 

chance to get this one off my chest! Have a good breakfast ! "  (C 4 1 ) . 

Overall, despite some minor changes, Clipboard maintains a fairly standard format 

(Appendix Ill) . Typically, the front page consists of an editorial. The inside two pages 

vary considerably, but generally carry a number of the following key Clipboard elements 

such as nutritional advice, recipes, Hubbard stories or 'history lessons' ,  product updates, 

customer surveys, letters from customers, poems, and handy hints. The back page almost 

always contains a "Quotable Quote" and topics highlight themes such as optimism (e.g. 

C 2; 5); living for the day, age and wisdom (e.g. C 14; 2 1 ;  30; 3 1 ;  36; 4 1 ;  5 5); virtues or 

rules to live by (e.g. C 22; 29; 45; 53 ; 60); and courage or the moral effect of danger and 

risk (e.g. 8,  1 6, 40, 62). 

Clipboard, the "cereal serial" as one reader apparently named it (C 4), has provided a 

vehicle for Hubbard's views on social responsibility from the early installments where he 

introduces notions of the ethical and moral responsibilities of business. Thus Hubbard 

undertakes, in a very public sense, an activity bound to result in "strong moral self-
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definition" (Walker, 1 987). What he says in Clipboard, and does in practice, set 

precedents for future actions that are morally self-defining. Because the stories entail 

commitments that Hubbard may not intend, they may also impose burdens he did not 

want. Hubbard's approach has also led to stories told by others (e.g. the press) and these 

also help to define him. Clipboard also serves as a channel of communication about the 

Hubbard-initiated organisation, Businesses for Social Responsibility. 

The serial nature of Clipboard has rhetorical benefits that Hubbard exploits. Customers 

are enticed by ongoing promises whereby the next installment will bring satisfaction (e.g. 

C 30) . Customers are kept alert to new things to come, with teasers such as "wait and 

see" (e.g. C 35) ,  and to "Watch this space" (e.g. C 20; 26). Similarly, the serial nature of 

Clipboard enables readers to adapt to new developments. An example of this is the 

announcement of Hubbard Foods Limited's expansion into the United Kingdom market 

(C 4 1 ) . Clipboard 30 explains why Hubbard Foods Limited prefers not to export: "I work 

on the theory that we do as much good for New Zealand by competing against imported 

goods as we do by direct exporting" (C 30) . Yet, without any apparent sense of 

inconsistency, in Clipboard 41 Hubbard enthusiastically proclaims "HI, HO, IT' S OFF 

TO MERRY ENGLAND WE GO!". He tells customers: "Who knows, we might end up 

as being ' By appointment to the Queen ! ' .  I ' ll keep you posted" (C 4 1 ) . 

5.5 CONCLUSION 

Hubbard Foods Limited has established a unique place in the New Zealand business 

scene. Its owner-manager, Dick Hubbard, has become strongly identified with business 

social responsibility and his public stance is enacted in a number of ways, including 

sponsorship of community activities and Hubbard's  personal involvement on a number 

of social and environmental organisations. Notably, Hubbard actively engages Hubbard 

Foods Limited's customers in a business social responsibility dialogue through 

Clipboard, a key communication and marketing device. He reinforces stakeholder 

engagement by inviting interaction and publishes selected extracts from letters in 

Clipboard. 

The following chapter examines the means by which Hubbard builds and maintains 

relationships with these key stakeholders through Clipboard. 
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CHAPTER SIX: RELATIONSHIP BUILDING THROUGH 

CLIPBOARD: HUB BARD AND STAKEHOLDER 

ENGAGEMENTi 

6.1  INTRODUCTION 

Among the contextual background in the preceding chapter was an introduction to the 

key communication device for Hubbard Foods Limited, Clipboard (see also Appendix 

Ill; Appendix IV). Through the rhetoric of Clipboard Hubbard promotes ideas of 

stakeholderism and business social responsibi l ity. 

Publ ication of the first Hubbard Clipboard elicited an unanticipated wave of letters from 

customers and Hubbard undertook to reply personally to every one (M. Kendal l ,  

Personal Communication, September 9 ,  1 998;  OTM Memoirs; Ceramalus, 1 998 ;  Marks, 

2002) . He also perceived that he had somehow made an impression on the people  who 

read h is  newsletter and the Clipboard developed from an introductory 'getting to know 

you' to an informal, ongoing narrative of ' the state of the company' - the friendly and 

engaging text it is today. More than sixty Clipboards on, Hubbard 's  relationship with 

New Zealand customers seems to be as strong as ever. Furthermore, in Clipboard 50, a 

celebratory 'special edition' ,  Hubbard acknowledges the centrality of Clipboard to the 

success of his enterprise when he tel ls  customers : "I think of C l ipboard now as the single 

most important ingredient we put in our cereal boxes" (C 50). 

In the wake of expansion into the Australian and UK markets, the Clipboard idea has 

been exported. With sl ight concessions to regional distinctions in the Australian and UK 

versions, Dick Hubbard continues his practice of talking d irectly to customers 'over the 

breakfast tab le' . New Zealand Clipboard 4 7  acknowledges this broadening of the 

' Hubbard fami ly', through the personalised heading: " I love our Austral ian cousins" (C 

47) . 

Material contained in this chapter was first published as: 
Walker, R. & Olsson, S. (200 1 ). Stakeholder engagement, social responsibility and the persuasive appeal of 
the Clipboard. Journal o/Corporate Citizenship, / (3), 85-98. 

Analysis in this thesis incorporates additional source material. 
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In this chapter I examine Clipboard, applying the first of my three chosen rhetorical 

perspectives, role criticism (Hart, 1 997). I aim to expose the textual strategies Hubbard 

employs in  the Clipboard to establ ish a persona, build relationships with h is  customers 

and communicate h is  distinctive ideas of business social responsibi l ity. In particular, I 

employ Beason's ( 1 99 1 )  five rhetorical categories of signalled ethos or credibi l ity to gain  

insights into the representation of business social responsibil ity by  a New Zealand 

company. 

F irst, I briefly review the three specific tenets of management underpinning Hubbard's 

Clipboard venture: social responsibil ity; stakeholder dialogue, and the forgi ng of trust 

between manager and stakeholders. Second, I show how these tenets contribute to the 

major narrative themes of leadership and community in Hubbard's  editorials. Third, I 

show how the interrelated concepts of ethos and persona form a basis for exploring the 

persuasive power of these editorials. Fourth, I apply Beason' s  framework. F inal ly, I 

comment on how this approach to rhetorical criticism contributes to a representation of 

business social responsibi l ity. 

6.2 TENETS OF MANAGEMENT IN CLIPBOARD 
6.2.1 Social Responsibility 

In itial indications from Hubbard's practice and rhetoric suggest that he interprets social 

responsibil ity in both normative and instrumental levels. Through Clipboard he states 

his beliefs in the ethical obl igations of business to society (C 1 9; 26; 49). He says that he 

believes that business has an obligation to contribute to the social sphere through job 

creation (C 2 ;  3) and "[reinvesting] in the country that supports them" (C 8). Hubbard' s  

vision of  business social responsibi l ity goes "beyond that narrow definition of purpose" 

(C 1 9) to include 

jobs, the environment, products that are safe and value for money, and of course 

last, but not least, the payment of due taxes. A company is therefore an integral 

part of the social structure of a community or country and ultimately its rationale 

for existence must be for the betterment of society. (C 1 9) 
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As i s  apparent from the previous chapter, this businessman was seen to 'walk h is  talk' 

early in the company's h istory through such practices as sponsorship of community 

events and personal development programmes such as Outward Bound (C 8; 1 7; 23) and 

the sail ing ship Spirit of Adventure (C 1 2), and later through establishing the 

organisation 'Businesses for S ocial Responsibi lity' (C 34; 35 ;  45). The tone of 

Clipboard suggests that Hubbard's  position i s  probably closely aligned with Ei lbert and 

Parket 's  ( 1 973, p. 7 cited in Carroll ,  1 999, p. 278) characteri sation of social 

responsibi l ity as "good neighborliness", as he professes a concern about local social 

issues and indicates a personal commitment to do something about them. 

In  C hapter Two we saw that, competing with views that there is something intrinsically 

' good' about business people engaging in 'neighbourly' d iscretionary responsibil ities, 

are views which warn of the "dangers of social responsibil ity" (Buchholz, 1 977, cited in 

hews, 1 988, p. 86) and the hazards inherent in al lowing business to become "an 

arbiter of our l ives" (Levitt, 1 958 ,  p. 44). It is possibly because Hubbard started small 

and 'grew' with h is customers, that his business social responsib i l ity practices have not 

been seen as a threat in that sense. Perhaps too, acceptance of h is ideas has something to 

do with his choice of general ly noncontroversial issues as a focus of his social 

involvement. And to those who, after Friedman ([ 1 970] 1 995), might argue on the 

grounds of the possible confl ict of interest between agent and principal, Hubbard 's right 

to undertake d iscretionary social responsibil ities is unquestioned in that he is both owner 

and managingd irector of the enterprise which bears his name. 

6.2.2 Stakeholder Dialogue 

Contemporary interpretations of business social responsibi l ity are imbued with ideas of 

corporate citizenship and stakeholder management, both of which tend toward a wealth

friendly orientation and a depersonalisation of the manager' s role. The latter common ly 

represents the organisational relationship with a variety of constituents in terms of a ' hub 

and spoke' relationship (lones, 1 995), with the organ isation at the centre and l ittle 

interaction among stakeholders. In contrast, Hubbard overtly seeks to establ ish a 

personal l ink with his customers and to include them in a conversation about a range of 
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issues, including those relating to staff (C 45 ; 47), the community (C 26), and even 

packet design i ssues (C 1 9), thus creating a sense of involvement and multiple 

relationships, more akin to a ' web' or network idea of stakeholder management (Rowley, 

1 997). 

Hubbard' s  personalised approach rel ies on a distinctive means of stakeholder d ialogue. 

A ' personal touch' is created by the presentation of Clipboard as a letter in which 

Hubbard talks d irectly to the reader, even though the format is essential ly that of a 

magazine, complete with editorial. The impression of intimacy and d ialogue is 

reinforced and sustained by the inclusion of the 'other' side of  the correspondence, 

constructing a sense of ongoing conversation, al lowing for customer suggestions and 

Hubbard ' s  own ideas to be presented, modified and refined publ icly through Clipboard. 

Customers are referred to as "you, my customers" (C 1 4) and "Dear customer" (C 3 1 ;  

43) .  They l ive in "customerland" (C 50) and their ideas are taken seriously. For example, 

w ith regard to "YCR's" (yoghurt covered raisins), customers have definitely been heard. 

Promising them a greater proportion in future packets of Fruitful Breakfast, Hubbard 

proclaims:  "The people have spoken ! (al l power to the people  and long l ive the people!)" 

(C 1 5) .  

Hubbard even publ icly explores the nature of his preferred relationship with customers. 

W ith reference to a story from Time Magazine, Hubbard states that he favours the 

"util itarian" way of "a series of ' I-thou' relationships" in which the manager looks for 

the "peoples [sic] consent" over the "formal ist" way of work that impl ies an "I-they" 

relationship with customers. The story, for Hubbard, "[put] i nto words rather nicely what 

I believe businesses (and people) should stand for" (C 2 1 ) .  Accordingly, customers are 

constantly urged to write in with their  responses to products, to communicate their 

views, to participate in competitions, or to just share 'good news' stories such as those 

told in the "more than a fai r  go" project (C 1 8 ; 42; 43). 
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6.2.3 Trust 

Business social responsib i l ity and stakeholder dialogue in turn imply a relationship that 

is based on trust. Hubbard' s  rhetoric includes appeals to trust as part of the credib i l ity he 

seeks from his  audience. Trust is also a main tenet of his management approach. 

Whitner, Brodt, Korsgaard and Werner ( 1 998) claim that: 

Trust can be viewed as an attitude held by one individual - the trustor - toward 

another - the trustee. This attitude is derived from the trustor' s perception, bel iefs 

and attributions about the trustee, based upon h is or her observations of the 

trustee's behavior. (p . 5 1 3) 

Trust might be considered especial ly important in times of perceived environmental 

change (Lane, 1 997). Under the pressures of global isation and the enterprise culture, 

workers are being asked to adjust from the old expectation of long-term tenure in return 

for service, to an understanding of employment as it relates to empowerment and self

realization. In turn, customers are being asked to accept that products and services are 

produced ethically and sustainably. 

In the organisational context, the onus to establ ish trust resides with the manager who 

needs to bui l d  a sense of stabi l ity and trust in times of apparent change and uncertainty. 

"Managers' actions and behaviors provide the foundation for trust and that it is actual ly 

management' s  responsibi l ity to take the first step in initiating trusting relationships" 

(Whitner et a l . ,  1 998, p. 5 1 4). At the same time " Managers ' values influence their 

motivation to display trustworthy behavior" (Whitner et a l . ,  1 998, p. 522). Hubbard's 

professed values of fami ly and community are consistent with this  desire. Additional ly, 

evidence of the characteristics of trustworthy behaviour, i ncluding behavioural 

consistency, integrity, communication, and demonstration of concern, competence and 

benevolence (McKnight & Chervany, 2002; Whitner et al . ,  1 998) is manifest in the text 

of Hub bard ' s  Clipboard. For instance, the very existence of Clipboard and its inclusive 

tone imply a desire to communicate with customers. Key themes are reiterated and 

revisited, and Hubbard' s  rhetoric frequently includes reference to his interest in the ideas 

customers express in their letters to him. 
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Related to idea of trust is that of risk (McKnight & Chervany, 2002), and Hubbard 

regularly extol s  the virtues and necessity of the wil l ingness to take "calculated risk", 

even welcoming fai lure as its natural corol lary (C 39; 40). 

Hubbard exp l ic itly addresses trust in a recent editorial, thereby reinforcing an image of 

h imself as trustworthy. Under the heading, 'TRUST ME - TRUST ME NOT' (C 53), 

Hubbard relates a story of the airport quarantine officer who al lowed him to pass through 

the inspection point unexamined because of his reputation : "You're D ick Hubbard, we 

trust you" (C 53). Hubbard uses the editorial to communicate that he "l iked to think that 

[the trust] had been earned" and to reflect on the responsib i l ity of being trusted. He 

assures his readers "We at Hubbard Foods acknowledge your trust in us and rest assured 

we wi l l  do our utmost to respect it" (C 53) .  

How these tenets of social responsibi l ity, stakeholder dialogue and trust contribute to the 

themes of leadership and community in Clipboard is the subject of the fol lowing section. 

6.3 CLIPBOARD NARRATIVES OF LEADERSHIP AND COMMUNITY 

6.3.1 Hubbard as Hero and Transformational Leader 

The tenets of Hub bard's  management approach are constituted as major narrative themes 

of the editorials. Most immediately, the Clipboard acts as a mouthpiece through which 

Hubbard, the owner-manager, conveys an image of a social ly aware and responsible 

leader and businessman. Hubbard invokes pathos, or emotional appeals to customers '  

feel ings and values, using "the force of  narration as  contributing value justification for 

human action [rather than] logical fitness" (Stutts & Barker, 1 999, p. 2 1 4) .  

Du Gay, Salaman and Rees ( 1 996) point out that, through the official rhetoric of current 

organisational stories, the public image of senior management has shifted from the 

bureaucratic and unsung nonentity of a few decades ago to the 'new' manager as both 

hero and transformational leader. That Hubbard has been publ icly acknowledged as both 

hero and transformational leader (Jackson & Parry, 200 1 ;  Holdsworth 2000) is evidence 
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that his publ ic  image is cons istent with a wider conception of today' s successful 

executive manager. 

Two main story l ines that contribute to this metamorphosis of the publ ic image of senior 

managers are the romantic narrative and the epic narrative (Clark & Salaman, 1 998). 

The romantic narrative constructs a rediscovery of the organisation as ' imagined 

community' where obstacles and adversaries are overcome and a new state of harmony 

and integration are achieved. The often overlapping epic narrative focuses on heroic 

leadership within the tests and trials of the epic journey or quest, to redefine senior 

managers " in a central, critical heroic, almost mystical role" (Clark & Salaman, 1 998, p. 

1 55) .  In both narratives "success depends on the charisma, vision, energy, courage of 

senior managers. The stories define management" (Clark & Salaman, 1 998, p. 1 55) .  In 

Clipboard Hubbard implicitly draws upon both these narrative themes to construct 

images of his leadership as "a repeating pattern of personal in itiative, system barrier, and 

optimistic rebuilding" (Beech, 2000, p. 2 1 7) .  

More directly, Hubbard also constructs a romantic narrative to  depict his philosophy of 

business soc ial responsibi l ity. This use of romantic narrative has been a feature of the 

social responsibi l ity debate for some time, and is probably best epitomised in the 

commercial ventures undertaken by Victorian industrialists such as Quakers Cadbury, 

Rowntree & Fry in the United Kingdom (Windsor, 1 980), and, in New Zealand, by 

Christian entrepreneurs such as Laidlaw of the Farmers' Trading Company and 

newspaper magnates Wilson and Horton (Hunter & Lineham, 1 999, p. 1 24). Recently, 

the vision of community underlying the romantic narrative has been coupled with 

arguments to move to more inclusive forms of management such as engaging 

stakeholders through dialogue, which, McIntosh, Leipziger, lanes and Coleman ( 1 998) 

suggest, is "one way of finding a common way forward" (p. 1 94). In combining a 

romantic narrative with the attempt to create stakeholder d ialogue, Hubbard constitutes 

not only his employees but also his customers as members of the Hubbard community of 
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the Clipboard, the 'Hubbard Fami ly'. In  this  sense, he invites his customers to be co

actors in the Hubbard community ventures. 

Central to this  endeavour is the formation of a relationship based on trust and a 

personal i sed approach to his customers. This i s  in accord with Solomon's  ( 1 998) i dea of 

ethical l eadership. Solomon suggests that we should go beyond ideas of charisma to 

embrace the "more mundane (but no less evasive) notion of trust\p.  88). Narratives. of 

the Hubbard 'community' need to overcome negative stereotypes about business, such as 

perceptions of business as cut-throat, competitive and 'hard sel l ' ,  i n  an arena where the 

manager acts as agent of shareholders who control management's financial power and 

benefit from the enterprise ' s  economic success CRappaport, 1 986). Often related to such 

stereotypes are similarly negative images of the profit-driven manager - hierarchical, 

d istant and preoccupied with quantitative productivity measures at the expense of 

people.  

Hubbard counteracts these neg�tive stereotypes of the business world through his 

romantic narrative of business social responsibil ity as good neighbourl iness or people 

working together for people, and his public distaste for the ' narrow' ,  economic based 

view of social responsibil ity l inked to competitive and market driven systems proposed 

by representatives of New Zealand Business Roundtable CC 30),  a view Hubbard 

describes as "outdated" CC 34). 

Hubbard also refuses to advertise h is  products through television, arguing that money 

spent on advertising is better placed back in the community (C 22; 54). These overt 

stances are combined with Hubbard ' s  attempts to establ ish ethos or credibi l ity (with its 

associ ated dimension of trust) through the written persona of Clipboard. 
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6.4 ETHOS AND PERSONA 

6.4. 1 Origin of the Terms 

Ethos, also termed credibi lity, is a concept that has come down from Aristotle's 

Rhetoric. Aristotle pointed out that oratory involves three main forms of persuasion 

(pisteis, or proofs) : pathos, the appeal to passion or emotion; logos, the appeal to reason; 

and ethos, concerned with the 'moral character' of the speaker. Aristotle also proposes 

three characteristics that are critical to the establ ishment of ethos: phronesis (practical 

wisdom and ' common sense') ;  arete (good moral character) and eunoia (goodwil l  

towards the audience, including benevolence, understanding and good intention). 

Ethos is derived from the same root as the word ethics and is of particular relevance to 

the creation of a speaker's character. Yet Abrams ( 1 999) points out that ethos goes 

beyond mere character formation in that "an orator projects in the course of his oration 

an ethos, that is,  a personal character, which itself functions as a means of persuasion" 

(Abrams, 1 999, p. 2 1 7) .  Persona, on the other hand, descends from "the Latin word for 

the mask worn by actors in the classical theater" and "[ i ]n recent l iterary d iscussion has 

come to refer to the first-person narrator, or the ' I '  of a l iterary work or speech" 

(Abrams, 1 999, p .  2 1 7) .  

6.4.2 Relationship between Ethos and Persona 

In modern rhetorical analysis, the concepts of ethos and of persona have come to be 

appl ied to self-representation in both oral and written discourse. The two concepts are 

often equated or confused, perhaps because Aristotle 's  analyses of ethos 

focus on credibi l ity, on the speaker's securing the trust and respect of an audience 

by representing him- or herself in the speech as knowledgeable, intel l igent, 

competent and concerned for the welfare of the audience. (Cherry, 1 998, Ethos, 

para. 1 4) 

The point to note here is that ethos is dependent on securing 'the trust and respect of an 

audience ' .  In other words, ethos or credibi l ity refers to how an audience evaluates a 

speaker' s  trustworthiness, expertise, and dynamism. The concepts of ethos and persona 

are central to rhetorical criticism and provide the basis for examining the specific verbal 

strategies that make up the persuasive appeal of Clipboard. But role criticism does not 
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necessar i ly get to the person behind the persona. As Hart ( 1 997) points out, "Person and 

persona are not the same thing. The former is hidden under layers of self-hood whi le the 

latter is presented for public inspection" (Hart, 1 997, p. 2 1 2) .  Figure 6. 1 presents my 

interpretation of the relationship between the rhetor, ethos and persona. 

The relat ionship between ethos and persona is elaborated by Cherry ( 1 998): 

When we evaluate a writer' s intel l igence, integrity, competence, we evaluate his or her 

basic character and credibi l ity by assessing qual ities that fal l  under the rubric of 

ethos. At the same time, when we make a j udgment about 'voice' or ' tone' and 

consider the role or roles the writer creates for him- or herself in the text, we 

evaluate qual ities that fal l  under the rubric of persona. (Cherry, 1 998, 

Conclusion, para. 6 ) 

Figure 6. 1 Association between Rhetoric, Ethos and Persona 

Verbal 
Strategies 

" I  statement ' 

PERSONA 
Role/Mask or 
fictional self 

RHETOR 

Audience 
evaluation 

Credibility 
attributed to 

the rhetor 

ETHOS 
Credibility accorded 

to the persona 

Paradoxical ly, an audience accords ethos on the basis of what they take to be the speaker 

or writer' s  character or ' real ' self, whi le  they evaluate this on the basis of the speaker or 

writer's publ ic mask or 'fictional ' self created in the text. 

In business, as in other forms of self-representation, a speaker or writer seeks to gain 

credib i lity on the basis of a pub l ic self or persona. Of technical and business writing, for 

instance, Andrews ( 1 998) states: 
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You demonstrate honesty and trustworthiness in your communications by 

creating a professional persona. Your persona is the image of you that comes 

from your writing on the page or the screen. (p. 54) 

In an organisational setting, persona can be seen as a 'projected image' that m ight 

encompass: 

A bona fide attempt to represent essential features of organizational i dentity to 

others . . . (or) take the form of the projections of a desired future image . . .  [and 

also] attempts to convey a socially desirable, managed impression that 

emphasises selected aspects of identity . . .  (Gioia, 2000, paras. 1 5- 1 6) 

6.4.3 Constructing a Public Persona 

W ithin the wider business context, Hubbard constructs a pub l ic persona in Clipboard. 

As Hart ( 1 997) points out, looking at self-references or ' I '  statements in the text is a 

major means to analysing his creation of this persona. "Speakers who use a great many 

self-references hint strongly that a special persona is being created in the texts they 

produce" (Hart, 1 997, p. 229). Moreover, ' 1 '  statements draw attention to the speaker 's  

feel ings and ambitions to suggest their attitudes and values. 

Table 6. 1 Self-references in Clipboard (C 1 -60) 

TYPE OF REFERENCE FREQUENCY 

Emotional ! moral action 52 % 

Narrative action 24 % 

Behavioural action 20 % 

Performative action 4 %  

Analysis of Hub bard's self-references in  the editorials of the first sixty Clipboards 

indicates that they emphasise emotional or moral action over narrative, behavioural or 
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performative action. Whilst, i n  isolation, a crude means of analysis  (Hart 1 997), the 

sheer d isproportion indicated in the summary (Table 6. 1 )  suggests that Hubbard wishes 

to convey an image of a morally engaged, 'caring' manager, ready to share h is  feel ings. 

Hart advises that it i s  not the choice of role  alone that is the most crucial factor in the 

rhetorical appeal of text. Rather, whatever role  one chooses: 

one must bring to that role emotional integrity so that its pieces and parts fit 

together and dramatic consistency . . .  Role  enactment can therefore fai l  for 

many reasons: ( 1 )  The role may be played poorly, (2) it may be unsuitable for the 

times, or (3) the different roles may become intertwined. (Hart, 1 997, p. 220, 

original emphasis) 

In the next section I use Beason's ( 1 99 1 )  framework to demonstrate how role criticism 

can provide a rhetorical perspective on business social responsibil ity. 

6.5 BEASON'S FRAMEWORK 

6.5. 1 Appeal to Ethos 

I have asserted that Hubbard attempts to engender stakeholder dialogue through the 

credibi l ity or trust he seeks to have h is  audience accord to the persona of the Clipboards. 

Whi le self-references are important to Hubbard's self-portrait, Beason ( 1 99 1 )  reveals 

that they can also constitute the 'appeal to ethos' (also cal led the eth ical appeal). In 

other words, self-references can employ recognisable verbal strategies through which the 

writer attempts to gain credib i l ity with an audience. Beason ( 1 99 1 )  terms these appeals 

"signal led ethos" and he describes five categories that emerged in a rhetorical analysis of 

the texts of eight business speeches: "The categories are based on five character traits: 

deference, self-criticism, simi l itude, expertise and the incl ination to succeed" (p. 327). 

These categories of signalled ethos are constructed through distinctive verbal strategies. 

The appeal to deference signals the writer' s respect for the rights and feel ings of the 

audience and includes phrases such as "I would like to ", "In my opinion ", "Join me, if 

you would", which acknowledge other possible views or alternatives. Self-criticism 
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suggests the honesty of the writer who can admit to past or present l imitations or even 

mistakes. S imi l itude is the appeal to similarities between writer and audience and 

includes the use of the pronouns "we ", or "you and /", which seek to establ ish 

cornrnonality and community. Expertise draws attention to qual it ies such as the writer's 

qual ifications, judgment, experience and first-hand knowledge. F inally, appeals to the 

incl ination to succeed draw upon past histories and future forecasts of success which are 

often extended to include the audience. Al l  these strategies are attempts to gain 

credib i l ity for the public persona of the text. 

6.6 PERSUASIVE APPEAL OF CLIPBOARD: A TEXTUAL STUDY 

In now turning specifical ly to the Clipboards, I examine the textual strategies of several 

of Hubbard 's editorials or lead stories. I d iscuss representative anecdotes that contribute 

to a ' continuing story' ,  Hubbard 's romantic narrative of community and of social 

responsib i l ity. I look at Hubbard's persona within this narrative, and I examine 

Hubbard' s  strategies of self-representation and signal led ethos as these strategies 

attempt to constitute both audience trust and stakeholder d ialogue. In these ways, I 

explore how Hubbard constructs the persuasive appeal of the Clipboard and, in 

particular, how he represents and constitutes business social responsibi l ity. 

On one level, Hubbard' s  editorials are indisputably a form of one-way communication. 

Yet the Clipboard also provides a forum for discussion of nutritional and health factors, 

letters and recipes from customers, and ' inspirational ' quotations thereby presenting two

way communication or 'dialogue' of which Hubbard' s  editorials are part. Whi le the 

Clipboard content is selected and mediated by Hubbard, this sense of dialogue is 

strengthened by his occasional inclusion of critical as wel l  as positive customer 

comments. I focus here on the editorials, however, because they demonstrate Hubbard 's  

use of  verbal strategies to constitute h imself, h i s  company and h is  customers al l  as  co

actors and members of the Hubbard ' fami ly' engaged in ongoing relationship and 

d ialogue. 
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6.6. 1 The Salutation and Close 

A sense of continuity is initial ly establ ished through the wording and tone of the 

salutation. From the cheery headl ine "Good Morning!" of the first Clipboard (C 1 )  

readers progress to "Good Morning Again !"  (C 2) and on to "And Another Good 

Morning To You" (C 3). By issue six the relationship building of the earl ier salutations 

culminates in a headl ine that suggests a personal interchange and friendship between 

Hubbard and his readers : "A LITTLE GIFT From me to you - my customer" (C 6). In 

the ensuing Clipboards this relationship building seems assumed to be estab l ished and 

the headl ines move on to other matters. Sometimes they adopt a promotional tone, 

highlighting the latest product launch, sometimes they consist of a quirky aside, and 

sometimes they introduce aspects of Hubbard 's personal or business  phi losophy. 

The close, although less varied, indicates a warming of relationsh ips as it progresses 

from D ick Hubbard using the rather formal "Best regards and happy eating" (C 1 )  prior 

to signing h is  name; to "Kind regards" (C 2; 3); settl i ng into some near variant of the 

now fami l iar "Have a happy day !"  (C 4-60) . By Clipboard 30 the official tag of 

"Managing Director, Hubbard Foods Limited" has gone for good. This close conveys 

constancy in its positive, upbeat tone and message, and its ' softening ' ,  by dropping 

reference to Hubbard's formal organisational role, connotes increasing famil iarity. 

6.6.2 Tenets of Hubbard's Management Approach : A "Family Company" 

In addition to the relationship intimated in the salutations and close, the first three 

Clipboards establ ish the main tenets of Hubbard ' s  management approach . 

In the first Clipboard Hubbard initiates the build ing of a credible persona within the 

depiction of a unified company committed to "foods that provide good nutritional 

properties" (C 1 ). Introducing Clipboard as "something new for a cereal product" he 

implies a collective venture by using sim i l itude to include the 'Hubbards' staff in h is  

statements, "We are going to introduce a newsletter. . .  ", "We also plan . . .  " ,  "We 

intend . . .  " (C 1 ). Within this community of a "fami ly company", Hubbard introduces 
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himself with a brief rhetorical appeal to expertise, " I  am a qual ified food technologist", 

which includes mention of his l engthy first-hand experience, "I have been in the food 

industry a l l  my career" (C 1 ) . He then appeals to the incl ination to succeed through the 

rhetoric of the dream which draws the reader into the aspirations underlying the Hubbard 

company achievement: 

L ike many New Zealanders I had a dream of having my own Company and in 

1 988  this dream became a rea l ity. We now have a sol id  base establ ished to our 

Company and we are looking forward to our most exciting p roject - the release 

of our new range of breakfast cereals. (C 1 )  

The 'credibi l i ty' of Hub bard 's product along with h i s  persona i s  bui lt by a discussion of 

additives and fibre which i s  impl icitly aligned with the National Heart Foundation's 

pamphlet "Eat to Beat", a copy of which the reader i s  encouraged to send for to the 

address suppl ied in Clipboard. This act of engagement though invitations to participate 

d irectly i s  a recurrent feature of Clipboard. 

By the second Clipboard stakeholder d ialogue and the establishment of a mutual 

i nterchange is reflected through mention of the letters and recipes sent in response to the 

in itial Clipboard. Deference is blended with the rhetoric of national pride as Hubbard 

refers to the letters of encouragement for his venture: 

What has been most encouraging is that a lot of people have taken time out to 

wish us wel l and to support our concept of a "proudly independent New Zealand 

Company". (C 2) 

This encouragement forms a platform for Hubbard to suggest that the "Buy New 

Zealand" campaign is of equal importance to the "think green" concern for 

environmental issues. National istic rhetoric combines with the appeal to simil itude to 

invoke a commonality of purpose between Hubbard and his customers for the benefit of 

future generations: 

Let New Zealand business, New Zealand employment and New Zealand pride as 

wel l  as the New Zealand envi ronment, shape our buying decisions. In other 
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words, let' s not only preserve the environment for the benefit of our children, but 

let 's  preserve our economy and jobs for them also ! CC 2) 

By Clipboard 3 the main tenets of Hub bard ' s  management approach are directly stated .  

Most immediately, Hubbard's  aim to engage in stakeholder dialogue with his customers 

is made expl icit as: 

The need for companies to "walk and talk" with their customers. And I hope 

through the Clipboard we can do just that. CC 3) 

Next the theme of job creation is set within the context of Hub bard ' s  version of social 

responsibi l ity: 

I th ink that there is an ethical and moral responsibility for companies to actively 

think about job creation. CC 3) 

F inal ly, the model for this doctrine of social responsibil ity in action is Hubbard Foods 

Limited and the focus of the process is Hubbard's persona as managing director of a 

"fami ly company": 

Certainly, I am proud to be a New Zealand employer. We have a tremendous 

staff at Hubbard Foods Ltd, and at the end of the day I get as much satisfaction 

out of providing jobs as I do from seeing our product on the shelves. CC 3 )  

Thus, i n  contrast to negative stereotypes of  business as competitive and the efficiency

driven, ' hard sel l '  and compl icit manager, Hubbard presents images of an ethical and 

concerned employer who creates jobs and identifies with his employees. In such ways, 

Hubbard seeks to have the persona of the Clipboards accorded the trust, not only of  his 

employees, but also of his customers, each of which he constitutes as stakeholders in the 

Hubbard enterprise. 

6.6.3 The Romantic Narrative : The Community of Clipboard 

The romantic narrative of the Hubbard fami ly company rapidly extends to include the 

community of the Clipboard. Hubbard draws attention to an increasing wave of 

stakeholder d ialogue. The number of customer letters received is frequently referred to 

and thanks courteously offered. Customers are actively encouraged to write in with thei r  
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v iews on products or issues raised in  Clipboard (e.g. 5 ;  7; 9;  1 4) .  The reader is both 

constituted and drawn into the content of Clipboard because it is presented as a forum 

for i ntroducing customer comment. 

At the same time, the tone of the persona becomes more fami lial .  Readers are i nv ited to 

celebrate the company's first birthday and its comm itment to look forward and grow. 

New products are signalled as being tested and an almost intimate note is adopted in 

respect to these new developments: "I 'm sorry to tease you sl ightly, but we obviously 

have to keep detai ls under wraps at this stage" (C 5). The ' Christmas gift' i nvolves 

30,000 fruit bars indicating not only Hubbard's generosity but also the growing 

membership of the Hubbard community. 

Thi s  extended fami ly is constituted as coming together over the breakfast table at which 

new cereals such as "very fru itful flakes" and "fruitful porridge" are introduced, 

incorporated into the fami ly larder, and their nutritional and cul inary virtues are extol led. 

In chatty exchanges that mimic neighbourly tip-swapping Hubbard suggests that the 

porridge flakes can also be used as muesli : "I've been eating them myself as a natural 

muesl i and I wi l l  be interested in your reaction to this" (C 9). In this congenial ly  

constructed breakfast setting, the persona takes on paternalistic overtones: "my 

customers" are exhorted to be proud to be K iwis; they are encouraged to endorse "family 

values" and reminded that they are not alone, "out there in middle New Zealand there are 

a large body who do care about fam i ly values" (C 1 0).  Throughout th is romantic 

narrative of community Hubbard positions h imself as a trustworthy, central character of 

an extended fami ly that makes up a national network. 

6.6.4 Stories of Outward Boun d  and New Zealand Businesses for Social 

Responsibility 

Within the narrative of 'good neighbourl iness' Hubbard 's ideology of social 

responsib i l ity is enacted partly through the sponsorship activities promoted in the 

Clipboard Several i ssues advertise free sponsorship for young people to Outward Bound 

(C 8; 9; 1 7; 23; 24; 25) and an entire editorial is devoted to Outward Bound New 
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Zealand turning 40: "A Very Special B irthday! Congratulations Outward Bound !"  (C 

59).  Early on Hubbard highlights the bel ief system underlying the action : "1 believe 

strongly that companies such as ours have a responsib i l ity to "reinvest" in the country 

that supports them" (C 8). And the value of this investment i s  epitomised by Hubbard 's  

own success: "P.S .  1 went to Outward Bound myself many years ago ( 1 964) not long 

after i t  started in New Zealand" (C 8). 

Patronage inherent in sponsorship by the m i l l ionaire cereal manufacturer i s  downplayed 

through the constructed humi l ity of the persona. Under the editorial heading, "A Very 

Humbling Experience", Hubbard juxtaposes the success of the competition, "We 

received over 5 ,000 entries", with an impl icit identification with the dreams (and the 

l imited finances) of the parents of the youthful  entrants : 

We received a number of very touchi ng letters from the Mums and Dads who 

saw the Outward Bound opportunity as something they very much wanted for 

their chi ldren. Often the only thing that prevented them going directly was the 

cost. (C 1 0) 

Hart ( 1 997) points out that "rhetoric is fuel led by the negative" (p. 269). Hubbard posits 

a series of negatives: "the economic gloom and doom", "the bad news about New 

Zealand", "the breakdown of fami ly values" . Against these negatives is the "over-riding 

message" that "out there in  m iddle New Zealand there is a large body of people who do 

care about basic values" (C 1 0). W ithin this ' moral' community, Hubbard represents 

himself as comm itted to maximise the opportunities of at least two young people. 

Leadership is countered by identification with "basic values" and the complementary 

humi lity of the presented persona: "I feel that somewhere along the l i ne we touched a 

nerve with this exercise. And that is what makes me feel humble" (C 1 0). 

The Outward Bound saga continues with further competitions and new sponsorship. By 

the third draw 1 0  scholarships are offered attracting 1 0,000 entries. In typical fashion, 
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Hubbard uses touches of self-deprecating humour to balance his leadership role with the 

depiction of a wry and self-effacing human being: 

One of the sponsors was a father who remembered running behind me (actually 

I ' m  sure it would have been in front) during the Cross Country race when I 

attended Outward Bound myself in -1-900, +9W, -l-9+{), 1 964 ! (It just seems l ike 

yesterday). (C 25) 

This admission of his apparent shortcomings and age operates rhetorical ly to create a 

sense of honesty and intimacy that Hubbard frequently uses to downplay h i s  ambitions 

and his achievements. While the achievement is nevertheless constructed in the text, it is 

balanced by the self-effacing persona. Of h is  personal conquest of New Zealand's  

h ighest mountain peak, for instance, Hubbard states: "My t ime [on Mount Cook] was 

more than a ' battery recharge' for a tired old Auckland breakfast cereal maker!" (C 40) . 

Hubbard' s  construction of social responsibi l ity in text and in  action culminates in  the 

announcement of the New Zealand Businesses for Social Responsibil ity (BSR). The 

reader is drawn into this transcendence of the negative forces of the New Zealand 

Business world as Hubbard attributes the achievement to stakeholder d ialogue 

engendered through the Clipboard: 

Let me remind you that the formation of this organisation [BSR] has come 

directly as a result of your feedback to comments in previous C l ipboards and, i n  

particular, the last one. You've provided the mandate. (C 35 ,  my emphasis) 

Thus, the triumph is represented as a joint venture. Hubbard dissociates his company 

from ambition or vested interests, while both mentioning and minimising h is  own role in  

promulgating social responsib i l ity: 

But the fledgling NZBSR is not to be an extension of Hubbard Foods Ltd. It is a 

ful ly independent organisation in its own right. I 've just faci l itated it .  Therefore, 

th is wil l  be the last front page comment on the Businesses for Social 

Responsib i l ity. CC 35) 
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In fact Clipboard 45, titled "Businesses for Social Responsibi l ity", breaks Hubbard's 

ear l ier pledge in  order to provide a good-news 'update' on NZBSR. Hubbard tel l s  the 

customers that "a 'heck of a lot' has happened in the last two years" with regard to 

business social responsibi lity, including books written, talks given and "related 

organizations" establ ished. The impl ication is clear - 'we' ,  the Hubbard fami ly, have 

contributed to an attitudinal transformation that wil l  make for a brighter future. 

So, as we begin a new mi l lennium, I feel the understanding of the role of 

business is changing . . .  for the good, and for the benefit of everyone involved . 

What a great foundation for the 2000's. (C 45, original emphasis) 

6.6.5 Hubbard Philosophy of Leadership : Appeal to the Inclination to Succeed 

While Hubbard draws on appeals to simi l itude, expertise and deference to establ ish the 

credib i l ity of his public persona, the key theme of Clipboard is the appeal to the 

inclination to succeed. Against the negatives of the economic, social and business world, 

Hubbard cont inually draws the reader into the almost irrepressible optimism of the 

constituted persona. The theme of optimism reappears in a number of Clipboard 

editorials (C 1 1 ; 48; 56), and frequently throughout the Quotable Quotes sections. The 

heading of Clipboard 1 1, for instance, announces "Vitamin '0 '  - New Nutrient 

Discovered." This "essential" nutrient is revealed to be "the optimism factor" through 

which Hubbard seeks to remedy 'New Zealand problems, "The deficiency d isease of 

pessimism has been rife and rampant". The overstatements of the rhetoric build to an 

assertion of Hub bard's belief in optimism that verges on the parodic: 

I am an optimist and I bel ieve in daily megadoses of "Vitamin 0". And I 'm  sure 

that i f  we New Zealanders could al l  dose ourselves regularly on it, we could take 

on the world (again ! ) .  (C 1 1 ; Appendix I l l) 

Complement ing the doses of optim ism Hubbard avows to supply through Clipboard i s  

the inj unction to perseverance heralded by the heading, "Never, never, never give up !"  

(C 28) .  Hubbard represents h imself as  friend and advisor to people and compan ies, whi le  
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including a self-aware aside that somewhat m itigates against the irony of  his practice of 

giving constant ' advice' throughout Clipboard: 

If I 'm cal led on to give advice (and I sometimes give it whether cal led on or not ! )  

then I 've noticed that the most frequent advice I give is that of  the need for 

perseverance or just plain "not giving up" .. And what's more it' s the advice I get 

most thanked for by people (and companies which are people anyway) who have 

been through a sticky patch. (C 28) 

The model i s  again Hubbard Foods Limited. Hubbard acknowledges a ' sticky patch' in 

the setting up of his company, which was only overcome by "stubborn determination". 

Perseverance is complemented by the need for challenge and adventure, both epitomised 

by New Zealand hero Peter Blake (C 57). 

6.6.6 Conflict Management: "Did The Wheels Come Off At Hubbard Foods 
Limited?" 

On March 7, 2000 Hubbard faced a very public disagreement with the local union over 

employee pay rates that was directly related to his expansion into the UK supermarket 

chain, Tescos ("Model employer's workers protest!', 2000; Mulrooney, 2000a, 2000c) . 

The image of the caring employer and his "fami ly company" were chal lenged by the 

notion of expansionist profit-making that fai led to benefit the worker: "Our credibi l ity 

was very publ icly on the l ine" (C 47). 

Hubbard uses Clipboard as a vehicle to explain the conflict and to justify his 

management practice to his customer stakeholders. The conflict is represented as a 

fami ly tiff, the weathering of which may have even strengthened the fam i ly 

relationships: "We are one big happy fami ly again (at the risk of sounding paternal istic ! ) .  

Like a l l  fam i l ies our relationships may even be a l ittle better as the result of the crisis" (C 

47). In the nearest approach Hubbard comes to self-criticism, he depicts the crisis as a 

fai lure to fu l ly communicate the low profit margins in the Tesco expansion, a fai lure he 

assures his readers he has now corrected: "Did I communicate this properly to our staff? 

Probably not. Did I hear thei r  interpretation? Probably not. Consider thi s  fixed !"  (C 47). 
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The min imising of the crisis includes an acknowledgement of the "essential" job of the 

Unions coupled with the reiteration of Hubbard' s proven record in job creation. 

However, this  does not preclude a swipe at the particular Union official. The editorial 

ends with a reassertion of Hub bard' s  commitment to social responsib i lity: "It wi l l  take 

more than one sl ightly misguided Union official to stop me from creating as many jobs 

as I can and making a socially responsible contribution to New Zealand" (C 47). 

The fol low-up Clipboard had definitely moved on. In a tacit reproach to those pessim ists 

who m ight think the worst, it bears the title "GIVE ME OPTIMISM ANY DAY 

THANKS ! "  (C 48). 

The m in imising of possible conflict is also evident in Hubbard' s  defusion of Trans

Tasman rivalry inherent in his expansion into the Australian market. In the first 

Austral ian Clipboard, Hubbard continues the practice of stakeholder d ialogue to 

represent this expansion as the response to requests from New Zealanders in Austral ia  

and Australians who have visited New Zealand. With typical enthusiasm, he posits the 

notion of an "Australasian company" (my ital ics) : "I l ike the term . We are actually 

physically closer to Sydney and Brisbane than Perth is  - there is just water instead of 

desert separating us !" (Australian Clipboard 1 [AC 1 ]) .  Thus the Hubbard fam i ly of 

stakeholders i s  further extended through Clipboard to include "our Austral ian cousins" 

who meet in  community across the breakfast table with Hubbard: "I trust 1 can share 

many breakfasts with you" (AC 1 ). 

6.7 CONCLUSION 

In this chapter I have examined the textual strategies of Hub bard 's editorials to see how 

he attempts to persuade his readers of h is  own credibi l ity and that of Hubbard Foods 

Limited. Most immediately, I d iscussed briefly three specific tenets of management 

underpinning Hubbard 's  Clipboard venture as they relate to his professed views and 

practices: the ideology of business social responsibil ity; the importance of establ ishing 

stakeholder d ialogue; and the associated issue of forging trust between the manager and 
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his stakeholders. I suggest how these tenets contribute to the two major  narrative themes 

of leadership and community in the editorials. 

P ivotal to thi s  chapter's examination of business social responsibi l ity are the interrelated 

concepts of ethos and persona. They contribute to a central irony whereby the rhetor i s  

accorded credibi l ity on the basis of persona, or  the role played. 

What Hubbard offers management is a novel approach to stakeholder engagement 

through which he communicates his own brand of business social responsibi l ity. He 

constructs personal l inks between the company, the owner-manager and individual 

consumers, and he projects a sense of a caring employer involved in managing a fami ly 

company. He d iffuses the traditional hierarchical image of management in favour of 

partic ipative images of an extended fam i ly. These he develops through the homespun 

and fami l ial tone of the persona in Clipboard and through his use of Clipboard as a 

forum for customer comment. At the same time Hubbard represents, i n  text and in 

action, an ideology of social responsibi l ity that emphasises the need for companies to 

reinvest in  thei r  community, embrace basic values and work for social betterment. 

Also novel is Hubbard's use of personal communication in his editorials to constitute 

stakeholder engagement within the text. Drawing upon Beason's categories of signaled 

ethos, my study of the rhetoric discloses the textual strategies that make up the 

persuasive appeal of the Clipboard. 

The romantic narrative of community is dominated by the appeal to the inclination to 

succeed, w ith the depiction of readers as coactors in the achievements of Hubbard Foods 

Limited. Expertise and deference form counterbalancing appeals to the credibi l ity of the 

persona. Leadership qual ities are both represented and downplayed by the curiously New 

Zealand tone of the persona with its touches of self-deprecating humour. The persuasive 

power of these verbal strategies has helped make Dick Hubbard a household name in 
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New Zealand, with an image of a credible, trustworthy, social ly responsible and caring 

d irector and company engaged in an ongoing dialogue with his customers. 

This role analysis suggests that the persona constituted through Clipboard is highly 

consistent over time in  terms of both emotional and dramatic elements. The mere 

existence of Clipboard in some part establ ishes the image of Hubbard as an accessible 

person, wishing to communicate with customers. The ongoing ' conversation' attests to 

Hubbard ' s  apparently earnest commitment to his customers' needs and interests. ' I ' 

statements serve to establ ish Hubbard' s  persona as an open, caring, ' feeling' man who 

wishes to directly address his customers. The role played by Hubbard conveys a sense of 

sincerity, bolstered by the apparent wi l l ingness to share Hubbard Foods Limited ' s  

fai lures as  wel l  as  triumphs. The themes covered overtly in the editorials, such as  risk

taking, optim ism, and perseverance, are revisited in a number of editorials, and reflected 

in the rhetorical appeals .  Over the 1 2  years of Clipboard covered in this  thesis, business 

social responsibil ity is a pervasive theme, sometimes overtly, sometimes impl ic itly. 

What Austral ian and British consumers make of the persuasive appeal to community 

throughout Clipboard is yet to be seen. But Hubbard has continued to use the Clipboard 

overseas as in New Zealand as a vehicle for the continuing tenets of his management 

approach: to create a 'trustworthy' publ ic persona, to engender stakeholder dialogue, and 

to present his ideology of business social responsibil ity.The next chapter adopts an 

alternative form of rhetorical criticism, dramatism . Whi le drawing on Clipboard as one 

data source, it also analyses newspaper reports of its central event - a company ' picnic'  

in Samoa. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN: 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

ENACTING BUSINESS SOCIAL 

RESPONSIBILITY: A PICNIC IN SAMOAi 

Throughout Queen's  Birthday Weekend 1 998, the staff of Hubbard Foods Limited 

celebrated the company's 1 0th birthday on a picnic with managing director, Dick 

Hubbard. The picnic was unusual because it involved a journey of several thousand 

miles - from Auckland New Zealand to Apia, Western Samoa. Aside from the 

significance of the event as a company outing, for 65% of the 1 02 employees of 

Hubbard Foods Limited the picnic was a trip home, an opportunity to be reunited 

with family and friends. 

In this chapter I use Kenneth Burke's ( 1 969a) 'dramatistic pentad' as a critical 

approach to analyse a company event, a rhetorical act that in New Zealand became 

symbolic of business social responsibiFty in action. So the aims of the chapter are 

three-fold. First, I will establish that the dramatistic pentad can be used to analyse 

organisational phenomena. Second, I will apply the pentad to the issue of business 

social responsibility in New Zealand. Third, I will further analyse the rhetorical act 

through the application of key ratios (Burke, 1 969a). 

Even as I limit my text to the chosen event, I acknowledge the cautionary note 

sounded by Covino and 10lliffe ( 1 995) that defining any event "as an independent 

and self-contained entity is something of a convenience" (p. 6). Extraordinary as the 

picnic may have appeared it should be seen as part of the overall fabric of the 

organisation' s life. As such, the Samoan picnic may be considered a "punctuation 

Material from this chapter has appeared in the publications listed below: 
Walker, R. ( 1999). Picnic in Samoa. In N. Monin, J. Monin, & R. Walker (Eds.), Narratives 0/ 
business and society: Differing New Zealand voices. (pp. 1 43-1 53). New Zealand: Pearson. 
Walker, R. & Monin, N. (200 I ). The purpose of the picnic: Using Burke 's dramatistic pentad to 
analyse a company event. Journal o/Organizational Change Management, 14(3), 266-279. 
This thesis contains an entirely new section of analysis (7.5) and extends the discussion 
beyond that contained in either of the previous publications: 
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mark" that gives "shape and fonn to the ongoing flow of actions and words in an 

organization" (Eccles et aI. ,  1 992, p .  48). 

What motivated Dick Hubbard to literally close down the cereal processing plant 

and undertake the venture? One could argue that Hubbard 'owed'  the staff this treat, 

which would justify it under the narrow view of social responsibility. Yet 

publications long after the event still refer to the picnic in Samoa as part of the 

profile of Hubbard as a socially responsible businessman (e.g. Holdsworth, 2000; 

Marks, 2002). Perhaps it was the staged, theatrical nature of the event that raised 

questions regarding, on one hand, Hubbard's representation of business social 

responsibility and, on the other, the fine line between what is perceived as primarily 

an act of social responsibility, and that which is perceived as a public relations 

gimmick (Kerr, 1 998c). 

In particular, the event was open to two major criticisms. First, one might argue that 

what underpinned Hubbard's  action was psychological egoism, the opportunity for 

self-promotion, or at least "[promotion] of muesli" (Myers, 1 999). Second, this, like 

other so-called 'benevolent' acts, was open to charges of pate mal ism and coercion 

on the part of Hubbard as employer. Application ofthe pentad will help clarify these 

Issues. 

7.2 DRAMATISTIC PENTAD 

Kenneth Burke's  ( 1 969a) 'dramatistic pentad' provides an analytical framework 

which enables exploration of motive through analysis of five inter-related factors: 

the act - what happened; the scene - the physical, geographic and cultural milieu of 

the action; the agent - Hubbard's  individual identity and the role he played out in 

tenns of the action; the agency - the means by which Hubbard accomplished this 

action, and his role in initiating, approying and funding the staff picnic; and finally, 

the purpose - the intended effect of the action as well as a consideration of perceived 

outcomes. Importantly, use of the pentad "moves us away from reductive 
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representations of reality and into a space that reveals ambiguities" (Fox, 2002, p. 

37 1 ). Figure 7. 1 provides a visual portrayal of elements of the dramatistic pentad. 

Figure 7. 1 The Dramatistic Pentad 

Scene 
1\ , \ , \ , \ , \ Agent • � - - - - -'- - - � - - - -,- Act ... , ,' \ ., ' 

.. ... , , " ,/" ,'( 
I "' , , " \ 

, '" \ 
I " ' .... \ 

I ,, ' ... ... \ 
" .. 

From "Beyond the 'tyranny of the real' :  Revisiting Burke's  Pentad as research method for 
professional communication", by C. Fox, 2002, Technical Communication Quarterly, 1 1(4), p. 370. 

Most dramatistic analyses span written and spoken text, sometimes exploiting the 

other dimensions that theatrical communication offers us - combinations of aural, 

visual and kinetic signs. Throughout the thesis, the definition of 'text' is very broad. 

Although I primarily rely on data from verbalised reports from the press and 

Clipboard, I also include data from personal communication with Hubbard. 'Text' 

here embraces the written, the spoken and the acted. 

Burke ( 1 989) argues for the simplicity of the pentad framework: 

Act, scene, agent, agency, purpose. Although, over the centuries, men have 

shown great enterprise and inventiveness in pondering matters of human 

motivation, one can simplify the subject by this pentad of key terms, which 

are understandable almost at a glance. They need never be abandoned, since 

all statements that assign motives can be shown to arise out of them and to 

terminate in them. By examining them quizzically, we can range far; yet the 

terms are always there for us to reclaim, in their everyday simplicity, their 

almost miraculous easiness, thus enabling us to constantly begin afresh. (p. 

1 40) 
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Burke later mused that he could have extended the pentad beyond act, scene, agent 

agency and purpose to include ' attitude' .  Nevertheless, he continued to use the 

pentad rather than a hexad, and in A Grammar of Motives Burke aligns attitude with 

both act and agent. Attitude, he proposes, is often: 

the preparation for an act, which would make it a kind of symbolic act, or 

incipient act. But in its character as a state of mind that may or may not lead 

to an act, it is quite clearly to be classed under the head of agent. (Burke, 

1 969a, p. 20, original emphasis) 

7.3 BACKGROUND TO THE DRAMA 

7.3.1  Backdrop 

"Did you hear the story about the crazy Company that took its entire staff to Samoa 

for Queen's  Birthday Weekend?" So began an item in Clipboard 36. Hubbard was 

updating his customers on what had happened on the recent company picnic - a 

picnic that came to represent a pivotal point in the general public 's awareness of 

'Hubbards' as a socially responsible company and of Dick Hubbard as an 

exceptional company manager. It also heralded the creation of a company saga 

positioning 'founding father' Hubbard at the centre, the living symbol of what it 

meant for a company to have soul. There was considerable press coverage prior to 

the Hubbard Food Limited company outing both in provincial centres (e.g. Brock, 

1 998;  Clarkson, 1 998; Kelly, 1 998;  "Picnic plan delights staff', 1 998; Taylor, 1 998; 

"Workers happy to be sent home", 1 998) and nationally (e.g. "Factory gives staff 

overseas trip", 1 998; Norris, 1 998; Wakefield, 1 998). Afterwards media coverage of 

Hubbard or Hubbard Foods Limited regularly referred to the Samoan picnic 

(Bedford, 1 998; "Breaking the rules", 1 999; Haworth, 1 998-99; Hill, 2000b; Marks, 

2002; Mulrooney, 2000c; Smith, 1 998a). 

According to Hubbard his organisation sponsored the special outing in order to 

celebrate Hubbard Foods Limited' s  1 0th birthday and to show how much he valued 

staff (C 36;  "Cereal king with a common touch", 1 998; Clarkson, 1 998; OTM 

Memoirs, 1 999, p. 63). The event could be seen as a natural extension of a tradition 

that had been established in former years, when the employees and their families 

enjoyed day-trips out of Auckland 'on the company' (Dick Hubbard, personal 
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communication, September 9, 1 998). However, it was the site of this particular 

picnic, and the fact that it involved all of the company's staff, that captivated the 

imaginations of both those directly involved and the New Zealand public. 

The event attracted considerable media interest nationwide and was hailed as a 

triumph for the staff of Hubbard Foods Limited. Hubbard, for some individuals, 

assumed hero status even prior to the event. In the New Zealand Herald's Letters to 

the Editor, one reader demanded: "Give that man a medal ! In today's world of 

corporate egoists, Mr. Dick Hubbard is to be applauded . . .  Good on Mr. Hubbard 

and his staff. I hope they have a wonderful three-day picnic in Samoa" (Edwards, 

1 998). 

7.3.2 Performance and Business Social Responsibility 

As with any theatrical event, the picnic in Samoa was the product of many 

interdependent relationships. In a dramatic context, White ( 1 995) suggests : 

Relationships such as those between an actor and their role or between a 

character and their behaviour, between one character and another are all 

significant because they produce meaning. (p. 207) 

Even before it happened, the meaning of the picnic for the audience was influenced 

by Hubbard's  established reputation as a responsible employer. Local newspapers, 

church publications and TV documentaries had consistently presented him in a good 

light. Typical headlines read "Cereal thriller" (Ceramalus, 1 998, p. 34) or "He's a 

cereal benefactor" (Kelly, 1 998). 

Hubbard embraced the contradictory media image of the "caring capitalist" 

(Bedford, 1 998) . By the time of the company picnic he had received attention for his 

plans to establish an organisation to promote socially responsible business practices 

(Bedford, 1 997; Barnes 1 998; Brock, 1 998; Ceramalus, 1 998; Heeringa, 1 998). The 

New Zealand chapter of Businesses for Social Responsibility (BSR) was to be 

launched in September, less than three months after the picnic. In drawing media 

attention to Hubbard as a benevolent employer the picnic in Samoa provided a 

vehicle for promoting the new initiative. Several media reports mention New 
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Zealand Businesses for Social Responsibility in association with the picnic (e.g. 

Norris, 1 998;  Schaer, 1 998; "The power of the Wattie style approach", 1 998) .  

7.3.3 Motive 

The announcement of Hubbard's picnic in Samoa sparked elements of a controversy 

that had already been evident in the media (Carr, 1 998; Hubbard, 1 998a; Kerr, 

1 998c) and Hubbard was frequently presented as offering an alternative way of 

doing business to that espoused by the Business Roundtable (e .g. Brock, 1 998 ;  Carr, 

1 998;  "Work's  a picnic - in Samoa", 1 998). It is just such conflict, between the 

actors, the text, the act and its interpreters, that Burke's pentad is suited to exploring. 

Burke ( 1 989) declares that " . . .  what we want is not terms that avoid ambiguity, but 

terms that clearly reveal the strategic spots at which ambiguities necessarily arise " 

(p. 1 42, original emphasis). 

At the crux of the Hubbard conflict was the same question that underlies much of 

the controversy surrounding the issues of business social responsibility in general -

that of motive. Few would presume to knowing the motives underlying any act as 

motives can be overtly acknowledged or merely implied. Similarly they may be 

obscured or exposed. However, Hart ( 1 997) points out that for Kenneth Burke 

"motive is never an issue in rhetoric, that all situations prompt the question: What is 

this person trying to do to me?" (p. 2 1 3) .  Burke ( 1 969a) suggests that when "we 

encounter, verbally or thematically, a motivational simplicity, we must assume as a 

matter of course that it contains a diversity" (p. 1 0 1 ) . Dramatistic analysis, utilising 

the pentad, can bring us closer to an understanding of the range of motives, 

concealed or claimed, that lead to the picnic in Samoa. In the following analysis I 

will first interrogate issues related to the act, the aspect of the pentad that, in broad 

terms, dominates this performance.  

7.4 APPLICATION OF THE PENTAD 

7.4. 1 The Act 

Given Burke's  special emphasis on action, and given that action is to drama what 

plot is to narrative, it follows that this category will have particular analytical 

relevance. Furthermore, we are faced with a situation from which no one part can be 
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divorced - one where the precise boundaries of the act are indefinable, at least in 

Aristotelian terms where: 

An action was "complete" i f  it had a beginning, a middle and an end and if 

each of the incidents in its plot was causally related to the others. It is i n  this 

sense that the end of a play's  action is contained in its beginning ". (White, 

1 995, p. 3, original emphasis) 

What actually took place in this event, and how did it all begin? Essentially the act 

involved a cast of 1 02 employees of Hubbard Foods Limited, mostly Samoans 

domiciled in New Zealand, being transported from South Auckland (known to be 

one of the lower socioeconomic regions of New Zealand) to ' idyllic' Samoa. 

There is nothing particularly novel in New Zealand business about staff being 

rewarded by travel overseas. Yet the trip was atypical as much for who was going 

abroad as for any reasons such as the factory closing down and forgoing profit, or the 

considerable up-front cost to the company. Thus Hubbard was newsworthy precisely 

because his act of taking process workers abroad implicitly challenged the stereotype 

of professional workers as those deserving of such glamorous ' perks' . 

Whilst a fundamental structure was in place for the three day event, and the planning 

was meticulously done in terms of travel, accommodation and hospitality, the actual 

performance was largely unscripted. Over the breakfast table, through the newsletter 

that arrives in their cereal packet, Dick Hubbard tells customers his version of 

events : 

Whilst in Samoa, we were "adopted" by the local village of Leulumoega 

(pronounced Lei-ulu-mow-enga). On arrival at the airport the elders of 

Leulumoega met us for a full Kava ceremony and the appropriate speeches. 

Then it all went on from there. I received a chiefs title (Matai) and now have 

the Samoan name of Galurnalemana. As part of all this we had a full 

traditional Matai ceremony. We also had an official game of Island cricket 

(Hubbard's team versus the locals, and guess who won! ) .  We had a 

traditional Samoan feast to end all feasts and there was lots of dancing, 

singing and, as they say, general happiness. (C 37) 
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Hubbard's  account reveals several sub-acts within the act. Some could be regarded 

as sideshows but some are metatheatre, or 'plays within the central play' .  The most 

notable, the conferring of honorary Matai status on Hubbard by the local Elders was 

in itself a highly significant act that might forever change the relationship of 

Hubbard to his employees. Whilst in Samoa as players, they also became onstage 

audiences to the ritualistic transformation, stage-time coincided with dramatic time. 

The staff of Hubbard Foods Limited witnessed their boss become more than an 

employer, when he had the status and responsibilities commensurate with the role of 

Matai (leader) bestowed on him. The transformation complete, 

HubbardlGalumalemana's ongoing Clipboard description tells of the final day, 

which featured a special combined church service. 

It was, however, the final day that really "blew me out of the water". The 

village put on a special combined service of three churches in their 

"Cathedral". Over 1 ,000 people in their best island whites attended and the 

singing was just superb ! (C 37) 

Hubbard's  rhetoric shows attempts to inclusively communicate the experience to 

customers. He is at pains to convey that the hosts had made a considerable effort on 

behalf of their visitors, coming out in numbers and dressing for the occasion. 

Quotation marks emphasise, in the first instance, metaphorical use of language in a 

colloquialism. In the second instance, they serve to imply some shared understanding 

between the reader and Hubbard, suggesting that 'this' cathedral does not comply 

with 'our' conventional conception. In the company memoir Hubbard explains that 

"this Cathedral . . .  is about the size of the Parnel [ sic] Cathedral in Auckland, but for 

a village of 3000 people" (OTM Memoirs, p. 68). 

Several other striking sub-acts helped to position the picnic as a theatrical 

performance, and also served to distance the event in cultural (scenic) terms. 

Dancing and music played a key part in the celebrations; photographs and video 

footage capture the novelty, splendour and abundance of the formal celebratory feast 

preceded by the ritualistic slaughter of a pig. All contribute rhetorically not only to 

the main act, but also to the background and to the apparent ' unreality' or 

theatricality of the event 
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A performance implies an audience, and their/our response helps to frame the play 

and to highlight the innate complexities and contradictions. According to Kenneth 

Burke, "Any situation derives its character from the entire framework of 

interpretation by which we judge it" ( 1 989, p. 1 30). Yet humans are subject to 

"trained incapacities" whereby one's  very abilities can function as blindness' (Burke, 

1 965,  p. 7). Evidence from Clipboard (e.g. C 8; 1 9; 2 1 ;  26; 30 ;  34; 35) and media 

reports (Ceramalus, 1 998; Corrigan, 1 997; Crossley, 1 992; Light, 1 995;  Parker, 

1 997) suggests that, by the time the picnic took place, Hubbard's  audience were 

already 'primed' in terms of their understanding of business social responsibility. 

This may have predisposed them to relate the act to business social responsibility on 

Hubbard's  terms. 

7.4.2 The Scene 

The scene is, according to Burke, "the background of the act, the situation in which 

it occurred" ( 1 989, p. 1 39). This background ch�ges in the course of the act, and 

there are multiple settings, role changes, backdrops and ' staging' . Yet while the 

sequence of scenes is consistent, notions as to the beginning and end of the 

performance will differ according to the perspective. "Queen's Birthday Weekend 

1 998" is a ' scenic' statement in that it defines the time period of the trip and 

extended picnic. However, for the Samoan-born factory workers reflecting on the 

picnic, a meaningful sequence might reflect their cultural history. The cyclic journey 

might start with their original journey from Samoa to New Zealand then to the 

factory (arrival in a foreign land and getting ajob), continue with the 'Hubbards' trip 

to Samoa (village/return home), culminating in a return to the factory (home) .  

Alternatively, from the perspective of  the external onlooker (divorced from the 

action and whose view of the action is mediated by newspaper or television reports), 

scene changes entail less variety. The move .for them is simple: from the Auckland 

factory to Samoa, with the mind's  eye perhaps lingering in the tropics, probably 

overlooking the inevitable return to the relative monotony of life as a process worker 

in a cereal processing plant. 

As to the site for the picnic, seemingly there was nothing arbitrary about the choice. 

Hubbard pointed out to a Manukau Daily News reporter that "[o]ur factory staff is 
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85% Polynesian, and three quarters of them are Samoan. So the trip was culturally 

appropriate" (Taylor, 1 998). The far-flung location of the picnic ensures aesthetic 

distance for us as onlookers - to the degree we wish to, we can establish ourselves as 

detached observers. 

Some of these scenes are real for the actors, but implied for the audience. For 

example, spectators are not privy to the internal workings of the factory, nor to the 

private family scenes when the ' visitors' returned 'home' .  We indirectly 

'experience' the plane journeys (Polynesian Airways charter flight) and speculate as 

to what went on. However, it is essential to the impact of the event that a sense of 

contrast is conveyed to the spectator. One of the most impressive disparities is  

between the relative austerity of factory life and the colourful associations of the 

Pacific. 

The rhetorical impact is reinforced by a change, not only of the scenery, but of the 

stage itself. The audience is vicariously transported from constrained, industrial, 

urban New Zealand, to the relative freedom and informality of a place that is home 

for many of the actors and, for others, is a holiday destination. The surroundings are 

the natural environment of village life in Western Samoa. People move from work to 

leisure, from factory to family. 

Any theatre carries the power to evoke in the audience a 'suspension of disbelief -

the uncertainty as to what is 'actual' and what is 'fictional' .  For the vast majority of 

the employees, the destination probably represented, if not ' reality', at least 

familiarity. It is likely that, at home among familiar people, they would be at ease 

with the customs and empowered by their own surroundings. But scene can be 

interpreted at the level of the relationships themselves, whereby: 

The characters, by being in interaction, could be treated as scenic conditions 

or "environment", of one another; and any act could be treated as part of the 

context that modifies (hence, to a degree motivates) the subsequent acts. 

(Burke, 1 969a, p. 7) 
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This might suggest that the act would in itself create an expectation of future similar 

acts, and it might also encourage us to consider other impacts upon the participants. 

For example, in the case of some non-Samoan participants, the trip may have caused 

feelings of unreality, of confusion and a sense of cultural dislocation - possibly not 

unlike that experienced by some of their co-workers in the past when they entered 

New Zealand as 'visitors' .  For several participants, it was their first plane journey or 

their first time outside New Zealand (B. Houia, personal communication, March 27, 

1 999; M. Kendall, personal communication, September 9, 1 998). Some reported that 

it represented a defining moment in their awareness of their fellow employees and 

the richness of 'another' culture (R. Hubbard, personal communication, September 

9, 1 998;  M. Kendall, personal communication, September 9 ,  1 998). 

Costuming contributes to any scene and in itself exerts rhetorical appeal . In the 

theatre costume is highly codified. In life the same is true. In the factory Hubbard 

wears the conventional disguise of the businessman, the factory staff are 

impersonally clothed in the sanitary white of the process worker. Outside the 

workplace, however, the masks and robes are often elaborate and colorful. And 

whilst in Samoa, reflecting the new backdrop and the redefined roles and 

relationships, individuals adopted different costumes. A glance through the 'official ' 

albums of the picnic weekend reveals images of both guests and hosts clothed in 

bright lava-lava (Hubbard Foods Limited Photograph Album, personal 

communication, September 9, 1 998). 

Probably the most radical of the costume changes, signifying a major role 

adjustment, was the one undertaken by the main agent, Hubbard, when the chiefly 

honour of Matai was bestowed upon him. Costume here was an integral part of the 

design plan and the protocol. Dick Hubbard 'went native' .  Photographic images 

portray a bespectacled, Pakeha New Zealand male, naked from the waist up, adorned 

with shell necklace, traditional headdress and a woven flax ' skirt' (Hubbard Foods 

Limited Photograph Album, personal communication, September 9, 1 998). Hubbard 

privately reports : 

I was dressed in a ceremonial lava-lava, headgear, I was covered in coconut 

oil and there was all sorts of stuff around my neck. The local ladies got me 
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dressed up and there were a couple of men-minders as well . . .  I was really 

like the proverbial stuffed pig . . .  well dressed for the occasion. (OTM 

Memoirs, p. 67) 

And the makeover was made complete with a new name - Galumalemana . The 

conservative Auckland businessman was now presented as an exotic character, about 

to play a very different role. For a realist, the irony is that the dramatic action 

comprising this scene was 'for real ' .  In Burke's terms, where all life is drama, this 

represents yet another enrichment of rhetorical meaning. 

7.4.3 The Agent (s) 

In the eyes of most of the audiences Hubbard was the main agent. Yet clearly the 

cast was large (the visitors and the visited). Burke acknowledges that the term agent 

IS: 

a general heading that might, in a given case, require further subdivision, as 

an agent might have his act modified (hence partly motivated) by friends (co

agents) or enemies (counteragents). Again, under "agent" one can place any 

personal properties that are assigned a motivational value, such as "ideas," 

"the will," "fear," "malice," intuition," "the creative imagination". ( 1 989, p.  

1 43) 

The suggestion, or idea for the picnic, was undoubtedly Hubbard's .  Yet the act 

would not have been possible without the support of some key people. These co

agents included some senior staff members of Hubbard Foods Limited: the general 

manager, Hubbard's personal assistant, and two factory supervisors. Each of these 

people were part of the original decision to go to Samoa, had ongoing roles with 

regard to organisation and participation, and were strongly committed to the 

undertaking (B. Amoa, personal communication, April 27, 1 999; J. Ashman, 

personal communication, November 5, 1 998; M. Kendall, personal communication, 

September 9, 1 998). 

But nothing is as it seems. The main sub-act, the conferral of Matai status, 

orchestrated at the eventual site of the picnic, was dependent on Samoan agents and 
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co-agents from both Auckland and the village of Leulumoega in Samoa (R. 

Hubbard, personal communication, September 9, 1 998; M. Kendall, personal 

communication, September 9, 1 998; OTM Memoirs, 1 999, pp. 66-67). 

As for counteragents in this drama, absent detractors such as Roger Kerr, Executive 

Director New Zealand Business Roundtable might well qualify. He had publicly 

clashed with Hubbard about his ideas of social responsibility. Interestingly, there 

may have been some invisible, possibly imaginary, counteragents who might be 

regarded as otherwise sympathetic to the agent. Hubbard was wary of the possible 

backlash from valued customers who might feel betrayed and exploited by the 

financial extravagance of the gesture (R. Hubbard, personal communication, 

September 9, 1 998). If such a constituency existed, it has not so far emerged as a 

vocal one. 

There were also unwitting co-agents. For example, Hubbard' s  mother accompanied 

the group. Her presence became far more of a focus of the event than was ever 

expected. It tapped into a reverence of age and certain matriarchal aspects of Samoan 

society - local people 'approved' of her presence and honoured her accordingly (R. 

Hubbard, personal communication, September 9, 1 998). It also reinforced the motif 

of a 'Hubbard Family' that is apparent in much of Hubbard' s  written communication 

(Chapter Six). 

The agent, as actor, implies an element of impersonation, which brings with it 

deception (persona/mask). In a conventional theatrical performance, the audience 

expects this. Taking the actor analogy further, it is appropriate to look at the agent in 

terms of character. White ( 1 995) commenting on Aristotle ' s  idea of character, notes 

that: 

characters are the primary agents of the action of the play. "Character" is not 

so much an abstract essence (in the sense of moral fibre or personality), but a 

quality which reveals purpose: characters are what characters do. (p. 25) 

The multiple roles played by any one actor presents an interesting example of this. 

Dick Hubbard's  roles include employer, manager, owner, benefactor, son (child), 
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husband, (co-director and wife Diana Hubbard was present), manager, producer, 

director, chief and 'father' of the Hubbard family. 

Some of these roles are recognisable as I have already introduced the notion of the 

Hubbard family (Chapter Six). However, when we perceive Hubbard to be in the 

role of director, we envisage him controlling the potential ambiguity of the 

performance and deliberately guiding the audience's attention. His own account of 

the picnic is the version that dominates and forms the ' official '  rhetoric of the 

corporate saga, a story that was for some time regularly retold and refined during 

Hubbard's  public speaking engagements and in media reports. Perhaps readers and 

critics are not only an audience, but also performers, part of the chorus along with 

the locals and the press, standing outside the main action of the play and 

commenting upon it. 

Views gleaned from the newspapers of what others think of the agent are often 

reliant on Hubbard's own assessment. In an item entitled "Baker' s delight", Hubbard 

is  quoted as saying "The feedback has been tremendous. I 've had lots of faxes, mail 

and messages of goodwill" (Taylor, 1 998). However, we should not take what the 

character says about himself solely at face value, nor should we necessarily believe 

others. It would be easy to seek to cast Hubbard as the archetypal hero or villain, but, 

as I suggest later, it is likely that neither title would fit precisely. The perceptions of 

his character and motive are as diverse as the spectators who gaze upon the action, 

and the characters who frame it (both in New Zealand and in Western Samoa). 

7.4.4 The Agency 

"Agency denotes the means employed in an act, and attitude designates the manner 

in which those means are employed" (Foss et aI ., 2002, p. 202). In this case we are 

concerned with the resources or instruments employed to undertake the venture. 

C learly agency here is related to Hubbard's organisational position (owner and 

managing director), his ability to finance the venture and his tactical approach. It is 

in the category of agency that we can acknowledge that the agent had not only the 

means to orchestrate the venture, but the choice of how to allocate the resources. 
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What is indisputable, is the fact that the company spent approximately $ 1 70,000 on 

the event, money that might have been usefully employed in any number of ways 

such as the purchase of new plant, the employment of more workers, or merely 

diverted into company profits. Perhaps this is an example of a 'good versus good' 

dilemma whereby two or more worthy options were available. By choosing one 

'good' ,  others wil l  be bypassed. Also, there is more than the risk of accident or 

alienation of customers to consider. In setting a precedent in this notable event, 

Hubbard may be 'asking for trouble' in the future. The memory of the picnic 

persists, yet staff change. Thus there is the potential threat that future employees will  

feel disadvantaged by their exclusion (albeit that they were not employed at the time) 

leading to demands for future privileges. 

7.4.5 The Purpose 

There has been disagreement as to the purpose of the event, the final category in 

Burke's pentad. Among the themes of Dick Hubbard' s philosophy of socially 

responsible business, is a contention that money spent on advertising is money 

withdrawn from more worthy recipients such as staff and customers (C 22; 54) . 

Nevertheless, he does not eschew pUblicity, leading to accusations from some 

members of the business establishment, that he cynically used the Samoan picnic as 

a marketing ploy (Hill, 1 998, p. 6). 

According to Hubbard, the purpose was threefold. First, he wished to celebrate the 

l Oth anniversary of his company, with something "big and symbolic". Second, he 

thought it important to acknowledge the contribution of all staff with a gesture that 

would be meaningful to them. Third, he wished to be seen to "walk the talk" with 

regard to business social responsibility, as he was about to be a key player in the 

launch of the New Zealand chapter of Businesses for Social Responsibility. 

Complementing these was the need to satisfy himself that he would be prepared to 

go ahead with the outing, even without a public relations component (OTM 

Memoirs, 1 999, p. 63 ; R. Hubbard, personal communication, September 9, 1 998). 

Hubbard explains to his customers the rationale for the then impending picnic in 

Clipboard: 
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Well, let me tell you all .  1 998 is a special year for the company - it is the 

company's 1 0th anniversary. Now anniversaries are always a good time for 

some navel gazing and a bit of serious contemplation. So late last year I 

contemplated! And I contemplated and I contemplated! And as I did, it 

seemed to make more and more sense to make a symbolic and meaningful 

gesture that recognised all the effort and all the work that all the staff had 

made to the Company. Something that would make the staff feel "special". 

(C 36, original emphasis) 

And the venture was not without risk. What if something went wrong? Behind the 

scenes, Hubbard the producer wondered about the social responsibility of closing 

down the factory for three days, about the plane crashing and about the customers' 

perceptions of the action - would they feel that their money was being used for an 

overseas 'junket'? (R. Hubbard, personal communication, September 9, 1 998). 

"There were a whole lot of what-ifs [sic] , but we went through them and came to 

the conclusion that none of them were matters of any substance. Any risks to the 

company were more perceived than real" (OTM Memoirs, 1 999, p. 63). 

However, writing to his customers after arriving back in Auckland and resuming 

'business as usual' Hubbard appears to have gained some new insight into the actual 

purpose. The euphoria is tangible: 

Well, was it worth it? Yes, yes, yes !  You see this trip was about the 

celebration of the power of the people, the people of Samoa, the family of 

Leulumoega village, the family of Hubbard Foods. We are a better company, 

but most importantly, we are better people for this trip. (C 37) 

Here Hubbard uses a number of rhetorical devices to enhance the emotive appeal of 

his writing. He opens with a rhetorical question, 'answers' it with an emphatic "yes", 

twice repeated, and then uses the family metaphor to draw a parallel between the 

villagers and the Hubbard staff. His certainty has an infectious rhetorical flow-on to 

the audience. Notably, in this passage, Hubbard also exposes a process of 

retrospective sensemaking (Weick, 1 995) whereby the agent discovers his purpose 
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with the benefit of hindsight and in the responses of others. Alternatively, we might 

interpret this in Burke' s  terms of the "self' as audience: 

A man can be his own audience, insofar as he, even in his secret thoughts, 

cultivates certain ideas or images for the effect he hopes they may have upon 

him; he is here what Mead would call 'an "I" addressing its "me' ;  and in this 

respect he is being rhetorical quite as though he were using pleasant imagery 

to influence an outside audience rather than the one within. ( 1 969b, p. 3 8) 

Thus, in the process of persuading his customer stakeholders, perhaps Hubbard has 

effectively persuaded himself of the worth of his actions. 

It is unnecessary to explore all the options and alternatives in order to grasp some of 

the complexities of the agency factor. However, a critical audience, focusing on the 

notion of purpose, might be moved to question how democratic an employer 

Hubbard is. For example, factory expansion might have been discussed, but was 
J 

equal consideration given to bonus payments to staff where they controlled the 

choice of expenditure? Additionally, only a small group of people were involved in 

the original decision and the planning of the picnic (M. Kendall, personal 

communication, September 9, 1 998; OTM Memoirs, 1 999) meaning that staff 

members in general were not accorded any discretion over how the money was 

spent. 

There is little evidence to suggest that the decision to go to Samoa was driven by a 

financial surplus that needed to be spent. As Managing Director of Hubbard Foods 

Limited, Hubbard possessed the money and formal organisational power. Although 

he and senior staff considered some alternatives for this agency (OTM Memoirs, 

1 999) it seems apparent that, prior to consulting them, Hubbard may already have 

been thinking of basing the activity on a business precedent that he believed had 

"stuck in people' s  memories": 

I remembered that Roger Bhatnagar from Sound Plus (Sir Roger as he is 

these days, who went on to steer Noel Leemings) had, way back in about 

1 99 1 ,  taken his staff to Wellington". (OTM Memoirs, 1 999, p. 63) 
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This is a revealing statement as it implicitly acknowledges a desire to make an 

impression outside the organisation, lending some credence to charges of reputation 

building as motive. 

Whatever the range of motives, reports about the picnic consistently focus on the 

need to celebrate the 1 0th anniversary of the company and to reward or 'thank' staff. 

For Hubbard, the financial outlay required for the picnic meant sacrificing some 

other investment in his own organisation. Furthermore, the return on such 

investment as new plant would be fairly predictable and quantifiable, and Hubbard 

personally would be the main recipient of any benefits accruing, although staff may 

have enjoyed some residual benefits. In contrast, there were no guarantees that there 

would be any business benefits from the trip to Samoa. 

A central concern linked with the picnic is that the impulse to exert authority over 

informal aspects of individual' s  lives suggests an unfashionable paternalism. And 

certainly this staging of the announcement and the reportage associated with it places 

the staff in a subordinate role, and presents them as childlike in demeanor. This is 

consistent with the image of the ' Hubbard family' examined in the previous 

chapters. Photographs in the ' Hubbards' album show staff seated on the floor 

looking up to the standing Hubbard. They are dressed in their factory overalls and 

white hats and Hubbard is in his business attire. This division is less evident in the 

factory-floor setting of the newspaper images ("Boss' surprise thrills workers", 

1 998; Clarkson, 1 998; Edwards, 1 998; "Have a holiday on us, Hubbard tells staff', 

1 998; "Picnic plan delights staff', 1 998; Taylor, 1 998). Part of the positive rhetorical 

impact of the event related to the fact that it was a surprise, an unexpected bonus, for 

staff, and initially they "were apprehensive. But when they realised it was good 

news, they responded with applause and hoots of delight" (e.g. "Work's a picnic - in 

Samoa", 1 998). 

Addressing suspicions about Hubbard's ' real ' motives are more general counter

arguments that suggest that people, even business managers, should be thought 

capable of extending generosity and appreciation to others, even their employees. 

Reporters and TV crews were assembled for the announcement and interpreted the 
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emotional responses of workers as positive. For example, the NZPA release told 

readers that, "South Auckland machine operator Ben Nanson was all smiles when he 

found out he was being sent home by his boss yesterday" (e.g. "Workers happy to be 

sent home", 1 998; Work's a picnic - in Samoa", 1 998). 

7.5 APPRAISING THE DRAMA 

The preceding discussion has presented each element of Burke's  dramatistic pentad 

independently. In this section I will bring together these elements and reflect on a 

range of issues raised by the investigation. 

One way of analysing the relationship between these elements is through a formal 

scrutiny of each in conjunction with others - in terms of what Burke terms ' ratios' 

(Table 7. l ). Burke uses the term ratio to suggest "a relationship of propriety, 

suitability, or requirement among the elements" (Foss et aI., 2002, p. 202). Burke 

maintains that the pentad's terms lend themselves to "both merger and division" and 

it is in the application of ratios that we "[recognize] their possibilities of merger" 

(Burke, 1 969a, p. 7). In that each element implies another, elements are 

"consubstantial" (Burke, 1 969b; 1 989). 

Table 7. 1 Ratios 

Scene-act 

Scene-agent 

Scene-agency 

Scene-pu rpose 

Act-purpose 

Act-agent 

Act-agency 

Agent-purpose 

Agent-agency 

Agency-purpose 
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Here I will apply 3 of the 1 0  pairings Burke ( 1 969a) identifies (although reversal of 

these combinations allows for another 1 0  ratios). Since it is rhetorical context which 

I wish to highlight in this chapter, I first examine the two key ratios that Burke 

classifies as enjoying 'positive' relationships and which focus on contextual 

dimensions of the rhetoric: the scene-act ratio and the scene-agent ratio. These share 

the quality of relating to each other as the "container to the contained" (Burke, 

1 969a). Thus the scene 'contains ' both the act and the agent, and must be a 'fit' 

container for them. "Tug[ging] at [the] edges" (Burke, 1 969a, p .  20) of this relation 

is the third ratio I will examine: act-agent ratio. This ratio "suggests a temporal or 

sequential relationship" (Burke, 1 969a, p. 1 6). In Table 7 . 1 the ratios in italics form 

the basis of my assessment. After examining these three key ratios, I consider a 

range of other implications arising from this analysis. 

7.5. 1 Ratios 

The ratios are ever-present, but often unacknowledged. "To discern them [the ratios] 

in their ubiquity, we must remain aware ofthe many guises which the five terms may 

assume in the various casuistries" (Burke, 1 969a, p. 1 1 ). Burke' s scheme ensures a 

systematic consideration of at least some of the relationships. 

Scene-Act ratio 

Burke points out the "Scene is to act [ or action] as implicit is to explicit" ( 1 969a, p. 

7). Thus, "one could not deduce the details for the action from the details of the 

setting, but one could deduce the quality of the action from the quality of the setting" 

(Burke, 1 969a p. 7, my italics). In other words, the nature of the rhetorical act must 

be consistent with the nature of the scene. 

The scene-act ratio induces us to ponder the degree to which the situation is 

favourable to acts of social responsibility. For example, when we reflect upon the 

Auckland 'scene' ,  an austere industrial workplace in which labourers perform 

arduous work, we might argue that it favours some type of compassionate response. 

Similarly, the Samoan 'scene' calls at once for participation in a relaxed, largely 

informal style of interaction, as well as in the ritualised theatre of local customary 

practices. 
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In this performance, the plot propels us from one scene to another, a sequence that 

both faithfully reflects the action, and symbolises it (Burke, 1 969a, p. 3) .  Here the 

romantic past is epitomised in the scene of the picnic (the exotic, the novel, the 

private) - an apt counterpoint to the dehumanising factory scene (the familiar, the 

routine, the public). This provides "perspective by incongruity", or the "comic 

corrective" (Burke, 1 969a; Gusfield, 1 989) and the actual journey becomes a 

symbolic journey, suggesting liberation from the confines of modem values toward a 

more ' authentic' ,  humane, caring, morality built on family values and community 

life. 

Scene-Agent Ratio 

The scene-agent ratio refers to the "synecdochic relation between person and place" 

(Burke, 1 969a, p. 7). For example, the exoticism of the scene lends exoticism, or 

"difference" to the individual. In being part of this particular scene, the agent 

(Hubbard) is seen as closer to nature and closer to a traditional community. It 

presents him as a 'real ' person, a human being who cares and shares, not a mere 

'bean-counter' with an eye to the bottom line. It also presents him as a man worthy 

of respect, since he now has acknowledged status in two environments - the 

professional and the private. Scenic statements such as those which refer to the 

church service or the school serve to bolster the image of Hubbard as a community

minded man who espouses basic Christian values. Both of these qualities are 

consistent with Hubbard's claims of social responsibility. 

Nonetheless there is a clear tension between certain aspects of the scene and agent, 

serving to present a complex picture of agent and motive. On one hand Hubbard 

displays egalitarianism by way of his own participation in the company picnic, his 

giving up a long holiday weekend in favour of a staff outing, and having his own 

family accompany him. On the other hand, application of the principle of hierarchy 

(Burke, 1 969b; 1 989) implies that Hubbard's  elevation to Matai status underlines a 

desire on his part to rise above the ordinary, rise up the hierarchy and stand out from 

his workers - to 'transcend' them. This may not be an interpretation that Hubbard 

would overtly espouse. Yet the rite exemplifies Hubbard' s  attainment of credibility 
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through demonstrations of expertise and authority, as discussed in the previous 

chapter. 

Costume too can be seen as an objectification of Hubbard's  state of mind and thus 

presents another inherent tension. His willingness to don different apparel to his 

normal attire and to 'conform' to the local dress, contributes to both identification 

with his workforce and to transcendence. Importantly, it also reinforces a sense that 

Hubbard is essentially 'different' or non-conformist when compared with other 

' conventional ' business people. 

Act-agent ratio 

The act can make or remake an agent. When seen in act-agent terms, the main act 

and its sub-acts serve to buttress Hubbard's  status as manager, as figurehead, as the 

key player in the Hubbard family which unquestionably includes Clipboard readers 

(e.g. C 1 0; 47). Thus his standing as a suitably qualified spokesperson on both 

business and social issues is substantiated. Ironically, it also reinforces a picture of 

egalitarianism and plays into several aspects of the Pakeha ethos that came to 

dominate New Zealand in the 1 950s and 1 960s: those of "equality, cultural 

homogeneity, and integration in race relations" (Dunstall, 1 98 1 ,  p .  404) 

In terms of alternative acts for which the money might have been used, the trip to 

Samoa might prove to be a richer source of staff support for management than 

alternatives would have been. Although it could be seen as a cunning political move, 

it also hints that staff do matter to Hubbard, that maybe he really does see them as 

'family' in some sense of the term. Hubbard could have gained media attention from 

any number of other novel sponsorships or events, yet he chose the picnic in 

Western Samoa. This communicates a sense that staff wellbeing has bearing in 

Hubbard's vision of social responsibility. It suggests that the event was not solely 

orchestrated for an external public, to promote an image of Hubbard as an 

exceptional leader and to publicise the launch of New Zealand Businesses for Social 

Responsibility (BSR). 
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Each of these ratio examples contributes to a portrait of the delicate balance inherent 

in maintaining a credible persona that communicates social responsibility in the 'real 

world' .  Together, they represent "a circular possibility in the terms" (Burke, 1 969a, 

p. 1 9) .  Hence, to use Burke's own words as a frame: Hubbard, acting in accordance 

with his nature as agent (act-agent ratio), may change the scene (scene-act ratio), and 

thereby establish a state of unity between himself and the world (scene-agent ratio) 

(Burke, 1 969a, p. 1 9). 

7.5.2 Finale 

Burke sought to find a means of grappling with the issue of "what is involved, when 

we say what people are doing and why they are doing it?" He claimed that "[t]hese 

forms of thought can be embodied profoundly or trivially, truthfully or falsely" 

(Burke, 1 989, p. l 39). Just as a playwright alone cannot produce the play in any full 

sense, the subject of this narrative, Hubbard's  picnic, was dependent upon the 

cooperation and interaction of many people in a variety of roles. In turn, I have 

presented an analysis of a rhetorical event strongly associated with business social 

responsibility. My own perceptions impose·a  level of selectivity - inclusion and 

omission - and ambiguity of the message is compounded by audience response. 

Yet the Samoan picnic 'happened' and there are insights to be gained from this 

analysis. Ifwe seek to better understand its meaning in terms of both its stated 

purpose and its implied purpose, we are encouraged to reflect on whether beneficial 

rather than adverse outcomes were achieved for participants and other stakeholders. 

Stakeholders, or to use Burke' s  terms, agents, co-agents and counteragents, include 

the owners (Dick and Diana Hubbard), the staff, the communities of South Auckland 

and of Leulumoega, Hubbard' s  customers and the New Zealand community at large. 

The answer to the question as to whether the picnic resulted in ' social betterment' 

for any of these individuals or groups remains inconclusive. 

However, we can address some issues. One inescapable consequence of the act for 

those involved is that Hubbard's  relationship to his workers had the potential to be 

changed forever. This is due to the direct effects of the gesture itself, but also to the 

fact that he has now, in Samoan culture, a newly defined honorary status that brings 
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with it certain obligations . The beneficial effects are debatable. Yet the key player, 

Hubbard, appears to hold a consistently positive view of the outcomes. In response 

to an early version of this chapter, Dick Hubbard wrote: 

You might be interested to know that with the trip to Samoa there were some 

very interesting reactions by the Samoan community in Auckland. Several 

Samoan community leaders stated to me that the trip to Samoa did a lot for 

the whole Samoan community in Auckland. The point was made that 

Samoans in Auckland often feel that they are second-class citizens, or 

"factory fodder", and the fact that the contribution of Samoa to our Company 

being recognised, had the flow-on effect of increasing the mana [standing] 

and status of Samoans in New Zealand generally. This is an interesting 

observation and reinforces my belief that when one takes an action such [as] 

this trip to Samoa, then often there are flow-on effects far beyond the original 

effect intended. (R. Hubbard, Personal Communication, 1 999, March 22) 

Certainly external commentators echo that positive view, and appear to be in no 

doubt as to the consequences of the Samoan picnic for the workers. Reporter Phil 

Taylor comments that "Dick Hubbard is the sort of employer anyone would be 

happy to serve under" (Taylor, 1 998, p. 3). Such reports certainly create a notion of 

how a socially responsible employer is expected to behave. We could, of course, ask 

whether the individuals who acted in the company drama are happier or more 

fulfilled since their visit to their homeland. And questions arise as to whether the 

experience, on balance, proved to be beneficial to themselves and their communities 

and what the effects were on family and friends at home (in Auckland and in 

Western Samoa). There has been little reported publicly on the staff or community 

perception after the event. The interpretation carried by the media was, and 

continues to be, overwhelmingly that of a progressive manager extending goodwill 

and generosity to his staff. 

7.5.3 Reflection 

A reader already familiar with Burke's  pentad will observe that I have chosen to 

present and use it in a limited fashion. I have viewed the five categories individually, 

ignoring many of the possible ten ratios in favour of the three identified and 
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discussed in-depth by Burke in A Grammar of Motives ( 1 969a). Consequently I 

could quite reasonably be accused of diffusing meaning by selectively focussing on 

separate aspects without ultimately providing a synthesis. My justification for this 

"cookie cutter" approach to criticism (Hart 1 997) is that, even in the fragmentation 

that results, I have nevertheless provided glimpses of aspects of the picnic that 

would have otherwise remained concealed. This is particularly important because 

business social responsibility evokes a range of understandings and must therefore 

be probed for meaning: 

Even if any given terminology is a reflection of reality, by its very nature as a 

terminology it must be a selection of reality; and to this extent it must also 

function as a deflection of reality. (Burke, 1 966, p. 45) 

In isolating the rhetorical act, treating it as somehow discrete from the ongoing 

organisational drama, I also risked overlooking a conviction held by Burke, that "the 

energy of interpretation is the tension between the novelty of the moment and the 

continuity of human action" (Klumpp, p. 9). Life goes on for the participants in this 

drama, and we should not forget that organisational life, with its daily factory 

routine, physical stress and monotony, may be a dominant feature for many. 

There are, of course, absences and biases in my use of the pentad to interpret the 

picnic, and the sheer variety of other audience response, potential as well as actual, 

compounds the ambiguity of its meaning - ambiguity that reflects the way life is. As 

onlookers we are distanced from the deed in time and geography, seemingly 

detached from the action yet moved by it. We are necessary, but apart, and should 

acknowledge the selectivity of our perceptions. And we may be faced with our own 

dilemmas as we question the implications that emerge from our viewing of this 

performance. 

For Bur�e it is desirable that we, the audience, continue to explore the complex 

interplay between aspects of this event, the Samoan picnic, its purpose and its 

consequences: 

The terms are always there for us to reclaim, in their everyday simplicity, 

their almost miraculous easiness, thus enabling us to constantly begin afresh. 

When they might become difficult, when we can hardly see them, through 
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having stared at them too intensely, we can of a sudden relax, to look at them 

as we always have, lightly, glancingly. And having reassured ourselves, we 

can start out again, once more daring to let them look strange and difficult for 

a time. (Burke, 1 989, p. 1 40). 

7.6 CONCLUSION 

In this chapter I have demonstrated some of the nuances of meaning that can be 

revealed by employing the pentad as a means of analysis. I have analysed one 

rhetorical act, a company event, to explore meaning about business social 

responsibility in action. I returned to basics, working not from where others have left 

off, but rather from what Burke wrote. The pentad is intentionally simple and 

Kenneth Burke provides us with a vehicle by which to explore the complexities of 

any situation, inviting us to use it to investigate situations and relationships in our 

own way. He provokes us to go further than we otherwise might, and implies that 

there is no ' right' way to use the framework. The pentad, as a simple interpretive 

guide to the analysis of organisational events, can help the reader "[get] outside the 

box of his own logics" (Gusfield, 1 989, p. 7). Burke' s  scheme particularly 

accommodates the ambiguity of multivocality. And the recognition of the multiple 

frames from which many voices speak their diverse constructions of purpose, act, 

agency, agent, and scene, are better understood with Burke's  pentad as a guide 

through the complexities of interpretation. 

The audience assigns motive in any undertaking and judges the character of the 

agent. Accordingly, at the start of the chapter I drew attention to two possible 

charges against Hubbard. An incontestable response to the charge of egoism as 

motive is unattainable, yet the complexities exposed in this analysis suggest that, if 

egoism is a motive, it is not the only one. Furthermore, a close reading of the text 

suggests that Hubbard sustains a sense of coherence in terms of the relationships 

between the various elements highlighted through the analysis. In particular, 

application of the ratios provides a way of ascertaining Dick Hubbard' s  motives 

through testing that essential aspect of any drama referred to in the previous chapter, 

'dramatic consistency' .  Those ratios investigated do suggest dramatic consistency 

and thus help to expose qualities such as openness, goodwill, generosity, honesty, 

Christian values, family values, a willingness to take risks and lack of conformity to 
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expected business codes. All of these add to the plausibility of Hubbard's personal 

account of his motives.  

With regard to the charge of paternalism, Hubbard does demonstrate elements of 

paternalism in his limited consultation with staff and his exercise of ownership 

'rights' to opt for the allocation of resources for the staff of Hubbard Foods Limited. 

Paternalism implies uneven power relations, but it too can be considered a 

negotiable concept. Indeed, Crossley ( 1 999) identifies a problem with a common 

conception of paternalism - that typically predicated on the normative concern for 

retaining autonomy over that of general well being. He suggests that, "accepting the 

Standard View of Paternalism means accepting the Narrow View of moral 

responsibility" (Crossley, 1 999, Conclusion, para. 3) .  Under Crossley's  

classification, Hubbard represents a broad view of moral responsibility, and 

therefore the standard view of paternalism may not apply. Evidence from the picnic 

suggests that Hubbard' s  style represents a benevolent paternalism, evident in his 

encouraging Samoan staff to spend time with their families, sometimes on the outer 

islands, rather than obliging them to remain with the Hubbard Foods Limited's 

group in Apia. 

This rhetorical analysis suggests that Burke 's  acknowledgement of ambiguity, and 

the multiple readings that the pentad facilitates, leads us to further questions, not to 

comfortingly assured answers and explanations. However, Hubbard emerges with an 

image as a trustworthy advocate of certain business values and practices. Burke's 

"perspective by incongruity" (Burke, 1 969a; Gusfield, 1 989) facilitates acceptance 

of the paradoxical characterisation of Hubbard as "caring capitalist" (Bedford, 

1 998). 

The next chapter observes Hubbard in direct ideological conflict with one of the 

'counter-agents' identified in this narrative: Roger Kerr of the New Zealand 

Business Roundtable. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT : CONFLICT AND CONFLUENCE: IMAGES AND 

ARCHETYPES IN THE HUBBARD-KERR DEBATE 

8.1 INTRODUCTION 

In preceding chapters I have established that the publ ic debate about business social 

responsib i lity in New Zealand is  considered polarised, partly as a consequence of 

publ icity surrounding a clash between Dick Hubbard and the New Zealand Business 

Roundtabl e  (NZBR) representative, Roger Kerr. On the one hand is the strongly social 

orientation of Hubbard and his supporters. On the other hand is the position represented 

by Roger Kerr and his associates who publ icly proclaim that ' the business of business is 

business ' .  Roger Kerr vigorously advocates the importance, indeed business imperative, 

of letting the head rule. D ick Hubbard, in contrast, advocates ' leading from the heart' . 

The effect of this i nteraction is to present two apparently competing narratives. 

In January 1 997 a major New Zealand dai ly newspaper carried a column by Roger Kerr 

expounding h is  view of business social responsibil ity. Evoking Adam Smith 's  

i l lustrative example, Kerr claimed that: 

Many retain the feudal notion that to be responsible, business must put down its 

tools  and attend to social concerns. They are asking for butchers to be social  

workers, not business people. What they would get, sooner or later, would be bad 

meat and bankrupt butchers. (Kerr, 1 997, p. 4) 

The column contained the basic arguments to which Kerr consistently adheres. Any 

business people stepping outside the business orthodoxy are culpable on two counts: 

they wi l l  be out of their depth in the social arena, and their  businesses wi l l  fai l .  The ideas 

in Kerr 's  article are central to a broad-ranging discussion that was a feature of the New 

Zealand public arena. 

During the 1 990s an overt ideological battle between Dick Hubbard and Roger Kerr was 

played out in the press and through Clipboard. In turn, the Wel l ington Chamber of 

Commerce provided 'official '  recognition of the conflict, with a formal debate in which 

the two men and their team-mates could publicly present their cases on business social 
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responsib i l ity ' nose to nose' . The moot was "That the business of business i s  business" 

and the encounter was reported in the business weekl ies and the national press (Du 

Fresne, 1 998b; Robertson, 1 998; Steeman, 1 998). Yet Robertson reported that "The two 

sides devoted much attention to showing that they did not d isagree about much" 

(Robertson, 1 998 [electronic version]) .  Rhetorical analysis appl ies a critical lens to this 

apparent lack of d isagreement. 

In this chapter I present and analyse rhetorical aspects of the wider New Zealand social 

responsibi l ity debate between the protagonists, Hubbard and Kerr. I use cultural 

criticism as a perspective and narrative analysis  as a broad framework. This approach is • 

appl ied to a range of publ ished texts produced by and about the two central characters 

throughout the 1 990s. I show how cultural criticism can serve to reveal the underlying 

assumptions of the protagonists through their verbal strategies and help to clarify our 

understand ing  of the construct of business social responsibil ity. The narrative here is 

enacted through the speeches and writings of the main characters, and the reports of 

media  commentators and their audiences. 

F irst, I i ntroduce the idea of cultural criticism in rhetoric and then I set out a narrative 

frame for the analysis, presenting parallel descriptions of Hubbard and Kerr and some 

contextual background to the social responsibi l ity debate. Next, I analyse Hubbard's and 

Kerr ' s  narratives and representations from the press, identifying the major themes and 

images that make up thei r  rhetorical strategies. I i ntroduce archetypes of leadership 

occurring in  the narratives and then draw conclusions regarding the insights into 

business social responsib i l ity to be gained from cultural criticism. 

8.2 CUL TURAL CRITICISM 

As stated in Chapter Four, cultural criticism taps into the impl icit cultural 

understandings of our society. In the context of this thesis, cultural criticism explores 

some of the cultural images, values, myths and archetypes that emerge in the rhetoric of 

Hubbard and Kerr in thei r  battle for the emotional and intel lectual adherence of their 

audiences. These premises are so ingrained in the collective subconscious and the 
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discursive h istory of a culture that the persuader is l ikely to accept them and also expects 

the audience to accept them (Larson, 200 1 ). 

Among the things likely to influence New Zealanders' values are the country's  s ize, its 

geographic location, its unique history, and the ethnic origins of the New Zealand 

population including the culture and tradition of Maori tangata whenua. A lthough there 

are aspects of the New Zealand way of communicating ideas that are culturally d ist inct, 

these also reflect a Western cultural heritage, shared with countries such as the United 

Kingdom, the United States of America, much of continental Europe and Austral ia. This 

tradition offers a range of key myths that are variously enacted in d ifferent cultures. For 

example, Reich ( 1 987) identifies a number of cultural parables for the United States, 

some of which have parallels in New Zealand. In particular, the myth of ' the triumphant 

individual ' i s  associated in New Zealand with the ' heroic male' trad ition wh ich i s  

captured i n  a favoured rhetorical image of 'man alone' (Law, Campbel l & Dolan, 1 999; 

Phi l l ips, 1 996). Other Western myths that emerge in New Zealand relate to heroic  

archetypes and include the myth of the 'coming of the messiah ' ,  and the 'value of 

challenge' (Larson, 200 1 ). A particularly popular cultural myth relates to  a belief in New 

Zealanders' innovative capacity teamed with practical ity and often referred to as ' kiwi 

ingenuity' or the 'No. 8 wire' mentality (Bel l ,  200 1 ;  Cameron & Massey, 1 999; Law et 

aI . ,  1 999). Another myth relates to egal itarianism, symbolised in New Zealand Prime 

Ministers' electioneering appeals to ' middle New Zealand' through catch-phrases such 

as the 'ordinary bloke' (Robert Muldoon) or the ' l ittle man' (Norman Kirk) (Dunstall ,  

1 98 1 ,  p. 3 99). 

Chapter S ix has already exposed some of the myths integral to Hubbard 's  leadership 

practice and rhetorical appeal, including the value of chal lenge as exempl ified in 

Hubbard' s  patronage and promotion of Outward Bound and his personal endorsement of 

' risk ' .  Archetypes too contribute to the social construction of leadership.  According to 

Abrams ( 1 999), 
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The term archetype denotes recurrent narrative designs, patterns of action, 

character-types, themes, and images which are identifiable  in a variety of works 

of i iterature, as wel l  as in myths, dreams, and even social rituals. (p. 1 2) 

Typically business executives "operational ise" leadership through four mascul ine 

archetypes :  the Father, the Hero, the Saviour, and the King, each of which can be 

associated with the allocation of charisma to an individual (Steyrer, 1 998). These will be 

explored l ater in this chapter in terms of both Hubbard's and Kerr 's  self-representations. 

8.3 NARRATIVE FRAMEWORK 

Participants also attempt to legitimise thei r  interests and actions through narratives 

(Brown, 1 998) and archetypes are constituted within these narratives. Narratives 

"advance persuasion because ( 1 )  they disarm l isteners by enchanting  them, (2) they 

awaken within l isteners dormant experiences and feel ings, and (3) they thereby expose, 

subtly, some sort of propositional argument" (Hart, 1 997, p. 93). 

As a means of d isentangling the maj or players, their underlying beliefs and thei r  possible 

agendas and to help guide my analysis, I use Pentland' s ( 1 999) summation of the typical 

features of narrative as data in business or organisational l ife :  sequence in time; focal 

actors; identifiable narrative voice(s); evaluative frames of reference and other indicators 

of context. Within this framework, I examine the notion of social responsibi l ity as it is 

presented by the focal actors in their own written texts and reported in  the print media. 

In the process, I also construct my own narrative account of the debate. 

The rhetorical device of the negative and the principles of hierarchy and transcendence 

form usefu l  constructs in the textual analysis (Chapter Three of this thesis) . According to 

Burke ( 1 96 1 ,  1 966), the negative, which does not exist in nature, functions to tie us into 

a paradox whereby we must "perceive and d iscuss the non-verbal in terms of what it is 

not (that is, words, symbols)" (Rueckert, 1 982, p .  253). The negative serves to 

emphasise aspects of the world through contrast and d ivision, and also provides us with 

the ability to make moral distinctions between right and wrong. Hierarchy is "any kind 

of graded value-charged structure in terms of which things, words, acts, and ideas are 
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ranked (Rueckert, 1 982, p. 1 3 1 ). Many h ierarchies exist and Burke ( 1 96 1 ,  1 969b) asserts 

that people  fear sl ipping further down. Their natural inclination is to either move up a 

h ierarchy or to maintain their position relative to others. Infusing each hierarchy is the 

notion of a unifying ultimate stage of perfection, at which point individuals transcend the 

ordinary or everyday. Hart makes the point that: 

Rhetoric promises transcendence. If h ierarchy gives rhetoric a quantitative 

d imension (how much, how often, how high), transcendence gives it a qualitative 

d imension (how good, how grand, how noble). Hierarchy argues that people can 

get more; transcendence tel ls them why they should.  Rhetoric has transcendent 

themes because people want to feel they are doing something important with 

the i r  l ives, that they are rising above the ordinary. ( 1 997 p. 269, original 

emphasis) 

Transcendence also unites through downplaying differences by evoking higher, shared 

goals.  

These constructs underpin much rhetorical analysis. With these ideas in mind, I seek to 

compare the narratives of Hubbard and Kerr, to analyse the symbolic significance of 

them, and to see how rhetoric is used to draw support and legitimise the positioning of 

the major figures in a pol itical power struggle. 

8.3.1 Central Episode 

When, i n  1 997, Dick Hubbard proposed the new business organisation, New Zealand 

Businesses for Social Responsib i l ity (BSR), it was proclaimed to be a chal lenger to the 

powerful New Zealand Business Roundtable (NZBR), a lobby group and think-tank, 

establ ished in the early 1 980s (Brock, 1 998; "Businessman plans to set up rival to 

Roundtable", 1 997; Carr, 1 998; "New venture mounts chal lenge to Roundtable", 1 998). 

One journal i st reported that the BSR "opposes pol icies that the Business Roundtable  

holds sacred" (Brock, 1 998). For years the NZBR had worked, largely through 

Executive Director and spokesperson Roger Kerr, to influence government pol icy in a 

'pro-business' d irection. The NZBR had been : 
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enormously successful in the 1 980s in conditioning publ ic, official and pol itical 

opinion about directions of economic transformation. In the 1 990s, the BRT 

[Business Roundtable] began to focus on social pol icy issues, the resolution of 

which would have significant impacts on the momentum, if not the path, of 

economic reforms.(Le Heron & Pawson, 1 996, p. 85) 

The eventual launch of the New Zealand chapter of BSR, which provided a focus for the 

debate, took place in September 1 998 amid moderate pUblicity. New Zealand BSR 

attracted over 1 00 inaugural members, and its aspirational slogan was ' Advancing New 

Zealand through socially responsible business' (NZBSR promotional pamph let). 

Through the establ ishment of BSR Hubbard had set up a lobby group to put "a caring 

face on business" (Gautier, 1 998; A. Hubbard, 1 997; "The business conscience", 1 998). 

8.3.2 Focal Actors 

It is d ifficult if not impossible to separate the human actors in this narrative from the 

organi sations they represent which, in the sense that they influence our l ives and help 

define the roles of the main characters, are actors too. By September 1 998 at the time of 

the BSR launch, the two people at the centre of this chapter' s  analysis, and their 

organi sations, were already wel l  establ ished in the public consciousness. As I have 

described Hubbard 's background in some detai l  in Chapter Five, I start with a brief 

introduction to the other protagonist, Roger Kerr. 

Roger Kerr: NZBR 

Roger Kerr i s  a self-styled ' intel lectual '  of the local business community. He is  the 

former CEO and founding Executive D i rector of the Business Roundtable. A recent 

article describes Kerr as fol lows: 

F iercely intel l igent and a suave debater, he has an MA from Canterbury 

University and later studied economics at Victoria University. He is a member of 

the New Zealand Association of Economists, Institute of Directors and Mont 

Pelerin Society. (Rotherham, 2000, p. 57) 
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In h is  public communication Kerr, as the NZBR front-person, was associated with some 

of the most powerful names in 'b ig business ' .  Ex-Treasury and one-time professional 

diplomat, Kerr was a regular guest at business forums, author of several key NZBR 

speeches and publications deal ing with business social responsibi l ity (e.g. Kerr, 1 993; 

1 996a; 1 996b; 1 998a; 1 998b), corporate New Zealand's official representat ive, and a 

contributing newspaper columnist (e. g. Kerr, 1 994; 1 998b; 1 998c). An extended article 

on business social responsibi l ity, which contained the reference to ' bad meat and 

bankrupt butchers' to i l lustrate the negative social and business consequences of blurring 

the business focus of a manager's role, was but one of Kerr's frequent articles published 

in the mainstream business press (Kerr, 1 997). 

Communication channels 

Both Hubbard and Kerr are active in the business world, and 'pro-business ' .  Both men 

have acqu ired significant personal wealth from business-related activities, and each man 

communicates directly with his constituency - Kerr through press releases, publ ished 

speeches, newspaper columns and NZBR publ ications, and Hubbard through 'open 

letters' to his customers in the form of the bi-monthly Clipboard. Kerr 's  constituency is 

the established business e lite and government dec ision-makers. Hubbard 's  constituency 

is the consumers of his cereals - "my customers". 

8.3.3 Sequence: Antecedents and Consequences 

" [Narrative] requires at least three elements; an original state of affairs, an action or 

event, and the consequent state of affairs" (Czarniawska, 1 998, p.2). This section sets 

down the sequence of events in relation to the protagonists and the organisations they 

represent. 

Dick Hubbard: HFL 

Hubbard Foods Limited started in 1 988 and struggled through its early years to 

eventual ly  establ ish a firm foothold in the New Zealand breakfast cereal market, with 

innovative product and packaging. Dick Hubbard had establ ished a positive publ ic 

profile through his Clipboard newsletters, various company sponsorships, his role as 
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founder of BSR and patron of a wel l  publ icised p icnic in Samoa (Walker & Monin, 

200 1 ;  Chapter Seven of this thesis). In l ine with international moves to bring political 

pressure on business to address environmental concerns and in the wake of heightened 

interest in BSR, the New Zealand Business Counci l  for Sustainable Development was 

establ ished in 2000. Dick Hubbard was invited to become a foundation member. 

Roger Kerr: NZBR 

Preceding and subsequent to the announcement of the intention to set up BSR, the 

NZB R, referred to by one commentator as "perhaps New Zealand ' s  most infamous 

pressure group" (Cronin, 1 997, p. 2), enjoyed high status among business groups. At its 

inception in the early 1 980s, members of the NZBR almost exclusively represented 

manufacturing concerns. However, by 1 989 the organisation had grown significantly and 

manufacturers were outnumbered by financial capitalists who dominated the 'core' of 

the organization, which also encompassed the officers of the organisation who oversaw 

membership (Cronin, 1 997). Cronin reports that: 

The entry of financial capital ists in 1 986 was accompanied by the 

professional isation of the Roundtable . . .  and a systematic lobbying campaign 

began to transform New Zealand 's economy and society. The new orientation 

caused a schism, with a number of the early manufacturing members departing. 

( 1 997, p. 8) 

By 1 995 the NZBR membership "represented approximately 80% of the market 

capital isation of the New Zealand Stock Exchange" (Vincent, 1 998,  p. 1 99). By 1 997 

Cronin was arguing that the NZBR was in  decl ine. Furthermore, retired "corporate 

knight", S i r  Richard Carter, claimed that the NZBR had lost credib i l ity as it was 

"perceived by the publ ic to have a vested interest in everything it comment[ ed] on" 

(Riordan, 1 998a, p. 1 ) . By the turn of the century Roger Kerr's status as the 

spokesperson for corporate New Zealand was questioned in the business press and 

NZBR Chairman, Ralph Norris, admitted that "the Roundtable has set up a group of 

members to consider ways and means of getting its message across ' in a more easi ly 

understood manner'" (Rotherham, 2000, p. 52). 
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8.3.4 Identifiable Narrative Voices 

Dick Hubbard 

Moving the emphasis sl ightly  from the focal actors per se, the first major identifiable 

narrative voice is that of Dick Hubbard. Initially less well known than Kerr in political 

circ les, by 1 997 Hubbard had already establ i shed a strong grass-roots 'constituency' for 

his ideas about social responsibi l ity. Among the themes of D ick Hubbard' s  phi losophy 

of socially responsible business already introduced in this thesis are ' think New Zealand' 

(part of the wider Support New Zealand campaign) and employment creation. Hubbard' s  

v iews are most accessible to a wide population through his Clipboards (Chapters Five 

and S ix  of this  thesis). He also del ivers frequent speeches, but these general ly remain 

unpubl ished. For the purposes of this study, I draw on Hubbard 's Clipboard editorials, 

publ ished ' letters to the editor' where he seeks to clarify or defend his v iews, and other 

media reports. 

Roger Kerr 

At the t ime of the business social responsibi lity debate Roger Kerr, the other major 

i dentifiable narrative voice in this analysis, had a strong publ ic  presence. As Executive 

Director of the NZBR, he has for years been both the spokesperson and the ' face' of the 

organisation. His speeches, pub l ications and newspaper columns serve to highl ight his 

own and his organisation 's profile and to promote the pol itical stances of the NZBR. 

Documents publ ished by the NZBR are readily avai lable upon request. While many are 

commissioned research studies from selected overseas scholars, many of the Chicago 

school of economics (Vincent, 1 998), some publications have no acknowledged author, 

and Roger Kerr appears as the author of others. Sources for this  analysis include media 

reports, relevant NZBR publ ications (e.g. Barry, 1 999) and speeches, newspaper 

columns and papers prepared by Kerr under his name and directly purporting to deal 

with issues such as business ethics or business social responsibi l ity (e.g. Kerr, 1 993; 

1 996; 1 997; 1 998a; 1 998b). 
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The Press 

A lthough the press i s  a conduit for the 'voices' of the two main actors and thus a forum 

for the debate, it also can be considered as a separate player. Reporters and their editors 

chose to position Kerr and Hubbard in certain ways and thus influenced the public 

perception of business social responsibil ity. 

8.3.5 Evaluative Framework (moral context) 

Whether business social responsibi l ity is an ideology, a process (lones, 1 980), a set of 

principles (Wartick & Cochrane, 1 985) or part of a much broader model of corporate 

social performance (Carrol l ,  1 979; Wood, 1 99 1 ), business social responsibi l ity is 

relational and can not 'exist' apart from its contextual d imensions. There are some 

d ist inctive features of the social and economic mi l ieu of the Hubbard-Kerr debate. The 

debate occurred in the 1 990s, a period marked by the consol idation and extension of a 

pol itical course establ ished in the 1 980s. 

Paradoxical ly, the major changes to new right economic pol icies in New Zealand began 

when a Labour government came to power in 1 984. Kelsey ( 1 993) has referred to the 

ensuing process as the "rol l ing back of the state", a time when New Zealand experienced 

a reassessment of the relationship between the market and the state. Economic 

l iberal isation maintained its momentum through the transition to a National Government 

(traditionally to the right of the pol it ical spectrum) in 1 990 and continued, largely 

unabated, for the next nine years under that administration. Features of the 15 year 

period include an increasing move away from trad itional 'cradle to the grave' social 

welfare princ iples to a new right, user-pays, market-driven economy and competitive 

individualism (lessen, Ryan & Spoon ley, 1 988). One social experiment had been 

replaced by another, and New Zealand' s  compact size, geographic  isolation and smal l ,  

educated population enabled it to make a rapid transition from heavy regulation to 

become one of the freest economies in the world . The period was marked by the erosion 

of trade union power and influence, which culminated in legislation giving greater 

power to the employer (Novitz & Wi l lmott, 1 992; Kelsey, 1 993). Associated with these 

changes was the New Zealand Business Roundtable, which was later to have a key role 
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i n  the business social responsibi l ity debate. The NZBR was active in conveying views 

on a range of political, economic and social issues (lesson, 1 999; Le Heron & Pawson, 

1 996). 

The period saw increasing publ ic concern about new social issues relating to health, 

violent crime and poverty as the gap between rich and poor widened (Kelsey, 1 993; 

Podder & Charterjee, 1 998 cited in  lesson, 1 999). With the perceived social changes 

came a sense of breakdown of the egal itarian myth with which most New Zealanders 

had strongly identified. 

The advent of a Labour-Al liance coal ition onto the government benches in 1 999 brought 

with it a social democratic agenda with a promise of a more equitable redistr ibution of 

resources to benefit al l New Zealanders. This pledge was in itia l ly enacted through a 

number of measures: the introduction of the Employment Relat ions Act that was seen as 

restoring some power to the unions (Bal ls, 2000; Tol ich, 200 1 ); the introduction of 

h igher taxes for those on higher incomes; the temporary freezing  of tertiary students' 

fees; and the controversial "Closing the Gaps" pol icy, which was particularly aimed at 

assisting Maori to access resources and social services such as health, education and 

employment (Hi l l ,  2000a) 

Opposition parties and some business interests warned the New Zealand public that the 

new Labour-All iance coal ition had a poor relationship with business, upon which the 

economic survival and prosperity of the country rested. In particular, the new 

government was seen to be out of step with new right economics and one of the primary 

advocates, the NZBR. This perception was reinforced when in late 2000 the Government 

held a forum to bring together government and business interests to discuss New 

Zealand' s  future economic direction (McCl inchy, 2000) . Representatives of the NZBR 

were excluded, a gesture interpreted as a public snub to that organisation in particular, 

and b ig  business in general ((McCl inchy, 2000; Rotherham, 2000). 
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Apart from the concern about the breakdown of certain social support mechanisms and 

the reduction of the welfare state, a number of other contextual i ssues helped to prime 

publ ic interest in a business social  responsibi l ity debate. Possibly foremost was the issue 

of globalisation (Jesson, 1 999; Kelsey, 1 999). Issues of foreign ownership and control of 

the New Zealand economy were of increasing concern. The l iberal agenda advocated by 

the NZBR required the abandonment of New Zealand 's ' fortress mentality' to embrace a 

global economy (Kelsey, 1 993; 1 999). Whi le successive governments courted foreign 

investment, ordinary people lamented the loss of sovereignty over their nation' s  

resources (lesson, 1 999). 

Urgent environmental concerns a lso emerged, with cal ls to conserve natural resources 

and prevent the destruction of New Zealand's  natural heritage (e.g. Hager, 2002; Hager 

& Burton, 1 999) . Associated with this through the 1 990s was a growing interest i n  

questions related to  genetic modification of  food and other ethical issues relating to 

scientific and technological advances (e.g. Beder, 1 998; Egl in, 2 00 1 ;  Kedgley, 1 998; 

Rooney, 2002). Over this period the rights of Maori under the Treaty of Waitangi 

gained pol itical prominence, and Maori negotiated settlements w ith successive 

governments (e.g. Armstrong, 1 999; O' Sull ivan & Coli ins, 2002; Young, 2000). 

8.3.6 Subjectivity and Selectivity 

There are certain elemental aspects of a story that are preserved between one tel l ing and 

the next, and are thus common factors of both 's ides' of the New Zealand debate about 

business social responsib i lity. Probably the two protagonists in this  narrative could agree 

on a basic chain of events that goes something l ike this :  Roger Kerr as representative of 

the NZBR had publicly expressed a position on business social responsibility. Dick 

Hubbard began to publicly express an alternative stance. Kerr and Hubbard entered 

into a public exchange of views, mostly indirectly through the print medium. The debate 

was formalised in a one-off face to face exchange. An apparent difference of opinion 

persists. 
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Each story-tel ler/protagonist i ntroduces subjectivity and bias into his story. Yet Brown 

( 1 998) claims that few commentators have recognised the pol itical d imensions of 

narrative, its "attempt to priv i lege one voice and to suppress other voices which might 

offer counter-interpretations of actions and events" (Brown, 1 998, p. 3 8). Through their  

texts, narrators attempt to legitimise their own actions or those of their  group. 

I nvestigation and analysis of text or surface data reveals  the textual strategies that 

overlay the selectivity and subjectivity of the story layer. The focal actors' own words 

and news coverage of the business social responsibi l ity issue generated several stories. 

Here each story rel ies on the two pivotal characters. According to evidence from the 

press, the publ ic associates Hubbard and Kerr respectively with humanist versus 

monetarist perspectives on business social responsibi l ity. 

By accepting the press characterisation of this  'conversation' as a debate, I have already 

imposed upon it qual ities whi ch wi l l  influence interpretation. A debate suggests contrast, 

opposing views, d issimi larities and d isagreements. As much of the discussion 

surrounding social responsib i l ity, and the associated corporate social performance, 

focuses on the fundamental dichotomy that exists between the universal ist ' duty' and the 

particularist 'economic' perspectives (e.g. Swanson, 1 995), th is view might be thought 

appropriate. Yet, rather than accept a polarised view of debate I also use the term as it 

impl ies a formal interchange, a control led exploration of issues, and consideration of 

d ifferent sides of an issue. Thus I acknowledge that there is some identifiable common 

ground between the protagonists. Both Hubbard and Kerr share a belief in the free 

market and probably would cooperate to avoid regulation and to ensure open 

competition. Their shared assumptions, therefore, are that capitalist enterprise benefits 

society as a whole and that self-regulating business is the path to the greatest social 

good. Hubbard frequently claims that he is not "anti-Business Roundtable", pronouncing 

that ''the only area I disagree with the Business Roundtable i s  the narrow phi losophy that 

the business of business is just business" (Smith, 1 998b, p. 8).  In turn, Kerr remarks that 

"Hubbard ' s  community concerns and his approach as an employer seem thorough ly 

commendable" (Kerr, 1 998c, p. 1 1 ) . Yet Hubbard and Kerr each chooses to present 

h imself as somehow the victim of an attack. Kerr complains that Hubbard ' s  "routine 
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references to our [the NZBR's] alleged views are . . .  something of a puzzle, apart from 

their obvious value in suggesting a punch-up to gain media attention" ( l 998c, p. 1 1 ) . 

S imilarly, Dick Hubbard, refusing to take up the gauntlet thrown by Roger Kerr, al leges 

that "The chal lenge is more l ike a high-speed barbed arrow. Ouch" (R. Hubbard, 1 998a). 

In the fol lowing analysis I show how each ' side' uses rhetoric to persuade us to their  

view, and how commentators take up simi lar representations in their texts. 

In the public presentation of their views on business social responsibil ity, Kerr and 

Hubbard each present a ' case' .  As with many formal debates, there is l imited d irect 

engagement. Rather, each presents his own distinctive definition of business social 

responsibil ity and uses that to establ ish a position. Hubbard' s  and Kerr's texts show the 

way they make sense of thei r  own actions and bel iefs, reveal ing in their images and 

versions their own subjectivity and selectivity as wel l  as the strategies they use to 

persuade others to support their views. More specifical ly, at the surface level of text we 

trace the symbol ism and images that l ink into the deeper levels of narrative and 

discursive history, those aspects that draw on New Zealand cultural myths and stories 

and thereby harness their persuasive power. In my own narrative I explore the dominant 

versions of the business social responsibil ity story. 

A cultural perspective in rhetorical analysis can help make archetypes expl icit. With this 

d imension of the analysis, we can start to extend beyond the organisation, and beneath 

the traditional duty versus economic arguments (although these are manifest) of business 

social responsibil ity, to the shared cultural traditions and associated emotions that 

proponents of different positions attempt to exploit for rhetorical effect. In the two 

opposing versions of business social responsibi l ity presented here, each rhetor draws on 

cultural symbols and archetypes to legitimise their position. And one dominant metaphor 

emerges - the rel igious image relating to the establishment of the one true faith . Within 

the Christian tradition, this metaphor is strongly associated w ith the leadership 

archetypes of Father, Hero, Saviour and King (Steyrer, 1 998). It also evokes other 

Bib l ical connotations that have echoes in the New Zealand cultural context, in particular, 

the David and Goliath myth where good triumphs over evil. Related metaphors draw 
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upon fairytales and folklore, including the legend of a Utopian Camelot and heroic 

knights of King Arthur 's  Round Table. 

8.4 EMERGENT RHETORICAL THEMES 

8.4. 1 Cultural Images in  Hubbard's Narrative 

Viewed as narrative, Hubbard' s  editorials are a persuasive enactment of the values that 

underpin the lore of his management approach and practices. I have earl ier presented the 

three specific tenets of management associated with Hubbard ' s Clipboard venture: the 

ideology of social responsib i l ity, the importance of establ ishing stakeholder dialogue 

and the associated issue of forging trust between the manager and his stakeholders 

(Walker & Olsson, 200 1 ;  Chapter S ix of this thesis). These contribute to the two major 

narrative themes of leadership and community, both of which are evident in his speeches 

and editorials .  Ethical and phi lanthropic  themes dominate much of his rhetoric, and 

rel igious imagery, particularly ludeo-Christian imagery, is a recurrent and dominant 

feature. For example, l ike Christ the good shepherd, Hubbard welcomes Oat Bran 

Muesli into the "'Hubbard' fold" (C 1 3).  Hubbard also cal l s  on rel igious associations 

when he speaks of loss of fai th suffered by New Zealanders during a period of economic 

and psychological depression : "We lost faith in ourselves, we lost our way" (C 1 6) .  

However, the loss of  faith and depression can be overcome with effort, optimism and 

Hubbard's special insight: 

Sure we have our problems, but I think with confidence, pride and the right 

mindset, we as a country can go a long way. Further and higher, I think, than 

most people real ise. (C 1 6) 

Hubbard communicates to his customers his conviction that business social 

responsibil ity is the ' right' way forward. Analysis of the Clipboard rhetoric suggests that 

he never wavers from total identification with his revivalist charismas. The market is not 

a danger, but an al ly, and there is no other 'true' faith but his own. Throughout 

Clipboard Hubbard's rhetoric draws on statements of faith and mysticism. He takes 

opportunities to "reaffirm our dedication to ' more than a fai r  go'"  (C 1 8); to talk about 

h is  rediscovery of the mountains and to learn "a l ittle more about what drives the men 
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and women who climb the mountains and who find thei r  personal ' spiritual ity' "  there (C 

40) . Furthermore, through Clipboard Hubbard relates h is own revelation. Over the 

breakfast table he tel ls  customers: 

I 'M ON A HIGH! . . .  I ' ve attended the Annual conference of the American 

"B.S .R." (Businesses for Social Responsibil ity) . What an experience! . . .  There 

were talks on attitudes to employment, environmental issues, community issues, 

staff profit sharing, business philanthropy, ethical business practices, etc. 

It was all powerful  stuff . . .  and there were some powerful messages from some 

powerful (and credib le ! )  speakers. Refreshing messages. It was all about 

successful  businesses looking at the bigger picture as to the reason for their 

existence, and reaching out and helping the wider communities they operate in .  

It was about staff being treated as people rather than "inputs" or "outputs" in  a 

business. (C 34) 

I n  this passage the abbreviated sentences ("I 'm on a high ! "; "What an experience ! ") and 

the words themselves lend an ecstatic tone of spiritual enl i ghtenment. Phrases such as, 

"Powerful  stuff' and "Refreshing messages" have an almost breathless qual ity. 

Repetition of the opening phrase "it was" evokes all the excitement and momentum that 

accompanies the new. Hubbard impl icitly rejects the economic resource transformation 

model of organisations that casts humans as resources. Moreover, ideas about the 

i mportance of people and community that have previously been presented as Hubbard 's 

personal musings now have a focus. Here is an establ ished o rganisation doing good 

work to ensure better, more social ly responsible practices and whose beliefs are in  

concert with Hubbard's. New Zealanders now have external affirmation from America 

that we are on the right path, so we should not succumb to the New Zealand 'cultural 

cringe ' . A better New Zealand is  possible and businesses can help achieve that. 

As well  as articulating what many might consider conservative doctrine, the Clipboard 

acts as a mouthpiece through which Hubbard, the owner-manager, conveys an image of 

a socially aware and responsibl e  leader and businessman. Hubbard ' s  heroic stature is 
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acquired and sustained through h is  challenging of old ways of knowing and doing, and 

h is  proposal of new approaches to business, something he refers to as "The Hubbard 

way" (C 26), a rel igious image with parallels to the bibl ical ' Word' of God (Kelly, 

1 998). This  ' new' way 

is something that wi l l  tightly define our attitude to business, our staff, our 

customers and last, but not least, the community. This statement won't  be pretty 

words on our office or foyer wal ls  - it wil l  be a phi losophy right through our 

Company. It will be one that is bui lt to last. The ' Hubbard way' may possibly 

include speaking out publicly on some issues that are of concern to us". (C 26) 

And the term 'Hubbard way' seems to have caught on (Corrigan, 1 997). It is picked up 

and interpreted later in the title of a poem sent in by one of the 'd isciples ' :  

IF  YOU WISH FOR VIBRANT HEALTH 

WORTH MUCH MORE THAN JUST PLAIN WEALTH, 

AND EQUIP YOU WELL FOR WORK AND PLAY 

THEN JUST DO THINGS THE HUBBARD WAY. (C 55 ,  57) 

This thesis has already demonstrated Hubbard's wil l ingness to fulfil  the promise to 

"speak out on issues". That Hubbard also chose to twice publ ish the poem in Clipboard 

reinforces the notion that Hubbard is positioning h imself rhetorically as the Messiah of 

the business world.  More recently he developed the theme of a better 'way' when he 

i ssued " 1 0  commandments for reducing stress" (C 60). 

Clipboard rhetoric is replete with evocations of rel igious themes and Hubbard's  'creed' 

i s  enunciated over a number of publications. Repetition of "I bel ieve" plays upon 

Christian prayer traditions such as the incantation "I believe in God the Father . . .  " .  

Examples of the creed are: " I  bel ieve that if  New Zealand companies real ly focus on 

employment, it i s  possible to create significant numbers of jobs" (C 3); " I believe that 

companies such as ours have a responsibil ity to ' reinvest' i n  the country that supports 

them"(C 8); "I believe in dai ly megadoses of Vitamin 0" (C 1 1 ) ;  "I believe quite 

strongly that an increasingly discerning public wil l  start to j udge Companies on their 

approach to social and ethical issues and this  will (and should) influence decisions on 
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whether people buy the goods and use the services of those companies . . .  I bel ieve that 

it is important for a company such as ours, and indeed all companies, to define its ethical 

base and values" (C 26); "We bel ieve in the old fashi oned work ethic and we don't have 

a ' padded' work force" (C 30); " I bel ieve strongly in the value of calculated risk and I 

believe that achievement and progress, either as individual people or as a nation, can 

only come from taking calculated risks . . .  I believe . . .  that we must avoid sanitising 

ourselves as a people and a nation and we must al low ourselves to have the ' co lour' that 

goes with risk and fai lure" (C 39); "I bel ieve that both optimism and pessimism are self

fuel l i ng" (C 48); "I am a great bel iever in the power of celebrations" (C 50); "I bel ieve i t  

i s  legitimate to persuade you to buy our products" (C 54); "I bel ieve that the propellant 

for striving and achievement is the joy of success" (C 60). These statements of faith 

form a key legitimising device, echoed in a later credo - an 8-point advertising charter: 

"our charter, our rules, our commitment to you" (C 54; Chapter Five of this thesis). 

Christian religious tradition is further evident in a Clipboard editorial that concludes 

with a dramatic rhetorical flourish in the form of a Gloria : "So fai lure, I acknowledge 

thee and I salute thee. Continue to be part of me and continue to enrich my l ife" (C 39). 

The archaism 'thee' reinforces the bibl ical tone thus adding authority to the message, 

and the irony of addressing  ' failure'  in this  way strengthens a perception of Hub bard 

triumphing over adversity. 

Related to this sense of future enrichment and a sense of ' better' things to come is 

another important continuation of the rel igious imagery and rhetoric - the cathedral. 

Employing the principle of transcendence, Hubbard presents a unifying, utopian vis ion 

of a future where communities wi l l  work together to achieve great things. Under the 

headl ine TO BUILD A CATHEDRAL (C 4 1 )  Hubbard makes a plea for commitment to 

a long-term vision for New Zealand, to invest in a future that we may not ourselves 

experience: 

I fwe are to create "beauty" for future generations to enjoy, and if we are to 

create structures that enrich the minds and souls as wel l  as the bod ies of future 
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generations, . . .  then we should accept the challenge and discipline of bui lding 

something we may never see completed. (C 4 1 )  

These themes of altruism and faith in a better future are revisited later under the caption 

of "TOMORROW'S C HILD" (C 49), a call to focus on sustainable business practices. 

The good news is that the change is coming! Worldwide businesses are now 

seeing that they do have an obl igation to look after the future as well as the 

present . . .  just as we at Hubbard Foods Ltd have tried to stimulate interest i n  

social responsib i l ity, we  wi l l  also be trying to stimulate interest i n  sustainable 

business. The two are l inked ! Along with other companies in New Zealand we 

wi l l  be there. Here 's  to "Tomorrow's  Child". (C 49) 

The quote from TO BUILD A CATHEDRAL (C 4 1 )  presents another recurring theme 

of Clipboard - the idea that companies have a ' sou l ' ,  an idea closely associated with the 

' Hubbard way' and redolent with religious symbolism. In Christianity the soul animates 

the physical being and is the centre of inner l ife, feel ings and emotions, especially love 

(White, 1 993, p. 296). The notion of soul is first directly broached by Hubbard under the 

headl ine CAN A COMPANY HAVE A SOUL? (C 1 9) then again as a headl ine: 

COMP ANIES WITH A SOUL - CHAPTER 2 (C 2 1 ). An extract from the editorial 

reads :  "A company can have a col lective set of bel iefs and more importantly a collective 

set of values - as can any other organisation or group of people." Hubbard further 

extends the understanding of ' soul(s)' when he presents it in opposition to the economic 

term ' resources ' .  Yet the notion of soul is expanded through rhetoric to imply that the 

organisation' s  staff is a 'congregation' of bel ievers when he tel ls his customers, that "at 

Hubbard Foods Ltd we report in as not having 1 20 employees or 1 20 human resources. 

Quite simply, we have ' 1 20 Souls on Board' !" (C 44) . The rhetorical impact is 

reinforced later when Hubbard underwrites and distributes a book of inspirational stories 

titled : Kiwi Tucker for the Soul (C 50; 5 1 ) .  Hubbard is expl icitly catering to both the 

physical and spiritual being. 

The term "souls on board" i s  interesting for more than its surface symbol ism. It is an 

example of the way Hubbard appropriates existing stories and recounts them in modified 
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form. He presents 'souls on board' as an aeronautical term, a fitting usage for someone 

who has already shared some of his own flying exploits with his audience. The New 

Zealand origin of this  story can in fact be traced at least back to a nautical example in a 

1 953 speech given by Robert Laidlaw to the New Zealand Institute of Management 

conference. Laidlaw tel ls  his audience that "the man is more important than the 

merchandise" and relates the story of "The good ship Kent [which] foundered in the Bay 

of Biscay with 260 souls  on board" (Hunter & Lineham, 1 999, p. 1 26). 

It i s  evident from the d iscussion so far that Clipboard itself takes on the role of cardinal 

manuscript. Not only does it spread the ' good news' ,  a strong, recurrent Christian image, 

but it unites people into a wider congregation of bel ievers. Yet this i s  no lofty, 

moralising tome. Distributed in bite-sized p ieces, Clipboard balances grand rel igious 

imagery with the commonplace, sometimes farcical ly. In the fol lowing example, bibl ical 

concepts of faith and hope come together in a prophecy that embraces the principles of 

h ierarchy and transcendence. Hubbard draws on David and Gol iath imagery and the 

New Zealand myth of the ordinary bloke - the resourceful,  modest, hardworking Kiwi, 

stoic and determined, and as good as anyone, anywhere. New Zealand is ready to take on 

the world and Hubbard will help us achieve that vision. New Zealand' s  "time in the sun 

is coming". The country is "on a rol l  . . .  and gaining momentum". 

Wi l l  it last? Yes, I bel ieve so. And I 'm  going to do my best to ensure that it does. 

We are rol l ing on now as a country and once the momentum gets up we' l l  be 

unstoppable! On a world wide basis I think it is now time to say "go, l ittle Kiwi, 

go !"  (C 56) 

8.4.2 Cultural Images in Kerr's Narrative 

Analysis of Roger Kerr' s text reveals that rel igious symbolism is also present and, 

indeed, a persistent featu re of his rhetoric. 

Kerr is not a business practitioner. However, as an advocate, a lobbyist and an apologist 

on behalf of big business and financial interests, Kerr is also concerned with persuasion. 

His business phi losophy as representative of the NZBR is founded on l ibertarianism 
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(Vincent, 1 998). Kerr i s  positioned as a priest or i ntermediary between the publ ic  and the 

transcendent reality of the ' Market' operating through the ' invisible hand' and manifest 

in the material progress of free market capital ism. The NZBR Statement of Objectives 

sets out its position thus : 

The NZBR bel ieves that the l iving standards and general prosperity of the New 

Zealand community are best served by a free enterprise system and market

oriented economy. It supports the concepts of competition, entrepreneurship, and 

risk-taking as vital to achieving economic and social progress . . .  An important 

role for the government is seen in providing a sound framework of laws and 

macroeconomic environment that faci l itate private sector decision-making, and 

in undertaking  certain activities which are best catered for within an efficient 

public sector. (www.NZBR.org.nz) 

Here we see evidence of a different credo unfold - one in which business is left to get on 

with creating economic wealth whi le  government takes care of 'non-business' activities. 

Analogous to Hubbard' s  rhetoric is the theme of risk-taking, the use of the word 

' bel ieve' , and the ensuing exposition ofthose beliefs. But here the NZBR is referred to 

in the third person, and thus the credo has no personally identifiable human moral agent. 

The objectives are broad and vague, and typical of NZ BR rhetoric. Vincent ( 1 998), in 

her analysis of the rel igious ideology of the NZBR, points out that: 

The model described in the NZBR documents an ideal i sed, utopian vision, 

focusing on generalised, higher abstractions and overlooking the particular, 

practical, actual detail  of everyday. However, when the intrinsic ambiguity of l ife 

is ignored, the resulting idealised, utopian vision is completely unrelated to 

actual existence. (Vincent, 1 998, p. 203) 

Like Hubbard' s  Clipboard, distribution of the NZBR ' scripture' ,  comprising its 

numerous publ ications, is unconventional, especially g iven the organisational claim that 

the documents are to promote informed publ ic d iscussion . Submissions, speeches, 

articles and books are available to the public upon direct request or through some 

l ibraries. Pub l ic access i s  "severely l im ited by the smal l  number of documents held and 
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by their  uneven distribution" (Vincent, 1 998, p. 200). Key government decis ion-makers, 

however, have easy access to the publ ications, hence perpetuating a sense of  exclusivity 

associated with a privileged el ite, and reinforcing Kerr 's  role as ' intermediary' and the 

sense that believers are the 'chosen' ones. 

In h i s  own writing, and long before the public standoff with Hubbard, Kerr had 

expl icitly addressed the i ssue of social respons ib i l ity in business (Kerr, 1 993). But by the 

m id- 1 990s he is on the defensive as he sees that the tenets espoused in the NZBR 

statement of purpose are seriously chal lenged. Echoing many of the ideas presented 

previously, he puts forward his commitment to business as a vocation and his personal 

faith statements in a speech to a group of business students: 

I bel ieve . . .  [that] it has now been demonstrated conclus ively that central 

p lanning does not work, and that prosperity depends on a private sector in which 

business people  are free to back their own commercial j udgments but are also 

expected to bear the consequences of thei r  m istakes. (Kerr, 1 996b, p. 1 )  

Implicit in this  proclamation is the rel igious condemnation of the old ' sins' of central 

planning, and a strong flavour of the need for atonement. People shou ld "accept the logic 

of Adam Smith' s  famous metaphor of the invisible hand, which holds that business 

people promote the general interest more effectively by pursuing their own interests than 

by d i rectly trying to ' do good '"  (Kerr, 1 996b, p. 2) .  Kerr argues: 

the general welfare is more rel iably promoted when countries and firms do only 

what they do best . . .  using scarce economi c  resources efficiently . . .  and being 

enterprising and innovative in  the search for ever-better ways of meeting 

people's needs is the immensely important vocation of business. (Kerr, 1 996b, 

pA) 

Here the use of the rel igious term 'vocation' overtly e levates the stature of the 

businessperson to one answering a ' call ing' to God ' s  service (see also Kerr, 1 998c). 

Additional ly, the stewardship role of management i s  referred to both directly and 

indirectly in  Kerr's claims about business social responsibi l ity. Evoking populist rhetoric 

of the ' common person' ,  and also highl ighting the ownership versus agency issue with 

which Hubbard as major shareholder does not have to wrestle, Kerr warns that if 
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managers choose the wrong path [to redemption], then the consequences are moral ly and 

legally d ire. They are "the trustees of the savings of thousands of ordinary people who 

have invested in it [and] . . .  There is nothing generous or legitimate about giving away 

other people's money" (Kerr, 1 998c, p.6).  That does not necessarily i mply that a 

business could  not support a charity "if the company receives favourable publ icity the 

donation m ight legitimately be seen as advertising" (Kerr, 1 998a, p. 5 .) .  Also,  according 

to Kerr, it is wrong for businesses to approach governments requesting special treatment 

for themselves because: 

assistance to one industry is inevitably at the expense of others . . .  The 

businessman playing this game can hardly be said to be benefiting the 

community . . .  he becomes the miserable figure Ronald Reagan once described 

as the fel low who hoped the crocodile would eat h im last. (Kerr, 1 998a, p. 4) 

Furthermore, Kerr argues that to assign reponsibi l ities to abstract entities " is  woolly 

thinking".  Playing on the creation myth, where God triumphed over chaos and gave 

human beings freewil l ,  Kerr points out that business social responsibil ity, as interpreted 

by Hubbard, is "a delusion which has spawned many wrong and oppressive pol icies . . .  

It leads to a culture of diminished responsibil ity and weakens our dign ity and integrity as 

free, thinking and autonomous persons" ( 1 998a, p. 5). Freewi l l  is interpreted by 

l ibertarians in terms of individual freedom to pursue self-interest. Thus, to support the 

imposition of any social and legal constraints on business is, by impl ication, to reject 

God. 

In his role as intermediary Kerr interprets the business ' Word ' .  He asserts that only 

individuals have social responsibi l ities and " those who argue that corporations have 

social responsibil ities beyond enhancing shareholder values are mistaken, not about 

those responsibi l ities, but about who has them" (Kerr, 1 996b, p . 1 2) .  Kerr direct ly attacks 

the idea of corporate social responsib i l ity which, he claims, is "as much a refl ection of 

the feudal, precontractual origin of the corporation as is the master-servant employment 

relationship with its impl icit exchange of loyalty and paternal ism" (Kerr, 1 996b, p. 1 4) .  
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In various texts Kerr cal ls upon external ' authoritative' sources to legit imise his 

message, as when he argues against codes of ethics and regulatory restrictions on 

business. One such source that abounds with rel igious symbolism is a passage from Yale 

Brozen. The passage at once establ ishes the basic tenets of ind ividual ism and cal ls to 

mind the Lord ' s  Prayer in which bel ievers entreat God to "Lead us not into temptation, 

and del iver us from evi l": 

As Yale Brozen has written : "When we say that the market enforces individual 

responsibil ity and reflects the ethic of participants, we refer to a free market. 

When we ask the government to intervene and use its power to prohibit some 

voluntary transactions, we abdicate the responsibil ity for our own conduct and 

for teaching rightful conduct. We bestow power and almost irresistible 

temptation on a few. We are asking some persons to rise to the status of angels 

while at the same time saying that people find it impossible to be angels". (Kerr, 

1 993, p. 7) 

God-given freewil l  requires individuals to take responsibil ity for their actions.  The i rony 

here is that the NZBR members, and Kerr in particular, do act as angels in their role of 

God' s  (the market's) messengers. Thus the power and temptation may wel l  be with the 

business people, rather than the government. 

Among other voices from the past and present are an eclectic mix of businesspeople, 

deep-thinkers and populists including Milton Friedman, Michael Novak, Tony Blair, 

Montesquieu, Lord Tebbit, Geoff Shirtc l iffe, David Hume, Adam Smith, Max Weber, 

Pope John Paul I I ,  George Leef, Voltaire, and B i l l  Gates. These people are, overtly or by 

impl ication, advocates of Kerr 's  fundamental ism. In character with other rel igious 

fundamentalists, Kerr uses rational argument, not to explore the basic ideologies but, 

rather, to justify his own assumptions and to bui ld on others' fears. Thus Kerr' s rhetoric 

draws upon Burke' s  principle of 'hierarchy' - other faiths, or versions of his own faith, 

are powerful enemies indulging in "demonology" (Kerr, 1 998a, p. 1 ). 

At the heart of much cultural and rel igious symbolism is the denial of God as captured in 

the scapegoat image of an extreme form of social ism - communism. Kerr expl ic itly 
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draws upon this association during the Chamber of Commerce debate when he refers to 

Hubbard as "Comrade" (Du Fresne, 1 998). In evoking authorities to endorse h is  view, 

the underlying ' threat' of social ism or some other social ' evi l '  is often impl icit. For 

example, Kerr opens an argument with the fol lowing preamble: " . . .  th inkers who first 

started to analyse the workings of what we call today a free and open society argued that 

commerce was a civilising force" ( l 996b, p. 2). The business community is capable of 

"voluntary, cooperative solutions to 'publ ic  good' "  and members are certainly capable of 

working together. Kerr evokes "Tito' s  Yugoslavia" ( l 998b, p. 6) and com munist USSR 

( 1 998a, p. 5)  to highl ight inefficiencies under socialism. S imi larly, "the logical 

conclusion of stakeholder theory is social ism . . .  [which] doesn't work" (Kerr, 1 996a, p. 

9). Kerr's words function rhetorical ly to enhance fear. Moreover, those who continue "to 

peddle long-exploded fal lacies [such as the necessity of business social responsibi l ity] . . .  

create a culture suspicious of business and envious of those who are successful" (Kerr, 

1 998b, p. 8). Accordingly these individuals are presented as encouraging v ice. Kerr here 

draws upon the principle of transcendence, a l luding to the 'promised land ' .  Additionally, 

people who oppose the orthodoxy are gul l ible and probably uneducated - the flattering 

impl ication being that Kerr's [business] audi ence is neither of these things. Dissenters or 

unbel ievers are " i l l-informed", they "create confusion", "have unreal istic expectations 

about the sorts of ethical decisions businesspeople can legitimately take" and 

"misunderstand" the message. Businesspeople, Kerr's select audience, must spread the 

true word as "the intel lectual case for markets is sti l l  poorly understood by large 

numbers outside the business sector, and even by many within  it" ( l 998a, p. 2) .  

For Kerr, business i s  inherently ethical and helps develop human virtue, an aspiration at 

the heart of rel igious communication. Kerr's expression resonates with the b ibl ical 

' commandments' when he claims that the market endorses "cardinal" v irtues such as 

"personal integrity, honesty, trust, foresight and civi l  cooperation" ( l 998b, p. 4) and 

"good business behaviour is typically good eth ical behaviour" ( I  998b, p. 5). What drives 

this virtue is the pursuit of profit and the audience is reassured that "a tru ly profit

maximising business wi l l  not be racist, or sexist, or xenophobic, because to act in these 

ways wi l l  hurt the bottom l ine of the company" (Kerr, 1 998b, p.4). Businesspeople are 
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exhorted to "avoid the charge of insincerity and hypocrisy by insisting that social 

activities are designed solely to promote the corporation's image, reputation and 

shareholder value" (Kerr, 1 996b, 1 1 ) .  At the height of the public debate on social 

responsibi l ity, Kerr claims that any unlawful behaviour on the part of market-driven 

business is due to "over-enthusiastic and i mprudent entrepreneurs and equally careless 

and sometimes greedy investors . . .  rather than a story of business d ishonesty" ( 1 998b, 

p.5). The ' sin '  of d ishonesty is clearly worse than imprudence or greed. 

8.4.3 Press Representations 

The print media also employ religious themes and imagery when reporting on Hubbard 

and the BSR movement. Recently the Australian Age magazine Good Weekender 

referred to h im as "the messiah of muesl i" (Marks, 2002, p.  49) . Hubbard has also been 

represented as a mystical "guru" figure (Brock, 1 998; "Students get advice from 

business guru", 1 998), an image consistent with his reported tendency to "navel-gaze" 

(C 36; Ceramalus, 1 998). He shares his "vision" with business and comm unity groups 

("Hubbard to share business vison", 1 998, p. 1 5), and produces an "enl ightening 

'C lipboard' "  (Lobb, 1 998). Others describe Hubbard as a "conscience" ("The business 

conscience", 1 998), or a "King", but a king of the people ("Cereal king with a common 

touch", 1 998). Indeed, portrayals often draw attention to Hubbard's humanity, a theme 

also h ighlighted in sympathetic coverage by regional and community newspapers and 

church publ ications with headl ines such as: "Dick Hubbard - the caring capital ist" 

(Bedford, 1 998) and "A good cause man" ( 1 998). Other headl ines comprise affectionate 

verbal plays on Hubbard 's  product l ine, depicting him as a "Cereal thr i l ler" (Ceramalus, 

1 998), "a cereal benefactor" (Kel ly, 1 998) and a "Berry, berry, n ice guy" (Schaer, 1 998). 

The national and business press have been more equivocal than regional newspapers, 

provid ing coverage that at times chal lenges Hubbard's ' nice-guy' image or questions his 

i ntegrity (e.g. Carr, 1 998; "Cereal ki l ler strikes again", 1 999; "Dick has a chuckle over 

his morning cereal", 2000; Hil l ,  2000b; McShane, 1 999, 2000). The National Business 

Review, for exampleJmplied that Hubbard had, in the past, strayed from the path to 

salvation with the headline: "Do as I say, not as I did" (Carr, 1 998). 
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Articles about Hubbard are rarely d issociated from business social responsibi lity, 

whether they are highlighting some misdemeanor on his part, good works in the 

community, trip le bottom l ine reporting, or awards won. Hitherto positive stories have 

prevai led. Headl ines in the national press or major dai l ies include: "Socially responsible 

business refreshing" (Matthews, 1 998a); "Promoting business with sou l"  (Brock, 1 998);  

"Moral enterprises more profitable" (losefa, 1 998); "Kind-hearted businessman favours 

the personal touch" (Norris, 1 998b); and "Fru itful food for the body and soul" (Riordan, 

1 997). 

Kerr, on the other hand, in his role as spokesman for an array of big business interests is 

associated with a wide range of pol itical i ssues and hence is open to a variety of 

characterisations. For example, the press have cast him in the role of "h ired gun 

(Rotherham, 2000), or as a mythical knight ("Rounding on the table", 1 998, p. 84) an 

obvious p lay on his Roundtable affil iation. He is also seen to represent economic purity 

in his stance on business social responsibi l ity, yet one portrayal casts h im as out of step 

with even h is  own constituency. Kerr's is a "purism" : 

strangely at odds . . .  with every company which has ever given to charity or the 

arts in anything but a calculating and self-serving way - including many of the 

60 or so whose chief executives sit around the Roundtable. Their generous 

support of ballet, opera, drama, educational promotions, rescue hel icopters, 

voluntary agencies and charities, research, festivals, institutions, concerts adds 

enormously to the richness of New Zealand l ife. ("The business conscience", 

1 998, p. 8) 

Moreover, as representative of the NZBR, Kerr "has lived a cloistered l ife", protected 

from "the real world" ("Rounding on the table", 1 998, p. 84). With regard to business 

social responsibi l ity, his pos it ion is largely defined through comparison to Hubbard. If 

Hubbard is bringing good news of fresh ways to do business, then the NZBR's bel iefs 

may be tired and outmoded. Furthermore, "the absolute certainty that Mammon and 

Adam Smith are on his side is now tinged, in Kerr 's  pronouncements, with an edge of 
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hysteria" ("Rounding on the table", 1 998, p .  84). So Mammon is his true God, and 

Kerr ' s  own power is fai l ing. 

Press representations of the social responsibi lity also exploit the classic tale of the 

v irtuous white knight in conflict with the evi l  forces. For example, Hubbard is said to be 

"crusading against the Business Roundtable" (Ceramalus, 1 998, p. 34). Hubbard and 

Kerr each sits at his own Roundtable - Hubbard' s  is "pale green" (Speden, 1 999) - at 

which each would almost certainly look upon h imself as the ' good' white knight. 

Hubbard' s  chal lenge is not only that he preaches business social responsibil ity, but also 

that he dared to set up an ' alternative' roundtable. In the initial stages this was BSR, 

more recently the association has been carried over to Hubbard 's membership of the 

Business Counci l  for Sustainable Development. Also drawing on the Arthurian legend, 

with heavy reliance on puns, the disagreement between Hubbard and Kerr has been 

depicted as a d i rect chal lenge or retal iation to one or other party as in "Rounding on the 

table" ("Rounding on the table", 1 998, July 28). Kerr's own columns have carried 

headl ines such as "Roundtable throws down the gauntlet to Dick Hubbard" (Kerr, 

1 998c) and "Roundtable rounds on Hubbard" (Kerr, 1 999). 

Hubbard' s  and Kerr' s views received a publ ic airing in a roguish, but less than 

l ighthearted, manner in a fundraising "Dinner debate of the Year" (Wel l i ngton Chamber 

of Commerce advertisement, July 1 998). Afterwards the debate was variously cast as an 

outright battle in "Shootout at Plaza International" (Du Fresne, 1 998b), a structured 

contest in "The great debate" (Robertson, 1 998) and as "No heart-to-heart" (Steeman, 

1 998). In broader terms, the reaction to Kerr 's  and Hubbard's protracted public 

d isagreement about business social responsibil ity has been portrayed as representing a 

national change of heart regarding expectations for business practice. Headl ines in  this  

vein read "New Zealand's pendulum swings again" (Du Fresne, 1 998a), or "Responsible 

business ' key to future' "  (Matthew�, 1 998a). 

Sainthood too has been conferred on Hubbard, most frequently as an enhancement to his 

positive public image: "He is  St George come to slay the dragon. The dragon being the 
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Business Roundtable" (Bedford, 1 998 ,  p .  1 3) .  However, the transgressions of a saint 

have added news value. Accordingly, some press coverage of Hubbard and his business 

philosophy shows the tenuous nature of media endorsement. When Hubbard Foods 

Limited became the focus of an industrial d ispute the burden of stewardship for the 

concept of social responsibil ity was apparent. Hubbard became grist for the news mi l l .  

Headl ines exploited the themes of fal len saint, sinner and hypocrite: "The boss too good 

to be true" (A. Hubbard, 2000) and "Revolting workers give St Dick's  image a beating" 

(Hi l l ,  2000b). Typical ly, Hubbard stood up to the challenge, replying to criticism of his 

management practices under the headl ine "St Dick 'bloodied but unbowed' "  (R. 

Hubbard, 2000). 

Another embarrassing incident came to the fore as a result of Hub bard's  "more than a 

fair go" campaign where he asked Clipboard readers to write in  with stories of good 

things and good people (C 1 8 ; 42; 43). The press reported that several South African 

New Zealanders were affronted by one customer's 'good news' story published in  

Clipboard (C 48)  and Kidzboard that used the term "kaffir", a word that Hubbard might 

have realised would cause offence. Al luding to powerful images of the South African 

reconcil iation hearings and the then top ical Australian acknowledgement of 

wrongdoings over the ' lost generation ' ,  the headl ine read: "Cereal king says sorry in  

racial controversy" ("Cereal king says sorry in racial controversy" 200 1 ,  p .  6). Hubbard 

apologised "to al l  South African immigrants l iving in New Zealand" for offence caused, 

pointing out that the story "was meant to be an upl ifting tale with a moral message" 

("Cereal king says sorry in racial controversy" 200 1 ,  p. 6). Hubbard also acknowledges 

his "booboo" in Clipboard (C 52). 

Three years after the launch of BSR, Kerr  and Hubbard were sti l l  being contrasted in the 

media, and an analogy between business and religion was overtly employed to reinforce 

the message (Marks, 2002;  Rotherham, 2000). Kerr as NZBR representative was also 

under pressure from the business press (Rotherham, 2000). "Preachers and converts", 

reads the subheading in a story comparin g  Kerr's preaching of the NZBR message with 

the approach of the Business Counci l  for Sustainable Development [BCSD] . Could it be, 
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Rotherham asks, that companies associated with the BCSD are "l iving the gospel , not 

just preaching it - and getting out among the brethren to spread the word?" (200 1 ,  p. 

57). I n  contrast: 

Whi le Kerr may prefer the r igour of intel lectual debate, the hearts and m inds of 

New Zealanders are not won that way . . . .  Liken it to a church. If the parishioners 

are shunning the sermon because they don't  l ike the preacher, the gospel is lost. 

The Roundtable is convinced that over time its ideas will convert non-bel ievers, 

simply because they are "right". Belt out the hellfire and brimstone from the 

pulpit - and let them be damned if they don' t  repent. (Rotherham, 2000, p. 57) 

8.5.1 RHETORICAL EFFECTS OF CONTEST AND CONTRAST 

8.5.1 Opposition and Leadership Archetypes 
In  the preceding extract, Rotherham (200 1 )  impl ies that people l ike Hubbard and don't 

l ike Kerr, or at least they have an attitude about the public persona of each. Like so 

many commentators (e.g. Ceramalus, 1 998), and the protagonists themselves (e.g. C 30, 

34; Kerr, 1 998c), she casts the players in opposition to each other, reflecting the 

positions taken in a formal debate and thus exploiting "the power of the negative" 

(Burke, 1 966, p. 402), this time to emphasise shortcomings in Kerr' s  communication 

style. Kerr calls on the God of the Old Testament, preaching hellfire and damnation. 

Hubbard' s  God is a god of love. 

Hubbard benefits from the comparisons, which carry with them associations of 

archetypal positions. Just as the archetypal ' good ' Christian is in battle with the ' evi l '  

Satan, the White Knight i s  in combat with the Dark Knight and saints are contrasted with 

sinners, so Hubbard is contrasted with Kerr as the representative of established, orthodox 

business practices, and even occasional ly  contrasted with himself - a fal len version of 

Hubbard' s  own ideal. 

Thus, in terms of business leadership, Hubbard' s  style carries 'good' associations that 

l ink to his overt ethical stance. Leadership and ethics have been explored elsewhere (e.g. 

Carrol l ,  200 1 ;  Ciul la, 1 998 ;  Gi l l ,  1 996; Minkes, Small & Chatterjee, 1 999; Solomon, 
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1 998), but I wish to draw attention to perceptions of ethical leadership and archetype. 

While narrative accounts in books have cast Hubbard as a hero manager, other rhetorical 

representations of Hubbard draw freely on the classic leadership archetypes of Father, 

Hero, Saviour and King (Steyrer, 1 998) - the first three of which parallel the Christian 

Trinity of Father, Son and Holy Ghost and the King is the mature hero (Steyrer, 1 998). 

The Father image comes most immediately to the fore in relation to Hubbard' s  own 

narrative which refers to the fami ly of Hubbard Foods Limited (e.g. C 1 0; 47). It has 

been d iscussed in previous chapters in terms of Hub bard' s  sense of a family company 

that bears the Hubbard name (Chapters Five and S ix), in his idea of a Clipboard 

community (Chapter S ix) and in terms of Hubbard 's paternalism (Chapter Seven). 

The Hero image has also been explored earl ier in this thesis (Chapter Six). The 

Clipboard hero is a self-deprecating 'everyman' .  With appeal ing modesty Hubbard 

rhetorically exploits images of himself in heroic situations (conquering Mt Cook; sai l ing 

the Pacific in a yacht), and fearlessly defending his vision of a better [business] way 

against powerful  established interests. Hubbard triumphs in the face of adversity and, 

despite the odd setback, "never, never, never, give[ s] up" (C 28). The image of Hubbard 

as saint also reinforces the hero archetype as, from a Church perspective, a saint is one 

who has pursued an heroic l i fe in the faith. 

In turn, the wise King is  evoked mainly through press representations that refer to gurus 

and kings. I l logically, this archetype is bolstered by potentially damaging press reports 

about shortcomings in Hubbard 's management practice or j udgement. Negative 

associ ations of failure to l ive up to h is  own standards of business social responsib i l ity 

are d iminished by Hubbard' s  widely communicated philosophy of risk, fai lure and 

learning from mistakes. The theme of optimism mitigates the pess imism personi fied by 

those who criticise Hubbard. He is a ' human' man with human fai l ings. Fai lure enriches, 

makes one more determined and wiser, and the hero learns that courage, determination 

and good intentions do not ensure success at every stage. 
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The analysis of cultural themes also points strongly to the Sav iour archetype. Explicit i n  

references such as  "the Messiah of muesl i" (Marks, 2002, p .  49), a complex but 

complementary array of associations serve to present Hubbard as a powerfu l  b ut 

compassionate figure whose management practices and phi losophy of business social 

responsibi lity present hope for a better future. 

By contrast, Kerr is presented negatively by Hubbard and by the press. Yet, with the 

exception of the Father image, the same archetypes are visible in representations of Kerr. 

In h i s  own narrative he is the battered but unyielding, wise King. Yet the news media 

suggest that his status as King is no longer tenable, largely because of the challenge that 

Hubbard has posed. Kerr also harks back to the role of the NZBR as Saviour of  New 

Zealand business and the economy, whereas the press recast h im as desperately  cl inging 

to old ways of thinking about business 's  role in society. They openly question both the 

function of the NZBR and Kerr's position as its spokesperson. 

The Hero arch et ype,too, is called upon through antithesis. Undoubtedly Kerr i s  

accomplished, he demonstrates courage, but in press narratives he  has none of the 

hero ism associated with the entrepreneurial drive and achievement of Hubbard. Rather, 

Kerr emerged from the security of the civil service employment and now, as professional 

representative of the NZBR, he is sti l l  protected from the risks and sacrifices of the ' real ' 

business world .  Perhaps too, this epitomises his distance from those audience members 

he might wish to influence. 

8.5.2 Different  Audiences 

Hubbard and Kerr's public personae are establ ished using similar archetypes but with 

different emphases for their different audiences. Most immediately, Kerr presents as a 

'Defender of the Faith ' ,  the priest of the establ ished orthodoxy. According to V incent: 

Rel igious fundamental ists grant authority to their scriptures from the basis of 

belief, and the scriptures then, in turn, give authority to other belief statements. It 

is a closed system. There is a similar closed system in the way the NZBR 
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documents claim authority by using authors from the pool of overseas experts 

and then cal l on the same pool to val idate their statements. ( 1 998, p .  204) 

Analysis of Roger Kerr' s rhetori c  demonstrates this position. His  i s  a ' rel igion' of the 

mind or inte l lectualism. Kerr exhib its in his narrative a righteousness of doctrinal 

position set out in  the business press and in  his publications on corporate social 

respons ib i lity that are texts of speeches delivered to commerce students or business 

interest groups. Kerr seeks to win over young supporters through his endorsement of 

establ i shed business values and appeals to the accomplishments of high-profile business 

people who espouse those values. More generally  in his columns in the mainstream 

business press Kerr seeks to confirm the faith of the already 'converted ' .  The audience is 

not a general one of al l  non-bel ievers. Rather, the audience comprises converts and those 

most open to conversion - business people and future business people - with special 

attention to the doubters or unbelievers who 'matter' such as the pol icy-makers. G iven 

that the main opposition to h is  message comes from a far more grass-roots constituency, 

Kerr may have to adapt h is message to obtain legitimacy with a d ifferent aud ience 

(Rotherham, 2000). 

Kerr ' s  constituency is different to that of Hubbard as he is 'fighting the good fight' (my 

words) on behalf of new right economics and the capitalist el ite. The case is argued in 

rational terms, perhaps meaningful to a business audience, but appearing tired, 

i ntel lectual and even al ienating to 'ordinary New Zealanders ' ,  those "mums and dads" 

(C 1 0) who comprise Hubbard' s  constituency. 

In contrast, Hubbard, the 'prophet' speaks directly to his fol lowers in their own homes. 

The chatty, commonsense, yet s lightly whimsical style connects in a very non-business, 

very "Hubbardsy" (C 36; 49) manner. Hubbard's is a rel igion of the 'heart', or human 

relations�ips. In h is attempt to create a community of the Clipboard, Hubbard 

constitutes not only h is  employees but also h is  customers as fol lowers of the ' Hubbard 

way ' .  H is  i deas are received by people and publ icly supported as they offer hope. Hope 
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i s  strengthened by the knowledge that Hubbard is himself a businessman and the 

chal lenge to orthodoxy thus comes from within .  As one admirer states: 

At last some sense at the end of a long tunnel, and from a businessman too . . .  The 

problem is known as raw material i sm and greed which, promoted at all costs by a 

small al l-powerful elite, has particularly prospered in the last 1 50 years as an 

unprecedented and unsustainable consumer binge making the Roman orgies look 

l ike kindergarten parties . . . .  Every strength therefore to the Dick Hubbards of our 

world - they're going to need it. (Wilson, 1 998, p. 8) 

8.5.3 Contrasting Visions of Business Social Responsibility 

Hubbard does more than chal lenge the NZBR way of doing business. He also redefines 

the debate. F i rst, he presents an image of the NZBR 'way' in stereotypical terms, 

avoid ing direct engagement with Kerr over some issues in which Kerr feels 

misrepresented (Kerr, 1 998c). Second, he defines the terms of d iscussion. Whi lst Kerr 

talks of "corporate" social responsibi l ity, Hubbard uses the term "business" social 

responsibi l ity. In so doing Hubbard effectively captures the debate. Business is the 

broader, more inclusive term and, to many people outside big business, the terms 

'corporate' and ' business' are synonymous. If the 'business of business is business' ,  

l ikewise, for most of Hub bard's readership and possibly many journalists, ' business is 

business' .  Distinctions between corporates and family businesses are merely confusing 

and distracting. One consequence of defining the debate in terms of business social 

responsib i l ity i s  to undermine Kerr 's  rational appeal to 'agency' , which does not present 

the same problem for the owner-manager as it does for a professional manager. 

Furthermore, the David and Gol iath imagery can evoke enhanced opposition to ' big' 

business as corporates are seen to exercise bul lying tactics over the heroic smal l 

operator. Perhaps perversely, size works against the traditionally more powerful  business 

interests - if small or medium sized business can do wel l  by doing good, the implication, 

by reference to Davis' ( 1 973) ' iron law of social responsibil ity', is that big business 

should do even more social good. 
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8.5.4 Contrasting Visions of Community 

Hubbard ' s  v iew of community derives its core from "basic values". I estab l ished in 

Chapter S ix that Hubbard' s  romantic notion of community h igh l ights a utopian ideal 

where people support each other to achieve a better world for their chi ldren. Hubbard 

counteracts the negative stereotypes of the business world through his romantic narrative 

of social responsibi l ity as good neighbourl iness, or people working together for people. 

As the new prophet, Hubbard brings novelty and imagination to the prevai l ing forces of 

the business world. In the ' imagined community' ,  obstacles and adversaries such as 

those posed by the power of big business are overcome and a new state of harmony and 

integration are achieved. This draws upon Burke' s  principle of transcendence through 

the ' prom ised land' of community. Business is positioned in society, rather than as 

separable from it, playing into the traditional New Zealand version of the myth of a 

' benevolent community' (Reich, 1 987), exempl ified in the social cooperation or 

' mucking in'  of community 'working bees' .  The romantic narrative is supplemented by 

the epic narrative by way of the theme of enterprise or entrepreneurship - the hero 

manager. The often overlapping epic narrative focuses on heroic leadership within the 

tests and trials of the epic quest, to redefine senior managers "in a central, critical heroic, 

almost mystical role" (Clark & Salaman, 1 998, p. 1 55). 

Roger Kerr also fits the romantic narrative frame. Whi le it would be easy to present Kerr 

as a defender of the faith against a pernicious, damning attack by any form of 

collectivism, he, l ike Hubbard, projects a sense of community - a different one, where 

business values prevai l .  His is a view grounded in the phi losophic  assumptions of atomic 

individual i sm (Buchholz & Rosenthal, 1 997). To him communities are collectivities of 

individuals working cooperatively for individual reward that wi l l  in turn benefit society 

as a whole. 

8.6 CONCLUSION 

Here I have explored through narrative how rhetoric is used to create publ ic awareness 

in a pol itical struggle between an advocate of 'more' business social responsibil ity, and a 

representative of a key business lobby group. I suggest that one of the quandaries of the 
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business or corporate social responsibi l ity debate i s  that the positions are not as clear as 

they might be, nor are they as clear as current theory might suggest. Our tendency to 

present simpl ified models of complex constructs is usefu l  in assisting us to conceptual ise 

those constructs, but perhaps those models actual ly serve to subconsciously encourage 

us to ignore complexity in favour of simplicity, and action in favour of a theory. I have 

started from the premise that there is some virtue in capturing the resonance and 

interplay of organisational meaning, and that rhetorical analysis of narratives can help us  

do that. 

I have demonstrated a narrative method in operation in order to capture a process - the 

contest between two protagonists over time - and to contextual ise it, thus 

acknowledging the complexity and inherent richness of the debate. In comparing and 

contrasting the narratives of Kerr and Hubbard my analysis  shows how the competing 

narratives ' operate' rhetorical ly to draw on fundamental associations, in this case 

rel igious imagery and archetypes, to add impact to their arguments and legitimise their 

pol itical stances. Rel igion is identified as a means rather than an object of 

argumentation. As such, i t  rel ies on universal understandings and a ' universal audience' 

who share agreement on certain issues. 

This  narrative exposes areas of confluence between Hubbard's and Kerr' s business 

phi losophies. They each openly support a capital ist system, agree upon the economic 

role of business in creating jobs and generating profit, and endorse the necessity for 

business compliance within a legislative framework. They even agree that there is a role 

for business in contributing to social i ssues and, from time to time, cautiously endorse 

the other's position on certain other issues. Hubbard and Kerr disagree, however, as to 

the extent of that social role, the type of soc ial obl igation business has, and the 

conditions for legitimate business involvement in social issues. 

Both men draw on leadership archetypes in their rhetoric and the press rhetoric serves to 

enhance or undermine these self-presentations. In Hubbard ' s  case, the press serves to 
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both create and endorse positive archetypes, generating the impression of Hubbard as a 

charismatic leader. 

A lthough parallels and s imi larities are evident when a cultural perspective is appl ied to 

the texts, we find that Hubbard and Kerr are rhetorically  positioned quite differently to 

each other. Hubbard heralds a new gospel or revelation, whereas Kerr is defender of the 

establ ished orthodoxy. Thus identification and division (Burke, 1 969b; Chapter Three of 

this thesis) are constantly played off against each other. Hubbard represents the ' new' 

against Kerr 's  'o ld ' ,  and ' emotion' against the ' reason' represented by Kerr who 

preaches the accepted business dogma. Kerr's is ostensibly an economic narrative 

relying on ' rationality' as the basis of responsibi l ity and on reason as a foi l  to 

i rresponsibil ity. Yet, perhaps incongruously, that rational ity is bolstered by rel igious 

i magery that is used to convey a sense of authority, business acumen and stabi l ity. 

I demonstrate that competing narratives of two people who might normally be cast as 

occupying opposite ends of the social responsibil ity continuum, can share certain views 

and draw on simi lar images and simi lar cultural archetypes to legitimise their positions. 

Thus we can begin to focus on simi larities as well as differences, and points of 

congruence rather than disparity. I also show that arguments both ' for' and 'against' 

business social responsibi l ity come from those inside business claiming to represent the 

broader business and society interest. My analysis has helped to remind us that business 

social responsibi l ity may not be social responsibi l ity per se, but rather, it could be 

argued, capitalism with a benign face, with inherent contradictions and tensions. 
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CHAPTER NINE : 

9.1 INTRODUCTION 

BUSINESS SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY AS A 

NEGOTIATED PROCESS 

This case study of Hubbard Foods Limited focuses primarily on the actions and publ ic  

persona of its founder and managing d irector, Dick Hubbard, who has been prominent in 

defining how business social responsib i l ity is understood in New Zealand. In his role  of 

promoter and steward of business social responsibi l ity, Hubbard is engaged in a 

persuasive process wherein he both constitutes and enacts business social responsibi l ity. 

I have appl ied three distinctive but interrelated forms of rhetorical analysis to the text 

l inked with Hubbard Foods Limited. Role analysis, dramatism and cultural analysis 

provide critical lenses on Hubbard 's enactments of business social responsibi l ity. 

Here I review the broader features and the research context of the study. I return to the 

research question and its associated aims in order to reflect upon my findings in the 

context of scholarship around business social responsib i l ity, stakeholder management 

and corporate citizenship . I also discuss the insights gained from rhetorical analysis and 

draw together the various analytical strands woven through the thesis. Next I comment 

on the l imitations of the study. Prior to the concluding comment I propose a new 

definition of business social responsibil ity in a New Zealand context and discuss the 

implications of my findings for managers and for business and society research . 

This chapter blends discussion and conclusions, the latter being a point of departure for 

the ongoing story of business social responsibi l ity . 

9.2 RESEARCH QUESTION AND SCHOLARSHIP 

9.2 .1  Findings with Reference to Existing Literature 

Guiding th is study is the question: How does rhetorical analysis help us understand how 

business social responsibility is constituted and enacted in a New Zealand business? 
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The d iscussion of business social responsibi l ity and associated constructs in Chapter 

Two forms much of the scholarly context for the study. I demonstrate that definitions of 

business social responsibi l ity vary widely (Bain, 1 995;  Friedman, [ 1 970] 1 995; Reed, 

1 999; Sethi,  1 975 ;  Votow, 1 973 cited in Clarkson, 1 995), partly as a consequence of the 

differ ing d iscipl inary emphases of theorists and partly as a consequence of evolutionary 

developments in business and business and society scholarship (Carrol l ,  1 999). 

Additionally, whi le a number of theoretical models of social responsibil ity and corporate 

social performance exist (e.g. Carrol l ,  1 979, 1 99 1 ;  Swanson, 1 995;  Wartick & Cochrane, 

1 985 ;  Wood, 1 99 1 ,  1 996), they are l imited in capturing the dynamic nature of corporate 

social responsibi l ity (Swanson, 1 995 ; Wood, 1 99 1 ,  1 996). I argue that practitioners tend 

toward wealth creation strategies under the guise of a social responsibil ity (Windsor, 

200 1 b), usual ly couched in the discourses of stake holder ism (Freeman, 1 984), corporate 

citizenship (e.g. Andriof & Mclntosh, 200 1 )  or other social and environmental frames 

such as triple bottom l ine reporting (Elkington, 1 998). Business tools developed to 

publ ic ly demonstrate business social and environmental performance objectify social 

responsibi l ity to facil itate auditing procedures. This occurs through the standardisation 

of social categories and fragmentation of the ideal in  order to more easily ' measure' 

corporate social performance (e.g. Elkington, 1 998; Waddock et aI . ,  2002). However, 

the integrity of social responsibi l ity as an ideal may be lost in this reductionism. In their 

decision-making, managers are increasingly focussed on compliance and thus distanced 

from moral responsibi l ity for the consequences of their decisions (see Smith & H iggins, 

2000). 

Rhetorical analysis offers different ways to examine some of the key themes associated 

with business social responsibil ity and associated constructs. Role criticism provides a 

framework for rhetorical analysis of business social responsibi l ity constituted through 

the central communication tool of Hub bard Foods Limited, Clipboard. The rhetorical 

devices used in Hubbard ' s  novel approach to stakeholder engagement are revealed 

through the critical appl ication of Beason's (I 99 1 )  framework. This enables exploration 

of how Hubbard attempts to persuade others, through the written text, of his own 

credibi l ity and his vision of business social responsibi l ity. Clipboard functions as a 
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forum for dialogue about a range of i ssues such as values, nutritional needs and general 

down-to-earth information sharing. The inclusion of letters, poems and snippets of 

communication from customers, and its inv itations to  participate in Hubbard Foods 

L imited' s  product, nominated social causes or to merely react to the ideas expressed in 

its pages, helps to set Clipboard up as an informal, semi-intimate engagement between 

fami l iar acquaintances. This personal ising process does much to break down the 

problems traditional ly associated with stakeholder management. Thus the hub and spoke 

conceptualisation (Aoki, 1 984 cited in Donaldson & Preston, 1 995 ;  Jones, 1 995) of 

stakeholder management is transformed to a more democrat ic-seeming system of  

interaction, possibly more akin to the web metaphor suggested by  Rowley ( 1 997), the 

manager and organisation retaining a mediating role .  Hubbard mediates the conversation 

under the semblance of an active two-way correspondence, creating an i l lusion of 

negotiation. In the process, Hubbard builds his pub l ic persona using verbal strategies 

designed to enhance his ethos or credibi l ity. Clipboard operates to sustain a continuing 

story in which a range of topical business and social issues are introduced and 

accommodated into the values framework expounded by Hubbard. 

Through the written text of Clipboard, Hubbard constitutes h is customers as co-actors in 

his organisational drama of business social responsibi l ity. Hubbard cal ls on two heroic 

characteristics - a romantic qual ity and a commitment to action (Hart, 1 997, p .  220). 

Through the persuasive device of s imi l itude he induces his audience to reclaim certain 

universal values of the past such as the work ethic and community mindedness. Thus 

Hubbard makes business social responsibil ity a future-oriented, shared enterprise and 

also constitutes business social responsibil ity (metaphorical ly speaking) as a character in 

h is  drama - giving it a human heart by way of the active participation of Hub bard and 

his audience. 

Rhetoric is "a situated act" (Hart, 1 997, p. 40) and dramatistic analysis provides a 

particular focus on an exceptional context-specific event - the company trip to Samoa. 

Certainly it was dramatic in terms of heightened public awareness and therefore 

influential in terms of Hub bard ' s  ongoing public commitment and obligation to continue 
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to practice and promote the image of responsible business practice. It also reinforced the 

novelty of Hubbard's  approach to stakeholder engagement, this time with regard to the 

staff of Hubbard Foods Limited as stakeholders. Analysis of the drama reveals how staff 

are cast as co-actors engaging in a public enactment of business social responsibi l ity. 

Rhetorical analysis reveals how Hubbard' s  public image is influenced by the act, its 

context and the fact that the players are not only  senior management, but process 

workers who are not typically associated with being in receipt of extravagant benefits at 

work. Thus, rhetorical analysis extends our thinking beyond the existing theories with 

regard to business social responsibil ity, away from broad principles, issues and pol icies, 

to reveal the pub l ic impact of an extraordinary event on the way business social 

responsibi l ity is understood. The gesture projects an image of Hub bard 's  goodwi l l  

toward others, dramatising the advantages to  be gained from treating staff wel l .  It is also 

an enactment of risk-taking and thus evidence of Hubbard's wi l l ingness to live up to his 

own key principles. Risk taking is  a 'virtue' promoted by Hubbard throughout 

Clipboard, thus h is  trustworthiness is further enhanced by his own wil l ingness to do 

things differently. 

Rhetorical analysis also brings to the fore Hubbard's benevolent paternal ism that is 

different from the standard view of paternal ism. His stance is representative of a broad 

view of moral responsibil ity (Crossley, 1 999) and evocative of historical roles assumed 

by businesspeople in the United K ingdom, the United States of America and New 

Zealand (e.g. Windsor, 1 980; Hunter & Lineham, 1 999). Dramatistic analysis suggests 

that the persuasive cues associated with the Samoan picnic enhance Hubbard' s  image as 

a social ly responsible businessman, establ ishing him as motivated by more than 

psychological egoism or business advantage, although these cannot be discounted as 

partial motives. Taken in combination with the role analysis and cultural analysis, the 

findings from the dramatistic analysis point to dramatic consistency, itself persuasive in 

communicating an image of a trustworthy character. Hubbard 'walks the talk' in terms 

of business social responsibi l ity and presents a consistent image between past and 

present behaviour. 
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The commitment to business social responsib i l ity demonstrated through the picnic in 

Samoa was later formalised through the establ ishment of a separate organisation, 

Businesses for Social Responsibil ity. The picnic in Samoa and the high-profile publicity 

associated with it helped to promote the new organisation.  Thus Hubbard both creates 

and reinforces h i s  own additional ' social responsibil ity' and generates the potential 

burden of h igh public expectation for future business performance in the broader 

interests of society. Hubbard sets himself up not only as an advocate of business social 

responsibi l ity within his own company, but as a steward of business social responsibil ity 

for New Zealand. 

By the time the picnic in Samoa occurred, other business interests were already 

challenging Hubbard's business social responsibi l ity ideals. Consequently, any fai lure 

on Hubbard' s  part either in business outcomes (Friedman, [ 1 970] 1 995 ;  Carrol l ,  1 979, 

1 99 1 )  or in terms of social responsibil ity advocacy was bound to become a publ ic issue. 

Two possibly competing imperatives - to perform business-wise and to perform social ly 

- were brought to the fore and examined in the cultural analysis appl ied to the 

ideological battle  between Hubbard and his adversary, symbol of the business 

establ ishment, Roger Kerr. Drawing on anti-Business Roundtable sentiment, Hubbard 

positions himself as opposed to the business practices of the NZBR, thus creating a 

setting for confl ict. However, Hubbard must retain business credibi l ity if he is to deflect 

Kerr's counter assault. The fact that Hubbard Foods Limited was in expansionary mode 

throughout the duration of the public debate buttresses the legitimacy of his appeals in 

terms of the expertise and competence he demonstrates as a successful  businessman. 

Whilst cultural analysis exposes the differences between Kerr 's  and Hubbard ' s  

positions, it also h ighl ights points of  compatibi l ity with regard to many business i ssues. 

These are apparent in both the basic assumptions upon which their positions are founded 

(e.g. that free-market capital i sm should be encouraged) and in the images and archetypes 

that they draw upon to legitim ise their claims on business social responsibi l ity. In 

particular, analysis reveals that both actors draw upon rel igious (Judeo-Christian) 

imagery. These fundamental simi larities revealed by rhetorical analysis serve to 
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highlight the persuasiveness of Hub bard 's appeals. In Hubbard' s  positioning as a new 

business social responsib i l ity ' messiah' he successfully creates and sustains a credible 

persona for his audience, whi le  deflecting the condemnation offered by Kerr's counter

narrative. He must downplay the simi larities and play up the novelty of his approach. 

Hubbard' s  wi l l ingness to go into battle with establ ished business interests itself acts 

rhetorically to symbol ise for h is audience an outstanding commitment to h is  professed 

views on business social responsibi l ity and to thus engender goodwil l .  The ongoing 

debate reinforces the image of Hubbard as an exceptional leader who feels a 

responsib i l ity to those beyond the factory gate and beyond those whom he might be 

expected to assist. It also provides evidence of a wil l ingness to take risks and meet a 

challenge, positions routinely advanced in Clipboard as character bu i lding and ' good ' .  

The cultural analysis in Chapter Eight reveals a representation of  Hub bard a s  a 

charismatic leader, not only in terms of his advocacy of business social responsibi l ity, 

but in  a broader societal context, a position acknowledged in the books and publ ications 

that contain profiles of h im (e.g. Holdsworth, 2000; lackson & Parry, 200 1 ;  Marks, 

2002; "The power of the Wattie-style approach", 1 998). The confl ict with Kerr serves to 

boost Hubbard ' s  opportunity to overtly discuss business social responsib i l ity and present 

his views as a progressive alternative to establ ished notions. Hubbard 's dialogue reveals 

an evolving understanding of the scope of social responsibi l ity. His persona is h ighly 

credible, maintaining consistency even as he introduces a range of related topics and 

issues. Hubbard cal ls upon cultural archetypes of father, hero and saviour and king to 

reinforce his status as charismatic leader, some of these representations also emanating 

from journalistic sources. In the use of cu ltural archetypes of leadership Hubbard and 

Kerr are s imi lar, albeit that Kerr presents an el itist image to a narrow audience. Unl ike 

Hubbard, Kerr speaks as the agent for NZBR and is therefore constrained by the agreed

upon dogma of h is  organisation, no matter how influential he may have been in 

establ ishing that code. 

By putting under scrutiny the textual strategies used by Hubbard and Kerr, rhetorical 

analysis enables the critic to get closer to persuasive appeals they make to their 
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audiences. Hubbard cal ls  upon a range of verbal strategies to enhance his perceived 

power, competence, trustworthiness, goodwil l  and similarity to his audience. These are 

designed to present him in an attractive l ight, as a convincing advocate for a ' new' way 

of doing business. 

9.2.2 Business Social Responsibility as Analogous to Corporate Social  
Performance 

Taken together, the three sections of analysis demonstrate that Hubbard's idea of 

business social responsib i l ity can be seen to incorporate traditional notions of social 

responsibi l ity that relate to normative principles and, in particular, to the personal 

accountabi l ity on the part of a manager for decisions made. On the face of it, they also 

present a p icture of a strong correspondence between Hubbard 's principles and practices 

and all levels of Car rol l ' s  pyramid of social responsibil ity ( 1 99 1 ) . Hubbard conforms to 

the business standards of the economic and legal imperatives whi le actively 

acknowledging ethical obligations and carrying out d iscretionary social activities beyond 

those expected of a businessperson in a management role. 

Beyond corporate social responsibi l ity, the findings also indicate that Hubbard ' s  

business social  responsib i l ity practices reflect those normally associated with the more 

embracing, ' three-dimensional' corporate social performance models (e.g. Carrol l ,  1 979; 

Swanson, 1 995 ;  Wartick & Cochrane, 1 985 ;  Wood, 1 99 1 ) . Through his rhetoric, and 

through the activities that are represented in h is  business text, we ascertain that Hubbard 

espouses a commitment to the dimensions of principles of social responsib i l ity, social ly  

responsive processes, and socially oriented pol icies, programmes and outcomes. Thus 

business social responsibility, as constituted and enacted by Dick Hubbard and 

Hubbard Foods Limited, is an extension of existing conceptions of corporate social 

responsibility and could reasonably be aligned to established corporate social 

performance models. 

Further, Hubbard ' s  representation of business social responsibi l ity also includes a notion 

of the good corporate citizen as a company that is responsive to community needs 

(Andriof & McIntosh, 200 I ;  McIntosh et aI . ,  1 998) helping to address community 
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problems such as unemployment and generaIly being a good neighbour (Ei lbert & 

Parket, 1 973).  Thus he extends the notion of business social responsib i lity to include 

most of the corporate soc ial performance, stakeholder management and corporate 

citizenship concepts, and he actively embraces the triple bottom l ine reporting that now 

typifies a compl iance-based approach to social accountabil ity (Elkington, 1 998;  Van der 

Wiele et a I . ,  200 1 ) .  All of these aspects could be accommodated within a corporate 

social performance framework as proposed by Wood ( 1 99 1 )  or further developed by 

Swanson ( 1 995) .  Both of these theorists attempt to acknowledge in thei r  models the 

dynamism of ' real l ife' experiences of managers in the workplace and h ighl ight the role 

of the individual in issues of responsibil ity. Moreover, this analysis of Hubbard Foods 

Limited had the benefit of surveying a range of documentation from a twelve year 

period, enabl ing me to cautiously affirm Wood's contention that social responsibil ity 

principles are l ikely to be t ime and culture bound ( 1 996). New issues and terminologies 

emerge over time and are incorporated into the broader understanding of business social 

responsibi l ity and hence impact upon managers' own vocabularies and decision choices. 

The aims specified at the outset of this thesis are thus real ized. I have explored the way 

business social responsibil ity is represented in New Zealand through a specific case 

study of Hubbard Foods Limited. I have supplemented the theoretical debate into social 

responsib i l ity in business by analysing a New Zealand business case and have thereby 

contributed to an expansion of research-based scholarship about business social 

responsibi l ity. I have also, through applying rhetorical analysis, added to the body of 

interpretive studies of organi sational phenomena. However, whi lst it would be easy to 

merely affirm aspects of existing corporate social performance models in Hubbard' s  

representation, I believe that rhetorical analysis has revealed new insights into how 

business social responsibi l ity is enacted in New Zealand. A more comprehensive 

discussion of these is necessary if l am to adequately address the research question. 

9.3 NEW UNDERSTANDINGS OF BUSINESS SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 

Rhetorical analysis of Hub bard Foods Limited business text extends current conceptions 

of business social responsibil ity in a number of ways. The study develops i nsights into 

how the business and society relationship is constituted and enacted. Thus, it impl icitly 
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presents a case for questioning the business and society dichotomy. Analysis of textual 

strategi es unvei ls  aspects of the transactive process associated with business social 

respons ib i lity, h ighl ighting the importance of managers' personal moral engagement 

with the consequences of their business decisions, thus chal lenging contemporary 

tendencies to objectify social responsib i l ity. And the case study of Hubbard Foods 

Limited serves to draw attention to the centrality of trust to our understandings of 

business social responsib i l ity and stakeholder management 

9.3.1 Addressing the Business and Society Dichotomy 

Hubbard overcomes any perceived dichotomy between business and society, in  

col laboration w ith the audience, by constituting both the business and the society aspects 

of the ' re lationship' .  

Hubbard creates a notion of ' business' . With in  thi s  conception, business i s  not just ' big 

business', but all commercial enterprises and al l the people who work with or for them. 

Moreover, there are better ways of doing business than those espoused by the NZBR, 

and these 'better' ways are the ways of the future. To form this broader conception of 

business, Hubbard gently acknowledges areas with which he is in accord with the 

NZBR, whi lst creating a perception that he and l ike-minded people must work to 

counter the attitudes of representatives of corporate New Zealand. Al l  business can 

operate as Hubbard Foods Limited does, and that the BSR attracts members from the 

corporate sector is evidence of such a possib i l ity. Powerfu l  evidence of the effectiveness 

of Hub bard ' s  persuasive strategies is the way he uses rhetoric to make personal v i rtues 

of factors that classical theorists and 'b ig business' have always maintained are key 

factors of their conception of business social responsib i l ity -job creation and profit. 

Thus, Hubbard ' s  conception of business incorporates traditional business concerns, but 

recasts them through rhetoric as personal as much as business v irtues. Hubbard models a 

compassionate, community-minded, successfu l  businessperson with in  a company that 

has a ' soul ' .  Yet he does not fundamentally reject much of the orthodoxy of big 

business. 
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Hubbard also ' makes' society. Through his public persona Hubbard creates a sense of 

unity in  the social relations he constitutes through the verbal strategies employed in 

Clipboard and through stories taken up by journal i sts. Society is not some abstract 

construct, but it is associated with a sense of belonging. Hubbard brings together 

strangers in a col lective effort around the community of Clipboard, nonspecific ' shared' 

fami ly  values, patriotism and the transcendent vision of a future Utopia. People identify 

social ly with others within the Clipboard ' community' and the Hubbard ' fami ly'  who 

share their values. Moreover, rhetorical analysis indicates that the society they relate to 

includes Hubbard Foods Limited, signifying that the responsible business is part of, not 

apart from,  society. Clipboard provides a forum for Hubbard 's own reflections on 

business social responsibi l ity and for customers to communicate their ideas through 

Hubbard to the rest of the community of Clipboard. Hubbard contrives to discuss his 

own values, including the importance of optimism, and the need to strive for a better 

future. Associated with these is the endorsement of risk and failure as the corol laries to 

chal lenge and adventure. He expresses faith in New Zealand and its people, uniting the 

community through patriotic appeals to New Zealanders to take on the world. These 

appeals centre on the cultural themes of ' l ittle kiwis' in a ' l ittle country' acting as world 

players. Hubbard also explores the dimensions of business social responsibi l ity, 

practises stakeholder dialogue and endorses the importance of being a good corporate 

citizen i n  a community that i s  both ' local '  and New Zealand-wide. 

Thus rhetorical analysis shows that Hubbard presents a vers ion of himself, of his 

business and of the Hubbard family, in which business and society are constituted as 

inextricably l inked - business operating as part of, and within, society. This stands in 

direct contrast to Kerr's positioning of business as a separate institution that exists 

alongside the state, rel igious organisations and so on. When Kerr says the business of 

business is business, he maintains that it is through remaining exclusively ' business' 

oriented, business-people best suit society' s  needs. Social issues are for the individual in 

a private (non-business) capacity or for other socially oriented institutions and 

government. Hubbard models a more integrated function for the business person in 

society - one where the various roles one plays in l ife are not separated or separable,  but 
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i nevitably i mpact on each other and the publ ic and private aspects are presented as 

complementary parts of an hol istic ' real ' person. 

9.3.2 'Humanising' Business Social Responsibil ity and Stakeholder Management 

There is an essential element of Hubbard 's enactment of business social responsib i l ity 

that i s  m issing from existing corporate social performance models .  This can be most 

immediately described in terms of h i s  personalisation or humanisation of the concept of 

business social responsibil ity. Existing models  define aspects of corporate social 

performance and present definitions that al lude to ethical norms and temporal aspects of 

business social responsibi l ity (Swanson, 1 995;  Wood, 1 99 1 ,  1 996). Some models even 

attempt to capture a sense of the processual n,9]ure of �rporate social performance 

(Wartick & Cochrane, 1 985 ;  Wood, 199 1 ) . the moves 'towards greater social and 

environmental accountabi l ity based on auditing procdsses, often under corporate 

citizenship in itiatives, provide direction for managers and conceptual frameworks within 

which to comprehend the ' dimensions' or 'components' of corporate social performance 

or corporate social responsibil ity (e.g .  Waddock et al . ,  2002) . These are a l im iting, 

constraining set of devices, focussing managers' social action on compliance and thus 

working to l imit  moral engagement (e.g. Elkington, 1 998). 

Hubbard demonstrates moral engagement with business decisions and with the concerns 

of his customers. His values are overtly  expressed . He implicitly chal lenges the move to 

objectification of social and environmental aspects of business pract ices, not by rejecting 

them, but by incorporating them into his practices as e lements among a raft of other 

indicators of social commitment. Hubbard 's personal identity, personal communication 

and the apparent wil l ingness to adapt to new ideas characterise his business 

communication.  Hubbard eschews the anonymity of the ' manager' or ' businessman ' to 

adopt a persona of personal avai labi l ity, inclusivity and accommodation. This persona 

embraces a range of qual ities including those of a capable businessman whose business 

responsib i l ities extend beyond the economic to something akin to the responsibi l ities 

assumed by a concerned and nurturing parent who wants a better world for his chi ld ren. 
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When business social responsibi l ity is represented as personalised and relationship 

driven, it is capable of accommodating contradiction and inconsistencies. For example, 

because Hubbard had extol led for years the positive moral standing of failure and of 

takin g  up a challenge - of trying - even fai lure is a virtue. Failure is  part of moral 

education and the development of w isdom. Rhetorical analysis reveals the way in which 

Hubbard communicates self deprecation and deference, giving the impression of an 

imperfect, fal l ib le, individual , facing similar issues to those vaguely evoked chal lenges 

his audience must deal with. Thus people accept Hubbard' s  occasional fai lure, not as 

mora l  or ethical fai lure, but as evidence of his humanity. This was demonstrated when 

publication of a potentially damaging story associating Hubbard with racist views did 

not appear to have a strong negative impact on his credibil ity as an enlightened business 

leader. Rather, Hubbard' s  ongoing relationship building and trust over time through 

Clipboard had predisposed the publ ic toward an assessment of Hubbard in his own 

terms - as somewhat naYve, trusting, and unaware of the potential offence. Al l  of these 

qualities are consistent with Hubbard's public persona that carries not only the sense that 

Hubbard has some exceptional characteristics, but also the image that he is, l ike h i s  

customers, a ' good ' ,  ordinary, fal l ible human being, looking for positive rather than 

negative interpretations. His readiness to admit his mistakes strengthens Hubbard ' s  

image as  honest, trustworthy and courageous, p laying on the egalitarian myth of the 

' l ittle man' .  However, Hubbard must maintain business cred ibi l ity i fhe is to 

demonstrate the practical wisdom of his ideas. 

Rhetorical analysis has demonstrated that, in the New Zealand context, the stakeholder 

has a potent role in the negotiation and renegotiation of the concept of business social 

responsibi l ity. The business-society relationship is exemplified in most models of 

stakeholder management as one in which the manager is positioned as the arbitrator who 

assigns individuals or groups to various stakeholder ' groups' (Frooman, 1 999; lones, 

1 995 ;  Rowley, 1 997) with or without an individual stakeholder's knowledge or consent 

(Monin 1 999a). The intent is to ' manage' the various constituencies in the interests of 

the organisation (Wood, 1 996) . In the process, the stakeholder is assigned an identity in 

relation to the organisation. 
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By contrast, Hubbard 's practices address the relative powerlessness and lack of group 

identity that typi fies most theoretical characterisations of stakeholders (Monin, 1 999a; 

Thomas, 1 999) by providing h is  customers and staff, through Clipboard, with both a 

role and an identity. Hubbard unifies all those al l ied by either the production or  

consumption of h is  breakfast cereal within a Clipboard community (Chapter S ix) . 

Customers m ight be told by business that they are stakeholders, but Hubbard gives them 

a feel ing for what this might mean. 

Thi s  humanising of business social responsibi l ity and associated concepts is partly a 

consequence of Hub bard 's methods. Hubbard's novel approach to stakeholder 

engagement through Clipboard helps to establish the customer as co-actor in the 

constitution of business social responsibi l ity . Clipboard defines the roles of customer as 

stakeholder, fami ly member, and active contributor to company pol icy and product 

development. Hubbard also adopts a novel approach to constituting staff as stakeholders. 

Practices l ike staff KFC lunches may have become routine with in Hubbard Foods 

Limited, but they may appear unusual to an external publ ic. Grand gestures such as the 

picnic in Samoa or a family tour to Rotorua cast staff as co-actors in the drama of 

business social responsibi l ity. The novelty of Hub bard's approach attracts attention from 

the media and helps to ensure that business social responsibi l ity in New Zealand has a 

human face. 

9.3.3 A Trustworthy Champion of the Business Social Responsibility Cause 

Related to the humanising aspect is another finding from this study - the role of a 

business social responsibi l ity hero or  champion who 'models' business social 

responsib i l ity. Rhetorical analysis of Hubbard Foods Limited has demonstrated that 

business social responsibi l ity may need a champion who strongly reflects the local 

culture. In the New Zealand context, part of Hubbard's appeal is that he maintains 

business credibi l ity whilst also conveying a persona that locks into cultural myths and 

archetypes. This persona is neither patronising nor impersonal . Rather, the persona is 

warm, accessible, fal l ible and, importantly, ' real ' .  These qualities all operate to make 

Hubbard a plausible agent of the social responsibi l ity message. 
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Furthermore, the 'truth ' of business social responsibi l ity is rel iant on the i mparter of 

truth being perceived as trustworthy. Hubbard's audience i s  not ' customers' ,  or 

' stakeholders' or 'consumers' ,  but "my customers", the 'we'  of col lective effort. They 

are part of the Hubbard family .  As such, Hubbard's victory i s  theirs and the i r  personal 

triumphs are everyone' s, each representing smal l but important contributions to the 

transcendent ideals of a better New Zealand and a better future. Rhetorical analysis 

demonstrates how Hubbard manages the evolving concept of business social 

responsib i l ity, using verbal strategies as l inks to the hopes and fears of his audience. As 

' everyman' ,  Hubbard ensures that we are all heroes through h is  achievements. Collusion 

in  a col lective ambition makes for mutual gain - together we can overcome chal lenges 

and help create a better future for "tomorrow's chi ld". 

Business social responsibi l ity in New Zealand is not a top-down imposition of a 

philosophy, but a collective effort, championed by a leader on behalf of the 

constituency. And Hubbard presents himself as a self-effacing, but courageous 

representative of stakeholders, trusted to make decisions in their interests. The 

relationship of trust is built up over time and on a personal level .  The unifying 

d imension of that relationship is achieved through the rhetoric of identification, the spi rit 

of optim ism uniting individuals towards a transcendent vision of an idealised future. 

This striving may be partial ly dependent on the rhetorical evocation of a common 

adversary epitomised in New Zealand by the NZBR. As members of society, al l share in 

a business social responsibil ity enterprise. This enterprise is greater than Hubbard Foods 

Limited, or you or me - it is New Zealand, the world, and the future. We each have a 

part to play, so business social responsibil ity is a negotiated process, constantly being 

reconstituted and redefined, dependent on each playing their part 

The leader 's  credibi l ity is based on economic as wel l  as moral i ntegrity, suggests a 

merging of the divide between economic and duty based perspectives on business social 

responsibil ity . These perspectives represent a usefu l  dichotomy in that they point to 

different emphases in the overall construct of business social responsibi l ity. But any 
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d istinction is misleading in the New Zealand context - for the ' social ly responsible' 

businessperson must be credible on both counts. 

9.4 METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES 

I nevitably, in making claims to some new insights into business social responsibi l ity, the 

research method employed wil l  come under scrutiny. That I have used rhetorical 

analysis for the case study itself brings a new perspective to the business and society 

field and therefore represents a strength. Any perceived weaknesses in this combination 

are outweighed by the benefits. I now briefly acknowledge some l imitations of both 

rhetorical analysis and the case study method. 

9.4. 1 Rhetorical Analysis 

Shortcomings associated with rhetorical analysis are those associated with many 

interpretive approaches to research, and I am incl ined to defend rather than criticise my 

chosen method. Criticisms of rhetorical analysis that might reflect on this study relate to 

the inherent subjectivity, which has traditional ly been denied in the positivist approaches 

to business and society and business ethics research (Crane, 1 999). Accord ingly, 

l imitations c ited must focus primari ly on my own selectivity and the boundaries of my 

own insights and experience. Rhetorical analysis al lows for recognition that the critic is 

inevitably a part of a creative process and that the reader approaching this study wil l  

sim i larly impose her/his interpretation or reconstruction on the material (Dow, 2 00 1 ;  

F igure 3.3) .  Whi lst the choice of approaches may reflect my own biases, the 

combination of three selected approaches to rhetorical analysis represents a positive 

feature of the study, adding texture to the analysis .  In its acceptance of multivocal ity, 

indiv idual interpretation and ambiguity, rhetorical analysis chal lenges, but does not 

reject, the positivist paradigm. Thus, alternative paradigm studies enhance the overall 

body of knowledge, and open new research avenues. 

Associated with rhetorical analysis i s  the problem of not having access to how the 

audience members actual ly respond to or interpret the messages (Section 3 .5 .3) .  Whi lst 

it m ight be considered valuable to fi nd out how a selection of Hub bard 's 'public' reacts 
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to h i s  communicative efforts - to survey them, conduct interviews or, perhaps, to 

analyse the content of al l  the letters they send Dick Hubbard - this was clearly beyond 

the scope of this project. I sought to examine the verbal text created around business 

social responsibi l i ty, Dick Hubbard and Hubbard Foods Limited. 

9.4.2 Case Study 

In terms of case analysis as method, it is also important to acknowledge the choice I 

made to sacrifice breadth of analysis in favour of an intense concentration on a single 

case. Some have seen case analysis  as a basis for rich interpretation leading to 

general isation (e.g .  Hart, 1 997; Y in, 1 994). Throughout, I have maintained that, as a 

single case study of a unique organisation, this study of Hubbard Foods Limited cannot 

be representative of 'business' per se. However, the study of an influential player in the 

New Zealand debate faci l itates a valuable insight into how business social responsibi l ity 

is constituted and enacted in New Zealand, a cultural context that does not extensively 

feature in the existing business and society l iterature. 

There may also be a tension between what is generally expected of a ' social scientific' 

conception of case study (e.g. Yin, 1 994), and the more creative interpretation of the 

possib i l it ies for case studies with which I al ign myself (e.g. Stake, 1 995). I suggest that, 

in pursuing interpretive possibi l ities, this study enables a testing of new conceptions of 

case analysis, which can be regarded as a positive feature of the study and a point of 

departure for future projects. 

9.5 IMPLICATIONS OF A ' NEW' BUSINESS SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 

9.5. 1 Toward a Definition of Business Social Responsibility in New Zealand 

My study has shown that business social responsib i l ity in New Zealand is  a negotiated 

process, characterised by temporal ity, intersubjectivity and flux. Rhetorical analysis 

helps to rem ind us that the issue at the core of responsibi l ity is moral engagement. It also 

serves to put the relationship between the co-actors in any business initiative back in the 

spotl ight, drawing together the threads of stakeholderism, corporate citizenship and 
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corporate social performance to the core of responsibil ity. Logical ordering thus g ives 

way to complex interweaving. 

Whilst current theoretical conceptions of business social responsibil ity and corporate 

social performance contribute to the way we understand business social responsibi l ity in 

New Zealand, these are general ly static and constraining, maintaining a d ichotomy 

between economic and duty-based perspectives. They do not acknowledge the wealth of 

human d imensions that play a part in the ongoing revision of ideas associated with 

business social responsibi l ity. 

Having reached this point, I now have a clearer sense of what business social 

responsibi l ity might mean in a New Zealand context and wi l l  tentatively articulate a 

more comprehensive 'definition'  of business social responsibi l ity in New Zealand. 

Definitions, of course, are unsatisfactory on a number of levels. In trying to encapsulate 

the ' essence' of the object of study, definitions inevitably fai l  to capture the nuances; in 

thei r  attempt to be inclusive they are often wordy and awkward ;  and they are often taken 

up uncritically and used as a 'proven fact' .  Despite these acknowledged shortcomings, I 

have succumbed to the impulse to go beyond the simple conceptualisation of business 

social responsibil ity as a 'negotiated process' to suggest the fol lowing: 

Business social responsibility is an abstraction representing a negotiated process 

whereby individuals within and outside business commit to a set ofjlexible, ill

defined goals that are recognised as worthy, socially beneficial and making good 

business sense. Business social responsibility is founded on relationships of 

identification and trust and is dependent on the personal accountability of 

individual managers to act in the interests of society that includes business. 

Business social responsibility isjlexible and accommodating, excusing a 

manager 's behaviour that may in isolation be viewed as unwise or imprudent, so 

long as a convincing balance is maintained infavour of a perceived intention on 

the part of the individual manager to act in goodwill to minimise harm and 

maximise benefits to society. 
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9.5.2 Implications for Business Managers 

Such a conception of business social responsibi l ity has a number of impl ications for 

business managers. My research findings suggest that the current tendency toward 

object ification of social and environmental i ssues in business positions social 

responsib i l ity as fragmentary, depersonalising and d istancing. So long as managers are 

concealed behind 'neutral ' ,  ' objective' targets and processes, it is doubtful  that the 

publ ic as customers, citizens or stakeholders wil l  have a focus for trust. Managers wil l  

also be unl ikely to have a sense of personal ised communication or engagement with 

stakeholders if  they adopt a compliance-oriented approach to business social 

responsib i l ity. Rather, their focus will be on reporting requirements, attainment of social 

and environmental targets, and avoiding a public perception of organ isational 

irresponsibi l ity. 

Looking to more general trends in business, short term executive employment contracts, 

the short tenure of managers and the increasing disparity between executive incomes and 

those of workers probably work to undermine relationship bui lding that may be essential 

if managers are to ' re-intimise' their re lationships with customers and employees. To be 

perceived as socially responsible, each manager may have to stake thei r  own reputation 

by personally acknowledging to the publ ic their accountabi l i ty for the social impacts of 

thei r  own and their staff s business decisions. Further, they wi l l  have to be seen to 

honour that commitment. Stakeholder management, corporate citizenship and corporate 

social performance may have to be redefined in relationship-oriented terms of personal 

values, commitment and accountabi l ity. 

However, a dependence on personal relationships and accountabi l ity subjects the 

business to some risk, especial ly where marketing initiatives are strongly dependent on a 

reputation for business social responsib i l ity. Where stakeholder trust and organisational 

identity is vested in one hero manager the organisation is particularly vulnerable, 

necessitating carefully managed succession plans and a strategy for the sudden or 

unexpected loss of that person. 
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Overall ,  my study suggests that socially responsible managers are l ikely to be those who 

have a heightened awareness of their roles in jointly constituting meaning around 

business social responsibi l ity. They wi l l  seek opportunities to engage in conversations 

around associ ated topics and be aware of the power of language in reality construction. 

9.5.3 Implications for Business & Society Research 

Business social responsibility in New Zealand is not a narrow notion that focuses on 

worthy and desirable principles, but an abstraction that captures the nuances of l ived 

experience - the richness of a social ly constructed reality. This may mean an extension 

of business and society research from the current interests of business management 

practitioners and academics. A relevant, reoriented business and society research agenda 

may be dependent on the active col laboration of a range of individuals and communities, 

in various societal roles outside business and academia. 

That business social responsibil ity is a collaborative, negotiated process, not solely an 

evolving construct (Carrol l ,  1 999), suggests that business and society researchers may 

also need to reconsider positivist approaches and move to include alternative 

methodologies that allow for a richer conception of business-society relations. Crane 

( 1 999) has already argued for more interpretive approaches to business eth ics research, 

and more needs to be done to explore the application of a variety of critical and 

postmodernist research frames. Moreover, rhetorical analysis offers infin ite possi bil ities 

for interpretation of not only business social responsibil ity and related phenomena, but 

also of the existing research associated with it. 

9 .6 CONCLUSION 

As Kenneth Burke would say, business social responsibil ity is part of an "ongoing 

conversation" and, in New Zealand, Dick Hubbard has "stuck his oar in" - in a big way. 

Rhetorical analysis offers insight into how managers persuade the publ ic that they are 

socially responsible. My analysis of D ick Hubbard' s  rhetoric demonstrates that business 
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social responsibil ity is not only about what managers do but also about how they engage 

with the public to create a sense of what they do, why they do it and what they stand for. 

Rhetorical analysis of the Hubbard Foods Limited case study exposes the l ived 

d imension of business social  responsibi l ity and enhances the understanding of business 

social responsibi l ity in a New Zealand context. The approach h ighl ights that we can (and 

do) accommodate multivocal ity, ambiguity, uncertainty and flux within our conceptions 

of business social responsib i l ity, and that theoretical dist inctions drawn between 

business and society are misleading. Rhetorical analysis shows that business social 

responsibi l ity in New Zealand is contextually dependent, relationship driven and 

dynamic, relying on the participation of many. Business social responsib i l ity is a 

negotiated process where rhetor, text, context and audience operate together to produce 

' mean ing' that is continually constituted and reconstituted over time. 
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ApPENDIX I 
CHRONOLOGY: DICK HUBBARD & HUBBARD FOODS LIMITED 

Dick Hubbard born December 1 8  

Grocery delivery boy, Marriot's Paeroa 

Attends Cobham Outward Bound School at Anakiwa 

Graduates with Bachelor of Food Technology, Massey U niversity 

Marries Diana Reader 

Works for New Zealand Co-op Dairy Company, Hamilton 

Project Manager for Niue Development Board Project 

Assistant Manager, Tasti Products Ltd, Auckland 

Fiji experience. Sets up a ginger processing operation 

President of the New Zealand Institute of Food Science and Technology 

Chairman of the Foods Standards Committee 

Chief Executive Officer, Tasti Products Ltd 

Establishes Winner Foods Ltd. Company No. AK383027 

Begins production of Foodtown house-brand mueslis 

Hubbard draws first salary as company shows a profit 

Dick & Diana Hubbard gain 1 00% of Winner Foods Limited 

Launches 'Hubbard' brand Clipboard 1 distributed with Fruitful Breakfast 

First Outward Bound Scholarships 

Company name changes to Hubbard Foods Limited 

Writes a strategic plan20120 Vision with a stated social goal for 2001 and beyond 

Establishes Hubbard Family Trust 

Appoints General Manager for Hubbard Foods Limited 

Production commences at new Mangere factory. 

Writes about a personal matter in Clipboard 18 

Clipboard 19 asks 'can a company have a soul?' 

Berry Berry Nice comes runner-up in the Carter Halt Harvey Food Awards 

Introduces junior newsletter, Kidzboard 

Produces the first Hubbards Cookbook, free in cereal packs 

Coco Morning" wins the Carter Holt Harvey Food Awards Premier Award 

Produces second cookbook, recipes cooked and tested by Diana Hubbard 

Berry Berry Nice wins Sial d'Or award at International Food Fair in Paris 

NZ Business chooses Hubbard as one of the 10 outstanding entrepreneurs of the 

decade 

Queen's Birthday Weekend: company picniC in Samoa. 

Delivers more than 1 00 speeches to audiences throughout New Zealand 

Initiates and launches Businesses for Social Responsibility 

Wellington Chamber Of Commerce debate with Roger Kerr, NZBR 

Sales for the calendar year top $20,000,000. 

Significant export developments including Australian sales 

Introduction of Australian Clipboard and Hubbards website: www.hubbards.co.nz 

Nominated one of the 10 most respected NZ companies in  a Col mar Brunton 

survey 

Appointed to Board of New Zealand Business Council for Sustainable Development 

Receives Honorary Doctorate in Science from Massey University 

Secures contract to supply TESCOs and begins exporting to UK 

Implements profit sharing scheme for staff based on length of service 

Board Member, Outward Bound Trust 

Chairman N Z Grocery Marketers Association (now N Z Food-Grocery Council) 

Chairperson of the New Zealand National Parks and Conservation Foundation 

Council member, Massey University 
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TRIPLE BOTTOM LINE REPORT 

A p r i l  2 0 0 0  - M a r c h  2 0 0 1 
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C E O  STATEMENT 

There is  a new phrase a ppearing i n  business language or "business speak" .  
I t  i s  the concept of  Trip le B ottom Line. a concept that recognises that there 
are three l egs to the measu rement of a company's performance - these being 
financia l ,  social and environmenta l .  Put in a more friend ly way Trip le  Bottom 
L ine is about "People,  Planet and Profits." This concept recogn ises  that a 
company cannot be judged by financial performance alone. Furtfie rmore ,  it 
a lso recognises that the three legs are l inked . 

It i s  not sufficient however just to talk a bout Trip le Bottom Line as  a "n ice, 
warm ,  fuzzy" concept. For those of us who see this concept as the way of the 
future it i s  also necessary to "walk  the talk". So this i s  it - the Hubbard Foods 
Ltd Triple Bottom Line Report - a first attempt to tra nslate this concept into 
the real ity of ru nning a bus iness such as 'Ours .  

Th is  report wasn't easy to  write . New things are usual ly not easy to bu i ld  first 
t ime up .  Likewise this report is not perfect - rad ical new things rarely a re .  
However you have to start somewhere. This report has  also taken some sou l  
searching on our behalf  and a lso ,  I bel i eve, some bravery. I n  business,  we 
have trad itional ly been ta ught to only present the Company in the best 
possible l ight ,  particu la rly to that important group of stakeholders - the 
customer. It 's hard to be h onest a nd self critical in a publ ic way. It's easy to 
h igh l ight you r successes but hard to high l ight your  fai l u res and you r a reas for 
improvement. In the case of a p rivate company it is  also hard to publ icly 
d isclose our fi nancial i nformation. 

We've done this report for essentia l ly  two reasons :  
• One is  a n  accepta nce of the concept of stakeholder theory - an 

acceptance of the fact that we are responsible and accountable to a l l  of 
our  stakeholders in a n  open , honest and transparent way. 

• Secondly,  live con s ider ourselves i n novative - prepared to go where no
one has gone before . This has helped our Company get to where we a re 
today . I n  th is case ,  h owever, our second reason for this report i s  even 
wider. This innovatio n  is ou r attempt to s ignal not only where we should 
go, but a lso where N ew Zealand should go. 

Welcome to Hubbard Food s fi rst ever Triple Bottom Line Report. 

D ick Hubbard 
M anaging Di rector 
2 1  August 200 1 
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C O M PANY VISION 

The v ision of H ubb&rd Foods Ltd is  to provide sustenance for the "mind , body 
a nd soul" of a l l  those who have contact with the Company . . We sha l l  d eliver 
th is by -

(i) A commitment to manufacture breakfast cereals and , where 
a ppropriate , other food products that are innovative, nutritional ly 
responsib le and responsibly priced (the body). 

R 
( i i )  A commitment to provide hope and  inspiration to a l l  

stakeholders associated with the company (the sou l ) .  

( i i i )  A commitment to provide , through our activities, positive and 
moral leadersh ip  with in  the commun ity (the mind). 

Del ivery of these three components of. the Company's vision can only be 
carried out if the correct financial  stewardship is in place. Accordingly,  
overlaying these three com ponents is a commitment to provide responsib le 
and rigorous financial governance and a commitment to ru n the affa i rs of the 
company with a ppropriate fiscal contro ls .  

TH E H U B BARD P H I LOSOPHY 

The central core to  the  Hubbard Foods Ltd bus iness phi losophy is  a 
recognition of the concept of stakeholder theory. A precise defi n it ion of a 
stakeholder i s  "any identifiable g roup or ind ividua l  who can affect the 
achievement of an organ isations objectives ,  or is  affected by the achievement 
of an  organisations objectives" . This definition recognises that a n u m ber of 
d ifferent stakeholders have a 'stake' in the success of the Company.  These 
stakeholders a re the shareholders ,  employees, customers, suppliers a n d  last, 
but not least, community. Hubbard Foods Ltd recog nises that the Company 
m u st look after the interests of al l  of these stakeholders and , where 
n ecessary ,  manage any competing cla ims .  

Hu bbard Foods Ltd , as  a Company, is  essentia l ly  a group of peop le .  Our  
people are equ ipped with the resou rces such as  bu i ld ings, stock, mach inery 
a nd money to perform the jobs. Our  people themselves are not resources, 
but a re rather  the users of the resou rces .  Accord ingly the Company's 
activities are based around the concept of 'a group  of people' . As s u c h ,  our 
people with in  the Company are to be treated with respect, d ign ity a nd an 
over- rid ing acknowledgement that, first a nd foremost, they are people .  

The Company has second a ry phi losoph ies that a re subservient to the central 
o n e  of stakeholder recognition .  Some examples of these a re ;  to place 
emphasis on innovation , to have a cultu re that a l lows some fai lure ,  to move 
q u ickly when appropriate , to think lateral ly, to he lp  the cou ntry and to help the 
i mmed iate commun ity. Some of these phi losophies wi l l  move a round in 
i mportance ,  some wil l  be static and some wi l l  change. However, these 
remain  secondary to , and  feed off, the central  concept of stakeholder 
a cknowledgement which wi l l  not change .  
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COM PANY PROFI LE 

H ubbard Foods Ltd is primari ly a m anufacturer of breakfast. cereal p roducts .  
The Company was established i n  1 988 and traded as  Winner Foods Ltd . I n  
1 990,  the Company launched the Hubbard brand and changed its name to 
H ubbard Foods Ltd . 

H u bbard Foods Ltd is based in  a modern factory at Mangere, South Auckland .  
I t  produ ces a wide range of  mues l i s ,  w heat flakes, cornflakes, ric� p roducts, 
puffed wheat and specialty flakes. The Company has 23 products u nder the 
H u bbard brand .  I n  add ition ,  it also makes breakfast cereal products for the 
various supermarkets in  New Zealand u nder their own labels .  In the year 
end ing  3 1  March 200 1 , 1 4 .4% of a l l  p roduction from Hubbard Foods Ltd was 
exported to the fol lowing cou ntries; 

U n ited Kingdom 
Hong Kong 
S ingapore 
Austra l ia  
Kenya 

The H ubbard brand represent 1 0 .5% of al l  New Zealand breakfast cereal 
sa les .  The CEO, Dick H ubbard , has developed a personal ised marketing 
approach and this has proved central to the success of the brand .  This 
persona l  approach is backed by i n novative product and package des ig n ,  and 
cons iderable investment in  technology. 

As a company, Hubbard 's  is fi rmly com mitted to the principles of corporate 
socia l  responsibi l ity. It has estab l ished a strong profile as a Company 
contributing to the debate for social ly responsible bu siness practices in New 
Zealan d .  

GOVERNAN CE 
Earl ier  th is year, the company shareholders, Dick and Diana H u bbard ,  
a p pointed a new formal Board of  Directors to look after the intere sts of  al l  
H u bbard Stakeholders .  Th is was done in  response to Company growth  and 
the n eed to protect the increasing number of stakeholders l ivel ihoods .  

I t  was bel ieved that the t ime h ad come whereby key Company decision
mak ing was d i rectly affecting so many people,  there needed to be g reater 
management decision-making accountabi l ity, via a Board .  

T h e  new Board of Directors i s  a s  fol lows : 
Pau l  B rosnahan (Chairman)  - Business ConSUltant & Profess ional 

D avid I rv ing 
D ick Hubbard 
D i a n a  Hu bbard 
John  Ashman 
Ju l i a  van de  Coolwijk 

Company Di rector 
Former CEO of Heinz Watties Ltd 
CEO of Hubbard Foods Ltd 

Operations M anager of Hu bbard Foods Ltd 
Market ing - H ubbard Foods Ltd 
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1 .  ECONOMIC P E RFORMANCE 
H u bbard Foods places g reat importance on running the company in a fiscal ly  
a ppropriate and responsible manner. The company was founded in  1 988 with 
shareholders funds of a pproximate ly $1 50 000. Growth has come as a resu lt 
of the creation  and the retention of profits . Retained p rofits and bank funding 
have been the only sources fund ing th is growth . These two sou rces of 
fu nding are intrinsical ly l inked , as without profits there can be no bank 
fu nd ing .  No outside shareholders have been bought in to provide fpnding and 
on ly min imal d ividends have been paid out. 

Th is method of growth from 1 988 to today has required  financial d iscipl ine 
and  sound profitabil ity. Hubbard Foods believes th is to be important and puts 
considerable emphasis on a ppropriate management p ractices to ensure an  
a ppropriate degree of  profitabi l ity. The company recogn ises that a n  
a ppropriate degree of profitabi l ity must b e  maintained i f  a l l  stakeholder 
interests are to be looked after. 

As part of producing this report H u bbard Foods re-affi rms its commitment to 
continu ing down th is path. 

i) FIGU RES FROM HU BBARD FOODS AN N UAL ACCOU N TS 
The fol lowing figures are extracted from Hubbard Food s  Annual Accounts 

April  1 998 - I Apri l  1 999- I Apri l 2000 -
M arch 1 999 , March 2000 ! March 2001 

Sales I , 

$21  297 245 i S22 686 1 63 : $24 321  789 
S ales increase on ! 
previous year  23 .05% : f . 5% 7 .2% 
Export sales as % of I 

I total sales i 7 .7% S. . 6% 1 4 .4% 
; Net Profit , 

I 

i Before Tax I S608 829 51 029 2 1 0  $978 052 
I Retu rn on Shareholders 

Funds  - after tax 1 0 .26% 2 } . 32% 1 7 . 1 2% 
Staff Profit 
S hare Paid N/A �; A $94 1 72 
Company 
Tax Paid S240 1 1 4 S3 1 6 02 1 $249 373 
H u bbard Foods 
Market S hare 1 7 .4% : 1 8 . 1 %  · 1 8 . 5% 

i i )  I N LAND REVENU E  
The Government and its pri n cipal revem:e gene rating arm, the I n land 
Revenue Department [ I RD) ,  are recognised c S  Hubbard 's  stakeholders.  The 
company has set a pol icy of pay ing tax accc ": ing to both the spirit and intent 
of the law. This pol icy requ ires  Hubbard �Jods Ltd to err on the s ide of 
caution in  relation to any i nterpretations on tcY law. 
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Our target: has been to receive acknowledgement of fu l l  compl iance u nder  
tax law from Aud it NZ when they audit Hubbard. Foods.  

Th is  year Hubbard Foods Ltd was aud ited by Audit NZ and received an  
u n qual ified report of  fu l l compliance. 

i i i ) BAN K 
Hubbard Foods Ltd rega rds its bank as  a key stakeholder and a�ord s  it the 
same treatment as a shareholder. The bank i s  g iven ful l  access to al l  
Company plans, projections and problems and is kept up to d ate with a l l  
s ign ificant d evelopments 

iv) EXTERNAL AUD IT 
H ubbard Foods Ltd does not currently use an outs ide aud itor. 
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2 .  SOCIAL PERFORMAN C E  

This sect ion reports o n  Hubbard Foods Ltd phi losophy, impact and 
performance with respect to each of  our stakeholder groups. The stakeholder 
groups in  th is report are: 

Employees,  Customers - (consumers and trade) ,  Suppl iers and the Local 
Community. ; 

I n  October 2000, Hubbard Foods Ltd commissioned a comprehensive 
stakeholders perceptio n s  report. Professor Brian Murphy of Massey 
U n iversity u ndertook thi s  report. The purpose of the report was to su rvey the 
Hubbard Stakeholders a nd identify the key areas which where important to 
them and their perception of how Hubbard Foods Ltd performed withi n  these  
areas .  Some of  the key find ings of th is report are included in th is  section. 

A. HUBBARD FOODS AS AN EMPLOYER 

i)  Employees 

Hubbard Foods employees, and people working for compan ies dependent 
u pon Hubbard's activitie s ,  a re very important stakeholders .  

The Company has a p h i losophy that the employment relationship is much 
more than s imple financia l  reward for services rendered . Aside from services , 
staff provides the val uable i ntellectual  capital which is essential to the 
performan ce of the Com pany. 

H u bbard Foods Ltd be l ieves an employer's role demand s a committed 
a pproach to employee welfare. 

The fol lowi ng are some of the in itiatives Hubbard Foods Ltd has put in p lace 
to enhance employer/em ployee relationship .  
i )  Establ ishment of the Board of Di rectors - part of whose job is  to protect 

e mployee interests. 
i i )  Al l the staff meet over KFC lunch with D ick Hu bbard , approximately 

every three months .  
i i i )  Al l  the staff meet with the Operations Manager regularly .  
iv) I nformation sha ri n g  - access to management and financial information 

on a regular bas is .  
v )  Formal recognit ion that employees are a key part of the Company's 

ris k  p lanning .  
v i )  The commencement of an  employee profit share scheme.  

The  profit share scheme d istributes 1 0% of Hubbard Foods pre-tax 
profit as a "div id end" to employees on a six month ly bas is .  It is 
d istributed accord ing to a formula based solely on length of service a nd 
no recognition of seniority or  existing salary/wage rates is  made .  
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Hubbard Foods Ltd encourages employees to view these payments as  
d ividends and a contribution to their retirement funds.  

EMPLOYE E  INFORMATION 

April 2000 - March 2001 
No of Souls on  Board 1 1 6 
(Employees) 
Remuneration $3 969 603 

Average Remuneration $3 1 820 

Profit share paid out $94 1 72 

Staff employed from WI  NZ 1 7  of the 3D new 
or Employment Cou rses employees 

ie 57% of new employees 
Production personnel per 4 .65staff/$mi l l ion tu rnover 
mi l l ion $'s tu rnover 

STAFF TRI PS 

: Year I Place Who went i I 
i 1 997 I Day trip to Rotorua Staff and their famil ies I 
, 1 998 I Picnic in Samoa Staff I 
1 1 999 I Day trip to Rotorua Staff and thei r famil ies i 
, 2000 ! Waingaro H ot Springs Staff and their famil ies I 

At the requ est of staff Hubbard Foods has moved to include fami l ies in  a l l  staff 
trips .  

Health and  Safety 
H ubbard Foods is com mitted to zero workplace accidents .  To achieve this 

goa l ,  and to contribute to the genera l  wel lbeing of employees the company 
has :  

• Free p re-employment med ical checks 

• Option a l  free flu vaccinations for staff 
• A Health and Safety committee 
• A Health and Safety program ru n by an external safety consultant. 

F rom April 2000 - March 200 1 the re were 28 workplace accidents of which 9 
resu lted i n  lost time of work - a total of 438 lost work hours. Over ha lf these 
hours re lated to just one accident in  wh ich an employee sustained a broken 
finger. 
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There were 28 workplace accidents of which two of these accidents involved 
two types of injuries . 

Employee Attitudes 
Employee attitudes were canvassed in an  in-house survey conducted i n  

M a rch th is year (2001  ) . . 

The survey asked employees to identify the most important things to them in  
their work ing relationsh ip  with H u bbard Foods.  The resu lts were: 

IVbst Irrportant llings Pbcx.d: IV\' JOO 

J:b Sa::uity J:b Trarirg 
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Employees were then asked to rank how well H ubbard Foods performed in 
these areas of most concern to them.  The resuits were as fol lows : 

- -- ------ ---
Job security 

f/) 1: BJl/o .---------,-,-----�=,..-, 
� �k 1���z7���� g 2AJl/o a. � LU'/o r:;-::,-= 
� 10:>/0 -o O:>k ��_=��=_��==� � 1 2 3 4 5 

� J-lJbbards Rate 

Rerruneration 
f/) 1: BJl/o .-----,---,--------:-:=--, 
� �/o 1--:-----; '-'11--------'---"-"-''"'''--1 
g 2AJl/o 1--'---,,-'----1 ��rl--,-___:_-::i:::'R' a. f/) 2»/0 I_�=-----'-; <1> 
� 10:>/0 r-��--; -
o O:>k � ___ ������ 
� 1 2 3 4 5 

� H .. J1xards Rate 

Job Training 
f/) 
1: �k �------��� 
Cl> � JY� I--�----�==�-� 
o 
a. 2Y� �=--����ri f/) 
Cl> 0:: 10:>/0 �F---' ...... ---1 1 -
o O:>� �=-������==� 
� 1 2 3 4 

H:m H..Ji:Dard's Rate 
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Staff feel ing towards Company pol icies were as fol lows: 
• Providing as  many jobs as  possible for long term unemployed - "7 1 % felt 

this was i mportant . "  
. _  

• All staff should feel respected and treated with dignity - "90% felt 
respected ." 

• Regular C EO and Operations Manager meetings with al l  staff - "90% felt 
they were important." 

The key areas of improvement which were identified were :  p 
i )  job tra in ing  
i i )  improved people management systems and skil ls  
i i i )  i nterna l  comm u nication.  

As a result of the survey the fol lowing targets have been set: 
• To establ ish a forma l  company-wide job training programme by M a rch 

2002 . 
• To commission an  independent personnel report and  implement its 

recommendatio n s  on areas requ i ring improvement with i n  staff 
management and systems. 

LUNCH ROOM PROJ ECT 
The lunchroom for factory staff was smal l ,  dark and depressing so this year 
extra space was made available to create a large bright lunch room for al l  
staff. The carpeted lunch room has been created as a haven for staff, with 
couches, Polynesian  a rtwork, photos of staff, books and magazines ,  pool 
table and the normal lunch room things. It has become an i mportant p lace for 
al l  staff to relax and catch up .  Two computers have been instal led in  the 
lunchroom specifica l ly to assist staff to become computer l iterate for their own 
personal benefit. 

The fol lowing is a story from one staff member that came out of the interviews 
wh ich reflects how many of the staff fee l :  

· ·A rno:.s move d  to A ustralia a n d  I felt betrayed as I thought they o wed it to the 
NZ p ublic to s tay b e ca us e  they had been around so long. 

I can;s to Hubbard 's as a Storeman stalting rate $9 an h our - I thought 
pardon not a no ther one! 
As I \,, 'as picking o rders I came across orders saying NO CHA RGE. This 
surpris sd m e  because I h a ve been a Storeman a long time and never come 
a cross NO CHARGE - a/ways money wanted. 

One cey Dick was in the storeroom so I approa ched Dick and I said, ''Some of 
the orcfers say NO CHARGE. " 
He sa/so  "Ye s "  
"Ho'v\/ do you make money?" I said 
"He said " So n "  and touche d  my a rm and told me he believed tha t  a company 
neeos co m a ke a p rofit but he also believes in giving some - you will reap 
plem:,· . He really belie ves in giving and sharing. It really touched me. A ll my 
life a s  El worker I just came to make money. That point was a turning point, 
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before Dick talked to me I felt cheated because I felf I should earn more. Now 
I am motivated to work hard. I learned to succeed you have to go the extra 
mile ". 

Now I am Deputy Supervisor. " 

i i )  THE SERVICE AN D FOOD WORKERS UNION 
The Service and Food Workers U n ion [SFWU] has stated it  has a number of 
outstanding issues with Hubbard 's employee relations practices . Jhe S FWU 
cla ims there is  l imited commitment by Hubbard 's  to regard it as § legit imate 
social partner and key company �takeholder. 

The SFWU acknowledges that a report such as this Triple Bottom Lin e  report 
is a step in the right d i rection . It represents a platform to establ ish a more 
productive relationsh ip  between itself and Hubbard Foods Ltd . 

Hubbard 's  acknowledges the concerns expressed by the SFWU and looks 
forward to taking fu rther steps to resolve outstanding issues. The company 
d oes rega rd the S FWU as an important stakeholder, and a body equal ly 
committed as Hubbard Foods Ltd , to the welfare of Hubbard's employees. 

The S FWU represents approxim ately 70% of H ubbard 's  employees. 

i i i )  EXTENDED FAM I LY 
There are four  other compan ies for whom Hu bbard Foods represents at least 
40% of their annua l  turnover. An example is Twin Agencies Ltd , wh ich 
provides sales and merchandis in g  services to Hubbard Foods Ltd . It  rel ies of 
H ubbard Foods Ltd for 45% of its tu rnover and works very closely with the 
H u bbard team .  Twi n  Agencies e mploys 44 people,  both fu l l  and part t ime.  

Hubbard Foods Ltd is  mindfu l that the job security of the people employed by 
these support com pan ies is s ign ificantly dependent upon the sustained 
g rowth of H u bbard Foods Ltd a nd total ly dependent on the existence of the 
company. 

B .  CUSTOM ERS 
H ubbard Foods custom ers can be d ivided into two specific g roups -
i )  Consu mers - those who u ltimately consume our  prod uct. 
i i )  Trade Customers - these are mostly the Supermarkets that buy  our  

prod ucts and  reta i l  them.  However trade customers also include our  
export customers and n on retai l  customers such as a i r l ines ,  other  
manufacture rs we se l l  to etc. 

Both of these relationships a re of importance to us. Detai ls of how we 
manage these relat ionships are as  fol lows . 
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i )  Consumers 

Hubbard Foods has a very strong commitment to its existing and potentia l  
customer base.  The C l ipboard Newsletter is  an  essential  communication tool 
i n  establ ish ing ongoing d ialogue with our customers. As part of Hu bbard 
Foods com mitment to our customers the company has set the fol lowing 
advertising charter: 

• Our advertising wi l l  be aimed to inform �nd not to create utrea l istic or  
i rrelevant images. 

' 

• Our advertising wi l l  not play on anyone's conscience,  fear, weakness or 
worries. 

• We wil l  not advertise d i rectly to chi ld ren and we wi l l  not invoke "pester
power" . 

• Our advertising wil l  not use "continual repetition" ,  or "i rritation "  as a 
techn ique.  

• Our advertising wi l l  not promote the concept of " instant gratification" or 
" instant fix" .  

• Our advertising wil l  not denigrate our opposition and we wil l  not u ndertake 
"comparative advertising" as seen i n  the USA and now in Austral ia , 

• Our advertising wi l l  respect your values and we recognise that they could 

be d ifferent to ours .  
• We wil l  spend consu mers money wisely and responsibly.  

This charter has been publ ished in "Cl ipboard "  newsletter. 

The stakeholders perceptions report, referred to earl ier, surveyed existing 
customers and the fol lowing is a su mmary of the reports find ings. 

i )  High Qual ity Customer Service - "extremely good". 

A sa m ple letter is as fo l lows : 
'Thank you for your letter explaining ',vhat  I sent  to you (found in my cereal) .  
I apprecia te your promp t  reply and also the two replacement products sent. 
Keep up the good work on your excellent product range. " 

i i )  Value for Money Product - "very good" .  

i i i )  Takes Nutrit ion Seriously - "extremely good" .  

At Hubbard Foods Ltd we bel ieve we take nutrition seriously. Some of the 
ways we d o  this are: 

i )  All ou r  prod ucts a re GM free, 
i i )  Artificial flavouring  and colouring are riot used in Hubbard Cerea ls .  
i )  Three new products ("Forever Feijoa", "Good as  Gold" and "Thank 

Goodness" ) have qual ified for the National Heart Foundation 
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endorsement (Pick the Tick program). To get th is, a product m u st be 
low i n  sugar, fat and salt and high in  d ietary fibre. 

iv) "Thank  Goodness" has been approved
' 
as su itable for inclus ion in a 

d iabetic d iet and has a moderate g lycaemic index rating .  This product 
is wheat and g luten free and the Company has received a number  of 
appreciative letters from those on g l uten-free d iets. 

Targets specifical ly set as a resu lt of this stakeholders perceptions report a re 
as fol lows: 

• All correspondence (complaints and compl iments) to be repl ied to and  
appropri ate act ion taken with in  3 days of  receipt of communication .  This 
wi l l  be m easured and reported in the next report. 

• Develop specific products to assist those on low or stretched incomes . 
• Add three more products to the Hubbard range, which have received the 

N ationa l  Heart Foundation endorsement. 

i i )  TRADE C U STOMERS 
As a New Zealand owned , independent and medium sized manufa ctur ing 
company, H u bbard Foods is well p laced to have an . extremely close 
relationship with , i n  particu lar, the su permarket trade in N ew Zea land .  
Examples of  the emphasis placed on  this relationship are: 
• The production of private label , ie su permarket branded breakfast cereal 

products .  Hubbard Foods was the fi rst company in New Zealand to make 
private label breakfast cereals. The company fu l ly recogn ises the 
importan ce of a nd the need for private label product. 

• I nvolvement with industry organ isations such as the New Zealand G rocery 
Marketers Association .  Dick Hubbard is cu rrently Vice Chairman of this 
organ isation and heads up the legislation sub-committee. 

• Hubbard Foods has an active pol icy of helping the supermarket industry to 
have a n  adequate level of profitabi l ity i n  the breakfast cereal category. 

Trade customers were su rveyed in 2000 as part of the previously m e ntioned 
stakeholders perceptions report.  Tle fo l lowing is a summary of the reports 
findings:  

i )  Provid ing High Qual ity Cu stomer S ervice - "fairly good" .  

i i )  Hav ing Ski l led and Helpfu l Staff - "fairly good" .  

H ubbard Foods identifies "fairly good" a s  not good enough .  Accord i ng l y  the 
company h a s  set some specific targets this year to correct any perceived 
weaknesses and to tu rn a "fa i rly good" rating into an "excellent" rat ing .  
Specific ta rgets for the company are -
• Develop a greater understand ing of the requirements of trade custom ers. 
• Strengthen appropriate customer support systems. 
• Monitor supply performance.  
• Provide a greater  degree of feedback to trade customers .  
These targets are cu rrently being imp lemented . 
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C. S U PPLI ERS 
Rel iable suppl iers are essentia l  to Hubbard F�:)Qds Ltd to meet its g rowing 
commitments. Hubbard Foods Ltd has to mainta in regular .suppl ies of high 
qual ity ingred ients. The Com pany must, therefore ,  assist suppl iers by 
streaml in ing orders wherever possible . . In some instances last year, the 
Company was fai l i ng  to make payments with in previously agreed t rading 
terms.  This has now been rectified . The following is a summary of the 
suppl iers section of the stakeholders perceptions report. 

i )  Taking Qual ity Seriou�ly - "very good" .  

i i )  Paying Fairly and Promptly - "good" 

i i i ) Valu ing our Relationship with Suppl iers - "very good" 

Targ ets set as a resu lt of the survey are c;lS fol lows: 
• 1 00% of payments to be made with in  the agreed trad ing terms.  
• I ncreased emphasis on suppl ier relationships 
• Further streaml i n ing of ordering procedures . 

D. LOCAL COM MUN ITY 

f' 

Hubbard Foods Ltd has an ongoing and demonstrable commitment to its local 
commu nity. We su bscribe to the pri nciple that a company shou ld behave as a 
good corporate citizen .  

Hubbard Foods Ltd 's support of  the local community is d iscussed in  Section 
4. But in add ition ,  the Company suppl ies cereal to dozens of local com m un ity 
o rganisations on a regular basis ,  and for others ,  on a one-off fundrais in g  basis 

Hu bbard Foods Ltd intends to become involved in corporate volu nteering 
i n it iatives,  whereby employees wil l  carry out commun ity volunteering work in 
Company t ime and possibly, but not necessarily, their own time. 

The fol lowi ng is a summary of the Local Commu n ities section of the 
stakeholders perception report: 

i )  H igh Ethical and Moral  Standard s  - "extremely good" 

i i )  Provides Su pport for Commun ity G rou ps - "very good" 

i i i )  Uses Funds to Benefit Society Economical ly, Socia l ly  and 
Environmental ly - "very good" .  

iv)  U nderstands and Adapts to the Changing Needs of Its Stakeholders -
"very good". 
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3 .  E NVIRONMENT 

Environmental Audit 
Rachel B rown of the Auckland Envirorimental Business Network (AEBN) .  
conducted a n  Environmental Report on Hubbard Foods Ltd . Th is  report built 
on  an earl ier post g raduate report by Kathryn Connor. The summary of this 
report is as fol lows: 

"F rom· the assessment it i s  clear that Hu bbard Food's is an  efficient and clean 
operation with a n umber of best· practice "Cleaner Production" techn i ques in 
place. For Hubbard Foods to be an outstand ing leader in  susta inable p ractice 
however there a re a number of key areas of improvement. These are 
summarised as fol lows : 
* Expand existin g  monitoring activities , associated with the HACC P Food 

Safety Programme, to incorporate environmental protection activit ies ,  e .g .  
stormwater dra i n  inspection a nd mach ine cal ibration .  

* A number o f  opportun ities exist for the Company to take advantage from 
the reuse of waste particu larly  around energy recovery e.g .  heat loss  from 
ovens, or  for the col lection of rainwater off the Hubbard office roof for use 
in  wash ing of mach ines etc. 

* I mplement a l ife cycle approach to prod uction by expanding the current 
sphere of work to include work with su ppl iers and d istributors , which would 
put Hubbard Foods at the forefront of susta inable business practice . 

By formal ly adopting a Susta inabi l ity Framework and incorporatin g  the 
aspects of environ mental protection,  and by involving a l l  staff, Hubbard Foods 
wi l l  i ncrease worker mora le ,  profit and increased competitiveness . "  

H ubbard Foods I m pact on the Envi ronment 

Production Waste 
One of the end products of a production prccess is waste . The fol low ing  is a 
breakdown of the waste Hubba rd Foods produces. 

• Non-recyclable Waste - Hu bbard Foods [ reduced 1 50 tonnes, in the  year 
end ing March 200 1 , of non-recyclable wa ste which went to La ndfi l l .  

• Food Waste - Hubbard Foods producec 94 ,305kgs ,  in the year  e nd ing 
March 200 1 , of  food waste wh ich was sold as pig food . The net cost to 
Hu bbard Food s of th is waste was $ 1 1 4 , ( 00 

• Recycled Waste - Hu bbard Foods recycles :  
Paper and Cardboard 
Pal let Shrink Wrap wh ich comes on inwar: pallets 
Aluminum and plastic contai ners 
Raw material containers 
Toner cartridges 
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Emissions Waste - H ubbard Foods contracted Landcare Research Ltd to 
measure carbon d ioxide emissions from the company's total activities .  Here 
is a summary of its find ings :  
Carbon Footprint 

ENERGY TYPE 

-Electricit * 

Total amount = 1 , 1 1 4,707 kWh o 

�� Air travel - I nternational �";pr-?'""--:---!..T.!!.!o-'ta"-'I:::"';a'-'=m:..!...-o..:..!u":"::n=t '-'-==1=1.;::::.·2:..:.., 0=00 km �:7 
• • , , Air travel - Domestic 

Total amount = 36,000 km 

!_-? Petrol 
1��i;�I--=rT:::o�ta�1 amount = 6,2001 

� C3 

Gas 
Total amount = 4, 657, 503 kWh 

� 
Total ton nes of CO2 

Total Energy Use S u mmary 

TOTAL ton nes CO2 
(equ ivalent) 

1 56t 

1 2t 

7t 

1 4t 

885t 

1 1 09 tonnes 

Total C02 emissions from energy sources 

Gas 

SO'}';, 

Electricity 

1 4%, Gas - LPG 

3% Petrol 

1 %, 

Other 
2 '" , 0  

A i r  tra\Oel -

intemarional 

1 � 0  

Air travel - domestko 

1 %  

To offset their  carbon e missions from these five sou rces o f  energy, H u bbard 
Foods Ltd would n eed to plant and maintain approximately 
1 5 1 ha of n ative fo rest to absorb this qua ntity of carbo n .  
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Summary of Recommendations . 
Reticulated (Maui )  gas is  the main source of carbon d ioxide emission s  from 
Hubbard 's  consu mption of energy. Hubbard 's  should also consider what sort 
of offsett ing program they wou ld  l ike to implement. Emphasis should first be 
placed on reducing emissions, after which native forest can be regenerated to 
sequester the remaining carbon .  This might be done over time rathe r  tha n  a 
lump sum h it; for example, the total amount of necessary forest might be 
purchased over a period of 3 years (50 ha per year). 

The Finished Product Waste f' 
• Cereal Packaging - H ubbard foods Ltd endeavours to use recycled 

packag ing  where possible 
Boxes wh ich products are packed in  for d istribution are made from 1 00% 
recycled board 
Produ ct packaging 
Card board packs are made from 300(0 recycled cardboard .  The con s u mer 
can recycle these. 
Foil packaging which contains the produ ct with in the cardboard pack is not 
made from recycled products and is not able to be recycled by the 
consumer. 
Printed p lastic cereal packag ing - is not made from recyCled produ cts and 
is  not able to be recycled by the consumer. 

• Office Production - Al l  Hubbard stationery and the Cl ipboard Newsletters 
are printed on 1 00% recycled paper and are printed with vegetable i nks.  
C itrus cleaners are u sed . 

Environmental Projects completed this year  

i )  A Water C h i l ler was instal led to recycle water from one  of  the 
man ufacturing processes. 

i i )  Skyl ights were instal led in the  new warehouse to provide natu ra l l ight 
and  reduce electricity consu mption .  

i i i )  Re-cycl ing ' sh rink wrap' and greater re-cycl ing of paper and card board .  

Environmental Projects for next year  

• Set u p  an  Environmental team to address 
• Sett ing of environmenta l  targets for Hubbard Foods Ltd 
• Key a reas for i mprovement in the Enviro nmental Audit  
• Improvement of energy efficiency 
• Redu cing waste produced 
• Find i ng  recyclable packag ing options .  
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4. H U B BARD FOODS I N FLU E N C I N G  PERFORM A N C E  

Hu bbard Foods Ltd has a fun d amental b�l ief i n  the concept that the actions of 
the Company are felt well beyond the Company's immediate s phere of 
infl uence. Therefore , if Hubbard Foods operates with a wel l  developed and 
identified moral and ethical code th is wi l l  be detected read i ly by the wider 
commu n ity and u ltimately cou ld  have a positive effect on  the moral a n d  ethica l  
standard s  of  the wider comm u nity.

' ; 

A standard trip le bottom l ine reports o n  three areas:  financia l ,  social and 
environmental .  However, H ubbard Foods Ltd felt i t  necessary to report on an 
add itiona l  area: I nfluencing .  This reflects the commitment Hubba rd Foods 
puts into being a good rol e  model and actively advancing the practices of 
Social ly Respo nsible Business.  

i ) .  CLIPBOARD 
The "Cl ipboard "  newsletter has been included in Hubbard's cerea l  boxes 
s ince 1 990 and was born out of a desire to d ialogue with ou r customers . .  Dick 
H u bbard writes it i ntroducing phi losophical ideas, Company d i lemmas and 
product i nformation .  The "Cl ipboard" i s  now an essential ing re d ient to 
H ubbard cereal packs with 3 .4 mi l l ion being printed this year. A n  adult 
"cl ipboard "  is publ ished bi-month ly and the 'Kidzboard ' ,  quarterly. S pecific 
"Cl ipboard s" a re produced for export markets eg Austral ia and the UK .  

This is a n  example of the letters we receive from customers concern i ng  the 
"Cl ipboard" newsletter. 

" !VI} h usband, who is a man of fe w emotional words, was so impressed. 
especially by the 'Life 's Little Instruments ', that he actuaii�,. told me to make 
SLlre I wrote to you and let YOLl know how much it meant te _. 5 .  We b o th had a 
very e njoyable breakfast tha t  day and it made oLlr outlook In the clay ahead 
s o  mLlch more pleasant". 

i i )  N EW ZEALAN D  
RESPONSIBILITY 

BUS INESSES FOR SOCIAL 

I n  1 998,  Hubbard Foods Ltd was instru mental in setting up the Bus inesses 
for Social Responsibi l ity organisation in New Zealand (NZBSR).  The a im of 
NZBSR i s  to assist companies develop social ly responsible business 
practices and to advance the debate in N ew Zealand. Triple Bottom L ine is an 
essential  part of NZBS R ph i losophy. There are 1 80 member com p an ies in 
N ew Zea land and this number is steadi ly increasing.  
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Dick H ubbard was the founding Chairman and remains  Chairman .  H ubbard 
Foods Ltd has supplied considerable financial assistance to lau nch NZBSR. 
In 1 998/99 ,  this represented $40 ,000 worth of assistance to. the org an isation. 
In 1 999/2000, this d ropped to $20,000 and in 2000/2001 , this h a s  been 
red u ced to $5,000. The NZB S R  national office currently operates out of the 
pre mises of Hubbard Foods Ltd and is  provided with free office fac i l ities and 
office support as part of the Company's commitment to encourag ing  socia l ly 
responsible business practices in  New Zealand. 

i ii) N EW ZEALAND BUSIN ESSES COUNCIL  FOR 
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPM ENT 

The Company is a member of the N ew Zealand Business Cou ncil for 
S u stainable  Development (NZBCSD) .  D ick Hubbard is on its e xecutive 
boa rd . NZBCSD is a branch of the World Business Counci l  for S ustainable 
Development and exists to promote the concept of sustainable development 
with in  N ew Zealand . It cu rrently has a membership of 45 comp a nies, by 
invitation only. 

iv) MENTORING 
H u bbard Foods Ltd is well placed to assist fledging and struggl ing com panies.  
As a successful Company which has enjoyed steady growth for over a 
decade ,  it has considerable bus iness experience to share.  

Recently Hubbard Foods Ltd provided mentoring services to two compan ies, 
Heron 's  F l ight Vineyard and Saibar Apparel Ltd . This mentoring experience 
was part of a TV1 d ocu mentary cal led , "Trouble Shooters", screened earlier 
th i s  year. 
"Trouble S hooters" were interesting ,  wel l  made docu mentaries. Dick H u bbard 
was very pleased to be part of them,  and  acknowledges they had positive PR 
spin offs for the Company. 

Cu rrently Hubbard executives are provid i ng mentoring services to other local 
co mpanies ,  on an informal basis .  

v) S PEAKI NG EN GAG EMENTS 
Dick H u bbard speaks to a wide range of educational i nstitutions, 
organ isations and commu nity g roups.  He has developed a nationa l  p rofi le in 
the debate about social ly responsible business, and business ph i losophy 
general ly .  These a re the subjects he tends to focus upon in his s peeches. 
S peaking fees are g iven directly to charity, usually to Outward Bou n d .  

Year 2000 Year 2001 (Jan  - June) 
, Talks >68 >39 
Radio Interviews > 1 0  >2 

, TV Interviews I > 8 1 >3 
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vi) ADDITIONAL COMMUNITY · AND INDUSTRY POSIT IO N S  
H ELD BY DICK HUBBARD 
• Food Sector Chairman - Competitive Auckland 
• Tru stee - National Parks Conservation Foundation 
• Board Member - Outward Bound New Zealand 
• Trustee - Southern Cross Fou ndation 
• M ember of The Joint Tas k  Force of the Institute of Management a nd N ew 

Zealand Qual ification Association.  

vi i )  EDUCATIONAL IN FLUENCE 

a) OUTWARD BOUN D  
H ubbard Foods Ltd has supported Outward Bou nd for over a decade .  5 0  
cents from every pack of Hu bbard 's  "Outward Bound Cereal" sold ,  i s  donated 
to Outward Bound New Zealand . This amounted to $1 1 0 ,000 in  the last 
fin ancia l  year. 

H u bbard Foods Ltd donates breakfast cereals to the Outward Bound School 
and has p rovided part sponsorship for 1 5  people to attend Outward Bound 
cou rses this year. Two H ubbard employees have been sponsored on 
Outward Bound this year. 

b) ASSISTANCE TO SCHOOLS 

H ubbard Foods Ltd is the sole sponsor of nation-wide World Vision ,  "Kids for 
Kids" Concerts . These concerts feature primary school students s ing ing a 
p rogramme put together by s inger, Suzanne Prentice. Suzanne takes the M C  
a n d  soloist roles i n  each concert. They are very popu lar events, which 
p ro mote family values.  
S ponsorsh ip this year $2 1 ,000.  

Hu bbard Foods Ltd supports Mangere Col lege and Onehunga High School 
with cash scholarsh ips and motivational prizes. total l ing $5 ,000. 

For two years Hubbard Foods Ltd has supported school breakfast clubs .  We 
bel ieve it i s  important for chi ldren to get a healthy sta rt to the day and a re 
com mitted to supporting breakfast clu bs in schools. Cu rrently Hubbard Foods 
Ltd supports eight schools .  

Th is  year we provided cereal for fundraising and school camps to  a further 1 2  
schools and  kindergartens 

H ubbard Foods Ltd sponsored a woman through the F i rst Foundation .  The 
Fi rst Foundation Project is a non-profit organisation that helps ta lented , but 
fin ancia l ly  d isadvantaged stUdents fund their way through tertiary study.  
Contribution - 51  500 and provis ion of holiday work 
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E .  D I LEMMAS FACE D  BY H U BBARD FOODS L TD 
When ru nning a Company u nder the trip le bottom l ine phi losophy you run i nto 
d i l emmas dai ly .  What may be good for one aspect (e.g. socia l )  may be 
d etrimental to another (e. g .  environment). Many t imes there is no d efin ite 
a n swer but to hide such d i lemmas away' because we don't have the a nswers 
wou ld prevent eventua l  solutions  evolving .  

The fol lowing a re examples of  such  di lemmas -

E NVIRONMENT VERSU S SOCIAL 
We export our Hubbard 's  b reakfast cereals to the U . K. Exports earn much 
n eeded foreign exchange and create jobs and this  is considered desirable by 
government. However, sh ipping our cereal ha lfway around the world to a 
country that a l ready produces cereal products is environmental ly  i nefficient 
a nd the shipping adds to the levels of carbon d ioxide in the a i r. So do the 
economic benefits to New Zealand ·of exporting cereals outweigh the 
environmental d isadvantages of shipping cereals halfway arou nd the world? 
S hould Hu bbard Foods Ltd consider "environmental factors" when decid ing if 
it could  manufacture in the Un ited Kingdom? 

I NTERNAL VERSUS EXTERNAL 
Hubbard Foods Ltd has always prided itself on provid ing jobs for long-term 
u nemployed people and it obta ins considerable commu nity and staff support 
for th is .  To achieve this goal  the Company can only afford to pay med ium 
rates of  pay. In early 2000, the U n ion ind icated that they were not happy with 
the balance being struck by the Company and they pressed very strong ly with 
th reatened strike action if the Company did n ot increase wage rates and 
conditions .  

As a resu lt of  this Company's policy, the Company has considerably h igher  
mann ing rates than  other comparable cereal compan ies. The d i lemma is  to 
what extent the Company cons iders only the internal employees in the 
Company and to what extent  the Company cons iders external factors such as 
u nemployed people requ i ring jobs. The Union 's  mandate is to only cons ider 
the interests of staff working with in the Company and sees the balance point 
as being at a d ifferent point to the Company. Over the next few yea rs it is 
expected that manning rates wi l l  tend to d rop as a percentage of tu rnover and 
th is wi l l  give the Company more scope to i ncrease the base rate of 
remu neration . 

GENETIC MODIF ICATION 
Hu bbard Foods Ltd is aware of the considerable community feel ing rega rd ing 
the presence of genetical ly mod ified ingredients in food.  I n  response to th is  
concern , Hubbard Foods Ltd has taken steps to ensure that a l l  of  its breakfast 
cerea ls  do not contain any genetical ly modified ingredients. These steps 
incl uded the su bstitution of Soya Bean oil with European derived Canola o i l  
even though the vegetable o i l  does not  contain  any genetical ly mod ified 
materia l  (DNA). Because the vegetable o;i from genetica ; ly mod ified crops 
d oes not contain any DNA, any object ior: to i ts use is sssentia l ly one of 
princip le .  The d i lemma is that if th is use of veg etable o i l  from non-genetical ly  
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modified pla nts is more expensive, is this a val id thing to do? I f  it i s  a va l id 
thing to do,  should the Company or  the custom�rs bear the increased cost? 

P RODUCT DILEMMA 
From a financial perspective a company should maximise its revenue by 
providing pro ducts for each market segment of the industry they are i n .  The 
consumer is then offered a fu l l  range of options to choose from. 

. ; 
Some consumers choose to buy chi ldren's cereals which have h igher  sugar 
levels than the tradit ional chi ldren cereals,  e .g .  rice bubbles. Often this is  
because the chi ldren wi l l  not eat the staples and the parents want them to eat 
something - anyth ing! !  M any chi ldren take rice bubbles and sprinkle  them 
with sugar fu rther clouding the d iscussion . 

Should Hubbard Foods Ltd provide sweetened chi ldren cereals when some 
would argue that chi ldren should only eat unsweetened cereals? 

In Summary 
Critics of the stakeholder approach to business , argue tha,t these d i lemmas 
can on ly be resolved i f  the Company solely concentrates on the profit motive 
and the maximisation of shareholder wealth . Their argument effective ly puts 
the shareho lders above al l other stakeholders with first cal l  on  the rights 
arising to any  confl icting s ituation .  We accept that these d ilemmas wi l l  occur 
with our approach of trying to balance the interests of various  stakeholder 
groups. However, we argue that the correct approach i s  for pragmatic 
solutions with the acceptance that the correct solution may vary as  
circumstances alter. 

Where to from here? 
Hu bbard Foods :  
i )  Needs to implement procedures t o  achieve the targets set i n  the report. 
i i )  Estab l is h  procedu res to start measuring the companies performa nce in 

the key areas of importance to stakeholders . 
i )  Start measu ring the key a reas that reflect the companies 

Environ mental Performance. 
i i )  Prod u ce a second report. 
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CONTACT DETAILS 

Hubbard Foods Ltd 
PO Box 24-395 
Royal Oak 
Auckland 

Contact Person :  Annette Lusk 

Ph (09) 634 251 0 
Fax (09) 634 6070 
E mai 1 :  tbl@hubbard s.co. nz  

The  Fu l l  Report is o n  Hubbard 's  Web Page www .hu bbards.co .nz 
Please tel l  u s  what you think by a n swering the questionnaire on the Web 
Page.  

For more information on Trip le Bottom Line Reporting 
N ew Zealand  Business Counci l  for Sustainable Development -
www. nzbcs d . o rq. nz 
Bus inesses for Socia l  Responsibi l ity in the USA - www. bsr.ora 

or  New Zealand Bus inesses for Social Responsibi l ity 
Ph (09) 634 251 0 
Emai l  enqu iry@bsr.orq. nz 

Hubbard Foods Ltd would l ike to acknowledge the assistance in writing th is 
report of the NZBCSO, Landcare Research Ltd , the Ministry for the 
E nv i ronment and the Management Department of Massey Univers ity. It 
particu lar it would l i ke to a cknowledge the assistance of Leanne Holdsworth . 
Or Rodger  Spi l ler and Col in  H igg ins .  
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Appendix 
Procedures fol lowed in writi ng this report. 
1 Hubbard Foods commissioned a stakeholders perception s  report. 
2 Identified purpose of report. 
3 Set scope of report 

What is the reporting  identity 
Which parts of the TBL are being measu red (socia l ,  environmental , 
economic) 
What is the stakeholder/internal  management balance ( �ow much 
information wi l l  come from stakeholders and  how much 
m anagement) 
I nd i rect enviro nmental impact - do we include the environmenta l 
impact of our supp l iers? 
I nd irect social impact - do we include the social impact of our 
su ppl iers 

4 Identified main subject headings � we looked at each of the following 
head ing to determine the content of the 'performance' section of the 
report. 

KEY PERFORMANCE AREAS 
Corporate Values Stakeholders 

I G lobal Issues I nfluencing Potential 
Strategic E lephants Risk Management 
I nternal I ssues Other Frameworks 

5 Decided on how each Key Performance Area would be reported o n ,  
the o ptions for reporting were: 
• Acknowledge as  an  issue 
• Acknowledge it may be an issue 
• Acknowledge and measure 
• Acknowledge and tel l story 
• Other eg comments from external sources 

6 Set Key Performance I nd icator measures and targets 
7 Set targets, goals and accountabil ities. 
8 Write the report 
9 Verification and cred ibi l ity issues 

Th is  proced ure is based on Landcare Research's KEY-PAD system for Trip le  
Bottom L ine Reporting - we have missed one step and had already 
completed a stakeholders perceptions report before starting the formalised 
report process. 
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""U Q) co et> en 

VITAMIN "0" - NEW NUTRIENT DISCOVERED 

A recent report on TV showed the results of some American research on 
longevity. The study was carried out on people aged over 100 and the object 
was to discover what made them tick (or carry on ticking!). Did these people have 
some common factors that contnbuted to their long and healthy life? 

They did! But the factors were surpnsing and weren't quite as expected The 
strongest and most unexpected one was that all those surveyed were highly 
optimistic in their attitude to life. To a man (or a woman) they were all self
proclaimed optimists. 

The clear message then is that optimism is an essential nutrient for good 
health and a long life. We need regular doses of it. We can'! overdose on it. To 
parallel this optimism factor With other essential nutrients for life I have called 
it "Vitamin 0". 

We have just had a serious defiCiency of "Vitamin 0" in New Zealand over 
the last few years. The deficiency disease of peSSimism has been rife and rampant. 
But things are starting to change and I think we are now starting to correct the 
" V,tamln 0" deficiency. Our media are now starting to be enriched with daily 
doses o( optimism. We are absorbing 11 and it seems to be starting to work And 
I believe we need to take in as much of this as we can as quickly as we can We 
need to shock-dose ourselves on it 

I am an optimist and I believe in daily megadoses in "Vitamin 0" . And I 'm 
sure that if we New Zealanders could all  dose ourselves regularly on it we could 
take on the world (again!) . 

I can't add this "Vitamin 0"' to nl> cf'real recipes but I can add it to ChpbodreJ. 
So I (an add it to your daily diet - dncl I will. So look forward to plenty of 
optimism in Clipboard, and I hope It helps your health. 

THE BIGGEST SELLING ITEMS 

IN AUSTRALIAN SUPERMARKETS 

The following items in descending order are the biggest selling Items in 
Australian supermarkets. This list was published by the Australian grocery 
magazine, " Retail World". It's an Interesting reflection on Australian grocery 
purchases. I believe that the situation wouldn't be too different here 
although some of our brand names are different. 

1 .  Coca-Cola, 375 ml 

2. Coca-Cola, 1 litre 

3. Coca-Cola, 3 litre 

4. Diet Coke, 375 ml 

5 .  Cherry Ripe 

6. Nestle's condensed milk 

7. Tally Ho cigarette papers 

B. Mars bar 

9. Kit-Kat 

10. Crunchle Bar 

1 1 .  Eta 5-stl'lr margarine - salt reduced 

12. Heinz baked beans 

1 3. Double-Circle tinned beetroot 

14. Diet Coke, 1 litre 

1 5 .  Bushell's tea 

16. Cadbury Dalry Milk chocolate 

17. Pepsl Cola, 375 mI 

lB.  Coca-Cola, 1 . 5  litres 

19. KeUogg's corn flakes 

20. Maggl two-minute chicken noodles 

2 1 .  Generic brand lemon drink 

22. Panadol tablets, 24-pack 

23. Meadow Lea margarine 

24. Generic brand lemonade 

25. Mrs MacGregor's margarine 

Conglatuiations to KelJoggs (or getting one breakfast cereal Into the top list. 
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ON WHAT'S HAPPENING AT HUBBARD FOODS 

THOSE HARD DRIED APRICarS 
Several of our customers have written in saying that the apricot pieces 
in our Fruitful Breakfast are too hard. And yes. we have had the odd 
broken tooth! We have changed the variety of apricot - and it helped. 
We have changed our processing method, and this has also helped. But 
our apricots are still a little hard. 

However, all is now solved. An inventive Tauranga company (another 
proudly independent New Zealand company) has come up with a process 
that involves mincing the apricots, drying them into a fruit leather, and 
then dicing them into cubes. The result is n ice pieces of tangy apricot that 
stay soft and don't dry out. We will shortly be starting to use these. You 
will notice the difference. It is also good to support another innovative 
company. 

P.S: This Tauranga company won an award for this product at a recent 
annual new food product competition sponsored by Prinlpac-UEB Ltd. 

P.P.S: We are using this new apricot product already in our Very 
Fruitful Flakes. 

OUR OWN AWARD 
We won an award too at the same competition. Our Fruitful Porridge (Fruit 
Medley) won the first prize for the best new product in the cereal category. 

YOGHURT COVERED CURRANTS 
Noticed what they have become lately? Actually, they are no longer 
currants - they are raisins. Currants have become very scarce lately and 
have been hard to come by. I think the raisins are better as they are larger 
and juicier. Our packaging will change soon so this will also say "Yoghurt 
Covered Raisins". 

GOING TO TAIWAN, ANYONE? 
Well we are - at least our cereal is. By the container load, in fact. We 
are now shipping Hubbard cereals to Taiwan, so if you are supermarket 
shopping in Taiwan look out for us and let us know how our cereal is 
selling. 

What amazed me with this exercise is that it costs the same to send 
our cereal from Auckland to Taipal as it does from Auckland to 
Christchurch and it's conSiderably cheaper than freighting it from Auckland 
to Dunedin. There must be a message in that! 

ANarHER VERSE 
We are not running a poetry competition but we thought this effort by 
l l-year-old Laura Bartlett was something pretty special. Thankyou 
Laura. 

"Oh Hubbards you have a satisfying taste 
Never! A spoonful is put to waste 
As my tastebuds jump out with glee 
To greet the Hubbards gratefully 
Papaya, peach 'n' pear, all the fruits you've ever heard 
Are in Hubbards Fruitful Breakfast - take my word 
Oh Hubbards you are scrumptious, oh Hubbards you are great 
How I love to see you on my breakfast plate." 

Move over Sam Hunt! 

QuarABLE QUarE 
(On our optimism theme) 
Did you tackle that trouble that came your way 
With a resolute heart and cheerful? 
Or hide your face from the light of day 
With a craven soul and fearful 
Oh, trouble's a ton, or trouble's an ounce 
Or a trouble is what you make it 
And it Isn't the fact that you hurt that counts 
but only - how did you take it? 

You are beaten to earth, well, well, what's that? 
Come up with a smiling face 
It's nothing against you to fall down flat 
But to lie there - that's a disgrace 
The harder you're thrown, why the harder you should bounce 
Be proud of your blackened eye 
It isn't the fact that you're licked that counts 
It's how did you fight - and why? 

"Have a happy day" 

Vll ()jjjj. 
Dick Hubbard 
Managing Director -

-.. . , .  . 

Edward Vance Coo� 
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SPECIAL TREAT TIME 

As a special treal for the next two months (the same time thal this 
Clipboard lasts for!) we are doubling the quantity of yoghurt coated 
raisins in our "Fruitful Breakfast" cereal. 

You see we get lots of n ice comments about these yoghurt coated 
raisins, but we get a few complaints too - because sometimes there are 
not enough in the packet! "Are you adding less of these now than you 
used to, Mr. Hubbard?" 

The answer to the above question is "defin itely not", If you 
remember back to the early days (all of two years ago!) we used to add 
yoghurt coated curran ts instead of raisins. Raisins are bigger than 
currants and a yoghurt coated raisin IS twice the size of a yoghurt coated 
currant So - and here is the catch - If we add (as we are) the same 
we igh t of yoghurt coated raisins 10 each carton as we did with yoghurt 
coated currants, then you only get half the number of these Iiale good ies 
in a pdckeL That is what I've been te lling customers who tell me they 
haven't received enough in their packet. 

Is enough enough or should I ask is enough really enough? My Job 
IS to provide what you, my customers want, and if, as I believe. you 
would like more of these IittJe goodIes In your cereal, then who am I 10 
argue? 

So for the next two months. startmg from now, wc< will atld tWice 
the amount of these yoghurt coated raiSinS to each carton of "Fruitful 
Breakfast" What about after the Iwo months have ended? You reil m,' 

PROUD TO BE A KIWI 
I 've got the very definite feeling over the last few months that New 

Zealand is enlering a new era and that we are entering it with a feeling 
more of excitement than trepidation. Now that election '93 is behind us, 
now that we have a more "mellow" government. now that the economy 
is picking up. the feeling seems to be that as a nation we are on the way 
up. The Kiwi head is now being lifted , the beak is off the ground and the 
term "KiWI Pride" is now starting to come back Into our vocabulary. 

We have been through a psychological depression as well as an 
economic depression over the past five years. We lost faith in ourselves, 
we lost our way, Yes, as everyone knows. we have gone through a lot of 
change, We wenl. not only through the washlllg machine. but the 
wnnger as well 

But now we are starting to look forward. not back One of the 
advantages of being a small country is thal we can change fast. Just �s 
we went intu the depression faster and further than most countries. then 
we also hav� Ihe ability to swing faster and further the other way. 

I'm loOkm9 forward to bemg m New Zealand over the next five 
year> Sure. we will have our problems. but J think with confidence, 
pnde and the nght mind set. we as a country call go a long way. Further 
and higher. I think. than most people realise 

Anvway enough of the "heavy stuff"l Have a good breakfast 
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MORE THAN A "FAIR GO" 
Uke many New Zealanders I enjoy watching the T. V. programme 

Go" and the way it both reveals and resolves Injustices. As a manufacturer 
it helps reaffirm one's determination to treat all customers with courtesy 
and compassion and to avoid ending up on the show defending an 
Wltenable position. 

However lately I have realised that the programme could perhaps be 
more aptly called "Not A Fair Go" as it only reports on incidents when 
somebody doesn't get a fair go. No mention is ever made of occasions 
when a person gets "more than a fair go", i.e. service well over and above 
what could be reasonably expected. In other words, no coverage is ever 
made of outstanding service. Yet these occasions do occur - we have all 
experienced them. 

So the other day I penned a letter to the producers of "Fair Go". In it 
made the above points and suggested that in their programme, perhaps 
they could TWl some snippets about examples of outstandingly good 
service, i.e. examples of "more than a fair go". In the words of that well 
known song, perhaps they could help "accentuate the positive" as well as 
"eliminate the negative".  

I went one step further. I said that sometimes you have to be prepared 
to put your money where your mouth is and our Company woukl be 
prepared to offer a prize for the best example of "more than a fair go". 

The reply came back quickly. Can't do, said the producers of "Fair 
Go". The sole purpose of the programme is 'consumer advocacy" which I 
think is a term for only righting wrongs. No scope. sorry, for your 
suggestion. 

Oh well, one can only try. In the meantime we re-affirm our dedicati·onl 

CAN A COMPANY HAVE A SOUL? 
·Of course not - that is for people" would probably be the quick (and 

technically correct) reply. But a company can have a collective set of beliefs 
and more importantly a collective et of values - as can any other 
organisation or group of people. And it is becoming increasingly important 
that companies do so. 

The traditional purpose of a company has always been to do 
everything possible (within the law) to maximise profits. But I think that we 
have now got to look beyond that narrow definition of purpose and accept 
that a company does have a social responsibility - jobs. the environment. 
products that are safe and value for money. and of course last. but not 
least. the payment of due taxes . A company is therefore an integral part of 
the social stmcture of a community or country and ultimately its rationale 
for existence must be for the betterment of society. 

In America there is a relatively new organisation called -Companies 
with a Social Responsibility- - a diverse group of companies who share a 
common belief in the social importance of a company to the community. 
The ways they go about practising these beliefs are diverse. Some 
maximise Jobs at all costs (and throw out machines to do sol. Some only 
employ the underprivileged. Some adopt a particular environmental issue. 
Others tackle social problems such s assistance with the homele

.
ss or the 

hungry. Yet the most interesting thing is that thev purposely don t make a 
loud song and dance about what they do. They don't exploil their deeds to 
increase their sales 

TI1Is approach is starting to happen in ew Zealand. But there is a 
long way to go to fully develop this concept . However one Ihing is sure -
we'lI be part of it. 
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COMPANIES WITH A SOUL - CHAPTER 2 
SeveTal CUpboards ago. I talked about "Can a Company have 8 soul'/" and the 

need for Companies to have a sense of sodal responsibility. I received a good 
number of interesting letters about this and as a result of your encoun'genJellt we 
will be taking our own Involvemem in this concept furth<E!r. Watch this space fOT 

further details! 
Over the Chmtmas break J read a very interesting article in TIme Magazine 

�lbout an American called Tom Chappell who owned and ran a Company called 
"'Tom's of Maine". This Compi'lny made orga.nic soaps and toothpastes (no - not 
muesli!). Tom was quoted as follows:-

"In my darkest days. J wa..., working (or aims that were too narrow (or me. We 
were workIng for the market share. sales grou:th and profits. It was a sense of 

emptiness. I felt like an actor because what I was doing was not authentic. I was a 
phoney to myself because J wasn't li"ing up to what 1 cared about. Ifs not winning 
at all costs. It s challenging yourself to uri.n according to who you are. so now I'm 
Irying to engender more ltindness. I'm trying to link what I'm doing more to the 

en\'lronment and communlry. Wc do this by making products thar meet (he 
expectations and aspirations of cusrome:rs who share the same values". 

Torn came to the conclusion that there ",'ere basically two ways to look at work 
the utilitarian and !h," fonnaHst. In the utilitarian way everythlng is aimed at 

ma."irn�lng profits. The relc'lllon ... hip hetween you and your customer is. "1 - lhey � .  
In other words customers are objects t o  b e  contTolled, soLd. manipulated etC". 

By t.."Ontrasl, the ronnallst ilJ.1fJToach looks at the world as is st!ries of "I - Ihou" 
relationships. H you do busin�!J as a formaHsl you treat custome� as you .. ",ould 
like to be treated and you look for wpeoples consent" for what you do. The phrdse 
wpeopleb consent" has a nice ring to it. 

I guess this puts into UJords rather nicely what I believe businesses (and people) 
�hollld st..tnd for. n,ank you Tom Chapl>e.1I for providing this Insighr. 

1 0  FREE SPONSORSHIPS TO OUTWARD BOUND 
YOU may recall that last year we offered seven free sponsorship to 

Outward Bound. In view of the very pleasing and encouraging 
response to this we are offering these again this year · only this time we 
have upped the number of free sponsorships to 10 (and that number will 
grow in the future as we grow!). 

We are therefore offering the following free scholarships to an Outward 

Bound course: 

7 sponsorships for young people (each valued at $ 1 750) 

3 sponsorships for adult courses (each valued at $950) 

Total value of sponsorships $ 15, 100 

The young peoples sponsorship is for the full 22 day course (the 
"c1assic- course) and is restricted to the ages of 1 8-26 (at the time of 
taking the course) . The adult courses are 9 day courses and are for any 
age over 26 (they tell me the oldest participant has been 70 - so far!). 

The sponsorships can be taken for any particular course at any 

preferred time of the year. The young persons course covers all expenses 

including travel to and from home to Outward Bound. The adult course 

covers all expenses excluding travel. You can sponsor either yourself or 

someone you know. Interested? Prepared to try again? The application 

form is on the back of this edition of Clipboard. Applications close on 

18 December 1 995 and will be drawn on 20 December 1 995. The winners 

will be notified in late December and names will be published in the 

following Clipboard. 

P.S. 
To save postage you can accumulate entries if you wish and send them 

in one envelope. All envelopes are opened and entries are put separately 
into the draw barrel before the big draw. 



COMPANIES AND ETHICS 

Several Clipboards ago I talked about "Companies with a Soul" (Clipboard 

No. 19). We received a tremendous amounl of feedba.ck about this theme 

and amongst other things I've ended up giving talks that expand on this subject 

to variou .. ct; organisations. This obvious interest has got me thinking. 

J believe that over the next few years there is going to be an increasing interest 

in the "social contract" side of business and just as Companies are being asked 10 
publicly justify their approach to environmental issues, then they will be also 

asked 10 justify their attitude and approach to ethics and social issues. Just as 

environmental exce.o;ses or lapses now cause public outrage (like the Mururoa 

tests or leaking oil tankers). it may be that. in the future. ethical or moral 

excesses or lapses by Companies wilt cause simila.r outrage. I believe quite strongly 

that an increaSingly discerning public will start to judge Companies on their 

approach to social and ethical issues and this will (and should) influence 

decisions on whether peopJe buy the goods or use the services of those 

Companies. Companies with a "spotty" record in the area of social responsibility 

or with questionable and shonky ethics will. I believe, have an increasing 

difficulty in justifying their actions. In extreme cases they may even be actively 

boycotted by consumers. 

I also believe thal it is important for a Company such as ours, and indeed all 

Companies. to define its ethical base and values. And that's what we are doing 

right now. We are in the process of developing "the Hubbard way· that will 

tightly define our attitude to business. our staff, our customers and last, but not 

least. the community. This statement won't be pretty words on our office or foyer 

walls - it will be a philosophy right though our Company. It will be one that is 

bunt to \ast. "he "\-\ubbaTd way" may possl'o\y lnc\ude speaKing out publicly on 
some issues that are of concern to us - \.Vatch this space! 

DICK HUBBARD'S SECOND COOKBOOK 

Do you remember our first cookbook? For those of you who don't remember 
this or for those of you who have started buying our cereal. over the last 

year, we published our first cookbook (called Dick Hubbards Cookbook) in late 
1994. We made these available as a free gift as a means of saying a tangible 
thank you to all our customers for buying our breakfa.t cereal products. The 
positive respon.e to this cookbook was nothing short of amating and it took us 
all here at Hubbard Foods by surprise. 

In light of this response to our first cookbook and in light of our philosophy of 
saying thank you to you, our customer (and surprising you!), we have now just 
publi.hed the "Dick Hubbard's Second Cookbook", This is a nineteen page col· 
our cookbook. In it are a number of recipes from our recipe competitions in the 
Clipboard newsletters and some recipes that can only be described as family 
favourites (and favourites of minel) . . .  

Just to tease you slightly and to make these recipe books as widely available as 
possible. like last time, we are going to put a recipe book in every 10th cereal box 
over the next two months (starting from now). They will be spread over all our 
cereal products with the exception of the porridge packs (we can't bend the recipe 
books!). Therefore, there is a one in ten chance of getting a cookbook every time 
you buy one of our breakfast cereals over the next two months. Good luck! 

We will also hold some spare ones back here and if you miss out don't worry as 
we will have them on offer in the next Clipboard to allow you to get one direct. 
Watch for the next Clipboard. 

P.S. 
There might also be another surprise in our cereal boxes over the next two 

months. See the next page. 
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NEVER, NEVER, NEVER GIVE UP! 
As I've mentioned in previous Clipboards one of the joys of what we're 

doing at Hubbard Foods is receiving interesting and thought provoking 

letters from customers. I consider myself privileged to receive these letters 

as they give me a unique insight into current issues and areas of concern 
for us New Zealanders. They also help shape my own thinking. 

If I ' m  called on to give advice (and I sometimes give it whether called on 

or not!) then I've noticed that the most frequent advice I give is that of the 

need for perseverance or just plain " not giving up" . And what's more, it's 

the advice I get most thanked for by people (and Companies ' which are 

people anyway) who have been through a sticky patch. 

I believe very strongly in the maxim of never, never giving up. History 

shows the importance of this and many famous things have been done,not 
by particularly gifted people,but by people who have never known when to 

give up. People like Wait Disney, Thomas Edison. Winston Churchill have 
made their mark by their refusal to give up when it all has gone against them. 

Closer to home I know this lesson of the need for perseverance from first 

hand experience and one of those experiences was the setting up Hubbard 

Foods Ltd. We almost lost it! If there was a saving factor it was a stubborn 

dete,rmination to never, never give up! 
Let me leave you with the following quote from Harriet Stowe . 

" When you get into a tight place and everything goes against you · till it 
seems as though you could not hang on a minute longer, never give up 

then. for that is just the place and time that the tide will turn"". 

And the tide always turns · doesn't it? 

T H E  

COMPANIES WITH A SOUL - PART 3 
Our Employment Policy 

Last year an Auckland based manufacturing Company announoed, with <lOI1Sid
erabIe apparent pride, that it was making a forthcoming major investment in new 
equipment. As a result of this 'investment' it wou1d be able to trim its wori< force by 
40 to 50 staff. AD great stuff, Wlless, of course. you were one of the poor staff to be 
laid off! However I take issue with this 'hard-nosed' approadl to employment and 
the self evident pride shown by this Company In dispensing with jobs. I strongly 
disagree with the strong and strident approach of Business Round Table that labour 
is merely an 'ingredient' or an 'input' in business, the cost of which must be 
minimised as much as possible to maximise proJits. 

I believe strongly that in our type of society in New Zealand ilOCeSS to work is a 

basic and fundamental human requirement. Work is not just money - it is also 
about self worth, self esteem and social development. Access to employment is 
essential to a person's whole reason for being, 

Our philosophy on employment at Hubbard Foods lid. is simple. We are proud 
of creatingjobs and we want to create more! We see job creation as part and parcel 
of our 'social contract'. We are proud of our 80 strong work force. 

Don't get me "'TOng here - we also run what we believe to be an efficient ship. 
E� here At Hubbard Foods works hard, very hard, We believe in fue old 
fashioned work ethic and we don't have a 'padded' wori< force. We don't believe in 
wishy-washy soft job creation. We do have, and have to have, labour saving 

equipment. 
However, at the end of the day one of the things that gives me the most pleasure 

about our business is the meaningful jobs that we have created over the last 8 years. 
We will never, ever, announce \14th pride and fanfare a reduction in our work force! 



4,000 BREAKFAST BOWLS NEED A HOME 
(AND A NAME!) 

Every so often I like to surprise you, dear customer, by making a special 
gift available to you. This is the special Hubbard way of saying thank you 
for buying our breakfast cereals. 

Well, here is an "especially special" gift! We have commissioned the well 
known Temuka Pottery (of Temuka of course!) to make us 4,000 special 
breakfast bowls. Each bowl will be individually hand-painted. That's a lot 

of painting! But that's not all, for each bowl will also have the name of the 

lucky recipient hand painted on the rim. Your own individually named bowl! 
Only 4,000 bowls Mr Hubbard? Surely you have many, many more 

customers than that? Yes. we certainly do, but unfortunately we would go 
broke many times ove.r if we made one of these bowls available as a gift to 
every one of our customers. Plus there wouldn't be enough artists in Temuka! 
As it is, this exercise will need a team of 1 5-20 hand painters. 

Having settled on 4,000 bowls how do we make these available fairly? 

We quickly ruled out putting one bowl in every tenth cereal box as a sur

prise as the bowls wouldn't fit Into a cereal box! One wag suggested we 
could overcome this problem by putting the bowls in our cereal boxes in 
kitset form - with glue and instructions. We rejected that option! 

So the answer is to have a draw with a total of 4,000 recipients. That 
will keep us very busy. 

Inside this Clipboard is an insert with a colour picture of the bowl. On 
the back of the insert is an entry form. Entries close on the 1 5th of August. 

All 4,000 lucky names will be published in the newspapers and the bowls 

will be sent directly to you from Temuka. Good luck! 

The 

Clip board 
I'M ON A HIGH! I 've i"'''' returned from Los Aogdes where, for the last rhree d">",, I've 
attended the Annual Conference of the American "B.S.R." (Businesses for 'ocial 
l�ponsibiJity). \'qhat an exp<:riencd 600 highly enthusiasric business p<:opJe rcpl'!SCnting all 
�ns or huc;ine:io;;{,s - from rhe gi3nl American ompanies HH.;h as Lcvi [mU s. Rcebok, l·tC. 
down to the represent.dves or rin)' "'mily companies. All garhe,,:d lO hear speakers and 
.ttend workshops on all JSp<:CTS of social re..punsihiliry and ethio. in business. There were talks 
on au itude:, to employment. (nvironmcnt:tl issues. community issues, rnff profit sha.ring, 
bu.iness philanthropy, <lhi al busill"" prac,ices, elC. 

ft was all powerful "ulf and [here wer< ome powerful message' from some powerful Caud 
credible!) .p<:akers. Refresh ing mcssag . Il \Vie, all abo", successful businesses looking at lhe 
bigger pictur as ro tbe r<a50n for their existence. and reachlllg OU[ and helping the wider 
com mun ities they opc:r.ne in. le wa� about staff hcing rrc:iUed as real people rather than 
"input .. or "ourpurs" in a btuincss. Som(' of the slorie.�J some of the phjlosophio, sorn� of the 
.c[ions, some of ,h. results, some of [h. u=es (and some of the failures!) of [he various 
compJnic� were fascinating ro hear. 

lbt overall message? Well, there were 'wo for me. Firstly, very definirely, 50Cially responsible 
buslll ... , will ll1creasingly b. the way of the furure. And wha,s more, socially responsible business 
will, long term, b. good business and will b. m business owners' interest> also. 

The sc:conJ me�ge - th.u rhe Roundt;l:ble-rype view, of separarillg profit diMrihution 
from social responsibiliry - is ulOIdared. or coU"'c a busines., needs to makt: a profit - il 
would go broke otherwl alld .. ",. people .h If  jobs. Ir would also have no money ro reinvesr 
(for e.ample. in new mach inery) .ncl lu.-ep il healthy for lhe futur<:. 

The point rha. I found reinforced ,,,-s rl,.. profir can be sham! amongst St.keholdecs 
(c:mplo)'("('j, commun iti('$ �lC.) . .a� wdl a, formal sh.lI'eholdcrs, and should oor be- th( prC'TOt,"arivc 
"f the pnvileged few. who can affurd ro tnVCSl tin.neiall ·. Th.s means a shace of the company. 
profit  �hould go [m�-ards helping in rhe communi,)', making it :l berrer place: ro live. 

rh� Wind!> of dlangc. howC'vcr. alC' bluwing! And ro help rhl� process I'm going [0, ov�r ,he 
n('\.( few Illonth .... .Jirn to o;ct up 3 "New 7..c.:abnu Businesses for Social Responsibdirr" 
\JrgJ.nis.Hion. J( won't he Amcric.tn. It won't be extreme::. It ""ill b� a Ne'\v Zealand organis:adon 
fm �C\1i /t'JI'lIJd 1.,0 111 p.1I1 le .... Its ",jrn to fO�fC�r and encourage social r '  pon.}ibility hy 
hU\llw\..\t:., .lIId (() (OUlUcr some uf rilC oppming argumenc�. 

\'(1,1/ ;1 wtU good to grf nU Ih"l "flmy dusl. NolV Id. all get b,u:k to brt!lIkfitst! 
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The 

Clip board 
N ICE SOUNDING NAME? Yes, rhis stands for New Ze.I.nd Businesses for Soci.1 

Rcspoll.\ibiliry. In the: last Cl ipboard I {tllkt.-d about st'([ing this organisation up - now I GUl 
reporr i t  is Hp and going. Ir 's aim. # [0 pro-aCtively cn<:ollragc and foster lIu: Loncepr or social 
h," pom.ihility in hU-'IIIC"" ('"'' or 10 pm it ;tIlOlhcr W;I)'. I() help encourage busincs.o;cs LO look at !Ill' 
" bigger picture" �� to rhe reason for their existence:. An organiS;J:oon which will "accentuate the 
posit ive", 

Um ICl'S go baLk a little! Let me remind you (ha I rh� form3fion of this organisation has comc 
dirccdy as a rDull c)f your fcedbJck [Q comments in previous Clipbo.trds and. in  pan icul.lr. lhe 
lasl one. You've prO\·idcd (he mandate. Over the 1:(.')( rwo monrhs I 've had a wealth of letters 
(rom indiv iduals Jnd companies, wir.h all bar nonc, endorsing this concept. However, the most 
inr(re�tillg th ing has hc..'l"1l not d,,' amount of correspondence but rhe quaJity of ir! There have 
bet:n some vcry in-depth and carefully thuught out comrnc llIs about the role of, and pCIccpt.iotl 
o[ business in  New Zealand. 

Bm rhe Aedgl ing N /.BSi{ is not to be an extension of Hllbbard Foods Lrd. I, is , fu ll), 
",dependem org" nisalion in ir; own riglu , I've juS! f�ci l i raled i . .  Therefore, this will be the lasr 

fronl page cornme;:ll( Oil Ill<: Businesses for Social Rt'spol1sibility although rhe� will still he p<tge 
2 or p:lgC j 'inipPf"[!I from rim(' ru Hme. So. rhank you for your l"l1dorscrnent of t his concepr. It:» 
been a pleasure ro be rhe (,ralysr for rh is, and I look forw .. d '0 rhe contribution , h i, 
organi�":ltiun wil l lll.3ke 10 nurturing 1iocially responsible business in New Zealand. 

FROM BSR TO BOWLS 
nack 10 our own hll::.i lh:" ::'! BUlh -1c:muk,1 POI[CfY ,1tld ou rselves have been l i te ral !,  

QverwhdmeJ w l l h Iht" rc:"pOIhC:' lO the Breakfasr nowl ofkr W(' ran last Y("3f. N, wdl 3' , hl' 4.00() 
rrct' unc� in Ihe (.OIHI>ClIlinn last yc.u wc r<"Ccivl'd rl."lll1l'"M!\ for .U1ot !ll·r 4,500 howls. That's a 
"" " I  or 8. SOO "1<lIvl[l""lI) ,,,,,ncd bowl.! A. d rcslll .. we endcd up gctring behind ,In J ,  
untortul1.lIl'h. 1101 t'\l'r:ollt who was prom iseu a howl hy Ch ri'Im:l\ �Ol lht'ir's 111 ( l ine. \('Ille 
wcrt.: �k�lined 1;)1' ( :hn'l[In.l" flfC"c.'nt!'l .1Ild 111 snlnl': Cl\("" \A. (' d idn'l m.lkl." 11. Borh Colill · !a n.lIlt.  
( . cncral Ma n.lgl..' r  I I I  TC.'II1U1.. .1 Poncry. and I .  �1.pologi"c for nur g{,(ting �omc of rhl.' howl, 
[h rol,�h 111 l i ml • .' , t\uJ 1.1<" , bllr nOf IcaM, lhc.· bH·,lkf.l"t howl pfl�, h.t, now ofl'ici:ll ly C"tlJ ..... d 
Hut wh.1I wdl "'L,' do [H..'XI !  \'(Id l. : Oll just wait .md �t.'t'! 

30 
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OH FOR A GOOD FAILURE 
One of the things I am pen;ona1Jy 
"hot'on i.s the V'dlue of"risk' .nd I am 
un�"hamedly and proud to be a 
calc,�"tcd risk-taker (sce paA" 2 lor 
proof of lhh!). I heli""e strongly in 

the value of calculated risk and I 
believe lhat achievement and 
progre.s, either a> individual people 

or as :l  nation,..:an only come from the 
deUber.lIe ",king of calculated risks. 

Bu, as sure as night follows day we 
have to accept that with risk will 
com� some mistakes and some fuilure. 

In the "L'alculating' of calculated risk 
sometimes wC will gc, our sum" 
wrong! And unc of the ,hing5 that 

<.:onCCffi') me is lib11 iJIClcl!-ingly wc 
often deem errors of judgement or 
failure to be w,afly unacct:p,able . 
eirher in the ca'" of our.elves ur 
Others. We often "'t:m lO go for or 

demand absolut<: �aft:ty or absolute 
absence of rl>k and we often lambast, 
ridicule or pun.ish ,ho"" who do stiel< 
their nCl:k.') out. make error� of 

judgement or f.til.ln my opinion we are 

the poorer for this typ'-' of approach. 
r am, therefore, a p'!>SIOllalc believer 
in the cOllcl.1ll of t:;lkulalnl ris.k� 
lakjng and I accept lhm :,cHile failure 
must c.:ome :L"I part 01 lht..' pOl't.' of 

�-uccc:ss. nut Ihe rew·.rrds of ealculatcd 
risk·taking are no' just those of 
progress. Through risks and errors 
and mL't:rkes wc also become bener 
people in oun.eh'e> 

I believe, therefore, that we musr avoid 
sanitising ourselves 'IS a people and a 
nation and wc must allow ourselves to 
have the 'colour' that goes with risk 
and fuilure. \'lie should celebrate and 
salute f.illurc as pan of the price of 

success llnd wc should celebrate 
failure in its own right The British got 
it right with ( ;ap':tin Scot! or AntarCtic 

Ilune! w� shm�d not cril;cisc those 
who !lip by r;oong :r more difficult 

than uSllal step. Wc �houJd have a 
climate that :rllows tL� 'Uld our leaders 
to be able to from up and say "I've 

stuffed up!".Wc shm,ldn', have to fUld 

CXt.-us .... s for fililure and we sholdcln't 
h.-,ve to deny it when it happens, 
"So f.tiIure, I aLkm ,,' ledge thee and I 
<;alme thee. Conrintle w be pan of me 
and continue III f:J1nch my life:. 

1 (JJJJ. 

Dick I luhbard 
Managmg Di"'l'lOr 
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THE JOURNEY SOUTH 
Earlier rh.i� month I packed my 
mountain pack and mcksack :tnd I 

,·ravelled SouU,. Originally the aim 
hat! been to climb Mt Cook bur a call 
("amf-' through rn)l'Il moulltain �lIidl", 
O\arlie Hobbs, JUSt before I Idl that 

the climb on Mt Cook was "off" 
because of dltllgClOUS conditions. As 
Charli", a weU known and respccrt:d 

v�>tcraJ1 Mt Cook b'ludc and a m:tn of 
the mOlll1t:uns, said to me "when a 
mountain speaks a wi"" man listcns". 
No probicm with that! 
Howc""r I rrnvelled south to Mt 
Couk an�w.I)' :l1\d with Charlie ,md 
his lovely wife Mary, Wc flew, by heli
copter, right up [0 ule head or [he 
Tasman glacier to stay at a mountain 
hUT called the KeIman hut which '''lS 
perched Iligh and precariously on " 
link rocky OUtcrop above the 'nlSman 
wader. five metres from the back 
door was a huge 2,00011 drop [0 the 
Ilt'Xt glader. A spectlcuJar location ill 
a spectacular settinA· 

For four illl}'� we stayed in this hut 
and durinll tilat time I re.ois<:"vercd 
rhl: ma�1 C of rhe mounctins, how to 
treat them, how to elinlb them, how 
to rCl'ip('ct them and the environment 

tht:) :-tand for. J lo\vever. the IcaminJ! 
wasn t alJ just olltside the hut. Insid{' 
I karncd a little about what drives 
tht' nlt"1l and women who climh 
lTIOlllltains .mtl who find their 

pCI'SCJnal "spi.rituality" in the 
mOlUllalos. 

In that isolated hut high on a snowy 
mmmtain ridge I found lhat one 's 
nllllO r.lpitlly cleared anll tlt:lt t:om· 
plcx issucs and problems ".:cmed a 
litue simpler and a little less immcdi

arc when surrounded by tbe time
lessness of the mountains and the 
glacier below. One reltUSCS in the 
mountains that things such :,s 
"money" arc only artificial cn. .... tions 
to help Ufe he Uved and are not the 
reasons for or [he =1lt'C of life irself. 
Now I hope u,at', not tOO heady for 
the bre-dld'ast table! 

I leamnl a lot from my rt'<liscovery 
of the mountains and from the men 
and women of dlC mountains. My 
lime there was more than a "bauery 
re..:'haf!!c· for a tired old Auckland 
hrcakfilsl <.:cruu maker! l'lt� mOlln
t"in> are not just about physical p:UlO 
·r'lmic nc-:auty or the adventure of :1 
climb.lllc magic of the mounI.aim" or 
of the wilderness or londy pla�cs in 
gt"neral. L� not what tJu."1' do to us, it 's 
,vhat they do for us.TIlink aJx)lIl it. 
All power to dH.,. mountaIns! 

Illl W_ 

f)ick Ifllhhard 

I I -J -.I 

" 

In the days of yore, ma.ny a:nturies ago. 

in Europe and England, c:llhedrtd 
building W'J.s, :t.c; you might say, wfashjon

:1hlc.:;" Big. lofty, soaring t.."Uthedrolls were 

hllill whoM.' hC'aut)', -;ize :lIld magnitudc, 

c,'cn today, leave us somewhat in awe. 

Yct when wc look at piCtures of these 
m:�gnjficcnt old c:uhedr,ds d1at dot thc 

land,o;cape of England and Europe, the 

lhing Ihat strike."! one the mOSf is not 

il<.lually their physical sjze or beauty, but 

r.uhcr the long-term vision :md foresight 

th ;tl went into tJu!se "building 
c."Ii:l'n·bt..'S'" hl most Cl5eS the building of 

thc.·�· l.'athcd.r:lls went on for sevenl 

ge.· 'Rrdtion,'\ and cven hundn:ds of rear, 
In lIIany m.:,(ances those who (.'Onct:}ycd 

tht: pl.tn� for those cathedrals. thost' 
who huilt Ihe foundations. ::lOd C'vcn 
thO�l' who bun, lhl' wall:;,. would havf;" 
UtHll' !'>u ""'tth lhe expectation and 
n:�U!\3Iinn That they would never have 

lhl.' �ood fortune to sce Ihe complt'r.ed 

mltslcrpiecc th<..'Y were working on Yet 

lhj� "hernnd our yeller.nion'" approach 

oh\ iously did not limit tbe building 

pnll .. L ..... 11ll' wilUngnCSb 10 parhcipatc. 

or I lK vi"llOn 
Contr.I.,. thb long,term "C'.tdlcdr.tl build· 
il1� ' ,lppru:llh to lhe situation we h:1"':

lOd;., I Nm only do we demand that all 
-strulIurc� we huild. wherher physic.11 
or 1.IlI1l"rwi�, be complclcu in our life· 

unll' hl1l \H' also WOlnt all strllctures Ih:u 

WI..' MC ,Is:;.o<.:ialed with to I>t:. bUilt :c, fa�l 
,t' I)()"'I!<Iihk. if nOI immediately! Onen \\ f;"  
.Ir<.· not W iuvt:S1 our linw 

d· s, " , . 

mooey or expertise to build something 
unless we can personally hCJlcfil-y as 
Quickly :-4S p<ls5iible, From the completed 
strUc..1:urc, Can you really im:tginc our 
(;(IVCmmenl nf 1 999. (II' o\lrM:lve�. 
embarking on a project whe.rc the )):li.n 
or cost will be borne now and the bene· 
Ilts will be realisM in I ,;()  years time! 
And thl� is where we Jo�t W'e have lost 
the abIlity of those C",nhc<lroll builder> 
or yesteryear to look beyond their 

immediate gcncr.ujoo. Wc lcod to be 
nm willing to lay a fowHJation for a 
slructure "',,"hieb we may never scc. Our 
vision for the future h.1s oncn been 
pared dO'WTl from bundrcds of years to 
hundred., of d;t)'s! 
If we aff. to croue "beauty" for furwe 
�enerations to enjoy, ilnd if wc arC to 
cn�;:ltc SI nlclurcs UU.l enrich I he minds 
:In<.1 M)uls as well as Ih� hodk .. of future 
generations, then we should draw .t 
lesson fmm Those cathedral huilders of 
yesterday. Like those Cltbedr.tl builders 
wc "'ihould accept lht· ch:1.lIeogc and 
discipline of building something lha[ wc 
may never sec completed. 

I have hccn thinking about (hi" for ;1 
while and (�jting for a chanc(.; to get 
this OI1C off my Chl�t' Have.' ,I l!fJO(I 
hrc::tkfustl 

0J W, 

Dick H Llhb",,1 
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MORE ON "MORE, MORE THAN A FAIR GO" 
In t h e  L:15l ClipoolrJ Nl'", .. lcW'r (No. 12) 
we "tarwd .1 1i1L1t.' competition called 

·'Yiore, .\ion:: 'nun L\ F.tir (.(I� '[la.: i\k:J of 
Ihb cumpc.:tilloll Wtl:-. to hdp -:l(,'(,('ntuJtt' 

thl' pU ... ilIWR (.lOd h)' dt.:I.t1l1t dlnulI.llc the 
negative!) hy �jvlllg :t � lOO prize- etch 

month for the bt-st !l.IUr) :thoul f(:CC/\'1I1g 
servlo: �i::Ibo"c and Ix·yond tht' call of 
dUI) � .  TIlls compctitiun " iHeh "ill 1).l vc .1 

Illollthl� dr.tw I' It) rlJll ht'1 W(:t'l1 110\\ ,md 

December ( 1 9')91) 

\'t:dJ, dC:lr l U!'owmcr .... I .U11 plt;t.:.cd to be 
::tblc to It'll ),Oll th3! :I" I pe1l 1111' Cliphu;mJ 
Ncws.lcl1er the' Icrt('r� .m' Ilowlll� In Irmu 
.. good l1umlx-r of )HU oul lhuT III n� 

IOmcr land. In lilt' 101\1 I"<.'w wt'ck ... I han' 

lx"en privjh,"�e{1. )"t'''\ pri\ ik�l;d, 10 rt'Jt.l 
ddighr(uU) uphtilng .lnd upht:at �l(JJit·., 

ahuul peopk who han' llt�('n un Ih(' 
11x:.ch in� cnd 11' �)1'n, qllil(' ullt ",.1Jlding 

"'Ien'icc TIlt' !'ilt)rlt' .. 1 h;.lH:' rL--at.i realh do 
rc'lffirm one\ f;:uth 111 hUIlIJrl n:UUf(' ,ll1d 
warm the t ud .. lcs .,f onc -; Itt:.lfl 

I h�H'(' read o;wru:� of dH.:d:"HU upcr:uor'lo 

\\h/) ha ... e: PUI 1he: Lt!'>! ;!)�t'nt ... U1 (he llll 

from their (}\,\ 11 [Ht( I..l"t lO hdp l.u .. !ol1lt.:r'" 

(:<l.II&hl .... hurl I h:t\l' n'"d ,wri(', of tJ'\i 

drivcr" who turn oft tll( rlwtn \\ ht:n Iilk 

ing pcop!.: (() the 1)",'wr {lh cf(" \\.(Tt' qUite 
a rev. njl.'� (;1' ... drin_·r ... tnfU·" I h:l\C hl anJ 

... writ'!) 01 out!'>t.lluhn),( "'t"n In: fp,)1ll hl�t'r 

l�omp;lnjc... :--111.111 \ Ulllp.IIlU'''1 Jlh! ... tll· 
t..'mplo}-cd pC:'lplt o..,OIlll" ... t, ll"ll.'''' 11;1\"1.: bCt..!l 

"bow hdp 111 wm· ... of "'Ire!'>') M)Ole.jnH�.s 
Lh<:)' hJ\C," J"'" o(,'('urred III normal d,,�' 10 
OJ} l.i.rc.:UIU",UI1Ll'''' 

I wuuld tk,lfl) "h.t- 10 h .. : ,.hle tu l'flHI mo .... 1 
of thc"'(' .. turic... 111 ttu: ( lIpboard 

Ne"'«/t:ller hut tlw re,uit:lOt Clipbo:ard 

wouldn't ril inln Ihl' ("('real hox{"� (lIo1es.� 
we h:ld a �J>t'ci;tl IllrnllO Ix.r,,'). So 1 :Ull try-

1nl{ to :-'Ct' if l l lt·rt· ,, :tlll)tllcr w·oly of )harin� 

thc .. e ut"iighlllll o;tllrtt."'t \ ... iLI1 YOll. Howt'\.'c:"r. 
I havt� (11)11(" ,I rapid rcarr;U1�cmenl of thi.; 
Clipho:II'1J to o;lL1l't· lht· III 11.(',wlnninK story 

tj)r Au�u .. t \l, 11h YUU 

Hrst pril.l' lflf Augu. .. t J.!,(\C) to the stor) 
about a \t!f\ 'pcdul hll'" driver. a !t'pcdaJ 

hll'> ul· ... p:tldwr ,mu 1)0\ iOll ... l� I)chmu 

both of Ihl'W ;I ... pet·t:t! hu .. (omp:lI1Y 

(.oogralulalion:-. to 1 \\ .' VCr) �peclal 

cmrh'H'�" " I  tht, t .ilri-.tdJUfl.h uu .. 
CompJIH .Jnd ('on1o!(Jl tllatlUn!'o tu KylJ 

";lr"h:lIJ)ol1l. . .. fi.>r tilt' fir .. t 01 the pri/� 
Anti 1)1 I f'HJr''4. . .  1 prtn· \\ ill JI...-) gl) 10 

lilt· OU (1lIlIp.lm 'IAt ti \\t' L¥JI1 Inl ·k 

lhcm dO\\ 11 

And lhl" (inal nnlt' )..(0<."' h' Pelt:r lwart of 
Panda jlltl.'fIl.itlon:11 I [.I Pt'tcr wrott" 10 

,lnd 11:\ .. 'l'n! ml' .1 I 11("qw for 5200 10 add 

anolhrr t\�O Ultlnth .. In Illl: I.'OOlIll'titit )11 11) 

kl'C:P 1 1 1(· ilIOlllt'n', UIll gomg. "111<." (.'llmpt'lI 
{lOll 11(1\\ :0.;01'" 111111 Idll'UJrr lOOt.) 111ank 
"Oil \'l�f\ OH/( h 1'("It",. 

1 20 S.O.B. (Souls on Board) 
\\ hen I (: Irnlllg tu rh "'1''r-t''1"'J1 
\t..II .... . l�') \\. .... I lIghl (h.tl whl'n I 

\\ d, JP!,I •.. < I t1g In dlrlll:lu I had w 
\. .111 tip f 11 f )1 1 IWt r tit' Ihl"l'" "";l'. 
I)()(, ) 1 I ( , 1 1 \ 1111 ) f1)4,l otlier 

thm)�' ' I  f l  ..:Il l h<. l'OlltroI ID\\ �r 

111< I' 

I < 

II t i  

l i t  \ 

1111 11 I ( p,l..,":.t.·II�t'1 '" 1 had 
11 h "I( .1 lIt>u 1 Ihal but 

uJa l'l.prt .... Inn' I 

i�n l lh.tl tilt" l". J.ll 01'1>0 Hr ul Souh 
un Ilo:.nl' 1 'f always disliked 1 11," 
pJItH.:uhu tt:n11 "human reSIJlIrCl'� 

rl(l if J h id n1\ W.I� Ihi"t p-artic:uLlr 
(nlll \\ ouh.' ">l' ..Ihul i ... hc.:d I I'PIII 
hU\lnt: � Lt.'t min�)lt.J�y • (.1 dJsrt: Pl:l l 
lur Iwoplt wh" t;(X·\.."l.tl!se- U1 lhh .t1't'lt 
- ,I , Ill-I lh( !l'rm ( <1011'( lik� \ou 

t'C. pc."opk un' not n·\oUft.:\'" - O( \(:r 
h,1\ e ht"t; n .!Tu) n('\'t; r shollld lit: 
nC"OU« .. t"� .11'( tlllnH!'t thal �l:[ I1�U 
bv J hu .. ines� ""Ul h as huUlhngs" r:t\,\ 
m.Ht'ri.tI .. , p<ly.cr. Oit· <. Yl'Jl mUlll·j I"" 
3 n: urt.:(.' UUl httru.an .. no! P("opl 
�urC.'h ,Inn", III t allOlhcr l� P\.' t\t 
r('�'.O\If'('C 

"0 \\ t· don t tt.t \ (  human r\:"�\'Hlrl�S 
al l l "hh.lnl F",,," 1 ,,\ 'n'T "ill' 
�'l 11\;1\ 111 tilt.: Ju'un: i l:lIo-c a pcn;nond 
functIon hut ,\ \\ ill nCI<'r 1)(' n: <Tt'( " 
to A' hUnl.Hl n:t.;(Hln.C� 

llX'1H It 

�!J1jJ 
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Businesses for Social Responsibility 
\Im()�l e}'flclly l'''O yt"'.u� ago. J \VrOlC 
" (iiphoarti Ncwsi<:uer (No. � 1) alxlul 
auendlllA :1 Busines�es for �ocial 
lle'pnnsin,liry (llSR) conft'rencc in  
Lw., ;\ ngclc!'), A ... I s:ud at the: hmt' J 
W'l-" on :l high and I'd come back all 
tired up and determined to ad\-ancc 
Ih,' dcb,te h('fC in New Zealand. Well. 
a "h"L� of :, 10[" has h:lppened in the 
1:1<;( l wo years and it O<.�cllrrt:d to m<.' 
it \\()lIld be appropriau' to give you 
an updalL 

\\l l"Ic r<: to � l a r t ?  We l l .  fi r�t l \ ,  
worldwitk! 1111;r<: !� ahsolUlell ';0 
doubt that \\'orldwide there

'
is .1 

['ap'LII) growing r('al il:Hion ."d 
:1t:U:pLllll.:C thal business must both 
ha\ L" " .... nse of sodal responsibility 
ami exhibll moral leadership. This 
ml:·�,,>.lgt.' is coming loud �ll1d dear 
from prominent bllsjn(.:.s� people 
pn)nlillCnl busines!- orgnni'l[llioll\, 
prominent academics, prominent 
poJith.. ian!'; and prominent au th or ... 
It s ground,well sl uffl Dr RodgtT 
'pi lkr who i, on our BSR Board hert' 
in r\t'\\ ZColland summed ir up fi.lr me 
n'L l'ntl) jll�1 after he had returned 
,'rorn "'I.'\cral OH'� conft.'rcnn.',.., on 
the ... uiljl'u M Dicl-.. ",he �tjd,�tJl(' ddM[(" 
I)\'(.'r ... t:;t ... j, IlOW I:lIlJ£ihl) �hiftillg from 
the.. \'\ 11\ ;' of �)('hl l  f<:spn!l ... ihility In 
rlw howl' rhe i(it-ologicll (k'baT( 

on the why i4i now 13rgel� \'\ o n l  

i\Jld here i n  N ew  Ze'.lland? W"U [hlllgs 
h.v" m/lled vcr)' quickl)' hc:r,' lOO 
W(.' nu\\' h:J\'C our N/�H. OI'Hanlf .. all(>T l 
lip and �ojng with 1 70 mc:rnbt.'r 
Companies and rhing �cmbcr'llIp 
va(ic, fmm large puhlic Comp.lnlcs 
to little one person Comp:lIlIe,. rV(' 
I\iven talk., and talks and l;llks up ,m" 
down [he country un BSR dnd rdatnJ 
mam'r, (approx:imatci) 200 [alk, in 
the hl:-.l two "ca.r.,!) The deh;II{' h;l ... 
been aired i

'
n the Prcs� and orh('r 

media. Boob ha\c been puol"ht"u 
on Iht' �ubjecl (not mine) Rdatt:ll 
org:ln iz3ttOn ... such il!'i the 1l1l:-.in�1'I' 
Council for SU'lainablc D", llnpmcm. 
r h e  ' a [ u ral  � [ ('P " n d  [ h e  
Envirorunt:m:al I3u.",incs..., 'c(worJ... ha".: 
�lant'd tip or increased in "tn:nglh 
( :oncepts :-.uch .1 .... triple lh)UOm Itnl' 
(rnea"'uring a (omp:ln� ', ""urn·!'. .... 
fi n a il c i :1 1 1  > ,  '" () <.. j a i l )  ,1 11 d 
t'[Wlnlllfficnt:lllr> ,mt! qualil� oJ proh[ 
;I� oppo .... cd to jllM qlJantil� of protit 
an: comjng into hlL\jnc!'! .... vOGlhular> 

�o ;1'" \-\c hegin a nl:W m11knlllUnl I 
I<:d {hl l1ndl'l''''l.t1\llin� uf I he... rnk of 
hu.,I Ilt.· .... :-. 1:'\ changHlg.. for t ht' good 
,llId t t lr  ti ll' benefit 1)1 (,"ver� onc 
inyol\'l'O \XihJl :l  gn'jll ' rnlll1d" l i\�n lor 
l ilt' 2000' .. 

!t u  �� 
'(1" 

1 1 .25a.m., FRIDAY 7TH JANUARY, YEAR 2000 
What were you doin!; at [hat prcci.e 
moment in Lime? 1 kno,", with 
crystal clarity whal I was doing. nUll 
W:l!\ the e..,'"<act time that [, Dick 
Hubbard, 53 year old breakfast ccre,� maker ([ied firmly lO Charlie lIobbs -
mountain guide) stood at the summit 
of 1 2 .300ft Mt Aoraki or Mt Cook. 
After 20 months of planning I'd made 
itl 

Well. whar a journey, whar an 
adventure Let me tell! FirM. rhe 
background. 1\venry months ago 
Charlie chaUenged me to climb M[ 
Cook with him. "You're nOI toO old", 
said CharHe. ''1'11 consider if a 
challenge: to get you there.' A quick 
handsbake ill my office and the deal 
W:IS on. 

Now to Ihe adventure it;t:lf. I),,), I 
ami a last minlltt' change of plan>. 
"W(' " on 't fly in lip the Tasfllan 
Glacicr,\ said Charlic, "we'U go in the 
expedition way, w:dking in right 
frum the Hermitage Ho[d "I' the 
Hooker Glacier (the r<lute of [he 
.-arly explorers who didn't have ski
pla nl:s! J. So it was on with very 
hea,), packs for two days of \\ alking. 
climbing, cr.l\vHng and heaving (aL 
ka" for me) up the Hooker GI:lcie:r 
to me Empre5s J fur PCl'dlCd on the 
side 01 the Shcilll Glacier ;11 8, ,;oon. 
1..l::-'&011 No. I - uon't gi\C.� up - I 
alrno:-.t did on day une! 
Do' :I was :t re,! da) (lhank 
g,,00I1C'5') :lIld [hen cia)' I - [he hig 
da). The a larm went off at hall' pa" 

midnight! A quick breakfast of 
Hubbards cereal (of course!), gear 
011. bOOIS, crampons, headlamps and 
ropes on and at 1 .30-.un wc were on 
our way. 3a. m. and 1 find mysclf 
d�Ulsl lng in mid·a.ir as we go 
carefully over the side of 11 dUI. 
Lesson No. 2 - trust CharJie!. Sa.m. 
and Ihe sky stans to lighten. 
Uniorrurultely thJs mcallS it's now 
possible to look down. Lesson No .} 
- doo'r look down! 9.30a.m,aod i['s 
[he fin:ll h:1U1 up the steep Poner 
Colouir. 
1 1 . 25a.m. and we're standing on the 
summit of Mt Cook! Wh"t did it feel 
like? Well, a funny feeling really, a 
mixntre of awe, fearl adlievement 
and tiredness all rolled into OIlC. 

Ten IJlilllltes later anu we're on the 
way do\'m. Lesson No. 4 - I'm 
dependent on Ch"rJie but .he·s al.o 
dependent on me! If I Slip wc could 
bOlh "peel off". 

Al 8.30p.01. we are back at the hut. 
I'm 'buggered'. Nineteen hours on 
[he mountain with onl)' 10  minutes 
ou [he summit. 

However, the ttip is not over. Eight 
hOUr>' sleep and It's packs on again 
for a 14 hour walk back dowlI the 
Glacier. 9.30p.m. - a tired figure 
limps into the c.rpal'k :11 �l( Cook 
village. I break into tear> Dick 
��j h[ii)COOk! 
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DID THE WHEELS COME OFF AT HUBBAR» FOODS LTD? 
In Ihe 1.51 Uiph<>ard. I meollonl'\l 
that I will ;&1\\ .1' ''' C'l:mc.:mb(.'r J::Inuar) 
�th 2000 . Ihal W." 11ll' day that I AOI 
w Ih� lOp of �11 C(l()�' ,'lmoS[ IWO 
months laler I ha, C Jnother datc 10 
reOlcrn�r • \1onc.1;1\ \1.lrd, -lh 200()' 
n13t WOl.' (J1(" (\;1\ " l' h'ld a n'n 

public "d1solgrecmelll \\ 1Ih our locil 
Union h :,urt" h,lppcnco r;jl:�ll Our 
cre<iib,liry \\ ., 'er) pllhlidy on the 
line. 

Why? Did uur ,"\ hn: h rcall} <':OnlC' off� \X'efi. two months after rhe event, and 
after some qUifl r('fleoion. r don't 
beli".e Ih.1I the , did !.ct me expl.in 
Firstly, howcH:r let ffll' reJ�"un:! you 
that CVt� I)'l l1in� I' b�u:" to normal 
again. In tOllr ,hon daY' . .  IS iotense a.� 
it was, it wa� :1 11 0\ cr \'(:c art' onc big 
happy filmil) "/:.Iin (ao 'h" ri>k of 
sound ing palern.lll"'ti(:! . Like alJ 
fumUles. our rdJliom.hip� may even 
be a litrlc h<.:tttr :l" J n.::-.ult of [he 
crisis, 
And,lel me (I"' .. ure you. \.\ t: .1rt' Mill not 
anli·unjol1. I nt'll'r It;t \( �  Ixen ;II1U 
never will be l'naou\ mu:,t t'xisl and 
have an c.'�llli.tI Joh lO do, W'hiJ"" one 
might dis'l:rc� ,,"to J p�rticul"r 
Union 1'1 \'ic\\ poi nt ()nt� <.. ... mnot 
disJArCt· " ,,1, Ihe ,wed for Iheir 
e>o..btco<.t: 
Well Wh31 tht'fI du.l \H" IC:lrn from 
this? rht' IIr .. , Ic; .... on is .Ibollt 
nli�lt.-aUUlJ4 IllC ..... ll4t·'. 1 c'l 111(" give you 
an cxampk' r ilflit:r tIll" rear ''''c got 
some ul our pro<.hK't" h::,(cu with 
Tcsnl '"  tll<. hll!�t:�1 l r.. "'UplTl11drkC:l 
d,ain \l;e Ih<>u):111 th" w •• , a mal or 
coup. \Ve ,till tlunk ,n l ll)\\"t.···n.:r, (0 
gel our prtXhK! tu I"t.·,,(',)·, �ve have: to 
frt IAhl our prt)c.im I h.11I way round 
the \\ourld ;lI1d 11 1I"1l P,I\ 20o�1 dun 
" hen \\ c gt: l lln'u' 1 1(.,\\ do \\.t: do it' 

By bciOSl Jean, cost efficient and 
w.,dling our costs '-"I) carefully. 
One false >rep and wc blow it So 
Tesco s business might ap/Xar '0 be 
high I) profitable bUI It isnt so and 
can', h<.' Did T cumruunicHc lhi� 
prujlc rl) tu nur ",tdB? Prohahly not 
Did I hear thei r interpretation' 
Probabl) nol. Con,ider tillS fixed! 

5econdly. at lIubbdrd foods wc an: 
passionate about crc:Hing jobs. Lol.tt 
of them! A'i a re�ult. our manning ra.". are quite hIgh Wc employ <)0 
prople on our fac,o� IlOM alone -
similar Si7Cd cereal processing 
Companic"" hen" and O\-C'NC;b wuuhJ 
onlt cmpi<'t 25 to ,i0 people 11 •• t 
does not wurry me at all However, to 
achic'·" this, wc call lInly aDon! to 
pa)' mlu rales of pay. Of course. we 
could pa), highcr ra'e' of pay If wc 
dropped our manmng roue ... 
Hnwcvt:r. thal IS l onl rar)' 10 'what \\ t' 
arc trying \() adlicve I wU] fight VC!) 
vcry h,lrd for the ability to create �l' 
many job, as possible. PIC:lSC. Mr 
Union, don 't (tlrn me intO ju:;:t 
another lahour minimil)ing 
Comp;lJl) , 

Finally. I asked mv",u. had we really 
.,lipped h�ck\\'ard� in rht' wagt:: �trtt 
as " ,10; daimt..'d:l 1'\0 1<; the ansv.cr. 
Q\('( Ihe l:'�l six. \car!'o our incre.do.(,'� 
rut\.(" tx·t.�n 'ignltlGl mh more man 
the inflalton ratt: '

11lilt'<, !tun:I} 
gOing, tnn.\ Jr<J ... IHH h3( kwardo; 

�, in tht:: finJI ,1Iuh o;;j� did our 
",(u.'cb l'Oflll' off I 11;1fl� (hat lh(' 
;Ulswer 1\ ,� dttinit<.· no' It will (.Ike 
more than onl' .... ht-t1uh. ffil::'AUith.:d 
1 n;OI1 nflll i.11 to 'lnp 111(' rrom 
l:rt.·.1t1l1� .1" ni.Jny Jnh:-- .1" I ( oH) and 
makll1� J .. ()u.dh r(' .... pon�ibh.; 
<.."olltrihuhon t . )  '\c.. \\ /c.. .• I.IIlU 

GIVE ME OPTIMISM ANY DAY THANKS! 
You have p robabl) heard the old 
story about the thlfs!)' person who 
casts hi, cye over a partly filled glass 
of ""lIer. Well. the optimist io bim 
tells him how lucky he is that 
there's a half full gl.I" of water and 
the pessimi5t in him teUs him how 
uofortunate he is that the glass Is 
half empty! Optimists ah"ays lend 
to s"" themselves ., lucky -
pessimi.5ts tend 10 sce themselves as 
un lud.y. 

I am an unashameu optimtst! 
strongly believe in the old saying 
that optimists tend to make things 
h.1ppen whih1 pessimists tend to 
allow thinll' to happ"n. 
FurthemlOre. I belleve that both 
optimtsm wd pcssimiMn are self 
fueUing and become, ln themsdv"s, 
self fulfiJling prophecic,. A" I write 
this, scver.tl surveys have JUSt been 
released showing that New 
Zealandef' are currently peSSimistic 
about the fulure. Well, if people 
think that things will get worse, 
Ihen sure as thc ,un rises. the}' 
surely wiU! Howc\er. if peopl" 
believe: tbJl Ihu'l\' will get ben"r 
then 111(' l'lI}" .of "m,hlll<' from that 
optim istiC thought proces� will 
,urely have things get ben".. 'tou 
�'lO�. wc an: what wC think wc arc 

and wc become whal wc want 10 
become 

But it is not JLL'" how we pert:eive 
�xtcrnal l'vcnt' around lI' A recent 
Anl"rocan rc,un:h <tudy showeu 

quite clearly th'" optimists tend to 
significantly outlive pessimists. In 
fuct, the .aIDe survey sbowed that 
most people aged 0' '''' 100 rears 
"'"", in fact, incurable optimists. 

As a n.,tion, we .u-e nOt btg on 
optimism. Because we :tre a small 
country we often have an 
inf""iori!) cOO1pkx and that in 
itself makes us pcs�lmistic. I don't 
think lhat as 3 country �r e. are as 
optimistic as our trans-tasman 
cousins You've probably beard 
AustraJjan� refer to dlCmsclvt:s as 
the 'lucky coun'ry". 

However, don I forget Ihat 
optimism is both contagious and 
inf"ctiou,. Ui,· a dis<:a>e. It can 
spread quicldy e�p"clally when 
people ar" in clos<: contact , So If 
our tr:tns-ta<mJn neIghbour. have 
cornered the description the 'luci,. 
country" let's scc ourselves as the 
'verr lucky count!)" . W" ha"" 
pleD!)' to b .. ck thal claim up, Let's 
be continually Ihankful for l,ow far 
wc have come. not worri"d abour 
how far we ha,'e to go. .Ius I 
remember tha t  no-onc can ever go 
bllnu fmm looking .11 the bright 
.id" of life. Fonal", and 010r" 
personally. livlDg to 100 does h:ove "  
ccrt:tin appcal docSD t it? 

PS. I uon t thlll� a p�<imist coulu 
e\er dunh \It rook! 

1; Uf (. '. l-l� 
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TOMORROW'S CHILD 
Om: .)1 lht: nt"Vrl- wont-, \..,,\lmin� Into 

hU�IJ1(·"," .. p(. .... k i"t lht;: hlf.: -", \ .. on1 
�lI�l.lin.lhihty· What dt.x: ... it mt',m' '" 

it _1 1ll"V. f.ld wonJ or a hUlz wurd"i \Vdl .  

put qUilt' ,.,1tllply. it ' .. abuul runllUlg ;1 
hU"II1I..'" .aI()ll� IIH' lilll'� 1)1 "U"I,III1;lhl, 
hll_,in�s pr'lCtKt' :\111 tht wjo;.('r' 1.(.( " 
Irv a�in! If., about the runnil1}.!, of .1 

hu.,inr-..... in "'iuch J. wa�, Ih:n 11 dot.:'50 ndl 

do .Ul�· l1Jrm to either tht: ph) 'ltal 

t.'J1VlrOnnlf.:nl Of If) I lIt." .. ncL.&! 
environment And I t hink I1 s ddillllt'h 
101 a fau 

"'iu''tamabilil); it! hll"inc'li., i., rcalJ) ah,'UI 
lHurc·pro()(jn� ur pr(){(.·Clin� th, 

future- It.w Anuer·.,rm. who I.'> tilt: U"ud 
Exn:l1uH: of a hlg, ("'arp('l Cnmp.lm in 
tilt,: I f ;';  A . ..  ummeo it lip n.·(:l"rtll� ",hc:n 
lu, ... Iid Ihat ,u'tainahiht) i. ... ahollt [ht' 
m.lklll)! 01 d(:c.:i'ilun� loua\ In ' lU .. h ;1 

W�I' I h;ll Iht'� wml't hl1Hkr !Ih 
dl',,:hlOn, our cilildC't"1l will W.UH 1\ 
m.lke Inl11(JrrO\\ ' In 1"lu'r ".m.1-. Il ' 

lhnu( {he prott'(.·tion of " 'PIn')fn,.", , 
Child I Ilk,· llul dclinili<lI1' 
I think that '"tlU art· ):;!oing I " ,tol.! .I lqt 
nI-Ire .. Dour this Tht.:rt· i ... �l 1\'\' 

\\(r!d-\\Ilk l·\"iut:'IH.:l'" Ih.lt ,J I',l  " I  
flR ...... ·n( hu.""ws, pr.h IIl l.· ... Mt.' IL '.1 ) 
'W'W 111 <I hie I"n� t("nn 01 r 
t·'H l1l1nou·ntitl ... iJt' tIlt' U"', It IlIlIrt 
\\ " , Id ft.· .. {)Lln. .. '·�. I-!rn·lIh" lI.':.l g 
IIH)(hl,"[ltm (11" ournpln� (,f 1t.J.J'�lrd" u" 

; t:Yl.11 non·hJ/;tnJ(hl" \\ .hlt lu"'l l ;11' t 

;11\ 10 .11 " "  pn..""'t 1H  r.llt 1 1  , hn' 
� " ! ll'llItt! !  Ih.11 \\' l' '.t.\\ II� t, 1,  

cquh'akm uf three ·c:an.hs� to Innc 
I("rm 'lIpport our present population 
" llh th(: current rat('� of resourcc u-,e 
()t COUNt', wc" nnly hilVt: onc: t'::lnh w 
live.' on! 
l Io\.\ c,·t·r \U�Lllnilbtht� l!'t not I"" 
J.b0ut the phy.)k�J tJl\ imnmt'nt It i\ 
.li:-.() ahout [he :-'('K..'14ti en"lnmou:m 
Yt lU �t' btL ... incs., GU'l harm (Iw. <l\ 
wcll long-term unt'lllplo)"rnenl t ,In 
"I<.."'3.r )!,cncr;t[ion, 'Anli-sodul" hu ..... inl·.,' 
prd.cucc can ruin the \':llucs b.1.'><.' lit It 

:"IuL'ict\ HlI�lUl'!)\eS b3!tt'd o;olely on 
wn:d - tlu "i.,:,jrc tu "want mort". CArn 
mnrc h;l\-(' more �pcnd morc" ("0111 
pflldun� '\\I( it'"ties with th(.� ..,anll.' 

\' .. Iut'!'. ha.\C, 
But, tht..· good nc\\, ... is that the dl.:1I1l-tt 
1:'1 l'OIningl ","'ortdwitlc bU!tinc:.\!lc, "n .. · now ,<cing thilt the,- dt) hoWl' an 
ohli�lion to louk after tht' iutllft: .1" 
wdl as the: pn:�t.'nt SU"ItJlIl.lhk 
11U'trt<:" pr.t<.:li<..t.·s ;tn' nnV. hl"lng 
dc,rl<'pt:!J by .1 lIumbtT 01 OH'N'''' 
l ompank ... You'lI Wt· mort: uf tin" 
\fIll 11I,t ;l!) \-\.c .tl lIubhard Fond_, I.tl 

h,tH' trinl 1(} ,:,tuuul.t1t: iJ1!<:f\· ... 1 III 
SI)4,. ul r(."�pon�lbilit)". wc: will Jbo hl 
I rllng tll "umulal<.: intcrut I 
.. tl"ll.ltrl.lhk husiIH;:':\, Tht' tv-o .1ft 
hfll..t'd! \Ioll� "tlh ol hc;r l"ompJllk," In 

'kw 1.<.: .. I),mu v.'t· "ill oc there I kn. � 

r<Jmorr(l� '5 ChHd 
lid .. lIuhlurd 

I' rf Ii 
.. :J{ .... ,l' 

ITRUST ME - TRUST ME NOT' 
�C'<r3J weeks ago ) returned from a 
hllSlIlesS IrIp to Singapore and ) long 
Kong. A!. wc flew back 10 New 
Zealand ) paId p.rticul.r .tccnUon 10 
l h e  ( tl H O m S  a. n d  a g r i c u l t u l'e  
,kclAration os  ) had lots 01 food 
"lIllpk, (ycs, you gue",ed Il-brc"IJ" st 
"clcals!) Because of the recent 
publrClty .bQut fOOl .nd mouth 
dlsCJ!!.1,: I was more particular than ever 
.• mmt Ihc declaration form. 

A, we did QlIr bleaty eyed shum, 
lhmullh the very thorough agneulmrc 
checks J wos carefully quesuoned by 
the quarantine staff about the nature 
of my 'pureh •• es' Theu, the penny 
dropped wltb the agrICulture Slatr 
I l uhh",d and breaHa.t ccrcdl  
" Illplcs' "'That will be .1 1: said the 
hnght and breezy qu;\r:mune officer. 
"You're DIck Hubbard. wc tn"t you!" 

I hme v,ord. rang in my ears a\ I kft 
I he rustom, hall. It was a vcry Illce 
feehng to be trusled! But. as I thought 
ahout It. It orcurred to me that fh" 
rCA"'OIl It v.r.IS a nice feeling was dut the 
trl", hadn't JUSt bccn blindly dished 
OUl I liked to thmk Ihat II had been 
c.lrn,'d More 'mportlntly I reahsed 
111,11 II 1,",1 lh,' effect 01 111" kmg me 
l'xtr,:mely deu-rmincd to sce tlut tin'!. 
{rU!o.t would not be: he·trayed, ('Ither 
! l0\\. or III dl(; hmm.: 

Without be ing tOO 'hea,'Y' or 
plulosophiaJ at your breakfost tune, II 
dId occur to me thatwc often overlook 
the positive power of trust. Of C<lllT,e 
it has to be earned. it can'l be handed 
out blindly, But, so often. when It is 
eJmcd wc ,till ,!;"orc It. Till, h'Pf,cm 
nOI only between people. but also m 
Ihe business world. Perhap' this 
e'-plains the ever-incrcasmg demand 
for lawyers . 

Often we don't acknowledge Irmt 
when it IS due :lnd then wc wonder 
why people dOll't trust d,ernsclves. In 
other words a lack of expressed trust 
when trust is due call be self-fultillm� 
.md have a neg:ativ� dTecl on onc!s 
behaVIour. f lo�cr on Ihe "'hcr 
hand the rccClvmg of trml call be 
mll[)Vating and have a PO"tlVC clTeet 
on behaviour. Make sense? 

horn die letters I receIve rrom you I 
fed a sen;e or" Irust III our ('..omp.ll1Y 
You don't  always agree with 
everything that w e  do b U l  tha l I,  a 
sepaute Issue. SlItIiee ro say that Wt' al 
I lubbdrd f"vd. acknowlcd!-,,: YOllT 
tTU,1 In us and rc" '>"l,red wc w,lI do 
llllr utmOSt to respect It. \Vc like the 
feehng. Thank you [or g"mg it 11l 1l,1 

i .J  J.it. 
I)" k I luhhard 
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ADVERTISING 
Many years ago. (Clipboard No. 22 - remember it?) I mentioned that I was often asked 
when Hubbard's would be advertising on TV. "just like the other cereal companies do!" 
The rep!>' was then. and it  still is. twofold. First!>'. we still are 'not just another ccreal 
company!' Secondly. and more Importantly. when we advertise I believe we are real!>, 
spendingyour money as ulUmately all costs in a business have to be recovered in our selling 
prices to you. our customer. We therefore have a 'moral' duty to spend "your money 
wisely" . 
Many people Interpreted this stance of ours as being anU-advertislng. HOII'cver. we are not 
anU-advertising. You will see us advertise In a number of ways and like any company I 
believe it is legitimate to persuade you to buy our products. 

The key word here is 'persuade" and how far should this persuasion go? I have thought 
about thisa lot and have drawn up the following set of rules or charter for ourselves. 
These arc as follows -

* Our advertising will be aimed to inform and not to create unrealistic or irrelevant 
images. 

* Our advertising will not play on anyone's conscience. fear. weakness or worries. 
* We will not advertise direct!>' to children and wc will not Invoke 'pester-power'. 
* Our advertising will not use "continual repetition'. or 'Irritation" as a techniQue. 
* Our advertising will not promote the concept of'instant gr.tiOeatlon" or "instant fix". 
* Our advertising will not denigrate our opposition and wc will not undertake 

"comparative advertising' as seen in the U.S.A. and now in Australia. 
* Our advertising will respect your values and we recognise that they could be different 

toours. 
* We will spend your money wise!>' and responsibly. 

All of these are simple and perhaps self evident. Singularly they do V'dry in importance. 
However. together.lhey are our charter. our rules and our commitment to you. Ultimate!>'. 
our advertising will be aimed to tCII]oU of the option to buy our products. On that note. I 
rest my casei 

Dick Hubbard 

Recently, and WIthout wanting to appear too melodramatic, we experienced 
what I believe IS one of the mast historic occasions in the history of Hubbard 
Foods. This wa, the occasion of the compiling and publishing of our first Triple 
Bottom lme or "TB[' report. You may have seen our summary of thtS report in 
the newspaper and, as per what we put in the newspapers, we have been 
encouragmg as nldny people as possible to look at our full report on our webs!!e 
(www.hubbards.co.nzl 
A lot of people have been talking about triple bottom lines recently! The Prime 

Minister knows about this concept; politicians from all political parties know 
about it; business people know about il; and there has been an increasing 
number of general articles wntten about it. I've talked aboul it up and down the 
countrvl It's an excIting idea and, to use that well-known phrase, it's an idea 
whose 'time has come. What exactly is It? Well, to put it simply, the "bottom line" 
in business has always been another word for profit and. in business, we have all 
been taught thal the bigger the bottom line the bigger the success of the 
company. The Tnple Bottom Line approach 10 business merely says that instead 
of just one bottom line to measure, there should in fact be three. Which are the 
other two? Well. they are the "social" bottom line and the "environmental" 
bottom line There are other names for these three bottom lines. One 
description is Ihat of the "three legged stool" . Remove one leg and the stool 
can't tand properly. Another description is the three P's of " People, Planet and 
Profits" I l ike that one and I like the deliberate order of the three P's. 

OK, is all of thIS just "fuay wuzzy· talk or is it for real' Is it just another passing fad 
or will It stick for,'we Well. firstly, it is for real and. secondly, J believe that this 
concept is in for the long hauL There is some exceUent international research to 
back this up To giw this little " snowball" a nudge we have gone out, found out 
how to measure our li'lple Bottom Line and have produced our first TBl report. 
It's nOI perfect. cw Ihmgs seldom are. Bul l think it's one of the best investments 
we have ever made in our Company. And. yes, it is exciting too. 

l .J .lJL! 
Dick HlIbb",d 



Hublwd food> Ltd" Box 24·)95 Ro.vaJ Oa,- Aucl<land, New Zealand 

I'm feeling incredibly optimistic at the moment for reasons that are a little hard 
to define However. I'm getting the distmct feeling that New Zealand's time In 
the sun is about to come. I've got a feeling that the rest of the world is about to 
"discover"' New Zealand and that as a country we are poised to go places 

On� of th� privileges that I've had recen tly is to travel the length and breadth of 
New Zealand giving talks m ISolated towns, regional towns, small cities and big 
cities. I feel a bit like a politician In that I've been fortunate to have the 
opportunity, particularly over the last 6 months. to put my finger on the pulse of 
the nation. I like what I see and feel!  It seems to me that at the moment there is 
a groundswell of things happening in New Zealand, hugely good and 
beneficial things, things that I th ink will command considerable attention off· 
shore. There's a real energy commg through at the moment that I haven't 

detected before . It's not directly l inked to pohtics, it's not linked to economics, 
rather it's d feeling that, as a nation, we are taking a lot more responsibility for 
our own destinies. Ifs almost as if we, as a country, have taken a good hard 
look at ourselves. have decided we didn't like what we've seen and now, most 
Importantly, have decided to do something about it Our creative JUices d' a 
nation seem to be really flowing. We are like the donkey in the half filled well 
that features in the story on page 3. 

Yes. of course we have problems. Who dnd which country doesn't? Blit I feel 
th,,! al the moment we in New Zealand are currently solving the problems at a 
faster ,<'te than we are creating rhem We aTe on a rol l  And like the proverbial 
,nowball we are gaining momentum 

Will It all last? Yes, I bel ieve so. And Im going to do my best to ensure that it 

does. We are rolling now as a country anti once the momentum gets up we'll be 
unstoppablel On a world Wide basi, I think It " now time to say '·go. little K,,,i 

�jvl 

.1" , l lubbald 

Jl � 
Hubbard food> Lld .. Bm 24·39S, � Oak. Allckland. Now Zealand, 

" (� 
I am a passiom.te befie"er in the need for a/N."ture. AIf of us ha"e a "esire for 

ad"enture, in f"ct, more than that, all of us h,,"e a need for "d""tIlllre. Ad"e"tllr" 
nurtures our wuf, it inspires us, it moti"ates liS, it teaclres us about oursef"es and it 
Irelps us to d"",,lop as fruma" bei"".. Most of /IS "'ilf prob"blv e".ilII "t}re" utitfr 
this. 

There is one problem with ad"enlllrt, llOwe".r. It comes with a t"illl/ calfed 
"ri.Ie". With zero rislr there c"nllot be true ad"enture and /I/Ie of ti,e probfellls ute 
nout fau is tlrllt liS ute become an almost obsessill"l" rislr alferse socieUj, ute run the 
r;,rc o( sti(ling. ad"enture and therefore stiflinlJ ourselllu. 

WhIt, ",e so o(ten don't realis. is that there are di(ferent tvpes 01 rlslr. So often 
we lump alf tllP" of rish tOlJetlrer nnd ute don't understand the distinction. But 
con"ider tlris. 

First tlrer. is re"sonabl. risl< liS opposed to unreasonable risk. Yes, risk should 
al"'ITlJs be minimised ID moqe it f,om the un,eason"bf. to tlr. re"sunable catttJorlJ. 
But th. minimisation o( risk Is totalllJ. di((erellt 'rum the ,limination o( risk. Hou/ 
often 'I/eeunfuse the tu/of 

Thett ffrere is tlte di{(.r.nce bet"'een perceille" risk "nd actual risk. It's "ISI' 
important u/e untkrstand tltis di(ference. Peruilled risk is Ulkllt tlte mind tells us 
and so often DU' mind letl us dOUln. For instllnce, ima,.ine ahseilinlJ do",n " clil(. 
The peruill.d risle is hill" but in aCl'ual fact !Iou are safer than drMnt) on IIn 
Allckland mofo,w"V. BunlJ'I jumpint} is another classic /!,ramp le. 

Th. perceill.d risle uf settint) up Hubbllrd Foods utas fri"h. ''V�u must be mad 
taftin" on the 6ilJ bOlJs'� peopl. said. Tn. actual risk ut"s mantJ times lower, The 
establishment o( Hubhard Foods Was an ad"entu,e and continues to be so. 

Just RS ",e need (Jre"t staresmen and "'omen an" t}reat sports people to inspire 
us, so IIlso do We need Ijrut ad"enturers. Si, Peter 81ake lIIas (irst "nd (ore most an 
adl/enturer, rhroullh Fris "d"en/ures he trul" inspired us. It is therefore entirelu 
appropriate that the I{uotable I{uote at the end of this Clipboard Newsletter sltould 
be nOlle other thlln the (inal "'o,,/s o( Sir Peter, Th"nl< 'Iou, Sir Peter, for reln(oreilltJ 
the need (u, ad"e"ture and {or teacMnlJ us about risk. V�u "'eren't killed because 
of VD"r lo"e o{ adllenture or exposure to risft, 1J0u "'er, killed in spite of tfrem. 

Diel, Hubbard 

{ .,r jJlJ 
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CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 

Introduction 

I would like to begin this talk on the theme of corporate social responsibility 

by asking a question. Why is there more interest in, and debate about, the 

social responsibility of business than about the social responsibility of other 

institutions? It is, of course, perfectly legitimate to raise the issue of the 

social responsibility of business. But we hear rather less about the social 

responsibility of, say, the churches, the media, trade unions, the professions, 

universities, or even the government. This point is worth making, I think, 

b ecause it tells us something about current attitudes, at least in New 

Zealand, towards business and other social institutions. But when people 
collectively organise themselves in business organisations of one kind or 

another, do those impersonal legal entities really acquire social 

responsibilities which differ from those of other collective entities? 

Everyone here will know that the New Zealand Business Roundtable 

supports the system of private enterprise in a market economy. We argue 

that the activities of private business are socially beneficial so long as they 

are conducted under the rule of law and within a framework of open 

competition.. When subjected to those disciplines, business by and large 

promotes its interests in a way that promotes the interests of the whole 

community, and, moreover, promotes the community ' interest more 

efficiently and reliably than any other economic arrangement. 

I believe that this argument is now accepted pretty well everywhere. The big 

story of the last 10  years has been the collapse of socialist economies, the 

b asic alternative to market economies. It has now been demonstrated 

conclusively that central planning does not work, and that prosperity 

depends on a private sector in which business people are free to back their 

own commercial judgments but are also expected to bear the consequences 

of their mistakes. Only in this way can an economy be guided towards 

producing goods and services that the public actually wants to consume. As 

well, only such an economy can be relied on to produce the resources that 

governments must have if they are to provide services like defence, law and 

order, education, health care and social welfare. 
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And yet, although the indispensability of free enterprise has been accepted, 

its moral foundations remain under a cloud. As the Catholic theologian 

Michael Novak has remarked: 

. . .  religious leaders speak inadequately about business - more so than 
about almost anything else they preach . on. . .. Some of them, of 
course, have been misled by the kind of leftist sentiments uttered by 
the great Harvard theologian, Paul Tillich, who wrote, long before the 
collapse of socialism in 1989: "Any serious Christian must be a 
socialist. "1 

Many people are uneasy about the profit motive, suspecting that profits 

emerge only from exploitation. They fear that free enterprise encourages 

greed and selfishness. They are reluctant to accept the logic of Adam 

Smith's famous metaphor of the invisible hand, which holds that business 

people promote the general interest more effectively by pursuing their own 

interests than by directly trying to 'do good' .  People are offended by the idea 

that behaviour which may be morally neutral can have good consequences. 

Conversely, it's assumed that the people who work for non-business 

institutions are motivated by concern for the general interest - by the 'non

profit' motive, we could say - and that their activities must therefore 

deserve greater esteem. 

I suggest that this is why we hear little about the social responsibilities of the 

churches, charities, and so on. Business, in contrast, is assumed to have a 

problem about its social responsibilities because it is driven by motives that 

militate against concern for the common good. So it is sometimes argued 

that if business is to be allowed to get on with the production of wealth, it 

must be made, by a combination of law and public pressure, to discharge 

responsibilities that are additional to the maximisation of profit. 

I would like to challenge this set of assumptions, in two ways. First, moral 

doubts about the profit motive have been around for a long time, at least 

since socialists and conservatives began opposing capitalism in the 

nineteenth century. But the thinkers who first started to analyse the 

workings of what we call today a free and open society argued that 

commerce was a civilising force. Their arguments are worth recalling and 

considering. 

1 Novak, Michael, Business as a Calling: Work and the Examined Life, The Free Press, 
New York, 1996, p.5. 
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The eighteenth-century French philosopher Montesquieu noted that the 

spread of commerce into Northern Europe had moderated the warlike 

tendencies of the inhabitants by bringing to them a peaceful alternative 

form of self-enrichment. The thinkers of the Scottish Enlightenment in the 

late eighteenth century built on Montesquieu's work. David Hume showed 

how sustained interaction between strangers eventually produced the 

conventions of morality, like stability of possession and the obligation to 

keep promises, from which we are all the beneficiaries. Adam Smith's 

exploration of what he called 'the system of natural liberty' showed that free 

trade would promote world harmony by engaging everyone in a system of 

peaceful exchange anGudivision of labour. So far from competition being 

immoral, it was the efforts of business people to reduce competition by 
cartels and state protection that did public harm. And as the sociologist Max 

Weber wrote in The Protestan t  Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism, the 

assertion that capitalism promotes greed belongs in the kindergarten of 

sociological opinions. 

The second way I would like to challenge modern attitudes towards business 

is by questioning whether other institutions that are officially driven by the 
non-profit motive should be let off so lightly .

. 
Whereas business by and 

large does get on with doing business, non-business institutions nowadays 
often engage in activities that are not central to their official functions, and, 

conversely, often neglect the tasks that they officially exist to serve. Some 

representatives of the churches, especially the established ones, seem to 

have lost interest in helping to save souls; indeed, they sometimes seem to 

have lost their own faith, and can be quite contemptuous of the old

fashioned morality that it used to be their job to sustain. In extreme cases 

their members have even defended forms of dishonesty such as theft. 

Instead, they devote themselves to 'progressive' social causes and promote a 

sort of generalised compassion for the disadvantaged, even though many 

people share that compassion without needing a religious basis for doing so. 

For their part, charities sometimes devote resources donated by their 

supporters to lobbying governments to spend more on social welfare and 

foreign aid, even though their donors have by their actions indicated 

support for voluntary rather than compulsory transfers. Some within the 

universities seem more preoccupied with issues like 'gender balance' and 

'diversity,' and exposing and punishing sexual harassment and smoking, 
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than with teaching and research. I would add that governments have often 

lost sight of their proper functions and allowed themselves to be dragged by 

special interests and public pressure into activities that should be left to 

citizens' private initiative. This is, I believe, a major factor behind the low 

esteem in which politicians are often held. Politicians take on tasks that 

they cannot properly perform, but in so doing they leave less space and 

fewer resources for groups within civil society - in both the for-profit and 

non-profit sectors - that could carry them out much more effectively. 

These general points lead me to a preliminary answer to the question of the 

social responsibility of business. We get there by way of answering the 

question of the social responsibility of any -lawful institution, which is that it 

should perform its proper function to the best of its ability. As commerce . 

students, you will recognise here the principle of comparative advantage: 

that the general welfare is most reliably promoted when countries and firms 

do only what they do best. If they stray from that rule, not only do they 

produce less of what they should be producing, but they consume resources 

that could be used more productively by other institutions or firms. In 

some broad sense, all institutions are entrusted by the community with 

their special functions. It follows that 'the business of b usiness is business'. 

Using scarce economic resources efficiently, providing the enormous range 

of goods and services needed by consum
.
ers in a modern economy, and 

being enterpriSing and innovative in the search for ever-better ways of 

meeting people's needs is the immensely important vocation of business. 

As Pope John Paul II has put it, "When a firm makes a profit this means 

that productive factors have been properly employed and corresponding 

human needs have been duly satisfied." Yet it is precisely this idea that is 

questioned by those who think that business is failing to discharge its social 

responsibilities. 

In what follows, I want to defend the following claims. 

First, Milton Friedman was right when he said, in a famous article 

p ublished in 1970 in the New York Times Magazine, that "the social 

responsibility of business is to increase its profits", subject to the constraint 

of "conforming to the basic rules of the society, both those embodied in law 

and those embodied in ethical custom." I believe that Friedman's answer is 

the correct one, so long as 'profit' is interpreted in a suitably general way. If 

you think earning a profit is a morally neutral rather than a morally good 
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way to acquit a responsibility, would you hold that deliberately making 

losses is ethical - particularly if it's with someone else's money? 

Second, businesses that are devoted to the pursuit of profit will o ften 

become engaged in social activities that are conventionally described as the 

'social responsibilities' of business, such as training for the young, schemes 

to preserve the environment, promotion of good causes related to the 

communities that businesses become associated with, and philanthropic 

donations to charities and the arts. Such activities are not typically 'social 

responsibilities', but remain discretionary activities for which managers 

should be held responsible only to the shareholders who employ them. The 

more competitive the-environment in which a business operates, the less 

scope it has to indulge in social actIvities that are not strictly instrumental in 

enhancing its profitability or implicitly supported by shareholders willing to 

accept lower returns on their investments. 

Third, such social . responsibilities as do exist attach to us all as private 

individuals, not as members of business corporations or other institutions. 

Business firms are merely a vehicle for pursuing a vital activity: the 

production and distribution of goods and services of value to consumers. A 

company is as impersonal a vehicle as a motor car. It is surely only those 

who put the vehicle to use, i.e. the owners in their individual or collective 

cap acity, who can bear any responsibility for their actions, not the 

institution. To question whether business has any social responsibility 

beyond that of maximising returns to its owners is not to doubt whether 

. a dditional social responsibilities exist. Rather, it allocates those 

responsibilities where they belong. I believe that recent changes in the way 

business is conducted are tending to clarify this point and serving to push 

the burden of social responsibility back towards individuals. 

The Social Responsibility of Business Is to Increase its Profits 

Friedman's claim is a way of making business stick to its knitting, so that it 

concentrates on its function of generating wealth. Friedman himself 

doesn't quite argue that way, although what he does say is consistent with 

that point. Rather, Friedman stresses the nature of the relationship between 

shareholders and management, which is that of principal and agent. 

Managers act on behalf of shareholders, the value of whose investments 

they have a fiduciary duty to m aximise . If they are burdened with 
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additional 'social' responsibilities, they may be deflected from this 

obligation. 

Friedman's caveat that business must act within a framework of law and 

"ethical custom" may cover some so-called social responsibilities .  

Businesses may be legally obliged to hire a number of disabled persons, to 

install affirmative action programmes, to enforce · no-smoking or anti

harassment rules in the workplace, to observe occupational health and 

safety regulations, or to provide severance p ay for employees made 

redundant. Such regulations may be criticised or defended on various 

grounds. So might some of the "ethical customs" that Friedman mentions 

but does not exp and-1lp on. But insofar .as all domestic firms in the same 

industry are subject to such legal or ethical obligations, none is placed at a 

competitive disadvantage with respect to the others (though they might all 

be placed at a disadvantage relative to other industries or their international 

competitors) . The debate is therefore about social activities that remain 

discretionary. 

Friedman's answer does not provide any guidance on how a firm should go 

about measuring its profits. That makes sense, because it is up to 

shareholders to decide how to evaluate the activities of m anagement. 

Modern business is sometimes criticised for 'short-termism', a search for 

quick profits that allegedly does less general good than investments whose 

returns are slow to mature. Not only is that claim dubious, but it remains 

the prerogative of shareholders to decide the term over which they want to 

see their returns maximised. A firm whose shareholders are looking for 

long-term secure returns could well allow its managers wide discretion to 

engage in social activities that they judge will add value to the firm. 

Contrary to the popular view, maximisation of shareholder wealth is 

normally a long-run enterprise, and expected wealth creation by a firm is 

recognised in present-day share values. But it is wealth maximisation that 

legitimises value-adding social activities, not the putative extraneous 

benefits that they generate. 

' Profit' may even be defined in terms of social activity. Some firms are 

actually set up with social activities in mind. One example is the Body 

Shop, which aims to be an environmentally sustainable business. As well 

as advertising its products or retail outlets, it sponsors causes such as the 

campaign a gainst battery hen farming. Another example is 'ethical '  
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investment funds, which avoid investing in certain areas of business like 

arms manufacture or what are believed to be environmentally harmful 

activities, or in countries whose governments pursue immoral policies. In 
such cases, social or ethical activities are not traded off against profits, nor 

are they investments in future profit; rather, they constitute part of the ' .  

actual profit of the business. The management is responsible to the 

shareholders for ensuring that the charters of such businesses are complied 

with. Friedman's answer to the question of the social responsibility of 

business can thus be interpreted broadly to mean that managers are 

responsible for carrying out the aims of the shareholders. Obviously a sole 

owner-manager can more easily use a company to pursue multiple 

objectives than a company with many · owners because of their likely 

differences of opinion about the trade-offs between objectives. 

Stakeholder Theory 

The soundness of Friedman's argument is thrown into sharp relief when ' 

contrasted with its polar opposite: stakeholder theory. This is not really a 

new idea but it has recently been revived by Tony Blair, the leader of 

Britain's Labour Party, and writers of the ' communitarian' school of 

thought. 

Applied to business, stakeholder theory teaches that corporations are 

communities of diverse constituencies, each of which has a stake in the 

corporation and therefore a legitimate voice in its governance and destiny. 

The shareholders form just one constituency among several: hence the 

preference for the term 'stakeholder' . Other constituencies include the 

corporation's employees, customers, suppliers, and even the localities in 

which the corporation operates. Some advocates of stakeholder theory 

argue that the corporation acquires such obligations from an implicit 

contract between the corporation and the wider society: in return for 

various legal privileges such as limited liability, the corporation must accept 

accountability to society at large. The policy implications of this approach 

are clear: corporate boards must represent not only the shareholders, but 

also the employees and the consumers. 

To my mind, stakeholder theory suffers from a range of problems. The 

most serious is the one of making shareholders bear the cost of other so

called stakeholders' decisions . For that is what would happen: non-
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shareholder representatives on boards would in effect b e  able to exercise 

power over corporate decisions without having to bear the cost of any 

mistakes. In such cases, the shareholders would be the exploited, not the 

exploiters. It's worth observing that jn Germany, where employee 

representation on the boards of large corporations is m andatory, and in 

Japan, where large corporations have traditionally offered lifetime 

employment, sharemarkets are relatively undeveloped and much 

investment has been funded by b ank loans, although these patterns appear 

to be breaking down. 

A second problem with stakeholder theory is that it offers no principled 

solution to the inevitable conflicts between , those who have contributed the 

capital that enables the firm to operate and other stakeholders. It's easy to 

imagine instances in which shareholders' interests would conflict with 

those of employees: for example, a firm that needs to maintain its value 

may have to close some operations and make staff redundant. Again, 

shareholders may run into disputes with consumer representatives if the 

latter want to keep raising the quality of the firm's products beyond a viable 

level. And in cases where a particular locality is heavily dependent on a 

single firm for employment, pressure may be applied to prevent the firm 

from closing. This is not to say that agreement among these constituencies 

is impossible to reach. The point is that the decisions are likely to reflect 
. ' .  . 

political rather than economic pressures and priorities, thus risking a 

reduction in the profitability of the firm and the benefits it bestows on the 

nation as a whole. 

Conflict could even occur between the different stakeholder roles of the 

same individuals. For example, pension and superannuation funds are 

emerging as major shareholders of corporations, with the ability and the 

incentives to monitor closely the activities of their managements and 

boards. Such funds are responsible to a great number of working people 

who have invested their savings with them and thereby become indirect 

shareholders of a wide range of corporations. So a conflict between 

shareholders and employees could result in many people having a stake in 

both sides. Such a conflict was very evident in Yugoslavia, which, before it 

d isintegrated, conducted a famous experiment in workers' control of 

industry. The experiment was a failure because the workers tended to vote 

themselves wage increases at the expense of profits and future investment, 
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thereby eventually impoverishing their industries . As employees they 

undermined their own interests as shareholders. 

In New Zealand we have also had plenty of experience of conflict between 

stakeholder constituencies in the case of state sector enterprises before they 

were corporatised in the 1980s. These enterprises became political footballs, 

expected to perform a range of mutually incompatible goals: soaking up 

unemployment; providing subsidised training; yielding a return on 

taxpayers' investments; and delivering services at artificially low prices to 

favoured groups of consumers. The result was that  state enterprises 

performed none of these goals satisfactorily and most simply added to the 

nation's debt. Since then, state enterprises have been reformed along lines 

that Friedman would approve of: they have been made to concentrate on 

profitability, and in some cases have been privatised, while their social 

activities involving non-shareholder constituencies have either been hived 

off or financed transparently through special budgetary arrangements. I 

suggest we are the better off for it. Interestingly, once subjected to rigorous 

scrutiny, the justifiable non-�ommercial or 'social' activities of these 

enterprises have turned out to be few and far between. 

My final objection to stakeholder theory is that, once corporate responsibility 

is extended beyon� shareholders, there is no good reason to limit it to 

identifiable groups of stakeholders. It's true that employees, consumers and 

localities may be intimately affected by the corporate decisions of 

shareholders. But the general public is affected as well, often in ways that 

impinge powerfully on particular individuals even though we cannot 

identify them. For example, a corporation may be prevailed upon to keep 
open an unprofitable operation in a remote locality that depends heavily on 

it. But if that results in less investment elsewhere, as it probably would, 

then unknown individuals are deprived of employment. It seems to me 

that such unknown and unemployed individuals are as much entitled to be 

called ' stakeholders' of that corporation as are its employees. But, being 

unidentifiable and unorganised, they have no way of bringing their interests 

to bear on the corporation's decision. 

In fact, the logical conclusion of stakeholder theory is socialism: the 

collective ownership and central planning of all enterprise so that the entire 

community's stake can be recognised and safeguarded. The trouble is, of 
course, that collective ownership and central planning don't work. Milton 
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Friedman's approach, on the other hand, does work, by and large. If 

business remains focused on profitability, and if public policy enforces the 

rule of law and promotes a competitive environment, the general benefit 

that business confers on the community is maximised. If we are concerned 

about particular groups of individuals who may be harmed by corporate 

decisions, we have the option of taking collective responsibility for them by 

assisting them through private forms of voluntary welfare or the state 

welfare system. 

The Social Activities of Business 

As I've already mentioned, many corporations become involved in social 

activities. We are all familiar with the logos that appear on brochures, 

advertising corporate support for artistic or environmental or similar 
endeavours. Some corporations make donations to private sector public 

policy research institutes. Corporations may provide benefits and facilities 

for their employees that go beyond normal remuneration. Long-established 

customers may receive special treatment from corporations that is not 

generally available to new customers. And so on. 

It is hardly a secret that corporations generally engage in such social activity 

in order to promote their images, their · reputations, and so their 

profitability. But, according to an · item in a consumer magazine on 

environmental sponsorships, managers sometimes cite additional reasons: 

As Mainland's general manager of marketing Alan McConnon, 
told us, the company is involved with the hoiho "primarily . . . 
for commercial reasons. We seek to add to the wealth of our 
shareholders by selling more product". . . .  But McConnon adds 
that there are other reasons, also strongly held, for taking up 
green issues. He s ays Mainland also wanted to "give something 
back to the community at large".  Other companies expressed 
similar views.2 

One wonders about these "other reasons" .  Do managers think that their 

corporations are obliged to "give something back to the community" in 

addition to their product? If they do so think, is there not a danger that they 

could d o so sometimes a t  the expense of the corporation and its 

shareholders? Would it not be better to avoid the charge of insincerity and 

2 Consumer 349, June 1996. 
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hypocrisy by insisting that social activities are designed solely to promote the 

corporation's image, reputation and shareholder value? 

A body of academic literature has arisen around this subject. Some of it 

supports corporate social activity, viewing it not as an expense of business 

but as a form of investment in the long-term value of corporations. The 

following statement is reasonably representative of this approach: 

There is nothing in company law to prevent directors having 
regard to other interests if they judge reasonably and in good faith 
that to do so is conducive to the health of the compiUly. Indeed, 
for directors not to give appropriate weight to all the company's 
key relation�.b_ips may well be a : breach of their fiduciary duty. 
That duty is to arrive at a balanced judgment about maximising 
the company's value on a sustainable basis, and not necessarily to 
take a short-term view of maximising returns for current 
shareholders.3 

Certainly it is the duty of management to "give appropriate weight to all the 

company's key relationships " .  But  the contrast drawn between 

"maximising the company's value on a sustainable basis" and "a short-term 

view of maximising returns for current shareholders" is basically muddled. 

If a company is behaving in a manner that is maximising shareholder 

value, and is ensuring that capital markets are informed of its strategy so 

that investors can make informed judgments, then the postulated trade-off 

is non-existent. The present value of the company, as indicated by its share 

price, will reflect all expected future cash flows given the risks associated 

with them. The interests of present and future shareholders are equally 

well served. 

Decisions about social activity, like other corporate decisions, can be expected 

to be benign if two conditions are met: the shareholders are able to exert an 

appropriate level of discipline over management, and the corporation 
operates lawfully in a competitive environment. But neither condition can 

be taken for granted. Managers may be able to capture a corporation to some 

extent if they are insufficiently exposed to the possibility of takeover, or if 

shareholders have difficulty exercising their rights; and businesses may 

enjoy a certain amount of monopoly power if they are state-owned or 

3 Royal Society for the Arts, Manufactures and Commerce, Tomorrow's Company: The 
Role of Business in a Changing World, London Royal Society for the Arts, 
Manufactures and Commerce, 1995. 
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benefit from regulations that reduce domestic or  international competition. 

These defects create opportunities for management to indulge in social 

activities that may not really promote the corporation's profitability, or do 

so less reliably than strictly commercial activity would. 

To summarise this point: well-governed corporations should be free to 

decide whether, and how much, and in what forms, to invest in social 

activity. It may well make sense for them to fund activities which are 

outside their business but which add to its long-term value. Managers are 

responsible solely to shareholders for such decisions, as they are for purely 

commercial decisions. Any dilution of that discipline is likely to lead to an 

inefficient expansion.....of social activity, " serving the private agenda of 

management itself or of constituencies of so-called 'stakeholdets' ,  and 

reducing the benefits that profitable economic activity brings to the nation as 

a whole. Current pro-competitive trends in public policy and in business 

practice are probably increasing the focus on strictly commercial activity. 

Only Individuals Have Social Responsibilities 

The last of the three claims I want to defend is that social responsibilities 

belong to us as individuals, not as members of corporations or any other 

types of organisation. 

I believe that we do have a duty to care for amenities such as the 

environment and endangered species, to make voluntary efforts to alleviate 

poverty and other social problems, and to support worthy projects from 

which we could all benefit at no personal cost if we so chose, such as artistic 

endeavour. We could argue about the nature of such responsibilities. Are 

they strict moral obligations, or are they general duties that we may observe 

in our own ways? This is not the occasion on which to address such issues. 

My -point is rather that those who argue that corporations have social 

responsibilities beyond enhancing shareholder value are mistaken, not 

about those responsibilities themselves, but about who has them. 

Rather than directly making this case, let me do so indirectly by outlining 
two different arguments. First, the artificial nature of the corporation is 

becoming increasingly exposed by current changes in business structures. 

These changes are tending to push the burden of social responsibility away 

from corporations and on to individuals. Second, the belief that 
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corporations have social responsibilities reflects certain modern attitudes to 

moral responsibility that are misplaced at best and hypocritical at worst. 

It's worth looking more closely at the basis of the corporation, the existence 

of which we have so far been taking for granted. A theory of the firm 

associated with the economist Ronald Coase holds that firms exist because of 

the high transactions costs of negotiating contracts. In an ideal competitive 

economy, all goods and services would b e  delivered by contractual 

agreements between producers and consumers, with the terms and 

conditions of such agreements being renegotiated from moment to moment 

to reflect changing conditions of supply and demand. In practice, the costs of 

continuous contracting_-<which economists call 'transactions costs') c an be 

high, and it is in order to economise on these that individuals come 

together in long-term arrangements and form firms. The law recognises 

such entities under various legal forms; the corporation is one such form, 

whose shareholders enjoy limited liability� 

In the 1990s, however, we are witnessing what may be the beginning of the 

unravelling of the rationale of the corporation. Technological and other 

changes are transforming many economic relationships that used to be 

internal to the firm into fully open and contractual relationships.  

Corporations are focusing increasingly on their core activities and buying in 

inputs that they once produced themselves. ' Outsourcing, franchising and 

contracting out are increasingly common in both the public and the private 

sectors. As well, contracts are replacing traditional employer-employee 

relationships, which are based on the concept of a master-servant 

relationship in which employers exercise a ' right of control' over 

employees. New Zealand has, of course, enacted a contract-based 

employment system, although our courts still hark back to master-servant 

ideas. But similar changes are occurring in other Western countries, 

spurred on by the corporate downsizing that has led many former 

employees to set themselves up as micro-businesses. Such changes are 

undermining implicit and ultimately unsustainable contracts, such as those 

that b ind suppliers and employees to corporations in a relationship of 

loyalty, and forcing their terms into open and negotiable conditions. One 

commentator has described the process thus: 

The challenge is to think of each individual as a business, with 
assets, skills, and, above all, the freedom to negotiate an infinite 
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variety of contracts with other businesses .  Such one-person 
businesses need be loyal only to their own professionalism and 
reputation . . .  Technological, legal and organisational changes are 
at last bringing down the high transaction costs that have in the 
past propped up socialistic command-and-control mechanisms in 
the workplace in place of market ones.4 

The more work relationships are based on contracts, the less substance 

remains of the corporation and the more obviously artificial it becomes; and 

any putative 'responsibilities' beyond those associated with its core function 

have to be either incorporated into explicit contracts or simply dropped and 

left to individual initiative. The whole idea of ' corporate social 

responsibility' is really.. as much a reflection of the feudal, pre-contractual 

origin of the corporation as is the master-servant employment relationship 

with its implicit exchange of loyalty and paternalism. 

This brings me - and this is my final point - to the second argument that 

indirectly supports individual, as opposed to corporate, social responsibility. 

This is the tendency in modern moral debate to assume that individuals are 

not responsible for their own actions because their behaviour is decisively 

influenced by forces beyond their control. These forces are usually described 

as social or psychological; more recently they have also been seen as genetic. 

In practice, we don't really believe this becau�e, when things go wrong, we 

are all .too ready to blame people who presumably are not influenced by 

forces beyond their control: if not white male Anglo-Saxons, then certainly 

'society', the 'government' and, of course, 'big business'.  The demand that 

corporations discharge multifarious 'social responsibilities' is, I suggest, a 

way of avoiding our individual responsibilities. More than that, it makes 

possible that most modern form of hypocrisy: to appear caring and 

compassionate while avoiding the cost. In the end, accepting our individual 

responsibilities to society is a mark of honesty and maturity. 

4 Phillips, Ken, 'Beyond Loyalty: Alternatives to Employment', Agenda, Volume 3, 
Number 3, 1996, pages 393-396. 
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BUSINESS AS A VOCATION 

A common demand is for businesses or their owners to 'give something back' to the 

community in which they operate. Youth Affairs minister Deborah Morris, for 

example, said in a speech last week: 

Business gains from the community, and I feel that it is only right that it 
gives something meaningful back. 

Such a statement sounds unexceptionable to many people. Even business people 

themselves, when engaging in acts of philanthropy, can sometimes be heard using 

precisely this language. 

I would be the first to applaud acts of philanthropy by people in business, the 

professions and indeed all walks of life. But I believe it says a great deal about the 

widespread anti-business culture in our society that in justifying philanthropy some 

people should choose to employ - or feel obliged to employ - this language of giving 

back. 

For the shared assumption in such statements is that businesses have taken from the 

community. If you take something, you have an obligation to repay. And there are 

many people who think that if you make money in business, it is automatically made 

at the expense of someone or something else - 'the poor', 'the community', 'the 

environment', 'the developing world'. There are many candidates for victim groups 

in the demonology of those who see business and private enterprise as exploitation. 

Yet any such view is seriously mistaken. Markets are not characterised by 

exploitation and coercion, but by cooperation for mutual gain. In a market economy 

based on voluntary exchange within a clear legal framework you can only 

consistently make money in business by benefiting others. Given that reality, the 

whole idea of business needing to return something to the community constitutes 

either muddled thinking or intellectual dishonesty. As American George Leef, 

writing in the March 1998 issue of The Freeman, bluntly but correctly observed: 

Profitable businesses no more have an obligation to 'give something 
back' to 'the community' than 'the community' has an obligation to give 
something back to them - or to unprofitable businesses, for that matter. 

Successful companies and individuals have already served 'the 
community', or to shed this useless abstraction, people in the community 
with whom they have voluntarily dealt. 
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Leef is right. The wealth earned by profitable businesses is earned by selling goods 

and services for which people are willing to pay. In an economy based on free 

exchange, both parties to any transaction expect to benefit. Whether it be buyer and 

seller, borrower and lender, or employer and employee, each p arty is making a trade, 

at a price that he or she calculates will leave them better off overall. 

Profitable businesses are those that are successful in this ongoing process of 

cooperation and exchange. A typical business firm employs resources, such as 

labour and capital, and transforms them into goods and services desired by 

consumers. Firms that are particularly successful at benefiting consumers - whose 

goods are cheaper than those of their competitors, or of higher quality, or better 

adapted to consumers' requirements - make high profits and expand. Firms that are 

less good at meeting consumers' needs make low profits, lose customers, or go out of 

business altogether. Provided there is open competition, nothing compels anyone to 

buy the products of one firm rather than another: that decision will be made on the 

basis of which product provides the greatest benefit. In effect, firms are competing 

with each other over how best to serve the community. Competition and the profit 

motive are a spur to innovation: a market economy rewards and encourages 

innovation far more effectively than alternative economic systems. As wealth 

creation mechanisms, markets are unrivalled. 

Thus if Bill Gates, for instance, spent part of his large personal fortune on 

philanthropic projects, it would make no sense to say he was giving something back 

to the community. The firm he created, Microsoft, has already improved the lives of 

millions around the world through its innovations in computer software . . · Mr Gates's 

personal wealth is one indication of the extent to which he has benefited others. Any 

philanthropy he might engage in cannot possibly match in its impact the social 

contribution he has already made. And it will reflect his personal moral 

commitment, not a perceived obligation to 'give back'. 

What I have just said about the creation of value through voluntary exchange and the 

benefits of competition is standard, orthodox, textbook economics. And it is borne 

out by observation: economies where market forces are given free rein easily 

outperform, over any reasonable period of time, economies where markets have been 

suppressed or marginalised as 'exploitative'. Yet the intellectual case for markets is 

still poorly understood by large numbers outside the business sector, and even by 

many within it. 
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One of the chief aims of the organisation I represent is to make the case for a 

competitive market economy in a well-researched, public and unashamed manner. 

The members of the Business Roundtable are chief executives from around 60 of 

New Zealand's largest companies. It does not apologise for consisting of a group of 

p eople who have responsibilities to tens if not hundreds of thousands of 

shareholders, policyholders, customers, suppliers and employees. Nor does it 

apologise for promoting open and competitive markets: it sees such markets as 

overwhelmingly in the interest of New Zealanders in general. Productive market 

economies especially favour the poor, who have the most to lose if a country has low 

incomes and high unemployment. 

The charter of the Business Roundtable commits it to supporting policies that are in 

the overall national interest. Despite this, it is often criticised for acting in the narrow 

self-interest of its member companies. The accusation is seldom bac�ed up by an 

examination of any policy we have promoted. We have supported what we believe 

sound economics suggests is necessary to achieve a growing, dynamic economy 

- first and foremost because that is in the interests of New Zealanders. At the same 

time, only such an environment will be good for business at large in the long run. 

Moreover, we have a demonstrated record of supporting many policies - like tariff 

reductions, deregulation of industries, and moves towards proper pricing of · 

government services - which have been contrary to the immediate self-interest of 

many of our member firms. 

The law on company takeovers is another example. Senior executives the world over 

typically favour restrictive takeover laws, since company managers' arid directors' 

jobs may be put at risk by a takeover. Yet when the government proposed a 

restrictive takeover code, the Business Roundtable argued against it on the basis that 

it was not good for shareholders and the wider economy. Recently even the Business 

Editor of the Herald got it exactly backwards when he wrote that Douglas Myers had 

fought fiercely against a code "aimed at protecting small investors' rights."  It is the 

interests of small investors, not those of incumbent boards and managements, that 

are best protected by an open market for corporate control. They cannot influence a 

company's direction, but the threat or reality of a takeover by larger investors 

certainly can. Shareholders in New Zealand companies have the option of voting for 

more restrictive takeover rules, but only in the case of a handful of companies have 

they decided that restrictions would be in their interests. 

This puts policies promoted by the Business Roundtable in sharp contrast to those 
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proposed by many business groups abroad. The constant temptation of people in 

business is to lobby governments for special treatment for their own industry, for 

example through a subsidy or the restriction of competition. There is always an 

argument to be made that s}lch assistance will create jobs, save foreign exchange, 

benefit a region, or promote a new technology. But assistance to one industry is 

inevitably at the expense of others. And of course more than one industry can play 

this game, so the public policy debate all too quickly degenerates into an unedifying 

struggle over who can secure the most government privileges. The businessman 

playing this game can hardly be said to be benefiting the community. By actively 

promoting bad policies and becoming a supplicant for corporate welfare, he becomes 

the miserable figure Ronald Reagan once described as the fellow who hoped the 

crocodile would eat him last. 

That is actually quite a good description of much of the activity of New Zealand 

business organisations during the Muldoon era. It was greatly to the credit of Sir 

Ronald Trotter, the Business Roundtable's first chairman, that he recognised that 

business people needed to put aside their obsession with sectional interests and 

instead promote policies that were in the general public interest. This meant 

supporting the broad thrust of the country's economic reforms, and urging that they 

be extended into areas of the economy not yet liberalised. 

During this time the Business Roundtable and big business generally have come in 

for plenty of criticism - some of it virulent, much of it ill-informed or based on 

emotion rather than logic. One criticism is that we ignore the wider 'social 

responsibility' of business. It is claimed that public companies should do more than 

just maximise their long-term profits by serving consumers' interests well. 

Companies, it is said, should give away shareholders' money to worthy causes in the 

community. And they should balance the interests of various so-called stakeholders 

- such as customers, suppliers and employees - alongside those of shareholders. 

Both of these arguments are currently being promoted by businessman Dick 

Hubbard in his criticisms of the Business Roundtable. 

On the first count, it is simply not true that it is the role of the directors and 

employees of a company to give shareholders' money to charity, if the donation is 

not in the company's own interests. The legal situation is quite clear. Directors are 

stewards of shareholders' financial interests. They are entrusted with shareholders' 

money, and it is not theirs .to give away. As lawyer Geof Shirtcliffe has recently 

written, the fact that directors may consider the charity to be a 'good cause' makes no 
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difference to their fiduciary duty. Dr Elaine Sternberg, the author of Just Business: 

Business Ethics in Action, has put it this way: 

Managers who employ business funds for anything other than the 
legitimate business objective are simply embezzling: in using other 
people's money for their own purposes, they are depriving owners of 
their property as surely as if they had dipped their hands into the till. 

A member of the public summed up the issue well in a letter to me when he wrote: 

"Mr Hubbard will have to learn to distinguish between charity (coming from the 

individual) and a chairman's tax on shareholders."  Decisions about charitable giving 

are properly for individuals - shareholders or others - to make. And it is up to each 

of us to decide which causes and what civic associations we voluntarily support. 

After all, we live in a free society with a plurality of values and a wide range of 

legitimate interests. 

The tendency to attribute to abstract entities - such as the corporation, 'the nation', 

' the government' or 'society' - responsibilities that properly belong only to 

individuals is woolly thinking. It is a delusion which has spawned many wrong and 

oppressive policies, with the totalitarian regimes of our own century being just one 

example. Moreover, its effect on the fabric of civil society is almost always negative. 

It leads to a culture of diminished responsibility, and weakens our dignity and 

integrity as free, thinking and autonomous persons. 

Thus the role of company directors and executives, who are the agents of 

shareholders, is to maximise the long-term value of the business - in ways that are 

within the law and consistent with ethical standards. Their role is not to second

guess the causes on which you or I might like to spend our money if, as 

shareholders, we have entrusted them with our funds. That can only be our 

decision. 

Of course there are sometimes sound business reasons for a company to support a 

charity. If the company receives favourable publicity, the donation might 

legitimately be seen as advertising. An acid test is whether a company would make 

a contribution to charity anonymously - knowing it could not benefit the company. 

If so, it is a tax on shareholders . If not, it is a public relations exercise with a 

commercial goal. 

In addition, directors need not have a prime goal of maximising p rofits if other 

objectives are part of the explicit purpose of the company. The Body Shop is an 

example of a company with a range of social objectives. It is an entirely legitimate 
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vehicle for those who support its purposes, but such companies should not be 

confused with others which have no such mandate. 

The broader claims about stakeholding suffer from similar confusions. On one level 

those who promote 'stakeholder' models are saying something to which few would 

object. If they are simply asserting that business firms need to take the interests of 

various stakeholders into account, then the claim is obviously true. For instance a 

company exists for, and relies on, its customers. If it fails to see them as real people 

with real needs, and to treat them as such, it will not be successful for long. 

Similarly, a company relies heavily on the quality of its employees. To get the most 

out of its workers, it must treat them with respect and have strategies to encourage 

motivation and team spirit. 

The Business Roundtable has been accused by Mr Hubbard of denying such 

elementary rules of good business practice. He has said: "I strongly disagree with the 

approach of the Business Roundtable that labour is merely an ' ingredient' or an 

'input' to business, the cost of which must be minimised as much as possible to 

maximise profits." 

I would invite you to consider how impressed you would be if, as a student, a firm 

on a recruitment drive said to you: "Come and work for my company and we'll treat 

you merely as an ingredient to our business. You'll be an input. Of course we'll 

want to keep your cost to an absolute minimum, so as to maximise our profits." Not, 

I suggest, a great recruitment strategy - or an idea that any sane person would 

entertain, let alone implement. 

So we can all agree that good firms put a lot of effort into treating their various 

stake holders well. They may well implement remuneration arrangements related to 

the performance of the business, or adopt other schemes for sharing risks and 

rewards. But a critic such as Mr Hubbard goes further and argues that post-tax 

profits should be distributed to groups such as employees and the community. 

Such ideas have a long history. Stakeholder theory so defined is a version of 

socialism - though a rather fuzzy version. It is not dissimilar to the ideas behind the 

workers' cooperatives in Tito's Yugoslavia; it was trendy at one point to claim that 

they were models for peace, prosperity and mutual understanding. The reality is 

that such concepts are incoherent because they offer no principled guidance on how 

the competing demands of stakeholders can be met, let alone reconciled with the 
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demands of the company's owners. All sorts of actions affect the various 

stakeholders to varying and often opposite degrees. 

Imagine for instance that a firm lowers the price of a good it is selling. That may be 

good for consumers but bad for the firms' employees and suppliers if the firm 

becomes less profitable. Or suppose a firm decides to continue running an 

unprofitable operation employing outdated capital equipment because it wants to 

maintain the jobs of people working in that plant. That may be good for the 

employees immediately involved, and for the particular region. But it may be bad 

for consumers and for communities elsewhere: the alternative may have been new 

investment in a plant that produced cheaper or better quality goods, and provided 

more numerous or more highly paid jobs. If we throw the profit motive and the 

price mechanism overboard, there will simply be no reliable compass to guide us in 

making such decisions. 

Indeed the whole concept of 'stakeholder' is so slippery of definition that it is almost 

infinitely expandable. For instance, the firm that decides to keep its uneconomic 

plant operating will earn less profit. Are not you and I, as taxpayers, affected by this 

decision and thus stakeholders in it? The firm will pay less tax. This means more tax 

from the rest of us. Or marginally higher interest rates for borrowers, if the deficit is 

met by government borrowing. Or savers being punished through the inflation 'tax', 

if the shortfall is met by printing money. Some group of people, somewhere, will be 

harmed by the firm's action. Are not they entitled to be called stakeholders too, and 

have a say in the firm's decision? The fact is that in a modern market economy 

virtually everybody is affected - if only marginally and indirectly - by the significant 

economic actions of others. 

Once we are at this point we may be encouraged to press on to full-scale socialism. 

Or, more rationally and less disastrously, we may realise that we have been chasing a 

will-o'-the-wisp, and that a model of a public corporation based on the notion of 

balancing 'stakeholder' interests simply makes no sense. 

It
'

is worth noting that New Zealand's state trading organisations prior to their 

corporatisation amounted to a version of the stakeholder model. Profits were often 

subordinated to other objectives such as providing make-work employment and 

keeping prices to households at artificially low levels. As usual when there are 

multiple and conflicting objectives, there was no real accountability. Not 

surprisingly, the organisations were notoriously inefficient. Hardly any mainstream 
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commentators these days claim that this was a sensible arrangement for the state 

sector, or urge that we return to it. Why then should we take the idea any more 

seriously when applied to the private sector? 

There is an even more fundamental problem with any serious attempt to pursue 

stakeholder theory - the moral corrosion and deterioration in social cohesion that is 

likely to result. The whole language of stakeholding is of entitlement: various 

groups are encouraged to see themselves as entitled to share in the rewards of the 

firm, or of society generally. But as we have just seen, there is no rational way of 

deciding upon various competing claims, and the demands of various groups on the 

basis of their perceived 'needs' are unlikely to be compatible with one another. Thus 

the in-built dynamics of a stakeholding society are likely to lead to increasing faction 

and intrigue. As the theologian Michael Novak has written in his latest book, The 

Fire of Invention: 

Schemes of social belonging usually end up with populations far too 
accustomed to receiving and demanding. Those most skilled at 
mobilising demands fare best. While social democracy speaks the 
language of community and compassion and caring, the reality is 
original sin, that is, socialised self-interest. Social democratic societies 
are not notably happy or contented societies . . . . [W]hile extolling the 
language of community and social sharing, social democracy necessarily 
excites envy, a social passion worse than hatred, and it inevitably 
divides citizens into factions that make on the state unceasing claims of 
favour, entitlement and privilege. 

It is important that we distinguish claims made on the basis of compassion for the 

poor and disadvantaged from claims made on the basis of envy for the rich. Those 

who profess to care about the poor should defend and promote the market economy: 

well-functioning markets are powerful mechanisms for generating and spreading 

wealth, and in the process raising up the poor. The worst type of apologist for 

business is the one who fails to make the case for markets competently, and instead 

misconstrues the social responsibility of business. As Milton Friedman puts it, 

"Businessmen who talk this way are unwitting puppets of the intellectual forces that 

have been undermining the basis of a free society. They only spread ignorance, envy 

and confusion."  
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